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Introduction
What's new in the Second Edition?
Touchstone is an innovative series for adult and young
adult learners of American English that is used by
millions of learners worldwide. The Second Edition has
been thoroughly updated based on suggestions from
teachers and students all over the world. In addition to
having a fresh look and new photos, Touchstone Second
Edition includes:
more practice throughout, including a new Extra
practice activities section which provides additional
opportunities to practice key grammar points; these
activities are for use in class or as homework
Can do-style objectives to highlight the learning
outcomes of each unit lesson, plus Now I can ...
self-evaluation sections at the end of each unit
• Common errors panels, which provide information
from the Cambridge Learner Corpus to help students
avoid making basic errors and to improve their test
scores
Reading tips, which introduce a skill or strategy to help
students develop reading proficiency
Sounds right activities, which provide additional
pronunciation practice
refreshed and updated content, including new
activities, audio, and reading texts in every unit
Touchstone is a corpus-informed course, drawing on
extensive research into the corpus of North American
English in the Cambridge English Corpus ("the
Corpus") - a large database of everyday conversations and
a variety of written texts that show how people actually
use English. The database also includes the multimillion
word Cambridge Learner Corpus, which shows us how
learners at different levels use English, what problems they
have, and what the most common errors are at each level.
Corpus research ensures that learners using Touchstone
will encounter the most useful and widely used words,
phrases, and grammar in a range of everyday situations.
Corpus research also led to the development of a unique
conversation skills syllabus that includes strategies such as
how to start and end conversations, how to show interest,
and how to ask questions that are not too direct. The
result is a groundbreaking course of language and skills
development that helps learners communicate naturally
and effectively, even at the very beginning levels.
Easy and enjoyable to teach, Touchstone is full of new and
exciting ideas, offering a fresh approach to the teaching and
learning of English. Here are some answers to the questions
that people have asked us about the Touchstone series.
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Touchstone is a corpus-informed
course. What is a corpus, exactly?
A corpus is a database of spoken and I or written English.
The words in a corpus can be collected from a variety
of sources. For example, texts in a written corpus may
come from newspapers, magazines, books, or websites,
while "texts" in a spoken corpus may come from everyday
conversations between friends and family, strangers,
co-workers, etc. Touchstone was written using the corpus
of North American English in the Cambridge English
Corpus - a database that currently holds more than a
billion words from spoken and written texts.

Do I need to know a lot about the
Corpus to be able to teach with
Touchstone?
Not at all. You don't need any special knowledge of
the Corpus to use the course successfully. You can
feel assured that we, as the authors, have checked the
Corpus carefully to ensure that the language we teach is
frequent, natural, and useful, and that the statements we
make about language are accurate.
As you teach from Tou,chstone, you and your students will
learn many interesting facts about language coming from
our corpus research. Throughout the Student's Books
you will see In conversation panels, which give useful
information about spoken grammar and vocabulary or
about differences between informal and formal spoken
English. On many of the Vocabulary notebook pages, these
In conversation panels present fun facts about vocabulary,
such as how people refer to family members and what color
and food words are used most frequently in conversation.
The Common errors panels give useful advice on common
errors to avoid with a particular language item. In the
Teacher's Editions we provide additional information
about grammar and vocabulary that we feel will be of
particular interest to you as a teacher. See pages xix-xxii in
this Teacher's Edition for a list of the 500 words used most
frequently in conversation.

What kinds of information can you
learn from a corpus?
Using computer software to analyze a corpus, we can
find out the most commonly used English words and
expressions. The use of a corpus is a major innovation
that makes it possible to develop an exciting new
approach to learning English.

We used the Corpus to answer questions like these:
What are the most frequent words and phrases
in English? By analyzing the Corpus, we can identify
the most frequent words in everyday conversation. For
example, we can find the top 50, 500, 1,000, or 5,000
words in the spoken Corpus and see how these are
different from the most frequent words in the written
Corpus. This ensures that students learn the most useful
conversational words right from the beginning.
Which English words are most likely to occur
together? We can find typical collocations, or words
frequently used together, by looking at all the examples
of an individual word and seeing what words most often
precede or follow it. For example, we can identify the
adjective that most frequently follows the adverb pretty
(as used in It was pretty good). We learn that the top four
adjective collocations with pretty are pretty good, pretty
nice, pretty bad, and pretty cool This kind of information
helps us present the adverb pretty, as well as other words
and phrases, in natural and useful collocations.
What are the most common meanings and uses
of a particular grammar structure? By using
the Corpus, we can find out, for example, how people
typically use the verb can. Most teachers are familiar
with the meaning of can for "ability,n as in the sentence
I can swim Conversations in the spoken Corpus show that
a more frequent meaning of can is that of "possibility," or
what it is possible to do in different places and situations.
as in the sentence In New York, you can go to the top ofthe
Empire State Building. So Touchstone gives priority to this
use of can.
Which verb forms do people use most
frequently? The spoken Corpus shows which verb
forms people use most frequently in conversation.The
simple present, for example, is more common than the
present continuous. For that reason, we made a decision
to introduce the simple present before the present
continuous in Touchstone.
How do people manage conversations
effectively? By reading the multitude of conversations
in the Corpus, we can see how people interact in real-life
situations. For example, how do people show that they
are interested in a conversation and that they are
listening? Conversations in the Corpus show that people
do this by repeating information, asking questions,
and saying things like "Really?,n "Right," "I know," and
"Uh-huh." What do people say when they want to end a
conversation? There are many examples in the Corpus
of people saying "Anyway•..." to end a conversation
politely. How do people make sure their questions do not

seem too direct? The Corpus shows people rephrasing
questions with "I mean." and adding the word or at the
end of yes-no questions. For example: Where do you go
after work? I mean, do you go somewhere nice?; Would
you like to go out or . .. ? The answers to these and other
questions make it possible for Touchstone to teach
students useful strategies for managing conversations
successfully in English.
What are the most typical contexts for specific
vocabulary and grammar structures? Searching the
Corpus helps us find typical situations for using specific
grammar structures and vocabulary so that we can
present new language in natural contexts. The articles,
conversations, interviews, and listening material that
students encounter in the series are constructed in ways
that reflect the character and content of the material in
the Corpus.
What errors do students make most frequently
with grammar or vocabulary? Searching the Learner
Corpus helps us find the most frequent and persistent
errors that learners typically make with different
structures and at different levels.Examples include the
verb forms that students have most problems with, using
uncountable nouns correctly, and spelling problems. This
information from the Learner Corpus enables us to target
such problem areas and alert students to them as points
to watch out for.

How does this corpus-informed
approach help me and my students?
By identifying what language is essential to basic
communication and what language allows us to speak
clearly and precisely, corpus-informed materials can take
learners to their goals more quickly and efficiently.
In addition, a study of a spoken corpus teaches us
important things about social communication. As a
result, activities based on corpus-informed materials can
focus on the most important features of listening and
speaking skills, making students more effective listeners
and communicators. Successful spoken interaction is
often called "the fifth skill."
Finally, successful learning is all about motivation.
Corpus-informed materials motivate learners because
they can feel confident that the language they are
learning is up-to-date, useful in everyday conversations,
and targeted to situations in which they are likely to
find themselves. Students can also be sure that the
language corresponds to what they will encounter in
real conversations, on radio and TV shows, in movies, on
websites, and in books, newspapers, and magazines.
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What methodology will I be using
in Touchstone?
Touchstone merges the best features of proven and
familiar communicative methodologies, offering
stimulating activities that are carefully crafted to focus
on the learning process. The Touchstone philosophy
maintains that a successful course meets all of the
following goals:
1. It is interaction-based. An important learning aim
in every lesson is to get students talking to each other.
This strong emphasis on spoken interaction enables
students to put new language to use immediately
to communicate with their classmates. In addition,
Touchstone devotes a full lesson in every unit to the
teaching of conversation strategies so that students
can learn the skills needed for effective spoken
communication.
2. It personalizes the learning experience. Touchstone
offers engaging activities that encourage students to
talk about their own lives and ideas as they discuss
topics relevant to their interests and experiences.
Students will enjoy talking about topics such as TV,
music, the Internet, sports, and celebrities. The About
you icon points out some of these opportunities.
3. It promotes noticing and inductive learning.
Throughout the series, students complete tasks
that actively involve them in the learning process.
Students are also challenged to notice and figure out
(inductive learning) grammar structures or English
usage. Solving a problem or figuring something out
for oneself is a powerful aid to understanding, and
research shows that activities that have students
notice and figure things out result in successful
learning. Figure it out tasks challenge students to
think about how target grammar structures are
formed and used before they are formally introduced.
Notice tasks in the Conversation strategy lessons
encourage students to think about how people
manage conversations effectively. Word sort tasks and
Vocabulary notebook pages get students to actively
learn new vocabulary.
4. It encourages students to be independent learners.
Clear learning aims at the start of each unit, a Now
I can . .. checklist on each Vocabulary notebook page,
and Progress checks at the end of each Workbook
unit enable students to monitor their own learning.
Vocabulary notebook pages encourage independent
learning habits by allowing students to add their own
words, expressions, and example sentences. Reading
tips help students improve their reading skills as they
tackle any new text. Each Teacher's Edition provides
vi • Introduction

a testing package that gives you and your students
another valuable tool for assessing progress.
5. It recognizes the importance of review and
recycling. Language students need constant
review, and Touchstone systematically recycles and
reviews target language in several sections of the
Student's Book - in Before you begin, Conversation
strategy, Reading, Listening, Vocabulary notebook, and
Checkpoint, as well as in the Workbook (or Online
Workbook). Grammar, vocabulary, and conversation
strategies taught in earlier units are recycled in
later units. Items learned in lower levels are recycled
in subsequent levels. Recycle icons throughout
the Teacher's Editions point out these and other
opportunities for review and recycling.
6. It offers flexibility to meet the needs of specific
classes. Touchstone can be used with large and
small classes. Activities can be done in pairs, groups,
or as a whole class, depending on your particular
needs. Touchstone can also be adapted to varying
course lengths. For shorter courses, the Vocabulary
notebook pages and Reading and Writing tasks, as well
as the &tra practice activities, can be assigned for
homework. For longer courses, the Workbook provides
additional learning tasks. The Teacher's Edition offers
a variety of extra classroom activities to reinforce
learning that can be used when time allows.

Can I teach the lessons in a unit
out of order?
It is highly recommended that Lessons A, B, C, and D are
taught in order. This is because the new structures and
vocabulary taught in the earlier lessons are generally
recycled and reused in the later lessons. Each lesson in a
unit assumes that students have learned the language of
the previous lesson(s).
A special thank-you from the authors ...
We have been greatly appreciative over the years for the
feedback and support of teachers and students. We would
like to extend a very personal thank-you to all those who
have helped with the development of Touchstone Second
Edition, and we hope that it will continue contributing to
the success of your English classes. We always welcome
any feedback and wish you well.
With our very best wishes,
Mike McCarthy
Jeanne McCarten
Helen Sandiford

Course components
Each level of Touchstone Second Edition consists of a full
suite of print and digital components. Print materials
include a Student's Book, a Workbook, and a Teacher's
Edition with an Assessment Audio CD I CD-ROM.
In addition, each level of Touchstone contains a wide
range of materials for use in the classroom and as
homework - including online materials for Touchstone
Blended Learning. Here is a list of the core components:

Student's Book
There are 12 units in each Student's Book. Each unit
consists of:
• a unit opener page that presents the unit theme, the
learning outcomes for every lesson, and a Before you
begin warm-up activity
• four two-page lessons (Lessons A, B, C, and D) that
present grammar; vocabulary; conversation strategies;
and listening, reading, and writing practice
• a Vocabulary notebook page with fun tasks where
students catalog �ew vocabulary, reinforce
collocations, and further develop their vocabulary
building skills
• a Now I can ... chart on the Vocabulary notebook
page that helps students monitor their own learning
(NEW!}
• a Free talk task at the back of the book that encourages
students to converse freely in a natural setting
• a Sounds right activity at the back of the book that
practices sounds, linked to the language of the unit
(NEW!}
• an Extra practice page at the back of the book that
provides additional practice of key grammar points
(NEW!}
• Reading tips that introduce reading strategies and
information about written texts; these tips help
students develop reading proficiency and provide
focused during-reading tasks that allow students to
immediately apply the strategy (NEW!)

• In conversation panels that present interesting facts
from the Corpus about the frequency of grammatical
forms and vocabulary in spoken English
Four Checkpoint lessons review the language taught in
the previous three units.

Workbook
The Workbook is a natural extension of the Student's
Book, providing reinforcement and consolidation of the
material in the Student's Book. There are two pages of
follow-up activities for each Student's Book lesson. The
Workbook provides:
• thorough consolidation and practice of the
vocabulary, grammar, and conversation strategies
taught in the Student's Book
• extra reading and writing activities to reinforce these
important skills
• a wide variety of activity ty pes, with photos and
illustrations to provide context and keep students
motivated
• a Progress check at the end of each unit to help
students plan further independent study

Online Workbook
The Online Workbook provides the Workbook content as
interactive activities. The Online Workbook contains:
• automatically marked activities with instant feedback
• progress checking for teachers
• forums and blogs that enable teachers to
communicate with students online
• personalized writing tasks with guided self
assessment
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Teacher's Edition with Assessment
Audio CD / CD-ROM
The interleaved Teacher's Edition contains practical,
step-by-step teaching notes for each page of the Student's
Book. It also offers:
• Langu,age notes that not only provide an overview
of the language presented in each unit but also
give useful information, drawn from the Corpus,
on the frequency of grammatical forms, words, and
expressions
• a wide variety of extra activities geared to both small
and large classes
• unit-by-unit Language summaries that include the
unit vocabulary and expressions
• audio scripts for all recorded material from the
Student's Book
• the Workbook answer key
An Assessment Audio CD I CD-ROM bound into the
Teacher's Edition contains:
• written and oral tests - one test of each type for
Units 1-6, one for Units 7-12, and one for Units 1-12
• written and oral quizzes - one quiz of each type for
every unit
• audio recordings, answer keys, and scripts to support
the testing program
All tests and quizzes have been revised and checked
by a testing expert and are available as PDF and Word
documents - allowing teachers to customize them.

Class Audio Program
The Class Audio Program provides students with natural
models for speaking and pronunciation as well as the
opportunity to listen to a variety of voices and accents.
The recordings are in natural, conversational American
English. The class audio is available as downloadable
recordings from www.cambridge.org/touchstone2/audio.
The recordings are also available on CDs.
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Presentation Plus Software
Presentation Plus allows teachers to present the Student's
Book, Workbook, and Video Activity Worksheets in
a lively, interactive way by bringing together text,
images, audio, and video in one place at the front of the
classroom. The software also allows teachers to annotate
pages, zoom in on specific content, and attach their own
images, files, and links.
Presentation Plus can be used with all types of interactive
whiteboards or with just a computer and projector.

Video and Video Resource Book
The Touchstone Video, available on DVD, provides video
conversations that accompany the Student's Book. The
Video Resource Book offers worksheets for each unit.
These can be used in class as extension activities.

Teacher's Support Site
The teacher's support area on the Touchstone website
offers teaching tips, classroom activities, downloadable
materials, and more.

Placement Testing Program
The Touchstone I Viewpoint Placement Testing Program
helps teachers place students in the correct level of
Touchstone or Viewpoint. The Testing Program provides
three versions of the Objective Placement Test (multiple
choice questions that cover Listening, Reading, and
Language Use), a Placement Essay, and a Placement
Speaking Assessment to determine oral competency. An
audio program, audio scripts, answer keys, and complete
guidelines for administering the test are also included.

Also available: Touchstone Blended
learning
Touchstone Blended Learning is a completely customizable
suite of print and digital components. The online
component consists of the Touchstone Student's
Book content along with additional activities, video
material, tests, online communication tools, and
animated presentations of grammar, pronunciation, and
conversation strategies. With learning outcomes tightly
integrated between the online material and the Student's
Book, teachers can move seamlessly between the two,
choosing which activities students do in class and which
they complete online.

Key features of blended learning
• automatic feedback and progress tracking
• automatically marked tests and quizzes
• online communication tools that allow teachers and
students to collaborate and interact online (forums,
chat, biogs. etc.)
• animated presentations teaching target language,
useful for learning prior to class or as a follow-up to
material taught in class
• pronunciation and role-play activities to further
practice speaking
• fun language learning games that recycle grammar
and vocabulary
• additional video material
For a complete list of components, visit
www.cambridge.org/touchstone2 or contact your
local Cambridge University Press representative.
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Structure of the units in the Student's Book
All units contain the following basic structure. It is important to note that lessons should be
taught in A, B, C, D order. There may be some variety in the exact position of pronunciation,
listening, and speaking activities from unit to unit.

Unit opener - Unit overview
and warm-up activity

Lesson A - Grammar, pronunciation, and
speaking
. ..

£.uni,-·

9.,______ _

._..________ _

Lesson B - Vocabulary, grammar,
and speaking

-.

-.,.......

Lesson C - Conversation strategies,
listening, and speaking

a .._ _.____

,.

-- --

_______

-- .._.

_____......_

·--·-.. . - ---- - --·-

a--

·:.;.=----�
:��=--:.-:::·· __ � -�·
··-------

.

e·-----0 .,____ _

--------·-.. --- -. ----�--- �-

--

J•

-

o.---·---··------------

o.---...

•

:-.::.�:, I') :::a·

n---

·-

;s€::::-

--

------------·-·---·
-··

Lesson D - Reading, writing, listening,
and speaking

-���
�-- -

Vocabulary notebook - Strategies for learning vocabulary
and Now I can ... self-check evaluation section

-·--

:.11,._r __

·---------
·-·-------

&..-... _ ..___ ..

.·------------·-- .--
..

--

)

·-··-------

;...�
�r

Q--·-- .. -- ........,,,.

--··-�--=-=:.-_:-

---.
·-- -----
----------------

ff>
L.n.

irLanguage

�t the back of the Student's Book

Free talk - Additional
speaking activities for
use in class

.. __ __________
..

�fter units 3, 6, 9, and 12

Sounds right Pronunciation practice

---- .....

·----- ·--------

·- -·-=--·- ·-=- --:::._
-----·---- .:.--- --= --=" -=--

a:.:..-;:.-::-.=. ::-·--::.:.::----..
;=-

·------- -·--

·-·

·-·
-

la----· --------·-
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Extra practice Additional practice of
the unit grammar

.

:::--.::=:::.:.-

-------

..

Checkpoint - Review
a-..... -

··...-----·_______PEial
...__

Qh ...-·.. -

-

--·-

·-··-·---------·-----·-:=--=:;�--�
----· -

----------

Q_,. .. __

Q---

...._,...

_____

---

Features of the units in the Student's Book
Unit opener

•

The unit opener page sets the scene for the unit topic and introduces new vocabulary.

• show key grammar, vocabulary, topics, functions,
and strategies

• provides photos of contemporary life, allowing easy
introduction of the unit theme
• recycles structures from previous units in a short
warm-up activity
• teaches new vocabulary related to the unit theme
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Lesson A
Lesson A presents the main grammar point of the unit with some relevant new vocabulary.
It may include a Speaking naturally pronunciation task, a Talk about it group discussion, or a
Listening task.

• presents new grammar in natural contexts such
as conversations, interviews, surveys, and phone
messages
• focuses on the most frequent and useful language
for everyday communication

Fi ure it out

A What are som, foods th11 tt,e �ople btlow don't Hit Mak, 11 list.
• a \lege1ari,m

• a �p,ckv� tatt>r

• a pe�on on oi diet

• helps students notice the forms and uses of the new
structure
• challenges students to use their inductive skills
before a grammar chart is presented

• a pe�on with food aHergies

8 ,ft u, listen. men is IH\ling I mes�re for her p,1renU. What is her problem? Which plate of food
does Ellen think is right to, Amy? lo1 ju1n? for David?
'1�1 C And the food words in [lien's messagr. Arr they �niular or plural?Wrllt them In the chart. Then
drde o lot of, much. u,d many. Do singtJlar or plural nouns follow the words?

r1rot

I

,gg,

�I O P�lir work Which of the foods abow do you like? Which don't v-ou Uke? Tell a partner.
-4lfOV11meo1Ho<Not,au1t'Oll1

118

8 Um. ldt>nlrofl'll!'Ol. b;,it/tr�rfjsn ondwgerobfft

f1. Grammar Countable/ uncountable nouns 11111)1.ll
,__

Wmples:,1n apple.$l.x potatoe-s

U11«N1111taWe DOHS
ExamplM: (ht�,. meat. fish

lJH•/MOfpw,ai-s:
lh•ve ui ea for breakfast noery day.
ldon't e,1tbliMNL

,Doft"t ...Mo/onOfplu.ral·s:
!drinkallttvetymoming.
I don't eat Mrlfood.

UH NW--..y, o lo( o(. •rwl
tt... ......, eas do you tat a W'l'ek?
leat11ot.efegs.
I don't HI a toe flfegs.
I don't eat ....,. (-sp).

Use how�. o lotof, ait4 trHldr:
do you drink a day?
ltow ._..
ldrinkalotllf11tllk.
ldon't drinkalotof111llk.
l don't drink�(mll:.l.

--r.

• give students both controlled and freer practice with
the new structure
• offer opportunities to exchange personal information

•I•

Cir(le the ,orrect words in these tonvemtions. Then practice with a partner.
1

4 How rnuUI

I many fruit do you eat a day?'

!:! Well, I ha11e ban11JM1 I a buana every dav for oreakfast,
and I eat much/ a lot of fruit arter dinne1 fo, de�sert.

2

A Howrnuch I m1ftYt1mesa wttkdO'(OU iEat potato I potatoes?
0 About once a week. Bui lHt rkt I the rl<e l!verv day.

3.

tAl:foufyo1f". '.�-·· �

A Do VO\l ea1 muy I a lot of red meal?
Or do you prefer chicken I the chkken?

• signals a personalized practice task
t,.,,�...�. ---�... ""'"· . .,... ,,..,....- Common n: r·

• provides information from the Cambridge English
Corpus about errors to avoid
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Q Talk about it

What's your diet?

Group_,._ Discuss the questloll$. Do you have slmilu habhs?
Then lell the dan one inteAOstinr thinr about a person i n your group.
Me you a pl(lcy eacer,what foods do you hale?
Are you allergl<. IO at1y ldnds offood?Whal .:,re you aHergi<. to?
Are you on a spe,ciat diet?Whal cari'tyou eat?
How many times a da,y do yOU Ht?
Do you ever skip meals�
ln your opinion, wh,1t foods are good fur you? Wnat foods a,tn'I?
Do you have ainy bad eating habits? Whal art they?

Qmiiliil:lirl:lmlL_,
D<>n'1 ..�@N!1t��r,o.,niw
bllkaboutf,x,,d1"1@nl'<al

lM>l't"r/,�-OL �J�l�iJ
(NOl

,_,...,..,

Lesson B
Lesson B teaches the main vocabular y of the unit and builds on the grammar taught in
Lesson A. It may include a Speaking naturally pronunciation task, a Talk about it group
discussion, or a Listening task.

Q Building vocabulary
A "', u1 Listen and say the words. Which foo::IS do )'OU likl!'? Which don't you Uke? Tell the <lass.

8 Complele the chan with the foods above. Add ideas. Then tell a putner about your diet.

_±:;!II

·1,r11oloto/.for1tb ..

"ldonltatmonyaoms. -

:a

-, dOft"f rol mu<h ice cream."

Q Building language

• visually presents new words and expressions,
offering students a mini picture dictionary for their
reference
• offers a vocabulary syllabus that draws on Cambridge
English Corpus frequency information while providing
motivating topics

Word sort
• helps students organize new vocabulary in
meaningful ways
• gives opportunities for students to use the new
vocabulary immediately in meaningful, personalized
interactions with classmates

P",actice theconvuwtlon.

r,

� •-"•I B
120

I guess ifs my tum to coolr. a1nnl!'1. So what wouldyou likt?
Um, 1·e1 l!ke so'Tle chtt'len. Do we h.a"e any?
Urn, no. we nHd to set some. We don't haw ariy
ve1e1ables. ei1hef. Wouldyou lilt.e to 10 out for plua?
Again? No, Ithink I'd ll!l.e to st•Y home tonight.
OJ< Theri we havt to 10 to the groory store.
Well, I went 1rocety �'topping last week. I think it'<;your tum.

Ortle the corrMl words- Then pracliu with a partner.

1. A Wh1uwouk!-youUkll/liketoea1?
8 ri:1 Uke J llk•to some chkk.tn.

Z A rdllke-som•/•nytlsh.
8 Wt don't havt S(Hll'I•/ any, Let's 10 buy $0rH I ny.

'in conversation
• presents interesting facts from the Cambridge
English Corpus about the frequency of grammatical
forms and vocabulary in spoken English

�
·.

ytl o,,;c.t;,.r�,,.

0

�
[R

irLanguage

• builds on the grammar of Lesson A, presenting new
language in a different style from the previous lesson
• provides additional Figure it out tasks

8, Grammar

Wouldlike;someandany")uJ

UM.,,..,.,Ullltl +to+Wft

....w,,.,,.,...,

w.14 you UM to go out?
Whl!WMldyoulllwfordinnrr?
rdHu somechk:kfl'I.
WNW youlib some tea7
YH. please./ No, thanks.
rd•lfllllOfJld

A:4iI

1

----.J

A Complete thtconn,:udons. Uu um�. ony, would, . Uk.I!, or 'd Ilk�.
Sometimes there are rwo con-ect •nswers.
1. A
B
2. A
B
3. A

8
4. A
8
A

l'msleep y.rdlib togoforiw.illt. Would you-----1l!:!_tocomt?
Sutt. le1's 1o out for __ coffte.1 __10 get __ cake, too.
l'mre,lly lhirsty.Ooyouhavt __ waltrwithyou?
Well.l have ___ sooa.Wouldyoulikt ___ ?
___ ,o, __ a snack? I have ___ cookits ancl peanuts.
Oh wait, I don't have __ pHnuts.
Um,l ___ somefruit.Do youhavt ___ ?
Wha1 ___ ,o, __ 1odo afte1clns?Doyou h1ve __ plans?
Well. t n,ed lo 10 shopping .ind 1et ___ food.
Oh, I cancome with you. I Med10 ge-1 ___ mltk. too. I don't haw ___ .

�l B Pai, work Astan-danswer the questions. Giv-e your own answen.
A I'm 1lttptf l'tJJil(,rogoforo....:-/.1;. Would�lil<ttoCOMt 1
B )u•f u-n- 9tt so,..t sooo, too

Speaking naturally Would you ... ?

• helps students understand and use natural
pronunciation and intonation
• provides communicative and personalized practice to
fully integrate pronunciation into the lesson
• covers the key areas of linking and reduction, stress
and intonation, basic grammatical forms, and
common problems in listening comprehension

11> ij

UM..JNNhl alllnMtM�aMny
In qll'MtioM alHI !MptM: st,t.,...�
Dowthaw
tt, wt '""' .... (fftlttablH).
No.� aon't haw uy (ve1ttat>ltt). A11y1scoml"'o"11nQ�n1,cir,.'l>o)"Ollllo·,pl'flJ'CootlfS,
Oo-hn•NYchkkfl'I?
S...1�(GMIII01tll'Cl>MSdolll
YH. WI!' hilvt SNM (chkbn).
llllll'Pofftn.orrtQuotM>
Woukl)"Olll,ke ...P'1WCU�>
No, wt don't hil,,...., {chicken).
(011111,,.,..._cltocolc�l

�olddtoM'l•ird�

��"-"•Pftl

r,.,. .. ,.,_._....

�r�

A ,., LM Usten and tef)t'll lhe ques tions 11bovie-. Notice the pronuncilltion of WOfJld you•.• 7
B ,. ., U1 Listen and complete the quutions. Thfll llste-n •& &In and practice.
1.
2
J.
4.
S.

WhatW"Ouldyouliktro ____ ?
Wo!Jldyoultk.t to ____ ?
Wouldyoultlo.:eto __ __ ?
Wl"terewould you:liketo ___ ?
Wh.twouldyoulik.t to ____ ?
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Lesson C
www.irLanguage.com

Lesson C teaches Conversation strategies, including common expressions useful
in conversation, followed by a listening and speaking activity that reinforces this
conversational language.

Conversation strate
Q Conversation strategy

orsomethingandoranything

A What kinds of food a,tpopular for lunch? M11kea l i st.
B ,.,,.,. Listen. W hat do�rrlc-an d Henry decide to do fo r lunch?

Lf't'S �ke ,11 bruk for lunch.
Sure�Wouldyoutike to1ooul
o r ... ?
Ulrr le �ljl..aRw.1ntaundwld1or
somethin1.
Hen,y

Henr y

OK.I don"t "-Ult abis meal Dr
anythlns. either.But I'd lib
somettiinshot.

Ulrrie, �U. thett's a new Sp,11111.h
i>',lceneu��.an d thr;
hav e ,ood soup.
Henry That sounds ,ood.
Carne OK.Andi��,
Undwidl Of II Yl a d 0(

• teaches students techniques for managing
conversations more effectively in English
• offers an exciting syllabus of strategies drawn
from conversations in the Cambridge English Corpus,
covering techniques such as starting and ending
conversations, reacting to news and information,
taking time to think, repeating ideas, keeping
conversations going, being polite and not "too
direct," and much more
This section provides a four-step presentation and
practice where students:
• first, discuss the general topic
• then, listen and understand a conversation
• next, notice the strategy and find more examples
• finally, use the strategy first in controlled, then in
more personalized, interactive practice

O Con1pwte the co n'<'tf'SIUonswith or so,-fh/ng and ot anything.
TheflpnctiuwIDi • putrMr .
1. A Ooyo1.1eat.1bl1lunch?
B No,I usualty..,is1 h aw a salad ___ .
2 A What dO','OI.Jusuallyhavefo!'bft'altfut'!'
B Oh, I jusl h a.,.. somecol'ttt a,id a m uffin ___ .

Usew ....... i..alfl.....!ift
KM'ffllel!UMM!lfl�
"'-'-°"""'..ctreqUHt$..
lkew..,...MIMtttiw
M.11-..UMMlll'Mtl!�$-

A Youdon' thaveeggs___ ,
). A. Would you like to goout f0t dinrm ___ •
6 St.I�. But I don' t w ant abis mHI_ __ .Somtthlns Urt,t m.1ybe.
A OK. Well, le t's go somlPWh,n with a salad bar ___ .

""';:IE

,.. ..... Askanda ns-.rlMqUfft ion5.Gtft'f'kJrown1l'IS""r s .
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Strategy plus

Strate

lus

• teaches conversation management expressions
such as I mean, Well, and Anyway, all chosen for their
relevance and frequency
• extends and reinforces the Conversation strategy

or .

.. !

1

""=I� .... Oled;(./)the quutlonsyouctn endw ltho,
theblank.Then a1k1nd1 nswet 1llotthequesUons.

.. ,,ndwrttt tlln

. '
__
0 1. Do'°"""""'" ....., ••,_.,

c.rt1011eo#dle�
s.>-«!l.
__ ____,

D 2. Ooyoum.1keyourown lunch __ ?

0

3. Wheredoyou u1ua llyHt __ ?

0 4.

Do you fusl hive somethin1 IIJh t __ ?

OS. WouldYo\,ttlktt oh avtlunch somellme__ ?

0 6. Wherewouldyou llketo10 __

7

A O.,-NtMd�.,.Ol'... 1

S _..,_...,,..,,,._.,,�fO_.Mttl""'r•....,..w�.

Listening and strategies

Listenin and strate ies
• integrates the complementary skills from
Conversation strategy and Strategy plus
• gives opportunities to listen to conversations and
anecdotes based on real life
• includes "listenership activities" - tasks that mirror
real communication by teaching students to react or
respond to what they hear; tasks include "listen and
choose the best response," "listen and predict," and
"listen and decide if you agree"
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If you want my advice . ..

Th11r11 ls one utr1 ph raH.
1. Jack_
2.Rachel_
3.Pfltr_
4 . Abby_
B

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.

Wlntf to buy a sandwich at a food ttand.
donn"t usu1tty eat anythlns for lunch.
WCM.lld lib a nke � ornetetu.
would Ulw to haw a bla mML
doesn'tw a ntplna ora-n,thln1-

•tu,

Lbten 1pln. Do you &ffN wrth the�• thlt II afnn to the paopi. abow!7 Circa. I a,,,,
or ldon'r fffllya,rH, ind compC.l'tt Heh Mntenc:,with )'01,lrown vtew.

1. l11fN/l don"ttNtt,,11tN.lthlnk 1hat _____________
2. lalfN/ldo n ' t,utt,,11,...,lfeelttiat _____________
3. lqrN/ IOCHl'trulty11Tff.lthink th11_____________
4. 1asrae/l don'tNdy1l'"·'belitvtth11 ____________
C ,_....._ M1Mptan1to1o out1fte,du1today. D IK&atwhat k lndottoodyou'd Uke.AfrNOl\a
p(k.l:to ao.

i##IHIH12J

Lesson D
Lesson D, after the first three units, focuses on reading and writing skills while also
providing additional listening and speaking activities.

Reading

A. Oo you know ,1n intt'resting ,estaurant? W�•l's specl•I abour it?
(heck(./') the boxies. n,,n tell the c!us.
O lthilSil'lite•rmospht'ft'

D

lthaslWemus1c.

011serves unus1.talf.ood.

O lthu.ibuut ihllvl,w.
0 1111.u 1000 urvice
Oo1her ____

B Rtad the rutaurant suide. Which u,s1o1urait would you llke
to try? ltll a pannuwhy you'd like to 10 tltere.

� 'l'OU �.a. ,1r,pn• ud1 p;.a Al�
'fO\,IUlf,"'tlr-,.,.,dlt:�IQ0\11'1•1•1"'"

• provides comprehensive reading-skills
development, including pre-reading, "as you read,"
and post-reading tasks in every lesson; tasks include
guessing words from context, understanding main
ideas, and text organization
• offers high-interest texts, adapted from magazines,
newspapers, and websites, that recycle and
consolidate language and provide interesting content
for discussion

i3:0tt#hOIiiHI1,i&·Mtbl

.,..,o...sld fO - tO:e t�,,.,5,1 .i·eol,vcou:
rf',!,hn·,v'lt: ''lt-rl try tM•s :> ace [�"•vrh ng
it" ' lrC<T' ·,"ub'esa'ld::hc1,·s
totl'lep,cture':>0' lhP. .,alJ<, Vinert..-oo
orCl'r 1,;oda. t comes _r,3r rceg<'I'>'> ilfl1
'fou, r•t'dl·-.<,p--ve�o1,1",ce:; alt' Luer. ·y
; ,·ov�et tooc.cld you titfl a-.1. !or a warm
t ,}'l• <>tan:: SO'Tl.e-hot tl'>ocol;,te B,. � .• re
• ,,.,..,ome,cecream ·oo It�.. ,., mt!US'

,.,.,,.,,t,.,,t

t--,o,.,. ·,,, ovh:1 yoi., 1,1<� 10 dmc 50 mete·s ll 6� f,t'tl
ab::i.ve yoUT favo11te v,ew ":> Tt-en hire O;nner .n theSit)· for a <:ipN11tl t'vent Youat1d 21 g..ie,sts can t''lJOY
dmner <.tl a. 1.,;,l,:!11 hargtng m the a r' Ach�f. .i servP# l
an.::. a1 crterta•ne, gow'.th )'CU To rra..e & ?{'rfect
e,v(>n,.ng.. 8.1t .f you'·e scared of he ghts. we dont
re<omm ..,,d ·,,

• introduces reading strategies and information about
written texts that help students develop reading
proficiency
• provides focused during-reading tasks that allow
students to immediately apply the strategy

l1.e-<1<"s ..omNt' 1ngrealitJdi'h"en1 - ,re,;t.i.irant wtthro:;oh
(hoose �o.ir 'cod trOffl a toocnso,,,. tompu1ermenu. and a few
m,,.u' l' S la11>r . .t smt" '"8 ro!><lt t>•,ngs ,1 to 1w Yov (,)nals:>
barcr.:oe food dl yow uble order oti'ler dehc1ous As,on d,s�s
fro"' '.1f! -ou Tr1agreen tea sm'.'.IO•h pand 1hens1: back¥td
,n-qy the em@rta,nrnent every hour tl'-e 1obots dance 10 rru!>lc!
ts a fun and I;.,,. y atrrosp�ere. aid tne serv,ce is e.(:elle1t!

°'

12,

F¥MA<-l..,.,;;fioooc;;;-"lll!mmi•�
C Read the article again, and ans,.·u these (lue stions. Expl,1in your answ•� to a partner.
1. What can you do if you feel cotd at [he Chillout ice re�tauranl?

· Writing
• includes real-world writing tasks such as drafting
email messages, short articles, and blog entries
• moves from simple sentences to paragraphs,
supporting the presentation with models both in the
reading text and sample student writing
• provides a systematic syllabus, including Help
note panels that give practical advice on areas
such as punctuation, linking ideas, and organizing
information

rJalk about it
• are group discussions where students can use new
language to talk about contemporary topics - in
this unit, the best places to do things like shop, see
music, etc.

2. Whal dish does the writerrtcomnt,nd there?
3. How ma nv p"°ple can dine in 1t-,e slcy at one timf'?
4. Who goes up with the guests at Oinnu in the Sky?
5. What can you order at the Hajlme Robot Restaurant?
6. wny ao you think.pe-opte 1ry res1.aurams like 1ne se?

Listening and writing Do you recommend it?
A 4} ,_. lislen to Olivia t1lkabout a restaurant she Wt'nt to tut wed•. Wh•t do you find out
•bout it? Clr<le the <orrect WOfds.
1. Thert'Staura.,t .....as�ll•n/Spanish.

5. The servi<e wc1s fut/ !iW.

2

6

Thev St'� g1eat seaf'ood

I pasta

3. Olivia had a rice dish I aw.food wlad.
4. lt '�!oodfor m.at eaten/-..pllri.lns.

ttlSWMAIIT---

rtie atmosphere wc1s fun/ rwtued.

7. lt was e�/lnupfflSffli.
8

Olivia rt<.OflUn�ds it I clonni. recommend it.

8 ltead lhe review and the Hetp nott. Undrrtine the adjectfws that dHCribt' the HHllhy BitH ,estaurant.

Wt wittJr. I hMt dionff at a smMI r.tigtlb<K1\ood
rnt.:rwit ulkd H<Hltl'Jt Sitn.. tt serws
hutthy f.st food. and tt is fatnoiA fOfits
� Thrt foodisel!C.U.n:t.TIM
hamburgen comie with dtkioos toppings like
spi(y<� 'lrith ootOOS and a bt of i,¥1ic.
TM sertke •M �eel.lent- fast but fri�y.
lhf&hlY rKomroend it.

UMfvluprnlilffl$
W4J.Jt ...
rherrstauranrwos
Thrsetvicrwos
ThtUIVt'<1iwett'
ThrmNlwos
TP>e (ooc!wos
Thcp«atoesowre

,-,,
.....

Wtlft'lfl.
fritfkl�
delkUWS..
rosl)'.
'""-

-·._,.,

terrrOlr.
,mf,,endly.

tcsttitss
cokl.

�f C Writr • rtview of a restaurant y.u know. Talk about the atmosphere, the food,
the urtlce. and the prict'.
O Read your <tusmates' reviews. Whkh rttUuranl would you like to try1

Talk about it What are your favorite places to eat?
Group wort Discu ss tilt quuttons. Apl!e on ii place you'd lib
togototog"d�r.
How ofttn do you 10 out to eat?
� YQU ea1 out. doyou 10 to rMtaurants? ufts? rast·tood plac�?
o
fod stands?
Ooyou h.we a favorite place 10 eait? Whert is it?Why do 'f'OU like it?
Whefe can you set good, c�p fQocH
Whe� can you hang out 'With frier,ds?
Whkh �slaurant ir1 your city would you like to t,y?
Which futaurant don"t you re<;omrnend? Whv not?
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Vocabulary notebook and Free talk

�

Vocabulary notebook provides enjoyable tasks at the end of every unit to help students
organize and write down new vocabulary. It allows students to customize their own
vocabulary learning, working in class or at home.The Now I can ...chart, which appears on
the page, provides a list of the main learning outcomes of the unit. This helps students focus
on the things they can do with the language they have learned.
• introduces a useful technique in every unit for
writing down, learning, and remembering new
vocabulary
• covers writing whole expressions or collocations;
grouping vocabulary in different ways; using charts,
mind maps, and pictures; and other techniques

Youcan group s.ome vocabulary by the things you like .cl dN'1: ...

1

Whkh ofthfl.e ty-pH of food do you Ult.e? Whkh don't you Ilka?
eo,np1m tht word wt'bt.

...

/c.ereal
/fish
mnt
tnftkandche
PH�ilndbre"
Sft�lf!UI
yq:etablH
2

Task t practices the technique in the Learning tip with
a set of vocabulary taken from the unit.

What toodJi do you k>Ye, and wtlkh 6o you hiite? Cofflpl,tte the chart.

a=-�it · :, &Mltbt!&M

......
,.�

6. 1.1:N\:

n pim,

Task 2 allows students to use the same technique to
log vocabulary they want to learn.

11 btHd

la�I your f ood at home in lnghih.
LP.am the word �fore y ou eat !he food!

On your own offers fun, creative ways to practice
vocabulary outside of class.
Now I can ... encourages learner autonomy by
providing a checklist of key learning outcomes with
which students can assess their own learning.

Free talk provides optional activities for future practice
and expansion of new language and conversation
strategies.

�m Give
1

it a try.

Complete the chart. Try and "'rite the wme Iden u other clu�tes. Write your ideas In two
minutes.

, ±fE' ±+1

a prdyeoterdOflrt't rat.
taSl)'/r,rbt�A;fost.

Free talk

yOu how In your �frlgt,otor tt,01 mmt �opJr don'r htr-4
youdrlnkalotof.

• encourages students to use the new language in
meaningful interaction with their classmates
• presents a creative and varied range of task types,
including information-gap activities, discussions,
and games

you don't haw m'.Jch ofIn )IOUr kftd1rn.
o vt�tarion JIIIOWI Ii� to tct.
2 Growp wort Cornpa� your kins. S<ort ont polnl tach lime rou haw thir same IMWtr as
• claumalt. Who has lh• most points1

l I 11¥rot� ff.O,'ood. So M,lu and I bc;,th 9tt o po•nl brcausr ._.,,. hatt lht iamt ani•'tr
3 Gn>Up wor\ And IX.It your claumales· 11stes. Ask about th• tnlnp you wrote In
lhtc.h1rt1bow,
'
A DoyouNtololofito/fXJ(Jo,

O'!'l
· -·�I CJ0.1�.rf�I"

0

�

[R
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Extra practice and Sounds right
Extra practice provides additional practice of the grammar points in each lesson.

.,,;;.;;;;;r;p
..,.m. Lesson A

Countable · ;:nco ..ntat>lt rouns

A Complttt 1he quntions with mu,h. many, or o lot of, SomttimH there is more than ont answer.
Complete the ans�rs with a Of on. WrlU (-) if you don't need a or an.
1 A

How�tishdo you eat�Doyou eat a lot?

2. A

Oo youeat ___ vtgttables 1

3. A

How___ lf\Jitdovoueat?

B Actually. I don'! lik•__
-_ l'ish. I'm Ii.ind of picky.

B Attually, I eat___ raw carrot evuy da� to, my
mid·morningsnack...
R

4. A

W\!h11nco...nubl�11o;it1S,Qqft"l11u )
o I o�or1dd s.
IJ...SlltlltlS0!1'�fftii*,
rHOTljl/St�ad�)

iI
I

I

Extra practice
• gives students additional controlled and freer
practice of the structures taught in each lesson
• offers opportunities for personalized grammar
practice

Well. t love ___ apples. I usually have ___ app(t aftttdinrier.
Do vou Ht___ red meat�

No, I don't. I don't like ___ rtd meal.

5. A How ___ <.trtaldo youeatfor breakfut!
B

I don't tal ce1ul. I usually have___ egg with toast.

8

Once or twice a week. rm a big fin or ___ Italian restaurants.

6 A

'"=f

-m

How___ rimes ii w,,k do you go out for dinn,r?

8 P,1lr work. Ask and 11nswu the questions. GIV'I! your own answers.

Lesson B

Woul:J 1ike; .5Qme aid G.'"IY

A Uns(lamble th, questions.Then complete the col'lversa.Uons with somt!' or any.
Compare with a partner.
1. A Would I some I you I col'IH /like Would rou bkc somr rnffu1

B Sur,. but we don·r have� milk..I can gtt __l.lU!:!L_.

2. A you/like I Would I go out I to I for lunch ________
B Af.tually, I lust order� a l>1g pizza. Would you like___ ?

A I'd tovt___ . I'm starvinJ.I didn °t ha�--- breakfast.

3 A. some f like I cookies I Would I you _________
6

No, thanks. I don't want___ right now. But can I h.ave ___ tat11?

8

Well. there are ___ good seafood ,estaurants around here. I'd �allv
like ___ tlsh.

4. A

tonight I to I Where

S. A like I do f 10
B

1
50

I eat/would/like/you--------

I would f What/ you/ for your birthday __ ______
_

I'd llke to lnlfite ___ friends owrfor dinner. But l don'twant___ gifts!

�I 8 flah..,ork Askandanswer thequHtlons.GIYe-yourown answtrt.

Sounds right gives students practice with the sounds in
English.

S. W!!ffl('2.!ufw:Q!d)

6. wg_rk(f2!,l!/""2.!dl

o,
D

Sounds right
• provides systematic practice of pronunciation and
spelling
• helps students learn different pronunciations of
similarly spelled words

b!CkP!l:Ck

D•-

3. blf.Ck.

,

Q,_ill'.....ft!_

•-

4.Spanli!:!.-

8. sta!UI'_

7. Question_

�� � l=k�::;;�.:;;:.�;
br2.m,t

ch.251

c_22ked
dr2Ye

looked

,.

h!!d

2. aut2traph

3. fl.rst

4. bf.Ck

..

1. !2Jltter
2. pasta

3. carrot

m!_t

rn.d
s!ld

9 �ocolate

bought

""

15.i!!OW_

16.Tur\l!!'!.-

12.1ugar_

tJlld

th2.!llhl

=��!�h:';01���:�::::�:;;

t.2.2.k

"!!"d
l'll!fV2l,!S

eX!C!ly

h!PPY

sn.2.._rkl'lin1

Sffll[t

par1wilin1

w2rrv

vaciuon

4. ptpper

7. pizza

10. 1omato

6. potato

9. melon

12. wattr

S. cucumber

unds

left

\poke

rel1xed

nt,.rvous

13.dl'lisJou\_

14. os:ean_

11.Ru_Hian_

Sf!!

sun11!sses

0 1\.j1cbt
0 12. W!tCh

10 na!ural_

,;;;�ri�:!�: ::;;:::::

pyt

D 10.

0 8. S!_le

0 9.'!P

information_

)

bfiefc!se

0 7.

S.Qiinese_

2 Frenit!_

3. Portu1uese_

,

n1ck!!Ct

D s. br!'"tet
D 6. P!nls

2. m!u

0

8. suga,

11. onion
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Introduction to the CEFR
;;:;:µ

i!£

Introduction to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
The overall aim of the Council of Europe's Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR) is to provide
objective criteria for describing and assessing language
proficiency in an internationally comparable manner. The
Council of Europe's work on the definition of appropriate
learning objectives for adult language learners dates back
to the 1970s. The influential Threshold series U. A. van
Ek andJ. L. M. Trim, Cambridge University Press, 1991)
provides a detailed description in functional, notional,
grammatical, and sociocultural terms of what a language
user needs to be able to do in order to communicate
effectively in the sort of situations commonly
encountered in everyday life. Three levels of proficiency
are identified, called Waystage, Threshold, and Vantage

(roughly corresponding to Elementary, Intermediate, and
Upper Intermediate).
The Threshold series was followed in 2001 by the
publication of the Common European Framework of
Reference, which describes six levels of communicative
ability in terms of competences or "can do" statements:
Al (Breakthrough), A2 (Waystage), Bl (Threshold),
B2 (Vantage), Cl (Effective Operational Proficiency), and
C2 (Mastery). Based on the CEFR descriptors, the Council
of Europe also developed the European Language
Portfolio, a document that enables learners to assess
their language ability and to keep an internationally
recognized record of their language learning experience.

Touchstone Second Edition and the Common European Framework
of Reference
The table below shows how Touchstone Second Edition correlates with the Council of Europe's
levels and with some major international examinations.

225+

FCE (First Certificate in English)

5.5-6.5

87-109

Sources: http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/about-us/what-we-do/intemational-language-standards/
http://www.ets.org/Media/Research/pdf/CEF_Mapping_Study _Interim_Report.pdf
http://www.sprachenmarkt.de/fileadmin/sprachenmarkt/ets_images/TOEIC_Can-do-table_CEFR_2008.pdf
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Corpus freq
The top 500 spoken words
This is a list of the top 500 words in spoken North American English. It is based on a sample
of four and a half million words of conversation from the Cambridge English Corpus. The most
frequent word, I, is at the top of the list.

2 and
3 the
4 you
5 uh
6 to
7 a
8 that
9 it
10 of
11 yeah
12 know
13 in
14 like
15 they
16 have
17 so
18 was
19 but
20 is
21 it's
22 we
23 huh
24 just
25 oh
26 do
27 don't
28 that's
29 well
30 for
31 what
32 on
33 think
34 right
35 not
36 um
37 or
38 my
39 be

40 really
41 with
42 he
43 one
44 are
45 this
46 there
47 I'm
48 all
49 if
50 no
51 get
52 about
53 at
54 out
55 had
56 then
57 because
58 go
59 up
60 she
61 when
62 them
63 can
64 would
65 as
66 me
67 mean
68 some
69 good
70 got
71 OK
72 people
73 now
74 going
75 were
76 lot
77 your
78 time

79 see
80 how
81 they're
82 kind
83 here
84 from
85 did
86 something
87 too
88 more
89 very
90 want
91 little
92 been
93 things
94 an
95 you're
96 said
97 there's
98 I've
99 much
100 where
101 two
102 thing
103 her
104 didn't
105 other
106 say
107 back
108 could
109 their
110 our
111 guess
112 yes
113 way
114 has
115 down
116 we're
117 any
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118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

he's
work
take
even
those
over
probably
him
who
put
years
sure
can't
pretty
gonna
stuff
come
these
by
into
went
make
than
year
three
which
home
will
nice
never
only
his
doing
cause
off
1 'll
maybe
real
why
big
actually
she's
day
five
always
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163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

school
look
still
around
anything
kids
first
does
need
us
should
talking
last
thought
doesn't
different
money
long
used
getting
same
four
every
new
everything
many
before
though
most
tell
being
bit
house
also
use
through
feel
course
what's
old
done
sort
great
bad
we've

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

another
car
true
whole
whatever
twenty
after
ever
find
care
better
hard
haven't
trying
give
I'd
problem
else
remember
might
again
pay
try
place
part
let
keep
children
anyway
came
six
family
wasn't
talk
made
hundred
night
call
saying
dollars
live
away
either
read
having

far
watch
week
mhm
quite
enough
next
couple
own
wouldn't
ten
interesting
am
sometimes
bye
seems
heard
goes
called
point
ago
while
fact
once
seen
wanted
isn't
start
high
somebody
let's
times
guy
area
fun
they've
you've
started
job
says
play
usually
wow
exactly
took
298 few

253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338

339
340
341
342
343
344

child
thirty
buy
person
working
half
looking
someone
coming
eight
love
everybody
able
we'll
life
may
both
type
end
least
told
saw
college
ones
almost
since
days
couldn't
gets
guys
god
country
wait
yet
believe
thinking
funny
state
until
husband
idea
name
seven
together
each
hear

345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390

help
nothing
parents
room
today
makes
stay
mom
sounds
change
understand
such
gone
system
comes
thank
show
thousand
left
friends
class
already
eat
small
boy
paper
world
best
water
myself
run
they'll
won't
movie
cool
news
number
man
basically
nine
enjoy
bought
whether
especially
taking
sit
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391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
- 411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427

book
fifty
months
women
month
found
side
food
looks
summer
hmm
fine
hey
student
agree
mother
problems
city
second
definitely
spend
happened
hours
war
matter
supposed
worked
company
friend
set
minutes
morning
between
music
close
leave
wife
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428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464

knew
pick
important
ask
hour
deal
mine
reason
credit
dog
group
turn
making
American
weeks
certain
less
must
dad
during
lived
forty
air
government
eighty
wonderful
seem
wrong
young
places
girl
happen
sorry
living
drive
outside
bring

465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500

easy
stop
percent
hand
gosh
top
cut
computer
tried
gotten
mind
business
anybody
takes
aren't
question
rather
twelve
phone
program
without
moved
gave
yep
case
looked
certainly
talked
beautiful
card
walk
married
anymore
you'll
middle
tax
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Learning outcomes

Unlt1

• Say hello and good-bye

All about you
pages1-10

• Ask for, give, and spell names

Grammar
• The verb be with I, you, and
we in statements, yes-no
questions, and short
answers

• Introduce yourself
• Use the verb be with I, we, and you
• Exchange email addresses, phone numbers, etc.
• Complete an application form

• Questions with What's . .. ?
and answers with It's . . .

Vocabulary

'

'\

:...:...

Pronunciation ··

• Expressions to say he/la
and goad-bye

• Letters and numbers

• Numbers 0-10

Sounds right

• Personal information

• Sounds like hi

• Email addresses

• Everyday expressions

Extra practice

• Ask How about you?
• Use expressions like Thanks or Thank you

Unlt2

• Ask and say where people are

In class
pages11-20

• Talk about things you take to class using a I an

• Use be with he, she, and they

• Ask about things using this and these

• The verb be with he, she,
and they in statements,
yes-no questions, and
short answers

• Say who owns things using possessive's ands'
• Ask for help in class

Speaking naturally

• Classroom objects

• Noun plural endings

• Prepositions and
expressions of location

Sounds right

• Possessive adjectives

• Types of celebrities

Speaking naturally

• The verb be in statements,
yes-no questions, and
short answers

• Basic adjectives

• Is he . .. ? or Is she . .. ?

• Adjectives to describe
personality

Sounds right

• Information questions
with be

• Family members

• Articles a, an, and the

• Ask where things are in a classroom

• Personal items

• This and these

• Sounds like e in she or a in
late

• Noun plurals
• Questions with Where . .. ?

• Respond to I'm sorry and Thanks

• Possessives 'sand s'
Extra practice

Unlt3
Favorite
people
pages21-30

• Talk about celebrities using my, your, his, her,
our, and their
• Describe people's personalities
• Ask and answer yes-no questions
• Say the ages of your family members
• Ask information questions about family members
• Show interest in a conversation

Extra practice

• Sounds likes in see or z in
zero

• Numbers 10-101

• Say Really? to show interest or surprise

Checkpoint Units 1-3 pages 31-32
Unlt4
Everyday life
pages33-42

• Describe a typical morning using the simple present
• Describe weekly routines
• Ask and answer yes-no questions about your week
• Say more than yes or no to be friendly

• Simple present statements,
yes-no questions, and short
answers
Extra practice

• Verbs for everyday activities

Speaking naturally

• Days of the week

• ·S endings of verbs

• nme expressions for
routines

Sounds right

Speaking naturally

• Say Well to get more time to think

• Sounds like u in study, o in
phone, e in get, or o in law

• Read an article about American habits
• Write about a classmate for a class website

Unlt5

• Talk about your free time

Free time
pages43-52

• Simple present information
questions

• Types of TV shows

• Ask simple present information questions

• Free-time activities

• Do you ... ?

• Say how often you do things

• Frequency adverbs

Sounds right

• Talk about TV shows you like

Extra practice

• TI me expressions for
frequency

• Which o sound is different?

• Expressions for likes and
dislikes

• Ask questions in two ways to be clear or not too direct
• Say I mean to say more or repeat ideas
• Read an article on technology addicts
• Email a friend for advice using and and but

Unit 6

•

Say what's in a neighborhood with There's I There are

• There's and there are

• Neighborhood places

• Quantifiers

• Adjectives

• Word stress

Tell the time and ask questions with What time . .. ?

• Adjectives before nouns

• Expressions for telling

Sounds right

Make suggestions with Let's

• Telling time

• Describe places

Neighborhoods •
pages 53-62 •

• Say Me too or Me neither to show things in common

• Suggestions with Let's

• Say Right or I know to agree

Extra practice

• Read a guide to New York City
• Write a city guide using prepositions

� Checkpoint Units 4-6 pages 63-64
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Speaking naturally

• Which sound vowel sound
is different

Self stud�<?f4,

Interaction
· ·-�Conversation
strategies
• Ask How obout you?

Vocabulary· :\".
notebook

Listening

Reading

• Recognize responses to
hello and good-bye

• Different types of
identification cards and
documents

• Complete an application

• Classroom conversations

• Write questions about
locations

• Use everyday
expressions like Yeah
and Thanks

Memberships

• Ask for help in class

Who's absent today?

• Respond to Thank you
and I'm sorry

• Listen to a classroom
conversation, and say
where students are

• Listen for personal
information, and
complete application
forms

The name game

Meetings ond greetings

• Group work: Play a game
to learn classmates'
names

• Write new expressions
with their responses

What do you remember?

My things

• Pair work: Look at a
picture and list what you

• Link things with places

remember

Following instructions
• Recognize classroom
instructions

• Show interest
by repeating
information and
asking questions
• Use Really? to show
interest or surprise

Friends

• A family tree

• Listen to three people's
descriptions of their
friends, and fill in the
missing words

i.- '-

• Write questions about
people

Guess the famous person

All In the family

• Pair work: Ask yes-no
questions to guess a
famous person

• Make a family tree

Checkpoint Units 1-3 pages 31-32
• Say more than yes or no
when you answer a
question

Casual conversations

• Start answers with Well
if you need time to think
or if the answer isn't a
simple yes or no

Teen habits

• Ask questions in two
ways to be clear and not
too direct
• Use I mean to repeat
your ideas or to say
more

• Use Me too or Me neither
to show things in
common
• Respond with Right or
I know to agree or show
you are listening

• Listen and match the
correct response
• Listen to an interview
with an average
American teenager

Whot do they say next?
• Listen and guess the
questions people
answer

Are you /Ike on overage
American?
• Read an article about
the habits of an average
American

Do You Need a Technology
diet?
• Read an article about
technology addicts

Using phones

A typical week
• Write about a
classmate's typical week
for a class website
• Use capital letters and
periods

Technology and you
• Write a reply to an email
asking for
technology advice
• Link ideas with and and

Do you have the same
media habits?
• Pair work: Compare
media habits with young
adults in the United
States

Favorite free-time
actlvftles
• Pair work: Make guesses
about a classmate's
free-time activities

Verbs, verbs, verbs
• Draw and label simple
pictures of new
vocabulary

Do what? Ga where?
• Write verbs with the
words you use after
them

but

• Listen to how people use
their cell phones

What's on this weekend?

The Village

City guide

Rnd the difference

A time and a place . . .

• Listen to a radio show
for times and places of
events

• Read a travel guide to
New York

• Write a city guide

• Pair work: List the
differences between two
neighborhoods

• Link times of day with
activities

Where to go?
• Listen for decisions
made in conversations,
then react to statements

• Use prepositions for
time and place: between
through, at, on, for, and
from ... to ...

Checkpoint Units 4-6 pages 63-64

j
.
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Learning outcomes
.
Unlt7

Out and about
pages65-74

.

• Describe the weather
• Talk about ongoing activities with the present continuous
• Talk about sports and exercise
• Ask about current activities using the present continuous
• Ask follow-up questions to keep a conversation going
• React to news with That's great, That's too bad, etc.

. Grammar....
)

,,'

.

• Present continuous
statements, yes-no
questions, short answers,
and information questions

Vocab�lary ..: /:: .: .
• Seasons

c.

• Weather

Speaking naturally
• Stress and intonation in
questions

• Sports and exercise with
play. do, and go

Sounds right

• Common responses to good
and bad news

• Sounds like ou in four or
orin word

• Like to, want to, need to,
and have to

• Clothing and accessories

Speaking naturally

• Questions with How
much . .. ?; this, these;
that, those

• Jewelry

• Wont to and have to

• Colors

Sounds right

• Shopping expressions

• Sounds like o in hat

• Imperatives
Extra practice

• Read an article about exergaming

Unlt8

Shopping
pages75-84

• Write an article about exercise using imperatives
• Talk about clothes
• Say what you like to, want to, need to, and have to do
• Talk about accessories
• Ask about prices using How much ... ?, this, that,
these, and those
• Take time to think using Uh, Let's see, etc.

Extra practice

• "TI me to think" expressions

• Use Uh-huh and Oh in responses

• "Conversation sounds"

• Read a review of a shopping mall

Unit9

I

A wide world
pages85-94

• Prices

• Write a review of a store using because
• Give sightseeing information with can and can't

• Can and can't for ability
and possibility

• Sightseeing activities

Speaking naturally

• Countries

• Can and can't

• Regions

Sounds right

• Explain words using kind of and kind of like

• languages

• Use like to give examples

• Nationalities

• Sounds like sh in she or ch
in child

• Talk about international foods, places, and people
• Say what languages you can speak

Extra practice

• Read a travel website
• Write a paragraph for a travel website

I Unit10
Busy lives
pages97-106
I

Checkpoint Units 7-9

• Talk about last night using simple past regular verbs

• Describe the past week using simpie past irregular verbs
• Ask simple past yes-no questions
• Respond to news with Good for you, etc.

pages 95-96

• Simple past statements,
yes-no questions, and
short answers

• Simple past irregular verbs

Speaking naturally

Extra practice

• Time expressions for
the past

Sounds right

• Fixed expressions

• Sounds like ao in looked,
ou in bought, o in spoke,
ore in left

• Adjectives to describe
feelings

Speaking naturally

• Say You did? to show surprise or interest
• Read about a blogger's week

I Unit 11

Looking back
pages107-116
I

• -ed endings

• Write a blog about your week, using after, before,
when, and then
• Describe past experiences
• Ask and answer questions using the past of be
• Talk about vacations
• Talk about activities with go and get expressions
• Show interest by answering and then asking a similar
question
• Use Anyway to change the topic or end a conversation

• Simple past of be in
statements, yes-no
questions, and short
answers

• Expressions with go and get

• Stress and intonation in
questions and answers
Sounds right

• Simple past information
questions

• Which vowel sound is
different?

Extra practice

• Read a funny magazine story

Unlt12

Fabulousfood
pages 117-126

• Write a story using punctuation for conversations
• Talk about eating habits using countable and
uncountable nouns. How much, and How many

• Countable and uncountable
nouns

• Talk about food

• How much . .. ?and Haw
many ... ?

• Make offers using Would you like ... and some or any
• Use or something and or anything in lists
• End yes-no questions with or... ?to be less direct
• Read a restaurant guide
• Write a restaurant review

• Would you like (to) . .. ?
and I'd like (to) . ..

Speaking naturally

• Expressions for eating
habits

Sounds right

• Adjectives to describe
restaurants

• Some and any
• A lot of, much, and many
Extra practice

Checkpoint Units 10-12
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• Foods and food groups

pages 127-128

• Would you ... ?
• Syllable stress

Interaction
Conversation
strategies
• Ask follow-up questions
to keep a conversation
going
React with expressions
like That's great! and

That's too bod

That's great!
• Listen to people tell you
their news and choose a
good follow-up question
to ask them

Uh, Um, Well, Let's see,
and Let me think

An article for a health
magazine

Find out about your
classmat.s

• Read an article about
exergaming

• Write a short article
giving advice about
exercise

• Class activity: Learn
interesting facts about
classmates

Do you enjoy It?

• Use "sounds" like
Uh-huh to show you are
listening, and Oh to
show your feelings

• Explain words using a
kind at kind oflike, and

like

• Use like to give
examples

I'll take It.

notebook

Exergamlng: Give It
a try!

·,

Who's doing what?
• Write new words in true
sentences

• Use imperatives to give
advice

• Listen to people talk
about exercises they like
• Take time to think using

Vocabulary

Writing

Reading

The Dubai Mall: Shopping,

• Listen to conversations in a Entertainment, Ufestyle
store, and write the prices • Read a review of
a mall
of items and which items
people buy

Favorite places to shop
• Write a review for your
favorite store
• Link ideas with because
to give reasons

Haw do you like
to dress?
• Group work: Compare
ideas about shopping
and clothing

Nice outfit!
• Label pictures with new
vocabulary

Favorite places to shop
• Listen to someone talk
about shopping, and
identify shopping
preferences and habits

lntematlonal dishes

The Travel Gulde

• Listen to a person talking • Read a travel website
about international foods,
and identify the foods
she likes

An onllne travel guide

Where In the world?

People and nations

• Write a paragraph for a
travel guide

• Pair work: Discuss where
to do various things in
the wortd

• Group new vocabulary in
two ways

• Commas in lists

Whot languoge Is ltfrr,m?
• Listen to a conversation,
and identify the origin
and meaning of words

Checkpoint Units 7-9
• Respond with
expressions like Good
luck, You poor thing, etc.
• Use You did? to show
that you are interested
or surprised, or that
you are listening

• Show interest by
answering a question
and then asking a
similar one
• Use Anyway to change
the topic or end a
conversation

• Use or something and or
anything to make a
general statement
• End yes-no questions
with or . .. ? to be less
direct

pages 95-96

Good week? Bad we,k?

She said yesltl

A greot doy

Yesterday

Ways with verbs

• Listen to people talk
about their week and
respond

• Read Martin's Blog entry

• Write a blog entry

• Pair work: Look at a
picture and list what you
remember

• Write down infonnation
about new verbs

Post experiences

• Order events with

before, after, when, and
then

Guess what I did/
• Listen to voice mail
messages about what
people did

Weekend fun

Haw emba"asslngl

He said, she said

• Listen to conversations
about peoples' weekends,
and identify main topics
and details

• Read a funny magazine
story

• Complete a funny story

Guess where I went on
vacation.

• Use punctuation to show
direct quotations or
speech

• Group work: Guess
classmates' dream
vacations

Ratauront guide

Do you recommend It?

Plan o pknlc

I love to eat!

• Restaurant descriptions
and recommendations

• Write a restaurant review

• Group work: Plan a
picnic menu and make a
shopping list

• Group vocabulary by
things you like and don't
like

Funny stories

• Use a time chart to log
new vocabulary

• Listen to two stories,
identify the details, and
then predict the endings

Ifyou want my
advice •..
• Listen to people talking
about lunch, and
identify what they want;
then react to statements

• Use adjectives to
describe restaurants

Do you r«ommend It?
• Listen to someone tell a
hiend about a restaurant
and Identify Important
details about it

Checkpoint Units 10-12

pages 127-128
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Useful Language for . . .
Working with a partner

Getting help
What's the word for"----

How do you spell"____

You go first.
OK. I'll go first.

What does"

What do you have for number 1?
I have ...

I'm sorry. Can you repeat that, please?

Can you say that again, please?

Can you explain the activity again, please?

n5��
�

irLangua:g
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Ideas on how to check answers
It is important to give students an opportunity to
check their work after they complete an exercise.
Checking their work gives students the opportunity to
learn from their mistakes, which helps them become
independent learners and at the same time gives them
a sense of their own progress. There are many ways to
check answers. A variety of ideas are presented below.

General suggestions
• To keep classes interesting, vary the way answers
are checked.It is best to prevent the same students
from always responding, and to avoid putting on the
spot students who cannot come up with the answer
immediately. To do this, have students raise their
hands if they know the answer, encouraging as many
as possible to raise their hands. When a reasonable
number of students have their hands raised, call
on one.
• If there is more than one possible answer, ask if other
students have different answers.If there are students
who always know the answers, keep them challenged
by having them lead the answer-checking activities.
If students give incorrect answers, give hints or clues
to help them.Alternatively, ask other students in the
class to provide the correct answer.Avoid simply
giving the students the answer. Instead, gradually give
them increasingly specific hints until they figure it
out by themselves. This will leave them with a sense of
accomplishment.

Checking answers in pairs
• Students in each pair take turns reading their answers
aloud and checking one another's answers. A student
then reads his or her answers aloud, and the class
checks their answers.
• Students in each pair exchange books and check one
another's answers. When done, the students return
the books and look over the suggested corrections. A
student then writes his or her answers on the board,
you check them, and then the students check their
answers.

.

Checking answers in groups - for
large classes
• A student in each group reads his or her answers
aloud while other group members check their answers.
If there are any discrepancies, the group collectively
decides on the correct answer. A student from one
group then reads his or her group's answers aloud, and
the other groups check their answers.

Checking answers as a whole class
• Read the answers aloud or write them on the board.
Have students check their own work.
• A few students go to the board and write their
answers. Other students go to the board and correct
any mistakes.
• Students double-check their own work. Direct their
attention to any relevant material in the Student's
Book to help them, for example, the grammar charts.
When students finish, go over the answers using any
of the ideas presented above. Ask students to write
down the mistakes they made on a piece of paper.
Collect the papers, note the common mistakes, and
review the appropriate language items in another
class.
No matter what technique is used to check answers, it
is always useful to note common problems or recurring
mistakes. A good way to do this is to ask students to put a
question mark next to items they are unsure about in the
Now I can ... checklist at the end of each unit. Reteach
or review with the class the things most students still
have questions about. This way students will remain
interested in the class, will not move to a new language
item before understanding the previous ones, and will
feel successful in their language learning.
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UNIT

4J All about you

Lesson A

Hello and good-bye

Vocabulary Hello and Good-bye
(See Student's Book pp. 1-3.)

Saying hello

• Hello is suitable for all situations, including formal
situations. People often say Hello to answer the phone.
• Hi is more suitable for informal situations.
• Good morning I Good afternoon I Good evening mean Hello
(not Good-bye). These expressions are common in formal
situations such as stores, workplaces, and classrooms.
• Morning is sometimes used alone, without good, in
informal situations.

Saying good-bye

• Bye is for general use, and Bye-bye is for friends and family.
• Have a good I nice day I weekend is often said when saying
good-bye. Typical replies are Thanks or Thank you. You too.
• Good night means Good-bye. It is typically said at the
end of the workday to co-workers or before someone goes
to bed.

Lesson B

Standard greeting

How are you? is becoming a fixed greeting (like Hello) that
doesn't require a real answer. Typical informal replies are
Good or Not bad. Fine is a more neutral reply.

Introductions

Nice to meet you is often said when people are meeting
for the frrst time. The response is usually Nice to meet you
(without too). Nice meeting you is said only at the end of a
conversation.

@ Corpus information

Hello and good-bye
• Hi is said about four times more often than Hello.

• Bye and Bye-bye are 16 times more frequent than the
more formal Good-bye.

Names

Grammar The verb be: /, you, and we

(See Student's Book p. 5.)
The chart in the lesson introduces the subject pronouns I,
you, and we and the forms of the verb be that go with them.
Form
• Statements
pronoun+ be

I'm Jenny.

• Negative statements
pronoun + be + not

We're not in the same class.
• Yes-No questions
be+ pronoun?
Are you Jenny?
Note the inverted form in questions: The verb be
comes first.
• Short answers
Yes+ pronoun + be I No + pronoun + be + not
Yes, I am. I No, I'm nol
• Short answers with yes do not use contractions (e.g., Yes,
you are.). Short answers with no use contractions (e.g., No,

you're not.).
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Use

• In conversation, the contracted forms I'm, you're, and
we're are more common than the full forms, so they are
presented to Ss first.
• Native speakers often do not use short answers, but just
answer Yes or No, often before a fuller answer. However,
short answers are useful for beginning learners of English
because the use of short answers makes their responses
sound less abrupt.

G Corpus information

Pronouns and contractions

• In spoken English, the contraction I'm is about 14 times
more common than the full form I am. )t)u'm and we're
are about eight times more frequent than you are and
we are.
• The top five words 0\1'81'811 In the conversation corpus - I,
snd, the, you, and to- Include two pronouns.

Common errors with be In short answers

Students may use the contracted form of be In short
answers with yes. (Yes, he is. NOT "99, ,1'9'.9.)

Lesson

c Personal information

Grammar What's . .. ?; It's . ..

(See Student's Book p. 7.)
The chart in the lesson introduces the pronoun it and the
possessive adjectives my and your.

Form

• Information question with What
What+ be + noun phrase?
• The verb is can be contracted after nouns (including
names), pronouns, and question words. For example: My

name's Victor. I'm Victor. What's your name?

c:J Corpus information
What's •.. ?; It's .•.

• What is the most frequent question word, followed, in
order of frequency, by when, how, where, and who.
• In questions, What's is approximately three times more
frequent than What is.
• It is the third most common pronoun after I and you.

Common errors with is in answers
• Ss often omit the pronoun It and begin statements with
a form of be, especially /s. This information tells Ss to
avoid this common error in answers.

Lesson D

Are you here for the concert?

Conversation strategy How about you?
(See Student's Book p. 8.)

Pronunciation

The you in the question How about you? is stressed.

Use

• How about you? is used after answering a question to ask
the same question of the other person. For example:
A Are you a student here?
B Yes, I am. How about you? [=Are you a student here?]
A I'm a student here, too.
• How about you? can also be used after a statement to ask
for similar information. For example:
A I'm new here. How about you? [=Are you new here?]
B This is my first day here.
• Asking How about you? is one of several strategies people
use to keep a conversation going. It is a simple way for
learners of English to do this because they only have to
ask the one question.

Strategy plus Everyday expressions

(See Student's Book p. 9.)
The chart brings together the everyday expressions found
in this unit. (See Language Notes for Lesson A for more
information on some of these expressions.)

Use

The expressions are grouped into two categories: more
formal (e.g., Thank you.) and less formal (e.g., Thanks.). More
formal expressions can be used in all situations. Less formal
expressions are suitable with people the speaker knows well
or when someone wants to create a friendly atmosphere.

<-J

Corpus information How about you? and What
about you?
What about you? is an alternative to How about you? but
How about you? is twice as frequent.
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All about you
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.
Introduce the theme of the unit Tell Ss, "In this unit, you learn how to give
information about yourselfin English, like your name and phone number. You also learn
how to say hello, good-bye, and thank you."
Ask Ss to give basic expressions for saying hello, goodbye, and thank you in their first
language or other languages they know. Write the expressions in columns on the board.
Ask Ss if they know the same expressions in English. Add any correct answers in the
appropriate columns.

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity

CLASS
Read the first learning outcome for Lesson c aloud
again. Ask Ss to find examples In the unit of a telephone
number and an email address (e.g., 216-�7708,
dsmlth60cup.org on p. 6).

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the expressions Tell Ss to look at the

pictures on p. 1. Say, "The pictures show people saying
good morning, good night, good-bye, and thank you." Ask
Ss to look at the expressions. Read them aloud, and have
Ss repeat.
• Write on the board:
Hello. Bye. Thanks. Good night.
Good morning. Thank you. Hi Good-bye.
Ask, "Which do you think mean the same thing?" As Ss
answer, write the pairs ofrelated expressions next to each
other on the board:
Hello. H, Good-bye. Bye. Thank you. Thanks.
• Point to Hi, Bye, and Thanks. Say, "We use these with our
family and our friends." Point to Hello, Good-bye, and
Thank you. Say, "We use these in all situations. We can use
them in class or at work."

Culture note
The f!l/eryda:f expressions introduced are for both formal
and informal language. Formal situations include the
classroom and the workplace. North Americans tend to use
informal language in most situations. (For more Information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit)
Note: Lesson D focuses on the use of more formal and
less formal language.
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• Point to picture I and ask, HWhat expression does this
picture show?" [Good Night, Bye, Good-bye] Repeat with
pictures 2 [Thanks, Thank you], and 3 [Good morning, Hi,
Hello].
• Have Ss work in pairs to match the expressions with the
oictures. Tell Ss to write numbers in the boxes.

Answers

OJ

[Ii

Good night.

f]]

Thanks.

[3]

Good morning. [3 Hi.

Bye. � Hello. [[ Thank you.

OJ Good-bye.

• Explain that Good morning is another way to say hello and
is used at the start ofthe day and that Good night is a way
to say good-bye and is used at the end ofthe day.

Extra activity

INDIVIDUALS
Write on the board the start and finish times of the class
period. Ss copy the times and write an expression for each
time - one to use when they come Into class and one to
use when they leave class.

Lesson A

Hello and good-bye

Q Getting started
A

• Focus on the expressions Ask Ss to look at

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Write Good-bye and Hello on the board. Tell

Ss to look at the photos. Ask, "Are they saying Good-bye?
Yes or no?" [No]. Ask, "Are they saying Hello?" [Yes] Check
Hello on the board. Tell Ss to finish the task in their books,
checking words that match the photos.

B
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• Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Pause the

recording after the first conversation. Ask, "Are Matt and
Sarah friends?" [yes]
• Play the rest of the recording. Ask, "Are Rob and Sandra
friends?" [No. They are meeting for the first time.]
• Play the recording again This time, tell Ss to say the
words to themselves as they listen. Then have Ss practice
the conversations in pairs.

Culture note

As the photo of Rob and Sandra shows. in North America,
people often shake hands when they meet for the first time.
People usually shake hands firmly for just a few seconds.
Figure
it out

•
•

•
•

•

conversation 1. Say, "Find the questions in the
conversation." [How are you?] Tell Ss to take turns saying
How are you? aloud, without looking at their books. Say,
"I say How are you? What do you answer?" [I'm fine,
thanks.]
Ask Ss to look at conversation 2. Say, "Find the ways to
say hello." [Good morning, Hi]. Tell Ss to take turns saying
hello in different ways.
Ask Ss to look at conversation 3. Say, "Find the people's
names." [Chris Evans, Grace Song] "What goes before
the names?" [I'm] Write on the board: I'm. Say, "In
introductions, use I'm before your name, and say Nice to
meet you." Write on the board: Nice to meet you. Tell Ss to
repeat. Then cover each of the words one at a time, and
have Ss say the expression. Say, "I say Nice to meet you.
What do you answer?" [Nice to meet you.)
Try it out Introduce yourself to different Ss using
conversation 3 as a model, and have them respond.
Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, using their
own names. Then tell Ss to change roles and practice the
conversations again.
Follow-up Ss call out responses to everyday expressions
(e.g., T: How are you? Ss: I'm.fine, thanks. T: Good morning.
Ss: Good morning. I Hello.).

c

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at Matt and Sarah's

conversation. Ask, "What comes after how?" [are you]
Say, "How are you?" and have Ss repeat. Say, "Now look at
Matt's answer. What comes after I'm?" [fine] Say, "I'm fine,
thanks," and have Ss repeat.
• Now tell Ss to look at Rob and Sandra's conversation. Ask,
"What goes before the names?" [I'm] "What comes after
meet?" [you] Say, "Nice to meet you," and have Ss repeat.
• Do the task Have Ss look at the conversations in
Exercise lC. Have a S read aloud the example in
conversation 1. Now tell Ss to try to complete the
conversations. Suggest that Ss use the conversations
under the pictures for help.
• Have Ss compare answers in pairs. Check answers with
the class: Read the conversations, and pause for Ss to say
the missing words.

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss find a new partner and practice the conversations
again, using their own names. A few pairs present one
of their conversations to the class.

Extra activity CLASS

SsstandIntwo llnee, facingone another. EachS
Introduces hlmaelforherselftotheS opposite. When the
conversationsare complete, tellonelineofSstomove
soth6yarestandingoppositenew partners. Ssthen
Introduce themselvesto their new partners. Theactivity
continues withtheUneofSs 1TKMng when you direct.

Answers
1. A
B
A
2. A

B

A
3. A

B

A
4. A

B

A

Hi, Pat. How are you?
I'm fine. How are you?
Good, thanks.
Good morning, Anna.
Hi, Dan. How are you?
I'm fine, thanks.
Hello. I'm Chris Evans.
Hi. I'm Grace Song.
Nice to meet you, Grace.
Hello. I'm Sarah.
Nice to meet �- I'm Alan.
Nice to meet you.
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fl Building vocabulary
• Set the scene

Write on the board at home and at work.
Tell Ss to look at the photos. Ask, "Are they at home or at
work?" [at work]

• Follow-up

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS

A .. >» 1.03

In Exercise 28, Ss circle expressions that mean hello,
under1ine expressions for good-bye, and check (.()
expressions for thank you. Ss compare answers in pairs.

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and read. Ask, "Are they

saying hello or good-bye?" [good-bye] "What ways do they
say good-bye?" [Good night, Bye, See you tomorrow, See
you.]

• Play the recording again

Ss say the words to
themselves as they listen to the recording again.
• Practice Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing Emily and Rita and the other group playing
Shawn and Tom.
• Have Ss read the conversations aloud once. Then ask them
to repeat the conversations again, but this time to look up
as they respond. (This look-up-and-say technique helps Ss
learn the expressions and how to say them naturally.)
• Have the groups change roles and read the conversations
aloud again.

Culture note
People sometimes wave or raise their hand with the palm
facing forward.

• Follow-up

Ss practice the conversations in pairs, taking
turns playing each role. If appropriate, Ss can stand
several feet apart and make a gesture for good-bye,
imitating the people in the pictures.

B
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• Preview the task

Have a few Ss take turns reading the
expressions aloud. Then read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-163 Model the
task by asking a S to read the first line of 1. Ask Ss to
choose the response that makes sense. [Thank you. You
too.] Next, have Ss read statements 2-6 and check (.f) the
correct responses. Then play the recording and tell Ss to
review their answers.
• Check answers with the class: Call on a few Ss to read the
responses they checked (.f).

Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Thank you. You too.
Good, thanks.
OK. Have a good day.
Nice to meet you.
Hi. How are you?
Bye. See you next week.

Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

Word
sort

c

• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to look at the two columns.
Read the instructions aloud. Model the activity. Ask,
"What is a way to say hello?" Have a S give an answer,
and write it on the board (e.g., Good morning.). Say, "This
expression can go in the Hello column."
Do the task Have Ss complete the chart on their own.
Ask Ss to compare their completed charts with a partner.
Check answers with the class: Ss call out the answers.
Write all the answers on the board. (For more information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)

Possible answers

Hello: Hi. Good morning. Hey.
Good-bye: Bye. See you (tomorrow I later I next week}.
Good night. Have a nice evening. Have a good weekend.
D

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss walk around the class, saying hello and then
good-bye to five classmates. As Ss do this activity, go
around the class and listen to their conversations. Make
a note of any recurring errors or difficulties, and reteach
as necessary.

Extra activity GROUPS

Books closed. Groups think of as many expressions as
they can from the lesson In two minutes. Each group
chooses a secretary to wr1te the list. Af the end of two
minutes, groups take turns calling out their expressions.
Members of the other groups must raise their hands If they
have the same expression on their list. If no other group
has the expression, the group scores a point. The group
with the most points wins.

,_

' \. Vocabulary notebook..
..-Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 10 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-10.)

Workbook
R Assign Workbook pp. 2 and 3. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)
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Lesson B

Names

Q Saying names in English
• Se t the scene Tell Ss to look at the pictures and names.
Read the names aloud. Explain first, middle, and last
names. Model by writing your full name on the board. Ask
a few Ss their names: "What's your first name? What's your
last name? Do you have a middle name? What is it?"

A 1111>» 1.os
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and complete the
information.
Answers
1. Elizabeth I Liz
2. Allan
3. Ana

• Ask questions (e.g., What is Elizabeth's last name? What is
Don's nickname? What is Maria's middle name?)

Culture note
A nickname is often the short form of a name, such as
Rob for Roberl. It sometimes comes from the first letters
of one's names (e.g., MJ for Mary Jane). Nicknames often
describe something about the person (e.g., Stretch tor a
tall person).
• Have Ss take turns telling the class their full names. Find
out if any Ss have the same first, last, or middle name.
• Present Miss, Mrs., Ms., Mr.? Read the information
aloud. Explain that single means "not married." Ask a few
Ss questions (e.g., Are you married? Are you single? Are you
Mr. or Mrs.?).

Culture note
In Miss, Mrs.. Ms., Mr.?, the titles of address are used only
with last names, but they can also be used with full names
(e.g., Mr. David Hanson). However, the titles are not used
with first names (e.g., not Mr. David). In North America and
Europe, last names are family names, usually the name of
one's father. In some cultures, people do not use middle
names, and not all Americans have them. (Note: In the
southern part of the United States, Miss, M s., or Mr. is
often used with a first name. e.g., Miss Ruth.)
About
you

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
read the incomplete sentences.
• Model the activity by having a few Ss complete the
sentences.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the sentences and then
compare answers with a partner. Have a few Ss share
answers with the class.
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• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say, "First
listen and read the letters in the alphabet."
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and repeat the
letters.
• Ss say the letters silently or softly. Play the recording
several times.
• Have the class say the alphabet in order. Go quickly
around the class, having each S say a letter.
• Do the task Say, "Look at the box with the alphabet.
Circle the letters of your first name." To help with the task,
tell Ss to write down their first name and then circle the
corresponding letters in the chart, one by one. Have Ss
work with a partner to check each other's answers.
• Follow-up Books closed. Say a letter from the alphabet or
a set of letters from the alphabet (e.g., A. B, C, D, E), and tell
Ss to call out the next letter as quickly as they can.
Extra activity CLASS I GROUPS
Ss line up in order according to the first letter of their first
name - and then acoordlng to the first letter of their last
name. For large classes, do the activity with groups.

D 111>)) 1.01
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Write on
the board, Catherine's last name--· Tell Ss to listen for
Catherine's last name and write down the spelling.
• Play the recording Ss listen, read along, and write down
Catherine's last name. Ask a S to come to the board and
spell her last name.
• Practice
Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing A and the other group playing B. Have the groups
read the conversation aloud. Then ask them to read it
again, but this time they should look up as they respond.
Have groups change roles.
Pairs: Have Ss take turns practicing the conversation in
pairs, using their own names. Then have a few pairs share
their conversations with the class.
About
you

E

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss walk around the class, ask classmates their first
and last names, and write them in a list. Remind Ss to ask
How do you spell . . . ?
Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Ss rewrite their ll8t of names from Exercise 1 E In
alphabetlcal order.
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fl Building language
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "Carmen
and Jenny are friends. Are they at school or at work?" [at
school] "How do you know?" [the word class]

A�>» 1.oa

• Review or introduce vocabulary

Go over the meanings
of new words or phrases (e.g., herefor a class, room, wait, the

same).

• Preview the task
•
•
•

Read the instructions aloud. Write on
the board: Which classroom is Carmen in? Which classroom is
Jenny inlSay, "Listen for the answers."
Play the recording Ss listen with books closed. Ask a
few Ss for their answers to the two questions. Write all
responses on the board.
Play the recording again Books open. Ss listen and
read along. Ask, "Which answers on the board are
correct?" [Carmen, Room B;Jenny, Room G)
Practice Have Ss work in groups of three to practice the
conversation, taking turns playing each role.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview and do the task

Tell Ss to look at the three
conversations. Ask, "What's the first question?" [Are you
Jenny Loo?] Write it on the board. Say, "Now look at Jenny
and Carmen's conversation. Find the question." [Are you
Jenny Loo?] Then say, "Find the answer to the question."
[No, I'm not.)

• Tell Ss to try to complete the answers to the questions. Write I
am on the board. Tell Ss to find another way to say I am [I'm).
• Remind Ss to use the conversation in Exercise 2A to help
find the answers. Suggest they find the same or similar
words and phrases and underline them.
• Have Ss complete the exercise individually and then
compare answers with a partner.
• Check answers with the class: Read the conversations, and
pause for Ss to say the missing words.

Answers
1. A
3. A

Are
Am

B
B

'm,'m
You're

2. A

Are

B

am, 'm

• Write the answers on the board.
Ask a S, "Are you . . . ?" using the S's name.
Encourage the S to answer Y� I am. Then ask a S, "Are you ... ?"
using an incorrect name. Encourage the S to answer No, I'm not
Repeat with several Ss, using correct or incorrect names.
• Follow-up Ask Ss more Are you? questions (e.g., Are you here
for an English class Ifor a music class? Are you single I married?).
• Focus on the form Write on the board:
are = 're
am= 'm
Tell Ss to underline those words in the conversation. Ask,
"Which word goes with in and am?" [I] "Which words go
with 're and are?" [you, we) Say, ".Am and are are forms of
the verb be. n

• Try it out

i}Grammar
�>» 1.09

• Present the grammar chart
listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar

A
Play the recording. Ss

Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Write on the board:
I'm __ You're--· We're--·
Explain that I, you, and we are pronouns and that in and 're
are forms of the verb be. Use 'm with I and re with you and
we. Then write on the board:
I'm not --· You're not--· We're not--·
Explain that not is used in negative statements and
it comes after be. Ask six Ss to come to the board and
complete the sentences with true information.
• Read the contractions in the third column, and have Ss
repeat. Say, "I'm, You're, and We're are contractions."
• Write on the board: Are you __ ? Arn I __ ? Are we
__ ? Explain that the verb be comes first in questions.
Ask three Ss to come to the board and each complete a
question.
• Under each question, write: Yes,--· No,--· Have Ss
look at the chart and call out the words that complete
each answer [I am, I'm not; you are, you're not; we are,
we're not]. Write them on the board.
Present
Common Errors Write on the board: I am and
•
I'm. Ask, "Which do people say after yes- I am or I'm?"
Have Ss vote by raising their hands, and then have them
read Common Errors for the answer [I am).
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• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to look at the example. Say, "Are goes with you." Have
Ss complete the conversations. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. A Are
2. A Are

B am, Are
B 'm, 'm

A are, 'm

• Ask Ss to practice the conversations in pairs.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have pairs choose a conversation in Exercise 3A and
complete it with their own information. Call on a few pairs
to present their conversations to the class.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice lB on p. 139 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-139. )

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit l in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

Workbook

!!ii Assign Workbook pp. 4 and 5. (The answer key begins

� on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Personal information

Q Numbers 0-10
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Say, "My telephone number is personal information." Tell
Ss to name other personal information (e.g., email address,
passport number, credit card number). Ss may do this in
their first language. Make a list on the board.

A .. >» 1.10
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and repeat the
numbers.

Extra activity CLASS

Say a number from 1 to 10. Ss call out the next number.

Extra activity CLASS

B .. )» 1.11
• Preview the task

Write on the board:
student ID
business card
pass port
Have Ss repeat. Ask Ss to identify the pictured documents
in their Student's Books, calling out the name of each.
[passport, student ID, business card] Then ask questions
such as, Whats Jamess middle name? [David] Whats
Daniels last name? [Smith]
• Present Note Read the information aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along.
• Have Ss work in pairs to practice saying the numbers on
the pictured documents.

Extra activity CLASS

Dictate several phone numbers and email addresses
including •ctot" and •at• to give Ss practice.

Write simple number problems on the board with answers
of 10 or under (e.g., 3 + 2; 3 x 3). Ss call out the answers.
(5, 9]

fl Building language
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "Victor
is at a gym." Check understanding of gym by asking
"What can you do at a gym?" Ss can mime actions (lifting
weights, running, cycling). Review or explain the meaning
of the word pass (an ID or ticket for the day). Now tell Ss to
read the conversation quickly. Ask, "What kind of personal
information is in the conversation?" [Victor's name, phone
number, email address]

A .. i)) 1.12
• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Say,
"What's Victor's telephone number? Listen and write
the answer."
• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write the
answer. Have Ss call out their answers, and write them on
the board.
• Books open. Tell Ss to find the telephone number in the
conversation and check their answers [646-555-3048].
• Follow-up Ask questions such as, Whats Victors last
name? [Lopez] Whats his email address? [vlopez6@cup.org]
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview and do the task

Have Ss look at the
conversations and find the questions that ask for phone
number and email address. Ask, "What's the word at the
start of each question?" [What's]
• Tell Ss to look at the conversation in Exercise 2A again and
find the answer to the question about the phone number.
Ask, "What's the word at the start of the answer?" [It's]

• Tell Ss to try to complete the three conversations. Remind
Ss to use the conversation in Exercise 2A to find the
answers. Have Ss compare answers with a partner. Then
check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A What's your name?
B It's Joe Garrett.
2. A What's your phone number?
B It's 646-555-4628.
3. A What's your email address?
B It's joe.garrett@cup.org.

• Try it out Ask individual Ss Whats questions (e.g.,

Whats your name? Whats your last name? Whats the room
number? Whats your email address?). Encourage Ss to
answer with Its.

• Have Ss work in pairs to practice the conversations, taking
turns playing each role.
• Have pairs practice the conversations again, this time
using their own information for the answers. (Note: If
Ss do not want to give out personal information such as
phone numbers, tell them to make up information.)
• Focus on the form and the use Tell Ss to look at the
conversation in Exercise 2A and underline the whats in
the receptionist's lines. Explain that what is a question
word and is used in questions that ask for information.
Explain that is a form of the verb be.
• Tell Ss to then underline its in Victor's lines. Ask, "What
form of the verb be goes with it?" ['s] Explain that its can
sometimes start an answer to a question with whats?

s
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QGrammar
'4))) 1.13
• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Ask Ss the pattern for Whats

questions and answers, and write them on the board:
What's + __ ? It's + __ Explain that it is a pronoun
like I, you, and we and that is the form of the verb be that
goes with it.
• Read the contractions, and have Ss repeat. Write 'son the
board. Ask, "What does s mean?" [is]
• Follow-up Write on the board: What's your name? A few Ss
write on the board other Whats questions (e.g., Whats your
email address? Whatsyour passport number? Whats your math
teachers name?). A few Ss answer the questions, using It's.

s

A

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Have Ss look at the example. Explain, "For conversation 1,
the best question is Whats yourfirst name because the
answer is Myfirst names Haley." Tell Ss to look at the
answer to figure out the question.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the task. Check answers
with the class.

• Have Ss work in pairs to practice asking and answering
the questions in Exercise 3A.
About
you

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have a
•
•

pair of Ss read the example conversation. Call on a few Ss
to answer the questions in Exercise 3A.
Present Common Errors Write on the board: What's your
name? Is I It's Ana Gama. Ask, "Which is correct?" [It's]
Do the task Have pairs take turns asking the questions.
Tell Ss to answer with their own information.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Each group member writes a What's question and an
answer. A S reads his or her answer aloud. Ss in the group
take turns guessing the What's question until someone
guesses correctly. The activity continues with another S
reading out his or her answer.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice IC on p. 139 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-139.)

Answers
1. What's your first name? 5.
2. What's your last name?
3. What's your phone
6.
number?
4. What's your email address?

What's your teacher's
name?
What's your student ID
number?

Q Listening and speaking
• Set the scene Ask Ss to look at the two application

forms. Ask, "What's each application form for?"
(1. a library card 2. a gym membership] Show membership
cards you have that you are willing to share. Ask, "What
information is on the card?" Ss answer (e.g.,first name, last

name, ID number).

A '4l)) 1.14
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say,
•

"Look at what information is missing from the forms.
Then listen and write the information on the forms."
Play the recording Audio script p. T-163 Ss listen and
write the missing information. Check answers with the
class: Have two Ss read their answers, and then write
them on the board.

Answers
1. Elizabeth R. Uygur, 718-555-6027, eruygur7@cup.org,
192-9845-87
2. Bryan Z. Davis, 508-555-9374,
917-555-6230,
-- -b.z.davis@cup.org

About
you

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask a

pair of Ss to model the activity by reading the example
conversation. Ask Ss to continue by asking Whats
questions for the rest of the application.

Culture note
Some people in English-speaking countries use just the
initial (the first letter) of their middle name when they sign
their name or fill out forms.

• Do the task Have Ss make up information if they prefer

to keep their personal information private. Check answers:
Have Ss read the information back to their partners and
spell out their names.

Extra activity CL.ASS
Ss make two copies of the application form. They do the
same activity as in Exercise 48, completing application
forms for two other classmates.
Workbook
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R Assign Workbook pp. 6 and 7. (The answer key begins

'9 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

D Are you here for the concert?

C;, Lesson D recycles statements, questions, and short answers with be.

Q Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Ask Ss to look at the picture and the
conversation.Ask, "Where are the people?" [in a park, at
a university]

A
• Preview and do the task Go over the meaning of the
word stranger. Read the instructions aloud. Ask, "What is
one thing people say when they meet?" [Hello, nice to meet
you....] Have Ss guess two more things people say.Elicit
ideas.

B

Ill)» 1.15

• Play the recording Ss listen.Ask, "Who's on vacation?"
[Alicia] "Who's a student?" [Adam] "Who's here for the
concert?" [Alicia and Adam]
• Play the recording again Ss listen and read along.
• Practice Ask Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

c

• Present Notice Read the information aloud, including
the example.Explain that this shows the speaker is
interested in getting similar information, and it keeps the
conversation going. Ask Ss to find the places where Adam
and Alicia use How aboutyou? in the conversation [Alicia:
Hi. How are you doing? Adam: Pretty good.How about
you?; Adam: Are you here for the concert? Alicia: Yes.
How about you?]. {For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Answer

Alicia Hi. How are you doing?
Adam Pretty good. How about you?

D
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the conversations. Check answers with
the class: Ask five pairs to each read a conversation aloud.
Possible answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How about you?
Pretty good.
How about you?
How about you?
I'm on vacation.

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs choose one of the conversations from Exercise 18
and continue it with at least one more exchange. Pairs
practice their conversation and then present it to the class.
Extra activity GROUPS
Brainstorm a list of Are you . . . ? questions with the
class (e.g., Are you in Mr. Benson's class? Are you in a
math class? Are you a member of a gym?). 81 asks 82 a
question, such as Are you a music student? 82 responds
with a short answer and then says, How about you? 81
responds. 82 then asks 83 a different question, such as
Are you in the computer club? 83 answers and then asks,
How about you? The activity continues until no one can
think of another question.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Books closed. Write the expressions
from the chart on the board in random order. Tell Ss to work
in pairs and write the expressions with the same meaning
next to each other (e.g., Thank you. I Thanks.).
• Books open. Point to the picture on the left. Ask, "Are they
friends?" [no) Have Ss read the expression How are you?
Point to the picture on the right. Ask, "Are they friends?"
[yes] Have Ss read the expression How are you doing? Ask,
"Which expression is less formal?" [How are you doing?)
"Which is more formal?" [How are you?) Say, "It's OK to
use formal expressions most of the time. Use less formal
expressions with friends and family."
• Books closed. With Ss still in pairs, say, "Which
expressions in your lists do you think are formal? Put a
check (.I') next to them." Books open. Have pairs look at
the chart and check their answers.
• Say the expressions, and have Ss repeat. Then divide the
class into two groups. Have one group read aloud the
expressions in the More Formal column and the other read
the related expressions in the Less Formal column.

Extra vocabulary:

INFORMAL GREETINGS

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for informal
greetings, such as How's it going? What's new? What's
up? What's happening?

• Present In Conversation Books closed. Write on the

board: Yeah, Yes, 2 times, 4 times, 10 times, 20 times. Tell Ss
Yeah is more common than Yes. Ask, "Guess. Is it two times
more common? Four times?" Point to each number, and
have Ss raise their hands to answer.
• Books open. Tell Ss to read In Conversation and check
their guesses.

Culture note

Although Yeah is more frequent than Yes, it can sound
rude in some situations. Sometimes the use of less formal
expressions by learners of English can seem inappropriate.
Tell Ss to listen to whether other people are using informal
expressions before they use them themselves.

Extra activity

About
you

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the two headings.

Write Formal conversation on the board. Ask, "Is the
first conversation between friends?" [no] ls it between
a student and a teacher?" [yes) Repeat for the second
heading Less formal conversation. [The conversation is
between friends.]
• Read the instructions aloud. Point to the list of
expressions in Strategy Plus. Say, "Complete the
conversations. Use these expressions."
• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations and
then compare answers in pairs. Remind Ss that they
and their partners may have different answers, but both
answers may be correct. Check answers with the class:
Call on a few pairs to read their completed conversations.

Possible Answers
1. Jeff

Mrs. Swan
Jeff
Jeff
Mrs. Swan
2. Kathy
Mike
Kathy
Mike
Kathy
Mike

Hello ... How are you?
I'm fine.
Yes.
Oh, thank you.
Thank you .... Good-bye. I Bye.
How are you doing? I How are you?
Pretty good. I Good. I OK. I I'm fine.
Pretty good. I Good. I OK.I I'm fine.
Yeah.
Thanks.
See you later. I�- I See you.

• Have pairs practice the conversations, using their own
information and taking turns playing each role.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Prepare slips of paper with roles and situations (e.g., two
friends, saying good-bye; teacher and student, saying hello;
two workers In an office, introduction), and give one to
each pair. Ask pairs to prepare a conversation using their
roles. Have a few pairs act out their conversations, with
the class guessing the situation and saying whether it is
more formal or less formal.

CLASS

Call out one of the expressions from the chart. Ss call out
the more formal or less formal expression with the same
meaning (e.g., T: How are you doing? Ss: How are you?).

8 Strategies

• Set the scene Ask Ss to look at the picture. Ask, "Where

Free talk

About
you

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk I at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. {See the teaching notes
on p. T-129.)

are the people?" [in a park]

• Preview the task Say each activity and have Ss repeat.
•

Explain any unfamiliar words. Read the instructions
aloud. Model the conversation with a student.
Do the task Have Ss role-play the conversation using
different activities. Ss should take turns playing the roles.
Have pairs perform their role-plays for the class.
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Workbook
R Assign Workbook pp. 8 and 9. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework

Possible Answers

Briefly present the Learning Tip and directions. Make sure
Ss understand what they should do.

1.
2.
3.
4.

If done in class
• Present Learning Tip

Read the information aloud. Say,
"One good way to learn vocabulary is to write it down.
When you learn an expression, write it down with its
response." Ask two Ss to read the exchange in the two
speech balloons.
• Present In Conversation Ask, "When do you use Hi and
Bye?" [with friends, in less formal situations] "Which do
you think people use more often - Hi or Hello?" Ask for a
show of hands. Say, "How about Bye or Good-bye?" Again
ask for a show of hands. Tell Ss to read the information in
the box for the answer [Hi and Bye are used more often.].
C;> This task recycles formal and informal responses to
everyday expressions.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Say, "More than one answer may be correct." Have Ss write
the responses. Ask a few Ss to share their answers with the
class.

Hello. I Hi.
Good morning.
I'm [name]. I Nice to meet you.
I'm fine, thanks.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Thanks. You too.
See you. I Bye.
Bye. I You too.
Good night.

On your own
• Present On Your Own
•

Read the information aloud.
Remind Ss to be sure to do this before the next class.
Follow-up At the start of the next class, a few Ss say who
they said hello and good-bye to and, if possible, where they
were.

Now I can •••

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify areas they
want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check(..')
the items they know and put a question mark(?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss
as required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.
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UNIT�

Lesson A

In class
Classmates

Vocabulary Classmates

(See Student's Book pp. 11-12.)
Location expressions such as at home, at work, and in class do
not include the, but at the library and in the cafeteria do have
the. The expressions without the refer more to a situation
than a place, but Ss should learn these expressions as fixed
phrases.

Grammar The verb be: he, she, and they
(See Student's Book p. 13.)

Form

• The structures for the verb be with he I she I they or names
as subjects are the same as for I Iyou I we or names + be,
which are presented in Language Notes for Unit 1, Lesson B.
• In Unit 2, the negative forms snot and 're not are taught
because these are the most common forms in spoken
English. Isn't and aren't are taught in Unit 3, Lesson B.

Possible problems

• Students often have difficulty choosing the correct form of
the verb be after nouns (including names), even after they
have learned the forms that go with different pronouns.
To help with this problem, explain, for example, Ellen = she
and Carmen and Suzanna = they.
• Ss often find it hard to pronounce s after names when is is
contracted with the name. The lesson provides practice on
this point.

G Corpus information

Contractions he's, she's, and they're

In conversation, the contractions of be with he, she, and
they are much more frequent than the full fonns he is, she
is, they are. He's and she's are both about 11 times more
frequent, and they're is about six times more frequent.

Common errors with negative statements
Students often use no to make negative statements. Make
sure they use not for negative statements.

Lesson B

What's in your bag?

Grammar Articles

(See Student's Book p. 14.)
The words a and an are called indefinite articles. These are
usually pronounced /�/ and /�n/.

Form

• a+ a noun beginning with a consonant sound (e.g., a book)
• an + a noun beginning with a vowel sound (e.g., an eraser,

an hour)

Use

• Articles are a type of determiner (a word like a, the, my,

this).

• Singular countable nouns need a determiner before
them (e.g., a dictionary, the wallet, my pencil, this pen). (See
Language Notes for Unit 12, Lesson A, for information on
countable and uncountable nouns.)

G Corpus information

Common errors with Indefinite articles
Students often forget to use a I an before a singular noun.

Grammar This and these

(See Student's Book p. 15.)
The grammar chart presents this and these as pronouns in
statements and questions with the verb be.
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Form

• Statements
This+ is+ singular noun [This is a book.]
These+ are+ plural noun [These are books.]
• Yes-No questions
Is+ this+ singular noun? [Is this your book?)
Are+ these+ plural noun? [Are these your books?]
• Information questions

What + is + this?
What + are + these?

Use

To answer questions such as Whats this? and Are these your
keys? people generally use it and they. For example:

A What's this?
8 It's my watch. [more likely than This is my watch.]
or

A What are these?
8 They're my keys. [more likely than These are my keys.]

Grammar Noun plural endings
(See Student's Book p. 15.)

Spelling rules

Rules for adding -s to form plural nouns:
• For most nouns: add -s (bag - bags).

• For nouns ending in s, ss, sh, ch, x, or z: add -es
(class - classes).
• For nouns ending in o: add -s or -es (pianos, but tomatoes).
• For nouns ending in a consonant and y: change y to i and
add -es (library- libraries).
• For nouns ending in a vowel and y: add -s (key- keys).
• Some nouns have irregular plural forms (e.g.• man - men).
• Some nouns have only a plural form: glasses,jeans, scissors.
Many can be made singular with a pair of (e.g., a pair of
scissors).

Lesson

c

Speaking naturally

Noun plural endings

(See Student's Book p. 15.)
Rules for the pronunciation of the noun plural ending -s:
• When a singular noun ends in an unvoiced final
consonant (If/, /k/, Ip/, /t/, or /0/ ), the-s is pronounced as
Isl (e.g., books).
• When a singular noun ends in a voiced final consonant
(lb/, /d/, /g/, /1/, /m/, In/, /fJ/, /r/, /t!J/, or /v/) or a vowel
sound, the-sis pronounced as /z/ (e.g., phones, keys).
• When a singular noun ends in /s/, /z/, /J/, /1f /, /3/, or Id:,/,
the syllable /12/ is added (e.g., watches). /Iz/ is sometimes
reduced to /-;)z/.

In the classroom

Grammar

Determiners and articles
(See Student's Book pp. 16-17.)
Some
The determiner some is used to refer to an indefinite (usually
a small) quantity of things. Plural nouns can often be used
either without an article (e.g., We need chairs.) or with some
(e.g., We need some chairs.).
Ss first come across this use in Exercise IA.

Grammar

Questions with Where
(See Student's Book p. 17.)
Form
• Information questions with Where
Where + s I is + singular noun?
Wheres my coat?
Where + are + plural noun?
Where are the students' test papers?

Grammar Possessives 'sands'
(See Student's Book p. 17.)
Form
• For an item or items belonging to one person, add 's to
the name or noun. the students glasses= one student is the
owner of the glasses

• For an item or items belonging to more than one person, use s'.
the students' books = more than one student is the owner of
the books
Pronunciation
• The pronunciation is exactly the same for both possessive
forms: sands'.
• The same rules for the pronunciation of plural nouns apply
to the possessive s. (See Language Notes for Lesson B.)
• These rules also apply to with names. For example:
Marks = /s/
Marias = /Z/
Joshs = /IZ/

s

Grammar a / an vs. the
(See Student's Book p. 17)
A or An can be used before singular nouns when it is not
clear which item the speaker is talking about, or when the
speaker doesn't need to identify the item.
Its in a desk. (The speaker doesn't know or need to say which
desk.)
Its in the desk. (The speaker and listener both know which
desk.)
The is used before singular and plural nouns when it is
clear which item(s) the speaker is talking about or when the
listener knows which one the speaker is referring to.

Lesson D How do you spell it?
Conversation strategy Asking for help in class
(See Student's Book p. 18.)
• The expressions taught provide beginning Ss with the
language to meet their needs in the classroom. Ss learn
expressions to get help:
asking for a word in English
asking for a spelling
asking to borrow an item
asking for repetition
• The normal, polite ways of making these requests are
presented. These question forms are also useful outside
the classroom.
Strategy plus

Common expressions and responses
(See Student's Book p. 19.)

The chart presents some common expressions used for
thanking and apologizing and some typical responses to
these expressions. Formulaic exchanges like these provide Ss
with the basic language and strategies they need to respond
and react appropriately in everyday situations.

G Corpus information

Thanks versus Thank you
In the spoken corpus, Thank you is more frequent than
Thanks.

I don't know
I don't know is the most frequent three-word expression
In the corpus. About 40 percent of Its uses are as a
response to a question. It Is also commonly used to
introduce Information (e.g. I don't know If you've ever been

to Paris, but It's wonderful.).
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In class
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.
• Introduce the theme of the unit Write on the board:

In class. Say, "We are now in
class.w Have Ss brainstorm the names of items in the classroom that they already know.
To get Ss started. point to a familiar object and say. "What's this?" Make a list of items
on the board.

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity Ct.ASS

Ss look at the first learning outcome for Lesson B. Have
Ss look through Unit 2 for a minute and find the names
of two items they bring to class EN8r'f day (e.g., pen, cell
phone on p. 14). Ask a few Ss to call out the names of the
items they found.

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the locations in the pictures and subject
pronouns Indicate a male S in the class, and say, "He's in

class." Write the sentence on the board, and sketch a male
figure. Indicate a female S, and say, "She's in class." Write
the sentence on the board, and sketch a female figure. Do
the same with a small group of Ss, and say, "They're in
class." Write the sentence on the board, and sketch several
male and female figures. Say the three sentences again,
and have Ss repeat.
• Direct Ss' attention to Before You Begin. Read the question
"Where are these people?" and the five sentences aloud.
Have Ss repeat.
• Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to look at picture
1. Ask, "Where are they?" [They're in class.] Direct Ss'
attention to the 1 in the box for that sentence. Tell Ss to
match the remaining pictures and sentences, writing the
numbers in the boxes. Then have a few Ss share answers
with the class.

Answers
2

He's at home.

4 They're at the library.
They're in class.
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3 She's at the gym.

5 She's at work.

C;> Recycle grammar This task recycles the verb be and
pronouns. Write on the board: /, you, we. Ask Ss to say the
words and the forms of the verb be that go with them. Write
the forms on the board:
I am

y ou are

we are

Then ask Ss to say the contractions for those forms, and
write them on the board:
I'm

you're

we're

Ask, "Are we in class?" [Yes, we are.] "Are we in the
library?" [No, we're not.]
• Ask individual Ss or pairs of Ss to choose one of the places
in the pictures and act out being in the place (e.g., typing
on a computerfor work, looking through books in the library).
The other Ss guess where the Ss are {e.g., Ss: Are you in
class? Sl: No, I'm not. or Sl and S2: Yes, we are.).

Extra activity PAIRS

Pairs look at the pictures in Unit 1 and make a list of where
people are (e.g., p. 2: They're at work. p. 6: He's at the
gym. p. 8: They're at the park.). When pairs have finished,
go through each page with the class, having different pairs
call out where the people are.

Lesson A

Classmates

ft Getting started

• Set the scene Take attendance, calling out the names
of Ss. For any absent Ss, ask, "Where's . . . ?" and have Ss
make guesses about where the absent S is (e.g., He's at
home. She's at work. They're at the library.).

A

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the large picture. Ask,
"Where are these people?" [They're in class.]
• Say, "This is Alison's class. Some of the students aren't
in class today." On the board, write the names of the
students: H,rok,, Ellen, Carmen and Si.Jzanna, A/,son, Nick,
)i.Jn. Say the names. Then say, "Who is in class? Who is
absent?" [Alison, Nick, and Jun are in class. Hiroki, Ellen,
Carmen, and Suzanna are absent.]

B
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• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Elicit or

explain the meaning of sick, late, and asleep. Ask questions
such as, "Are you sick?" "Who is late?" "Are you asleep?"
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Then ask,
"Who is sick today?" [Ellen] "Who is late?" [Carmen and
Suzanna] "Who is asleep?" [Nick] "Where's Hiroki?" [He's
at work.] "Where's Ellen?" [She's sick.] "Where are Carmen
and Suzanna?" [They're in the cafeteria.] "Where's Nick?"
[He's in class. He's asleep.]
• Play the recording again Ss read along and underline
any words they do not understand as they listen.
• Point out How about Ellen? in the conversation. Explain
that How about . . . ? asks the same question again, in this
case, ls Ellen here today? It is similar to the expression How
about you? in Unit 1. Explain that I think and maybe mean
"I'm not sure."

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one playing the
role of the teacher (Miss Nelson) and the other playing
Alison. Have them read the conversation aloud and then
change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs, taking
turns playing Miss Nelson and Alison. Then ask pairs
to change the conversation, with Miss Nelson using the
names of real classmates and Alison responding with any
location.

• Do the task Now have Ss circle the correct words. Tell Ss

to use the conversation at the top of the page to help them
complete the task. Have Ss who finish quickly compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class:
Read aloud each conversation, and pause for the class to
read aloud the missing words.

Answers

1. A Hiroki? Is he here today?
B No, he's at work.
2. A Ellen? Is she in class?
B No, she's not. She's sick.
3. A Are Carmen and Suzanna late?
8 Yes. They're in the cafeteria.
4. A Is Nick here?
B Yes, he's here. I think he's asleep.

• Try it out Have Ss work in pairs to practice the
conversations in Exercise lC. Tell Ss playing the role
of B to try to answer using the pictures without looking
at the conversations.
• Focus on the form Tell Ss to look at the conversations
in Exercise lC. Ask, "Do you use he or she for a man?" [he]
"What form of the verb be goes with he and she?" ('s, is]
"What form of the verb be goes with they?" ('re, are]

Extra activity CLASS

Write on the board: at home, at work, in class, at the library.
Ss choose one of the expressions (or one of their own) and
write it in large letters on a piece of paper, without showing
it to their classmates. Ss each have one tum to guess
where a classmate is. For example, a S says, I think (S's
name) 's at home today. The S named holds up his or her
paper and responds either Yes, I'mat home or No, I'm not.
/'mat __ .

Figure
it out

c

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the conversation

at the top of the page again. Say, "Find the questions
with the verb be." [Where's Hiroki? Is he here today? Are
Carmen and Suzanna here?] Then have Ss look at the four
conversations in Exercise IC and read the instructions
aloud. Write conversation 1 on the board. Ask, "Which is
correct - he's or she's?" [he's] Circle he's.
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fl Grammar
say a sentence about a classmate (e.g., Bill's last name is
Hara. Pam's my partner.). Remind Ss to use contractions.
Point out that we can use a contraction of a name + is, but
not of names + are.

.. l)) 1.17

• Present the grammar chart
listen and repeat.

Play the recording. Ss

• Understand the grammar

Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Ask Ss how to form statements with the verb be and he,
she, and they. Write the pattern on the board:
He's--· She's--· They're--·
Explain that he, she and they are pronouns. T he verb forms
's or is go with he and she, and 're or are go with they.
Do the same for negative statements with be:
She's not--· They're not--·
He's not__
Tell Ss that they need to use not and not no in negative
statements. Write on the board:
Hiroki's no I not ,n class
Ellen's not I Ellen's no at the 9ym
Ask Ss which is correct [not; Ellen's not].
• On the board, write several sentences with noun subjects
and be verbs underlined (e.g., Nick is in class. Alison's
in class. Alison and Nick are in class.). Have a few Ss
come to the board and change the underlined words to
contractions with pronouns (e.g., He's, She's, They're).
• Show Ss how to form yes-no questions with the verb be.
Write in a column on the board: Hiroki's at work. Ellen's sick.
Carmen and Suzanna are late. Explain that in questions,
the verb (is I are) comes first, before the noun. Draw an
arrow to show that Hiroki and is change positions for the
question form. Invite a S to come to the board and write
the question [Is Hiroki at work?]. Invite two more Ss to
write the other two questions on the board.
• Ask Ss the forms for short answers, and write them on the
board:
Yes, + he I she is.
Yes, + they are.
No, + they're not.
No, + he's I she's not.
Tell Ss to use the full form in Yes answers. Have three Ss
write short answers to the questions on the board.
• Present In Conversation Tell Ss to read the information.
Point out the contraction after each name. Have each S

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss look at the pictures and complete the sentences.
• Tell Ss to compare answers in pairs. Then check answers
with the class.

Answers

1. 's I is, I is not, I is not
2. are not, I are not, 're I are, 's I is
3. 's I is, 's I is not, 's I is, 's I is

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Have Ss complete the remaining questions
on their own. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. Is

2. Is

3. Are

4. Is

5. Are

6. Is

• Point out the example conversation. Have a pair of Ss read
it aloud. Tell Ss to work in pairs and take turns asking and
answering the questions. Remind Ss to use the pictures in
Exercise 2A to answer. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. No, he's not. He's at the gym.
2. No, she's not. She's at the library.
3. No, they 're not. They're at the library.

4. Yes, he is.
5. Yes, they are.
6. No, she's not.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 2A on p. 140 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-140.)

Qustening
A .-i» us

• Preview the task

Explain that the recording is about
the next day in class. Read the first line of the instructions
and direct Ss' attention to the chart.
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-163 Pause after
the first conversation. Ask, "Is Ellen in class today, or is
she absent?" Elicit the answer [absent]. Play the recording.
Ss check In class or Absent for each person.
• Read the second line of the instructions and direct Ss'
attention to the sentences on the right. Ask. "Where's Ellen
today?" [at the library] Point out the answer - letter d. Tell
Ss to write a-d on the lines to complete the sentences.
• Play the recording again Ss write the answers. Then
check answers with the class.
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Answers
Ellen (d) - Absent, Carmen (c) - Absent, Hiraki (b) - In class,
Alison (a) - In class
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the example conversation.
• Have pairs try to ask at least five questions about classmates.
Tell Ss they can look back through the lessons for ideas.

Workbook

R

Assign Workbook pp. 10 and 11. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

What's in your bag?

Q Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title. Ask several Ss
to call out the name of an item in their bag or backpack.
Write the words on the board.

A '4l)) 1.19
• Preview the task Write the letters a, e, ,, o, u on the

board, and ask Ss to say them. Say, "These letters are
called vowels. All the other letters are called consonants."
Erase the letters. Write these column headings on the
board: Vowels, Consonants. Go around the class, having Ss
call out the letters of the alphabet in order. Have two Ss at
the board write the letters under the correct column.
• Present Note Read the information aloud. (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of this
unit.)
• Say the names of the pictured items, and have Ss raise
their hands if a word starts with a vowel sound.
• Have Ss look at the pictures again and write a or an before
each item.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat. Check answers
with the class: Write a, an on the board. Ask Ss to call out
their answers. Point to a or an on the board.

Word
sort

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss write their own lists. Encourage Ss to think of
new items.
• Tell Ss to compare their lists with a partner. Ask, "Who
has new things?" Write any new vocabulary on the board.

Extra vocabulary

PERSONAL ITEMS

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for personal
items, such as a comb, a bus pass, a credit card, an ATM
card, an ID card, a debit card, a brush, a mirror.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Pairs make a list of the top five personal items they think
most people have. Pairs call out items from their lists. Write
them on the board. For each item, ask pairs that wrote it to
raise their hands, and count the number.

Answers

§ water bottle, � notebook, an English book, § cell phone
�pen,�pencil, an eraser,� watch, an umbrella
� wallet, � bag, § laptop, an online dictionary,
§ highlighter, § snack

fl Building language
• Set the scene Tell Ss to work in pairs and name as many

items as they can in the picture. [books, headphones, a cell
phone, sunglasses, keys, a bag, a chair, a desk, students]
Have pairs share answers with the class. Write the words
on the board. Tell Ss that the woman in the picture is
Laura.
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• Preview the task Ask, "Which things are Laura's? Listen
and write the answers."

• Play the recording Ss listen and write the answers to
the question.

• Play the recording again Ss listen and check their
•

• Do the task Have Ss complete the questions. Check

answers with the class: Have a few Ss call out their
answers. [this, these]
• Focus on the form Write on the board: This (,s I are) my
pen. These (is I are) my pens. Ask, "What form of be goes
with this?" [is] Circle is. Say, "The noun is pen. It is one
thing." Then direct Ss to the second sentence. Ask, "What
form of be goes with these?" [are] Circle are. Say, "The noun
here is pens. It names more than one thing. It ends with -s.
Plural nouns name more than one thing. T hey usually end
with-s."
• Tell Ss to ask and answer the questions with a partner.

answers. [cell phone, headphones, bag, keys, sunglasses]
Practice Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview the task Say, "Find the questions with this in

the conversation in Exercise 2A." Have a S read them, and
write them on the board: Is this your cell phone? Is this your
bag 2 Repeat for the question with these. [And are these
your keys?]
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• Present the grammar chart
listen and repeat.

• Present the spelling rules Have Ss read the plurals
Play the recording. Ss

• Understand the grammar Write on the board:

singular
nouns and plural nouns. Explain that nouns can be people,

places, or things. Explain (1) singular nouns tell about
one thing; (2) plural nouns tell about more than one thing
and usually end in -s. Ask a few Ss to call out the singular
nouns in the chart. Repeat with the plural nouns.
• Write on the board: This is a cell phone. These are
headphones. Ask Ss to identify the pattern for each
statement, and write it on the board:
This + is + a I an + singular noun
These + are + plural noun

Point out that this goes with is and singular nouns; these
goes with are and plural nouns.
• Write on the board: Is this your dictionary? Are these your
books2 Ask a S to come to the board and write the pattern
for these questions on the board:
Is + this +your+ singular noun 2
Are + these+your+ plural noun2

• Ask Ss to look at the chart and identify the two patterns
for the two What questions. Add them to the board:
What+ is + th1s2
What + are + these?

at the right side of the chart. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Ask Ss to work in pairs and write the plural forms of the items
in Exercise IA on p. 14. Have them compare answers with
another pair. [All end in just -s except dictwnaries and watches.]
• Have Ss work in pairs to take turns asking about items in
the pictures and responding with It's a I an--·
• Preview the task Ask Ss to look at conversation 1. Have
Ss complete the conversation. Check the answers with the
class. [umbrella, it is] Tell Ss to use the chart and pictures
for help in completing the questions and answers.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining conversations
and then compare answers in pairs. Check answers with the
class: Have several pairs read their answers aloud.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A
A
A
A
A
A

� this your umbrella? B Yes, it is. Thank you.
What's this? B It's a computer bag.
Are these your headphones? B Yes, they are. Thanks.
Are these your sunglasses? B No, they're not.
Is this an eraser? B Yes, it is.
What are these? B I think they're p ens.

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner, taking
turns playing each role.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 2B on p. 140 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for homework.
(See the teaching notes on p. T-140.)

Qspeaking naturally
A�>)) 1.22

• Preview the task Point out the three examples of noun

plural endings. Say, "The s at the end of a plural noun is
said in three different ways. Model the three endings: /s/,
/z/, and /Iz/ Say, "In speaking, /s/ and /z/ can sound the
same, but it's important to know which words add
/Iz/." {For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Please note the use of color in the Speaking Naturally
sections throughout this book. Red indicates stress and
maroon indicates any other feature that is being taught.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat. Tell Ss to listen
carefully to the pronunciation of the plural endings and to
focus on saying the endings correctly.

B �>» 1.23

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Pause after the first item and point
out the check (.I) in the /Jz/ column. Play the rest of the
recording, and tell Ss to check (.I) the correct boxes.
• Write these column headings on the board:
2. /12/
I /5/-/Z/
• Play the recording again Pause after each item,
and check answers with the class: Ask Ss to call out the
column number of the answer.
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Answers
1. IIz I

2. /s/ - !zl

3. llzl

4. Isl - lz!

5. IIz/

• Write the five plural nouns from the chart on the board in
random order. Have Ss read each one aloud.
About
you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions and the example

conversation aloud. Model the activity by asking a S the
question and having the S answer with true information.
• Present Common Errors Have Ss read the errors.
• Do the task Have Ss take turns asking classmates,
What's in your bag? As Ss answer, have classmates make a
note of any items they also have. Go around the class, and
help with any new vocabulary.
• After all Ss answer, tell them to say how many items they
have that are the same as others in the class. Tell them also to
name any items they have that no one else has.
• When Ss have finished, ask, "Who has something unusual
in his or her bag?" Have Ss report.

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 12 and 13. (The answer key begins
'9 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c In the classroom

Q Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture and say the
names of things they already know in English.
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• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat the words.
• Play the recording again Say, "Now listen and put check
marks in the boxes for things in our classroom." Ask a few
Ss to call out the items they checked (,().
• Write on the board: a, some. Say, "Look at the picture of
the classroom again. Which things have the word a before
their names?" Call on a few Ss to answer. Repeat with
some.
• Present Note Have Ss read the information. Ask Ss,
"When do you use a I an?" [before a singular noun] "How
about some?" [before a plural noun] Write on the board
__ poster
__ desks
__ chair
__ fnh/p�

Have Ss write a or some before each noun. (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
• Ask Ss to look for and call out items in the classroom that
are not in the picture. Write the words on the board. Help
out with new vocabulary.
Extra vocabulary CLASSROOM ITEMS
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for classroom
items, such as an overhead projector, an eraser; a marker;

a coat rack, thumbtacks, pushpins, a bulletin board, a door,
a bookcase, a light, a light switch.
Extra activity GROUPS
Groups write the names of as many classroom items as
they can on slips of paper in three minutes. Tell groups to
use a or some in front of each noun. Groups divide up the
slips and tape them to the Items. At the end of the activity,
label any unlabeled Items in the classroom.

Word
sort

B

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the six pictures. Read
the phrases above each picture aloud, and have Ss repeat.
• Point to the corresponding places in your classroom. Ask
individual Ss to call out their locations (e.g., next to the
window).
• Say, "Look at picture l." Ask, "What's on the wall?" Call
on a S to read the example answer. Ask, "What other
things are on the wall?" Ask Ss to call out their answers.
Write them on the board, and have Ss write them in their
Student's Books. Repeat for picture 2.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining items. Go
around the class, and help Ss with locations as needed.

• Tell Ss to compare answers with a partner. Check answers
with the class: Ss call out their answers.
Answers
1. a clock, a map, a calendar, some posters,
a board, a TV
2. a wastebasket, some umbrellas, some bags,
some chairs, a desk
3. some bags, some notebooks
4. some books
5. a calendar, a clock
6. a desk, a computer, a CD player
About
you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Then
read the example conversation. Tell Ss to look at the words
above each picture in Exercise lB. Have a few Ss call out
Whats questions for each location (e.g., Whats on the
wall? Whats on thefloor?). Then ask Ss to think of more
questions about their classroom and call them out (e.g.,
Whats under the table I next to the board?).
• Do the task Have Ss make up at least five questions and
then ask a partner their questions. Note: You may want to
teach the word nothing as an answer.
• Follow-up A few pairs present one or two of their
questions for the class to answer.
Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs play a guessing game. 81 gives a clue (e.g., It's on
the wall. They're on the floor.). 82 tries to guess the Item
(e.g., Is it a clock? Are they chalrs7}.
Extra activity GROUPS
Write on the board: on, under, in, next to, in front ot Ss call
out locations In the classroom for each preposition (e.g.,
on my desk. on the door, under my chair, next to the T\I, In
front of the windoW). Make a list on the board next to each
preposition. Then, in groups, Ss take turns asking each
other What's questions with the phrases on the board (e.g.,
What's under your desk I coat'? What's on the board?).
Extra activity INOMOUALS
Ss close their books. They write the location of as many
Items as they remember from the picture In Exercise 1A
(e.g., A clock Is on the wall.). Ss compare answers In pairs.
Then they open their books and check their answers.

,_

'\
Vocabulary notebook·
�
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 20 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-20.)
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fl Building language
•

Set the scene Say, "Look at the picture. Guess what the
teacher is looking for." Write Ss' guesses on the board.

teacher singular or plural?" [singular] "Is there one teacher
or two? three?" [one] Tell Ss to find an example ofs'in
the conversation [students' test papers]. Ask, "Is students
singular or plural?" [plural] Tell Ss to find an example of a
name + 's and read out the sentence [T hey're in Ms. Moore's
desk.]. Have Ss complete questions 3 and 4.

A 14>» 1.25

Preview the task Say, "What's the teacher looking for?
Listen for two things."
• Play the recording Ss listen and take notes. Ask a few Ss
to call out their answers [the students' test papers, the key].
Ask Ss if any of the guesses on the board were correct.
• Practice Divide the class into two groups. Have the
groups read the conversation aloud and then change roles.

•

Answers
1. Where's

•

Preview and do the task Say, "You have to circle the
correct word in each question. Look at questions 1 and 2.
These are questions with Where. " Tell Ss to find the Where
questions in the conversation in Exercise 2A, and read
them aloud. Ask, "What follows Where in the questions?"
['s, are] Have Ss complete questions 1 and 2.
Say, "Look at questions 3 and 4. These are questions
with possessives." Write '.s ands' on the board. "They tell
you who a thing belongs to." Tell Ss to find an example
of teacher's in the conversation [teacher's book]. Ask, "Is

3. teacher's

4. Mr. Kern's

Focus on the form Say, "The first question has a

•

singular noun. What is it?" [key] "What verb is in that
question?" ['s] "What's the noun in question 2?" [test
papers] "What verb is used with plural nouns?" [are]
Ask, "In question 3, how many teachers is the question
about?" [one] Underline the s. Say, "When you show
something belongs to one person, use 's."
Try it out Tell Ss to ask and answer the questions with a
partner, using the conversation and the picture to answer.

Figure
it out

B

2. Where are

Answers
1. It's in Mr. Kern's pocket. 2. They're in Ms. Moore's
desk. 3. The students' test papers are in the desk.
4. The key is in Mr. Kern's pocket.

QGrammar
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•

Answers

Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

listen and repeat.

Understand the grammar Say, "Look at the Where
questions in the chart. What's the first word in the
questions?" [Where] "What's next?" ['s, are] Write on the
board: Where 's I Where ore the bog2 Where '.s I Where
ore the keys? Ask a S to choose the correct questions. Ask,
"Why is is correct in the first sentence?" [Bag is singular.]
"Why is are correct in the next sentence?"[Keys is plural.]
• Have Ss read the possessive examples and rules. Say,
"People use possessives to say who an item belongs to.
To make possessives, add 's to singular nouns, and add
an apostrophe (' ) to plural nouns ending in -s." (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
• Have Ss read the information about a I an vs. the. Say, "The
is used when we all know the thing we are talking about often there is only one." Have Ss say what there is one of in
the class that you can all see (e.g., the teacher, the door, the
clock). (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)

•

A

Preview and do the task Read the first instruction
aloud. Say, "Look at the example. Why is it correct?" [Desk
is singular; it's one teacher.]
• Have Ss do task. Say, "Ask and answer the questions about
the classroom in the picture." Pairs take turns asking and
answering the questions. Check answers with the class.

•

Where's, teacher's; It's in front of the board.
Where are; students'; They're in the desk.
Where's; Ms. Moore's; It's in Mr. Kern's pocket.
Where's; Mr. Kern's; It's on the chair.
Where's; teacher's; It's on the desk.
Where are; students'; They're on the chair.

• Have Ss write four more questions about the picture, then
ask and answer them in pairs.
About
you

B

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Model
the activity by having all Ss write one question with Where
about something in the classroom. Ask a few Ss to call out
their questions.
• Do the task Have Ss write their questions. Then ask
pairs to take turns asking each other their questions.

•

Sounds Right
Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 2 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 2C on p. 140 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-140.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 14 and 15. (The answer key begins

� on p. T-173.)
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Lesson

D How do you spell it?

C:> Lesson D recycles vocabulary for talking about things in a classroom.

ft Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Tell Ss tu look at the picture. Say, "These
people are in class. Think of a question a student asks in
class." Choose a few Ss to call out their ideas, and write
them on the board (e.g., How do you spell __? I Whats this
in English?).

A
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity by asking, "How do you spell eraser?"
Call on a few Ss to respond. [E-R-A-S-E-R] Say, "Look at the
questions and answers in Exercise IA. Look at number 1.
What letter is the answer for question I?" [c] Tell Ss to
write the letter of the answer in the blank after question 1.
Tell Ss that Sure means yes. Then have Ss match the other
two questions and answers.
• Have Ss compare answers in pairs. Check answers with
the class.
Answers
1. c
2. a

3. b

B '4l» 1.21
• Say, "Look at the picture again. The teacher is Ms. Larsen.
The female student's name is Sonia. The male student's
name is Ming-wei. Listen. How many times does Ming-wei
ask for help?"
• Play the recording Ss listen and count the number of
times. Ss call out their answer. [four]
• Play the recording again Ss listen, read along, and
raise their hands each time they hear Ming-wei ask a
question.
• Practice Have Ss practice the conversation in groups of
three.

c

• Present Notice Have a S read the information aloud.
Say, "It's important to ask for help, ask for information, or
ask if you don't understand." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Have Ss find and underline Ming-wei's other questions
in the conversation. Check answers with the class [Can
I borrow a pen, please? Excuse me, can you repeat that,
please? What page?] (For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.).

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

How do you spell highlighter?
Can you repeat that. please?
Can I borrow an eraser, please?
What's the word for this in English?

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
About
you

E

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Model
the task. For conversation I, ask a S, "How do you spell
computer'?" For Conversation 2, say, "Open your book to
page 8." For conversations 3 and 4, ask a S to suggest a
question (e.g., Can I bo"ow your highlighter? Whats the
wordfor this in English?) and then ask the S to repeat the
question.
• Do the task Have pairs make up their own
conversations, using the ones in Exercise ID as a model,
and then practice the conversations.
• Follow-up A few pairs present their conversations to the
class.
Extra activity PAIRS I GROUPS
Pairs make up their own conversation using Mlng-wel
and Sonia's conversation as a model. Pairs practice their
cooversatlons and then act them out for small groups.
Ask each group to choose one conversation to present
to the class.
Extra activity CLASS
Ss look back at p. viii at the beginning of the Student's
Book to review other useful language to ask for help.
Ss ask more questions Ike those In Exercise 1A to get help
In class (e.g., How do you spell dlctlooary? can I borrow
your book? What's the word for this In Engllsh'?J.
Ss acldress their questions to other Ss, who respond.

D
• Preview an d do the task Model the first conversation.
Point out that the example answer (How do you spell
highlighter?) is from the box. Tell Ss to read and complete
the conversations with the questions in the box. Tell Ss to
get help from Ming-wei and Sonia's conversation. Check
answers with the class.
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fl Strategy plus
lllll)) 1.28

• Set the scene Say, "I'm Ming-wei." Then demonstrate

accidentally knocking a S's book onto the floor. Say, "I'm
sorry." Get the Ss to say That's OK
• Divide the class in two groups, one group and you playing
Ming-wei, the other group playing Sonia. Demonstrate
other "accidents" (e.g., walking into a S's chair, knocking
a pen offa desk). Have the Ming-wei group say I'm sorry.
Have Sonia's group respond each time and say That's OK
• Present Strategy Plus Read each expression from the
When People Say column aloud, then read the response
from the You Can Say column aloud. Have Ss repeat
each expression. T hen read the expressions in the When
People Say column in random order, and have Ss call out
the appropriate response. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Read the first two lines in conversation 1 aloud, and have
Ss call out the correct response for the last line. [You're
welcome.] Tell Ss to complete conversations 2, 3, and 4 by
circling the correct responses.
• Play the recording Have Ss listen to review their
answers. Then check answers with the class: Have two Ss
each read a conversation aloud.

n

Listening and strategies

A lllll)) 1.29

• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures.

•

Explain that these are things we do in class. Have Ss
read the sentences. Point to picture 1, and ask, "What's
the instruction?" [Open your books.) Tell Ss to match the
instructions on the right with the pictures on the left by
writing letters in the boxes.
Play the recording Audio script pp. T-163-164 Ss listen
and check their answers. Check answers with the class:
Have Ss call out their answers.

Answers
1. d

2. c

1. You're welcome.
2. Sure.

3. Thanks anyway.

4. That's OK.

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.

Extra activity

INDMDUALS

Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss listen and write possible responses to items you
present: 1. Thanks for the pen. 2. I'm late. I'm sorry. 3. I'm
sorry. I don't know the word in English. 4. Can I borrow
your dictionary? 5. Thank you for your help. [Possible
answers: 1. Sure. 2. That's OK. 3. That's OK. Thanks
anyway. 4. Sure. 5. You're welcome.] Ss compare answers
in pairs. Then check answers with the class.

Each S puts two items on a table or desk. Ss take turns
asking to borrow an item from another group member until
they each have two new items in front of them. Ss then
take turns asking questions and returning each item to
its owner (e.g., A: Is this your book, Martha? B: Yes, it is.
Thank you. A: You're welcome.).

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask two

•

•

Ss to read the example conversation aloud.
Do the task Have Ss think of five ways to ask for help.
Tell Ss to use ideas from the lesson. Have Ss walk around
the classroom and ask five classmates for help. Offer Ss
help as needed.
Follow-up Have a few Ss present their questions to the
class.

Extra activity CLASS

3. e

4. a

5. b

6. f

B 1111i» 1.29
• Preview the task Have Ss read the questions.
• Play the recording Audio script pp. T-163-164 Ss listen
and complete the questions. Check answers with the class:
Have Ss call out their answers.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Answers

8
a desk
repeat
close
conversation
pen
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Quickly give Ss a variety of instructions to follow (e.g.,
Tum top. 6, and look at Exercise 1. Read the passport
number.). Keep a fast pace to make the task interesting
and challenging.

Free talk
Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 2 on p. 129 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the tasks. (See the teaching notes
on p. T-129.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 16 and 17. (The answer key begins
'v on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook My things
If done for homework

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they should do.

If done in class
Present Learning Tip

•

Read the information aloud. Write
on the board: In my bag. Say, "Think. What's in my bag?

•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss not to look back at the unit as they write their
answers.

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Call on four different Ss to read the questions. Tell Ss to
write at least four items for each place. If Ss do not have
any items in a place, tell them to list four things that
people typically keep in that place.
• Have Ss compare their charts in pairs. Have pairs find out
whether they listed any of the same items.

•

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss show their
labeled magazines to a partner.

A pen? A magazine? My keys?" Have Ss call out ideas.
Write the words on the board next to the phrase In my
bag. Say, "These are things that link , or go together, with
my bag. You can try to link new words with places to help
remember the words."

Answers

some books, some keys, a clock (a clock radio), some
glasses, some pens

Now I can ...

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first six items. Call on Ss and ask for
examples or explanations.
Have
Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
•
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f)
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss
as required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.
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UNIT

&5 Favorite people

Lesson A Celebrities
Vocabulary Professions

6' Corpus information

�������������������������--::,��.,..-��������������������

(See Student's Book pp. 21-23.)
The lesson presents names of typical professions of
celebrities (e.g., singer, soccer player, actor).

Vocabulary Adjectives

(See Student's Book pp. 22-23.)
• The lesson includes adjectives to describe people and things
that someone really likes: good, great, amazing, exciting.
• Most adjectives can occur before nouns or after the verb
be. In the unit, the above adjectives typically are used
after the verb be in this pattern:
noun + be + adjective
Her voice is amazing.
• The adjectives favorite and new are also presented in the
lesson, before nouns (e.g., my favorite band, his new movie).

Vocabulary Adverbs very and really

(See Student's Book p. 22.)
• The adverbs very and really are used before adjectives to
make the adjectives stronger (e.g., good - very good).
• Note that really can be used before the adjectives amazing and
great, but very is not normally used before these adjectives.

�

Common errors with possessive adjectives

Sometimes Ss add an s to a possessive adjective,
especially when it is followed by a plural pronoun (their
matches, NOT H,eirs metcl,es).

Grammar Be in statements

(See Student's Book p. 23.)

Form
Affirmative statements with the verb be are reviewed, with
some statements including adjectives after the verb.

Use
In this lesson, some be statements describe a person's
profession (e.g., He's a singer. They're soccer players.). Note the
use of the indefinite article with the name of a profession in
the singular.

Grammar Possessive adjectives

(See Student's Book p. 23.)

Pronunciation
Youre and your and they're and their have similar pronunciation.
He's and his also sound similar in very fast speech.

·� Corpus information

Adjectives good, great, and amazing
In conversation, good is one of the top 100 words; great
and amazjng are in the top 900.

Lesson B People
Vocabulary People

we know

(See Student's Book p. 24.)
The lesson presents nouns for people (e.g., bestfriend,
neighbor), and adjectives to describe them (e.g., smart, shy,
friendly, outgoing.fun).

�
"'�-,
Se Corpus information

Adjectives to describe people's personality

Most of the adjectives to describe people taught in this
lesson are in the top 5,000 words in conversation. The
adjectives nice, interesting, fun, smart, quiet, busy, tired,
and late are all in the top 1,500.

Grammar

The verb be

(See Student's Book p. 25.)
• The lesson reviews the verb be in yes-no questions, short
answers, and negative statements.
• This lesson focuses on the use of adjectives after the
verb be.
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• The contractions isn't and aren't are presented after nouns in
statements (e.g., A{y boss isn't strict.). Ss are not yet introduced
to them in negative short answers (e.g., No, he isn't.).

Form

• Yes-No questions
be+ subject+ adjective I noun?
• Negative statements
subject + be + not+ adjective I noun

G Corpus information

Contractions •s not, •re not, Isn't, and aren't

• In conversation, the negative contractions 'snot and 're
not are about three times more frequent than Isn't and

aren't.
• Isn't and aren't are more likely to occur after nouns

(including names) than after pronouns. Their use in short
answers is rare.
• Two common uses of isn't and aren't, especially Isn't,
are (1) In negative questions: Isn't that great? and (2) in
tags: It's nice, /sn 't It?

Speaking naturally Reduction of Is he ... ?

Is she ... ?
(See Student's Book p. 25.)
• Ss get practice in recognizing and using reductions of ls he
/Izi:/ and Is she /IJi:/ in spoken questions.

Lesson

• In fast speech, the /h/ in the question Is he . . . ? is not
usually pronounced. In ls she . . . ? the /z/ in is is not
pronounced, but is assimilated into the IJI sound of she.

C Family

Numbers

Numbers such as thirty (30) and forty (40) are stressed on the
first syllable.

• Before nouns, they are often stressed on the first word
(e.g., Twenty-three students are here.).
• They are usually stressed on the second word in counting
sequences (fifty-eight.fifty-nine) and at the end of a phrase
(e.g., Myfather isfifty-eight.).

Numbers ending in teen

Grammar Information questions with be

(See Student's Book p. 26.)

Numbers ending in zero

Numbers ending with teen have two stress patterns: thirteen
or thirteen.
• They are stressed on the first syllable in counting
sequences (e.g., thirteen, fourteen) or before a noun (e.g.,
thirteen students).
• They are stressed on the second syllable at the end of a
phrase (e.g., My brother is thirteen.).
Ss often have problems hearing the difference between "teen"
and numbers ending in zero (e.g., thirteen I thirty). Practice
on this is suggested in the teaching notes for the lesson.

Compound numbers

(See Student's Book p. 27.)
The questions in this lesson focus on getting information
about people.

Form

question word + be + subject?
How are your parents?

1�
� Corpus information Question words

What, how, and where are the most frequent question
words. All three are in the top 100 words.

Numbers like fifty-eight (58) also have two stress patterns:
fifty-eight or fifty-�.

Lesson

D A songwriter? Really?

Conversation strategy Showing interest
(See Student's Book p. 28.)
• People can show interest by repeating information and
adding a question. For example:
A She's a songwriter.
B A songwriter? What are her songs like?

In this example, B's first question repeats information. B's
second question asks for more information.
• This conversation strategy of showing interest introduces
the idea of"listenership," that is, showing that one is
listening by acknowledging or responding appropriately
to what someone says.

Strategy plus Really?
(See Student's Book p. 29.)
• In this lesson, Really? is used to show surprise or interest
in what someone says. For example:
A She's my boss.
B Really? What's she like?

With this meaning. Really? is typically used with a rising
intonation.
• Really can also be used - normally with a falling
intonation - to show you agree or to show that you are
listening.

�

-�· Corpus information Really

Really is one of the top 50 words in conversation, and it
has many uses.
• About 40 percent of its uses are with verbs (e.g., f really
enjoyed that movie. I didn't really enjoy it.).
• About 30 percent of its uses are with adjectives or
adverbs (e.g., That was really good. You did really well.).
• About 15 percent of its uses are in responses like the
one taught here.

O<,,�·
• !,.I CJ<o.1V;.s"�,..
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Favorite people
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.
Introduce the theme of the unit Tell Ss to look at the unit title, and read it aloud.
Explain that favorite people are people you really like. Write the names of five famous
actors on the board. Then put a check(,/) beside one of the names. Say, KThis is my
favorite actor." Ask a few Ss to name their favorite actor.

In this unit, you learn how to •..
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity

CL.ASS I PAIRS

Explain that celebrities are famous people like actors.
Ask Ss to think of celebrities (writers. sports personalities,
business people). Explain that we use adjectives like
inter9Sting to describe people's personalities. Have Ss
work in pairs to name three celebrities and one adjective
to describe each of their personalities. Set a time limit of
-30 seconds. Bicit ideas and write them on the board.

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the professions in the pictures Tell Ss to

look at the six pictures. Then direct Ss' attention to Before
You Begin. Read the six sentences aloud, and have Ss
repeat.
• Have Ss look at picture 1. Ask, KWhat sentence does it
go with?" [She's an actor.] Direct Ss' attention to the 1 in
the box for that sentence. Tell Ss to match the remaining
pictures and sentences, writing the numbers in the boxes.
Then have a few Ss share their answers with the class.

Answers
2 He's an artist.

She's an actor.
4

He's a singer.

3 They're tennis players.
6 She's a writer.
5 They're soccer players.

Culture note

The word actor is generally used these days for both male
and female actors. The word actress (for female actors)
is being used less often although It's often used In award
ceremonies (e.g., Best actress in a comedy'J.
• On the board, write celebnty, and say the names of several
famous people. Say, KThese people are celebrities. They're
famous."
• Write these column headings on the board:
Soccer player
Singer
Actor
Artist
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Tell Ss to write down the name of a celebrity they know for
each profession. Ask Ss to call out the names they wrote.
Write the names under the headings on the board.
• Ask Ss to suggest additional celebrity professions, and
write the words on the board. Have Ss name celebrities in
each of the professions.

Extra vocabulary

L

CE EBRITY PROFESSIONS

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for celebrity
professions, such as a dancer, a musician, a writer, a 7V

host, an athlete.

�;> Recycle grammar This task recycles yes-no questions
and short answers with be and he, she, and they. Erase the
board. Have Ss form teams standing in lines, with one S
from each team at the board. Say the name of a celebrity
(e.g., Andrew Gar:fiela). Ss at the board write a sentence using
that profession (e.g., He's an actor.). After.all Ss have finished,
check answers. Teams get one point for each correct
answer(celebrity profession) and one point for each correct
sentence. Ss at the board go to the back of the line, and the
next Ss come to the bol\rd. Continue until each S has had at
least one turn. The team with the most points wins.

Extra activity

CL.ASS I PAIRS

Ask Who questions about the celebrities (e.g., Who's
Jennifer Lawrence'?). Ss call out the profession using a
complete sentence (e.g., She's an actor.). Ss continue the
activity in pairs, taking turns asking and answering the
questions.

Lesson A

Celebrities

Q Getting started

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the TV screens in the

pictures. Have Ss call out the professions of the celebrities
[actor, singer, tennis players, football players).

A

• Preview the task Say, "Look at the first picture. Zach

•

and Haley are watching a movie on TV. What movies do
you watch on TV?" Ask Ss to call out the names of recent
movies on TV.
Do the task Ask Ss what other things are on TV in the
pictures [a concert, a tennis match, a football game].

B .. l)) 1.30
• Say, "Listen for the answers to the questions, 'Is Haley a
sports fan? How about Zach?' "
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Ask, "Is
Haley a sports fan?" (yes] "How do you know?" [She says,
"They're my favorite tennis players and their matches
are exciting."] "Is Zach a sports fan?" [yes) "How do you
know?" [He says his favorite team is on TV.]
• Play the recording again Ss listen, say the words
to themselves, and underline words that they do not
understand. Help with any new vocabulary as needed.
• Direct Ss' attention to what Haley says. Say, "Tell me
something about Johnny Depp." [He's good-looking.] On
the board, write good-looking. Repeat with "Tell me about
his new movie." [It's great.] "Tell me about Adele's voice."
[It's amazing.] "Tell me about the matches between the
two tennis players." [They're exciting.] Explain that the
words on the board describe people and things and that
they are called adjectives.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Write on the board:
__ ,s amazing.
__ is good-looking.
__ is exciting.

Ss in each pair take turns supplying names of famous
people to fill In the blanks. Partners say whether they agree
or not. Ss say yes and repeat the statement (e.g., Yes,
George Clooney is good-looking.), or they say no and give
a different name (e.g., No. Ryan Gosling is good-looking.).
Figure
it out

c

• Now tell Ss to look at Exercise lC. Read the instructions
aloud. Tell Ss to look at number 1. Read aloud, "Johnny
Depp is an actor. __ movies are really exciting." Ask,
"What's the missing word?" Point to the two sentences on
the board to help Ss. Read the sentences again, pausing for
Ss to call out the missing word. [His] Tell Ss to write His in
the blank.
• Do the task Have Ss fill in the missing words in the
three remaining sentences. Check answers with the class:
Read the sentences aloud, pausing for Ss to call out the
missing words.

Answers

1. His movies are very exciting.
2. Her new album is very good.
3. Their matches are always great.
4. Our favorite team is not very good.

• Focus on the form Say, "Look at your answer to

sentence 1. What does his mean?" Uohnny Depp's]. "In
sentence 2, what does her mean?" [Adele's]. Say, "His
and her are possessive adjectives. T hey go before nouns
like movies and album." Ask, "What are the possessive
adjectives in sentences 3 and 4?" [their; our]
Write on the board:
Hts I He voice is really good.
She I Her new movie is great.
Their I They matches are amazing.
We I Our favorite team is on TV tonight.
Have Ss come to the board to circle the correct answers.
Say, "He, she, they, and we are pronouns. His, her. their, and
our are all possessive adjectives.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I CL.ASS
Ss write three sentences with opinions about new movies,
albums, etc., using V9fY good, great, amazing, and exciting
(e.g., Katy Perry's new album Is v91}' good.). Ss then go
around the class and say their sentences to classmates.
The other Ss say whether or not they. agree with each
sentence. Ss sit down when they find someone who
agrees with all three sentences. After five minutes, end
the activity. Ss who sat down say their sentences and
the name of the classmate who agrees with them. This
activity can be repeated with the adjective favorite (e.g.,
My favorite actor Is Brad Pitt.).

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the picture of Johnny

Depp. Say, "Find two things Haley says about Johnny
Depp." Have Ss call out the sentences, and write them
on the board. [He's so good-looking. His new movie's
great.] Write on the board:Johnny Depp. Point to the
first sentence. Say, "Which word means the same as
Johnny Depp?" [He] Circle the word He. Write on the board:
Johnny Depp's. Point to the second sentence. Say, "Which
word means the same as Johnny Depp's?" [His] Circle the
word His.
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fl Grammar
�)» 1.31

• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Check

answers with the class: Ask four pairs of Ss to each read a
conversation aloud.

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Review the forms of the verb
be with pronouns in the first column of the chart. Call
out each of the pronouns, and have Ss quickly call out its
contraction with be (e.g., T: She. Ss: She's.).
• Point to the second column. Say, "Each sentence begins
with a possessive adjective.w Write on the board:
Johnny Depp's movie = his movie
Adele's voice = her voice
renms players' matches = their matches

Say, "His, her, and their are possessive adjectives.w Explain
that they are similar in meaning to possessive nouns like
Adele's, Johnny Depp's, etc.
• To practice the form, call out the pronouns, and have Ss call
out the related possessive adjectives (e.g., T: I; Ss: my). Then
write sentences on the board with the possessive nouns
underlined (e.g., Adele's new song is great Haley's favorite actor
is Johnny Depp.). Ask different Ss to go to the board and replace
the underlined possessive nouns with possessive adjectives.
• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Groups play a chain game. Group members name their
favorite singers (e.g., 81: My favorite singer is Adam Levine.
82: My favorite singer is Katy Perry. Your favorite singer is
Adam Levine. 83: My favorite singer is Bruno Mars. Your

favorite singer is Katy Perry. His {S1 's] favorite singer is
Adam Levine.).

A

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures of

the celebrities and call out the names and professions
of any they can identify. [from top to bottom: Foo
Fighters - band; Manchester United - soccer team;
Josh Hutcherson - actor; Adele - singer]
• Read the instructions and example answer aloud.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

A
A
A
A

My; I'm; their;
we're; our;
your; His
You're;

B They're
B He's
B her; She's

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role. Encourage Ss not to look at the book as
they speak. Instead, Ss should read a sentence, look up,
make eye contact with their partners, and then say the
sentence. Have Ss practice doing this until they can say
their lines quickly.
• Follow-up Ss make other true sentences about the
celebrities in Exercise 2A (e.g., I'm a Foo Fightersfan. Their
new song is really good.). A few Ss share their sentences
with the class.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Model the activity (e.g., In myfamily. we're big soccerfans.
How about you?) Call on a few Ss to respond (e.g., In my
family, we're not big soccerfans. or We're big soccerfans too).
• Have pairs of Ss perform their conversations for the class.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Groups brainstorm a list of celebrities. Group members
take turns saying something about one of the celebrities,
using possessive adjectives. A S who cannot think of
anything to say is out of the game. The game continues
until there is only one student left. The group then chooses
another celebrity and plays again.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 3A on p. 141 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for homework.
(See the teaching notes on p. T-141.)

Q Talk about it
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

aloud. Have Ss complete the chart with the names of
their favorite celebrities. Call on a few Ss to name their
favorites.
• Have Ss work in pairs and take turns talking about the
people on their lists. Encourage Ss to say as much as
possible about each celebrity. Encourage Ss to ask their
partners follow-up questions (e.g., Is his new movie good?
ls her new album out?).
• Follow-up A few Ss report on their partners' favorite
celebrities (e.g., My partner is Jessica. Herfavorite actor is
Andrew Garfield. His movies are very good.).
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Extra activity

CLASS

A S thinks of a celebrity. The other Ss ask questions to
guess the celebrity (e.g., Is he an actor? Is he in a movie
right now? What's the movie?). The first S to guess
correctly is next to choose a celebrity.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 18 and 19. (The answer key begins on

\;;;I p. T-173.)

Lesson B

People we know

ft Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Write the following on the board: People
we know: celebrities, fnends, co-workers, actors, neighbors,
teachers, singers, classmates, family Ask, "Are celebrities

people we know?" [no] Cross out celebrities. Repeat with
the other words, crossing out actors and singers. Explain
that co-workers (people we work with) and neighbors
(people who live next to us) are people we know.

A ._J)) 1.32
• Preview the task Direct Ss' attention to the first picture
on the blog and read the description. Ask, "Do you know
the word interesting?" Have Ss guess the meaning. Ss can
use their first language to do this. Repeat with the other
people in the pictures.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Ask, "Do you know people like these?" Have Ss take turns
describing a friend, using an adjective on the page (e.g.,
Myfriend Annas very shy.). Remind Ss to use a contraction
after the name. Tell the rest of the class to listen carefully
and point to the words they hear.
Word
sort

B

• Preview and do the task Have a S read aloud the chart
headings. Say, "What's your best friend like? What are

your classmates like? What are your neighbors like? Who
is someone else you can describe? Complete the chart."
Encourage Ss to add new vocabulary, asking for help with
new vocabulary or using a dictionary as necessary.
Possible answers
Adjectives presented in Exercise 1A, plus any new
vocabulary
• Say, "Now tell a partner about the people you know." Read
the example aloud to help Ss get started. At the end of
the activity, ask Ss to share any new words with the class.
Make a list on the board.

Extra vocabulary PERSONAUTY WORDS
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for

\-

personality, such as boring, generous, kind, considerate,
bossy, honest, happy, hardworking, mean, selfish.
r\
Vocabulary notebook·
�
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 30 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-30.)

fl Building language
• Set the scene Point to the picture of Ethan at the top of
the page. Say, "This is Ethan. He's lazy." Tell Ss to look at
the picture next to the conversation. Say, "Tim is at a cafe.
Dana is the server. Tim is lazy. How about Dana? What's
she like?" Have a few Ss call out an adjective.
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• Preview the task Say, "Tim is talking about his boss and
his co-workers." Ask Ss to guess words that Tim might use
to describe them, and write them on the board. Then ask,
"What's Tim's new boss like? Listen for the answer."
• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write the
answer. Check the answer with the class. [His new boss is
nice. She's not very strict.]
• Books open. Have Ss look at the conversation to find the
words that describe Tim's boss and co-workers and then
look for any of the same words on the board.
• Practice
Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing the role of Dana and the other playing the role of
Tim. Have the groups read the conversation aloud and
then change roles.
Pairs: Tell pairs to read the conversation aloud, taking
turns playing each role.
C;> Recycle a conversation strategy This task recycles
the conversation strategy of saying good-bye. Have pairs
continue the conversation with Tim leaving the cafe and
saying good-bye to Dana.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview the task Ask Ss to find the three questions in
the conversation in Exercise 2A that start with a form of
be. [Are you busy? Are they nice? (And) Is your boss OK?]
Ask Ss to read them aloud. Write them on the board.
• Point to (And) ls your boss OK? Say, "Find the answer in the
conversation." Have Ss call out the answer [She is, yeah.],
and write it on the board under the question. Repeat with
Are they nice? [Yes, they are.]
• Write conversation 1 on the board. Point to the first blank,
and ask, "What are the missing words?" [Is she] Point to the
blank in the answer. Ask, "What's the missing word?" [is]
• Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining
conversations, using the conversation in Exercise 2A and
the sentences on the board for help. Have Ss compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class: Ask
a few Ss to share their answers.
Answers
1. A Is she fun?

B Yes, she�·
2. A Are they friendly?
B Yes, they are.
3. A � your English class hard?

• Focus on the form Write on the board: pronoun, adjective,
verb be. Say, "Look at your answers in Exercise 2B. What
order do these go in for yes-no questions?" [verb be,
pronoun, adjective]
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• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Write on

the board: How's school?__ your classes interestingZ Point
to the line and ask, "What word is missing?" [Are] "Why?"
[Classes is plural.] Write Are to complete the sentence. Have
a S ask you the question on the board. Answer, "Yes, they
are." Have Ss write the answer in their books. Tell Ss to
complete the conversations with the correct form of be, and
the correct pronoun in short answers.
Do the task Have Ss complete the questions and
answers. Check answers with the class: Have one S read
a question and another S read the answer.

Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Direct Ss' attention to the

first column in the chart. Ask, "What comes first in yes-no
questions?" [am, are, is] Write cues for questions on the
board (e.g.,you I a tennisfan, he Ifriendly, we I in class).
Have Ss call out the questions, using the correct form of
the verb be. T hen repeat the activity with nouns as cues
(e.g., the teacher I nice, your co-workers I lazy).
• Books closed. Write Yes and No on the board. Read the
questions from the chart in random order, pointing
at either Yes or No. Have Ss quickly call out the short
answers. (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.)
• Books open. Direct Ss' attention to the last column. Write
on the board: You're not late. Ask, "Where does not go in
negative statements?" [after the verb be] Write the pattern
on the board: pronoun + be + not + __ Present false
statements about the conversation in Exercise 2A, and
have Ss correct them (e.g., T: Tim's at work. Ss: He's not at

work. He's in a cafe. T: Tim's co-workers are shy. Ss: They're
not shy. They'refriendly. ).
• Ask Ss to find the two contractions for is+ not ['s not, isn't]
and are+ not ['re not, aren't]. Write them on the board.

• Present In Conversation Write on the board: She __
shy He

_ _ lazy Ask Ss to guess which contraction -

's not or isn't - is more common with pronouns like She
and He. Have Ss raise their hands to vote. Have a S read

the information aloud. Ask another S to come to the board
and complete the statements with the form that people
use more often. [She's not shy. He's not lazy.]

•

Answers

1. A: Are; 8: they are
2. A: Are; B: it's not. aren't
3. A: Are; B: I am, 'm

4. A: Is; B: 's not
5. A: Is; 8: it is, isn't
6. A: Are; B: they're not, 're not

About
you

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Model

the activity. Ask several Ss the questions in conversation 1.
Elicit different answers.
Do the task Have Ss take turns asking and answering
the questions, using their own information. Monitor and
provide help if needed.
Follow-up Have several pairs act out their conversations
for the class.

•
•

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 3B on p. 141 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-141.)

Q Speaking naturally
A '4>)) 1.3s

Answers

• Preview the task Say, "When people speak English

•
•

B

quickly, sometimes two words are said together and sound
like one word." Tell Ss to look at the two questions in the box.
Ask, "Which words do you think are said together?" [Is he, ls
she] Read the instructions aloud. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Play the recording Ss listen. Tell them to listen carefully
to the beginning of each question.
Play the recording again Ss listen and repeat. Tell Ss to
be sure to say the first two words together.
'4>» 1.36

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-164 Play the first

item, and then pause the recording. Ask, "Is the answer he
or she?" [she] Play the rest of the recording, and tell Ss to
circle the word they hear in each question.
• Check answers with the class: Call on individual Ss to read
their answers aloud.
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1.she

2.she

3. he

4. he

5.he

6. she

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

•

Ask two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Say,
"Ask as many questions as you can about your partner's best
friend. Look at Exercise 4B for ideas." Tell pairs to start by
asking What's your best.friend's name?
Follow-up A few Ss tell the class as much as they can
about their partner's best friend (e.g., Amanda's best.friend
is Eric. Eric isn't a.friend.from school. He's a neighbor.). After
each S finishes, ask questions to check that Ss listened
(e.g., Is Eric a.friend.from school?).

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 20 and 21. (The answer key begins
\:;, on p. T-173.)

Lesson C

Family

ft Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Sketch your family tree on the board,

including names of family members. Point to their names,
and name their relationship to you ( e.g., Me. My parents.
My husband I wife. My sister I brother.). Ask, "Do you know
any other words for family members?" As Ss call out
family member words, write them on the board.

Extra vocabulary

FAMILY

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for family,
such as grandson, granddaughter, grandchildren,

mother-in-law I father-in law I son-in-law, daughter-in-law.
(In-law relationships are through marriage. For example, a
mother-in-law is the mother of a person's wife or husband.)
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• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the family tree. Make
sure that Ss understand how to read the tree. Have Ss
find Erica. Ask, "Who is Erica's mother?" [Linda] "Who is
Erica's grandmother?" [Angela].
Play the recording Ss listen, read along, and repeat
the words. They then compare the family words in their
Student's Book to the vocabulary on the board. Ask a few
Ss to call out any of the words in the Student's Book that
are not on the board.

Culture note

Mom and dad are informal words for mother and father
and are common in speech. Grandma and grandpa are
informal words for grandmother and grandfather. They are
also common in speech.

Word

B

• Preview the task Have Ss look at the example. Tell Ss

to look at the family tree and find Erica, and then Carlos.
Ask, "Who's Carlos?" Call on a S to read the example
answer [father]. Tell Ss to give another answer for Carlos
[He's Erica's father.]. Write it on the board. Point out the
possessive s with the person's name.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the chart, and then
compare answers with a partner.
• Have two Ss read the example conversation. Say, "Now ask
and answer questions about the people in the chart."
• Have Ss work in pairs and continue asking and answering
questions about each person in the chart.
• Check answers with the class: Call out the names of the
family members one at a time and elicit the relationship
to Erica.
Carlos Rivera: father
Linda Rivera: mother
David Rivera: brother
Jack Valdez: grandfather

C .. J)) 1.38
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat the numbers. Tell

•

Ss when counting to stress, or say louder, the first syllable of
numbers ending in "teen" (e.g., thirteen) and the second word
of compound numbers (e.g.,.fi.fty-eight). (For more information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.).
Follow-up Say numbers between one and one hundred,
one at a time. Ss call out the next numbers.

About
you

\Ort•

Answers

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I CL.ASS
Give clues (e.g., your grandparents' son). Ss write the
family word (e.g., my father",. Check answers with the class,
and see who got the most correct.

D

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say,

"Look at the example conversation." Read the role of A,
and ask a student to read the role ofB. Direct Ss' attention
to the note that B wrote.
• Provide examples of how to stress numbers in sentences
telling about age, such as Shes eighteen. T he stress for
"teen" numbers is on the "teen" part (e.g., thirteen) and for
compound numbers on the last word (e.g.,fifty-eight).
• Do the task Have Ss work in pairs. A tells B the
names and ages of family members. After B checks
the information with A, Ss change roles and repeat the
activity. Ask a few Ss to report about their partner's family.

Tell Ss to turn to p. 30 in their Student's Books. Have Ss do
the tasks in class, or assign them for homework. (See the
teaching notes on p. T-30.)

Angela Valdez: grandmother
Jessica Brown: aunt
Emily Brown: cousin
Brian Brown: uncle
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fl Building language
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "Padma
is asking Erica about her grandparents. How old are the
grandparents? Write your guesses."
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• Preview the task Say. "How old are Erica's
grandparents? Listen for the answers."

• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write the
answers.

• Play the recording again Books open. Ss listen, read
along, and review their answers. Check answers with
the class: Have a few Ss call out their answers. [Erica's
grandfather is 78. Erica's grandmother is 72.]

• Practice

•

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing the role of Padma and the other playing the role
of Erica. Have the groups read the conversation aloud and
then change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to read the conversation, taking turns
playing the roles of Padma and Erica.
Follow-up Pairs practice the conversation again, this
time using their own family information. Ss should try to
look up from their books as they speak.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview the task Say, "Find four questions in the

conversation in Exercise 2A." Ask four Ss to each read a
question. Write them on the board. [So who's this? And
how old is your grandmother? What's her name? So where
are your grandparents from originally?] Ask Ss to call out
the question words [who, how (old), what, where]. Ask,
"What comes after the question words?" [a form of be]
• Tell Ss to look at Exercise 2B. Say, "Can you complete these
questions?" Write number 1 on the board. Say, "What's the
first word?" [Who's] "How do you know?" [It is asking the
name of a person.] Write on the board: Who's. Ask, "What
does 's mean here?" [is]
• Do the task Have Ss complete the questions, using the
conversation for help. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. Who's

2. What's

3. How old are

4. Where are

• Try it out

Say, "Take turns asking your partner these
questions. Answer with information from the conversation."
Focus on the use Tell Ss to look at the questions in
Exercise 2B. Say, "Questions that begin with question
words like what or where are called information questions.
Use information questions when you want more than just
ayes or no answer."

•

QGrammar
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• Do the task Have Ss write the questions and then

compare with a partner. Check answers with the class.

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the

questions in the chart. Ask, "What comes first in
information questions?" [the question word] "What comes
after the question word?" [are, 's] Write the pattern on the
board: question word + verb be (are, is, 's) __ 2
• Ask Ss to call out the question words in the chart [How,
Where, How old, Who, What]. Point out that is is often
part of a contraction with a question word. Ask Ss to call
out the contractions [Who's, Where's, What's].
• Books closed. Write on the board: 1. How __ your
parents2 2. Where __ Linda from2 3. How old __ you2
4. What __ she like2 Ask Ss to call out the form of the
verb be for each. Tell Ss to look at the word or words after
the blank to help choose the answer [l. are 2. is I 's
3. are 4. is I's]. Explain that are goes with plural nouns
and pronouns, is goes with singular nouns and pronouns.
• Follow-up Ask a few Ss questions from the chart.
Ss answer with their own information. Ss, in pairs, take
turns asking and answering the questions.

A

• Preview the task Books open. Read the instructions.

Write number 1 on the board. Say, "What's the first word?"
[How] Write How on the board. Continue until the full
question is written on the board.
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Answers
1. How are your parents? 2. What are your parents'
names? 3. How old is your father? 4. What's your
mother like? 5. Where's your mother today? 6. Where
are your grandparents from? 7. Who's your favorite aunt?
• Say, "Take turns asking your partner these questions.
Answer with true information."
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss write four more questions. Read the example
conversation. Say, "Ask and answer the questions with
your partner." When Ss finish, ask a few Ss to report to the
class about what they learned.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 3C on p. 141 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it for homework.
(See the teaching notes on p. T-141.)

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 3 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 22 and 23. (The answer key begins
'9 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

D A songwriter? Really?

C!:> Lesson D recycles the verb be in statem ent s, yes-no quest ions, and info rmation questions.

Q Conversation strategy
• Set the scene

Say something about one of your friends
who does something interesting (e.g., This is myfriend
Lucia. She has an e.xcitingjob.). Pause and see if anyone
asks a question. If a S does ask a question, say, "In
conversation, when you ask questions like (S's question)
you show you are interested in the conversation and you
want the speaker to say more."

A

D

• Preview and do the task

Answers

• Preview and do the task

Read the questions aloud.
Tell the class about a friend you have who is from another
country or who is an artist, singer, or songwriter. Have Ss
talk about their friends with a partner. Call on Ss to tell
the class about one of their partner's friends.
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• Preview the task

Say, "Look at the picture. Hugo and
Lucy are looking at a painting."
• Say, "Now listen to the conversation. Hugo is looking at
a painting by Lucy's friend. Hugo is showing interest. He
asks questions about Lucy's friend. What do you find out
about Lucy's friend?" To help Ss find the information,
write the following cues on the board:
Name? From2
Male or female?

A student?

Occupatwn2

• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the

•
•

c

information they learn about Lucy's friend. Check answers
with the class. [She's female. Her name's Carla. She's from
Paris. She's not a student. She's an artist I painter and a
singer I songwriter. Her work is amazing.)
Play the recording again Books open. Ss listen and
read along.
Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

Ask two Ss to read
conversation 1 aloud. Tell Ss to look at conversation 2. Ask,
"What's the missing word? When you know the answer,
raise your hand." When most hands are raised, ask for the
answer [Dmitry]. Have Ss write the answer. Repeat with
conversations 3 and 4. Check answers with the class.

1. A singer?

2. Dmitry?

3. A writer?

4. Baseball fans?

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
About
you

E

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
think about four people they know to tell a partner ahout.
Model the task by talking about a friend of yours. Follow
the pattern in D. As they listen, encourage Ss to take turns
asking you questions to show interest as you speak about
your friend.
Do the task Have Ss do the activity in pairs. Call on a
few Ss to report to the class about someone their partner
knows.

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss write frve sentences with interesting information
about themselves (e.g., My middle name is Uam. My
mother's from Karachi originally.). Ss take turns reading
their sentences to a partner. Partners respond using
the strategies taught for asking questions and repeating
words.

• Present

Notice Read the information aloud. Tell Ss
that these strategies help the conversation flow and
continue. T he speaker shows he or she wants more details
or information. Say, "Look at the conversation again. Can
you find more examples of when Hugo repeats words or
asks questions?" Have Ss underline the examples they
find and compare them with a partner. Check answers
with the class. [Paris? Wow. Is she a professional artist?
A songwriter? Really? What are her songs like?)
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f1 Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Have Ss find the word Really? in

�- ..

Hugo and Lucy's conversation on p. 28. Tell Ss that people
say Really? to show both interest and surprise.

Culture note

In many cultures, including in North America, when people
give interesting information, they expect a reaction from
the listener. Silence may be considered strange or even
rude. The word Really? is a simple way to politely show
interest.

• Present In Conversation Books closed. Say. "Really?is a

very important spoken expression in English." Write on the
board: Really ,s in the top 10, 30, 50, 100, 500 words 1r1
spo.ken Er19hsh Say, "Which is the correct number? Guess.
Raise your hand when I say the number you think is correct."
As you call out each number, count the number of hands
and write the number on the board. Finally, ask a student to
read the information aloud to find the correct answer.

A
• Preview the task Read the instructions and possible

answers. Read the first conversation. Elicit the completion
[Really? My brother's name is Jack.]. Model the pronunciation
of Really? (here with a rising intonation). {For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)

• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Check
answers with the class.

Answers
1. c

2. a

3. b 4. d

• Have Ss practice the four conversations in pairs.
Alternatively, divide the class into two groups: One plays
the role of A, and the other plays the role ofB.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions. Model

the activity with a S. Ask, "What's your name?" After the S
answers, respond with "Really?" and a follow-up question.
• Have Ss practice asking and answering the questions
in pairs. Monitor. Call on a few Ss to perform their
conversations for the class.
Extra activity INDMDUALS
Ss look back through the conversations in Unit 3 for
other examples of Really? Give Ss several minutes to look
back through the lessons in Unit 3. [p. 24, Exercise 2A;
p. 27, Exercise 2A) Have a few Ss read those parts of the
conversations aloud.

8 Listening and strategies
A '4>)) 1.42
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss

•
•

read the questions in the chart. Ask them to predict the
kind of words they might hear to help them answer each
question (e.g.• Who is it? a.friend, a brother; Whats he or she
like? nice,friendly, quiet; How old is he or she? 18, 34, 22).
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-164 Ss listen and
complete the chart. Pause after each conversation to give
Ss time to write their answers.
Play the recording again Ss review their answers.
Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. Jane: a neighbor, nice and fun, 18
2. Lucas: best friend I a cousin, interesting, 24
3. Lisa: sister, nice, shy, 28
4. Patrick: a friend I classmate, smart, 45
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• Preview the task Read the instructions and the possible
responses aloud.

• Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-164 Ss listen and
write the number of the conversation next to the best
response. Check answers with the class.

Answers
4 A soccer fan? Really? Who's his favorite team?
2 Really? So what are her songs like?
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3 Really? So is she very quiet?
An art student? Really? Is he good?

n5�,
�

irLanguage

Extra activity PAIRS
Each S writes a short paragraph about someone they know.
Ss leave blanks for the relationship (e.g., my best frlend'J,
age, and occupation (e.g., an acto,?. 81 reads his or her
paragraph to S2. S2 listens and guesses the missing words.
Then Ss change roles and do the �.again.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Ask two Ss to read the example conversation. Encourage
Ss to find out as much as they can about the people on
their partners' lists. Go around the class, and give help as
needed.

Extra activity CLASS
Ss write the name o1 someone they know on a piece o1
paper and attach it to their clothing. Ss walk around the
class asking about the people whose names are on the
papers (e.g., S1: So who's Jasper'? S2: He's a friend of
mine from Australia S1: Australls7).

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 3 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-130.)

Vocabulary Notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they should do.

If done in class
• Present learning Tip Read the information aloud. Say,

•

"A diagram can help you learn vocabulary. For example,
a family tree helps you remember words for family
members."
Present In Conversation Ss close their books. Write
the following in a column on the board: mother; father,
grandmother grandfather. Write in a list alongside: grandpa,
mom, grandma, dad. Point to the word mother, and ask,

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Say, "Write the missing words. Don't look back at the
lesson." Check answers with the class.

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Tell Ss to make their own chart and write two or more
sentences about each person.
• Have Ss read their partner's family tree and ask questions
to find out one more piece of information about each
person.

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.

•

Tell Ss to look at the sample page from an album. Have
a S read the sentences aloud. Make sure Ss understand
the task.
Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss present their
photo albums to the class, a group, or a partner.

"What is a less formal way to say mother?" [mom] Draw
a line matching the two words. Repeat for the other
words in the list [father I dad, grandmother I grandma,
grandfather I grandpa].
• Point to the first pair of words on the list (mother I mom).
Say, "Guess which word people use most, mother or mom?"
Tell Ss to write their guess. Repeat for the other pairs of
words.
• Tell Ss to open their books and look at p. 30 to see if their
guesses were correct [mom, dad, grandma, grandfather].
Tell Ss to raise their hands if all their guesses were correct.
C;> These tasks recycle family vocabulary.

Answers

Line 1: grandmother grandfather
Line 2: father mother uncle aunt
Line 3: me brother sister cousin

Now I can •••
• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first five items. Call on Ss and ask for
examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check(/')
the items they know and put a question mark(?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss
as required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.
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Checkpoint

Units 1-3

Before you begin the Checkpoint, write on the board: Grammar, Vocabulary. Conversation Strategies.
Tell Ss to think about Units 1-3 and write down which area they are most sure about. Say each
area, and ask Ss to raise their hands for the one they wrote.

n

Can you complete this conversation?

C:> This task recycles the verb be, subject pronouns,
possessive adjectives, and this and these.
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture. Ask, "What's
in the picture?" [a man and a woman, keys, a car] Have Ss
think of three questions the man and the woman might
ask each other (e.g., How are you? ls this your car? Where
are my keys?). Write the questions on the board.
Preview the task Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Tell Ss to use each word in the box only once.
Do the task Have Ss complete the conversation and then
review their answers in pairs: SI reads Angel's lines, and
S2 reads Carla's lines. Check answers with the class.

Answers
Angel
Carla
Angel
Carla

Hi, Carla. How are you?
I'm fine. thanks. Is this your car?
No.It's my brother's car. He's on vacation.
Cool. So where is your brother?

Angel He and his wife are in Miami, with her parents.Her
family � from Miami, you know.
Carla Oh, right. So, are their children in Miami, too?
Angel No, they're with my parents and me. Our house is
crazy. We're all so busy with the kids.
Carla I bet you're tired.
Angel Yeah, I really am .... Uh-oh, I'm late!
Carla OK.See you later.
my
Angel Wait! Where are my keys? I mean, where are brother's keys?
Carla Are these his keys? Under the car? Here you go.
Angel Oh, thanks, Carla.You're wonderful!
• Have Ss look at the questions on the board and say if any
are in the conversation.
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

fl Can you unscramble the questions?
C:> This task recycles the word order of information
questions and yes-no questions with be.
• Preview the task Write the scrambled example question
on the board. Say, "Put the words in the correct order." Ask
a S to say the question, and write it on the board.
• Do the task Have Ss unscramble the questions. Check
answers with the class: Call on individual Ss to read their
questions.

Answers
1. What is our teacher's last name?
2.Where are your grandparents from?
3. Is our English class hard?
4.What are the students in this class like?
5. Who's not in class today?
6.Where are the students' bags?

• Have Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and
answering the questions. Model the activity by having a
pair of Ss ask and answer the first question. Remind Ss
that they can answer I don't know.
• Follow-up Ask a few Ss each question. For question I.
ask, "What is my last name?"

Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs write six scrambled questions similar to those in
Exercise 2 and then exchange papers with another pair.
Pairs then unscramble the questions and take turns asking
and answering them.

Q How many words do you remember?
C:> This task recycles the vocabulary of classroom items,
locations, prepositions, family members, words for people,
and adjectives to describe people. It also recycles asking
information and yes-no questions.
• Preview and do the task Have Ss read the four
examples in the chart and then complete the charts with
their own ideas.
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• Have several Ss take turns calling out their words for each
of the categories. Tell Ss to add new words to their charts.
• Read the four example questions aloud. Tell Ss to write
four questions using the words and phrases from their
charts.
• Have Ss work in pairs to take turns asking and answering
their questions. Model the activity by asking four Ss the
example questions.

Q Do you know these expressions?
C;> This task recycles everyday expressions for meeting,
asking for help, showing interest, saying thank you, and
saying good-bye.
• Set the scene Tell Ss to read the expressions in the
box and then look at the pictures. Ask, "Where are they?"
[a cafe] "What's in the pictures?" [a man, a woman, coffee,
a newspaper, a pen, a tablet computer]
• Preview the task Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Tell Ss to use each expression only once.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversation. Check
answers with the class: Read the conversation aloud,
pausing at the missing parts, and call on Ss to say the
expressions.

Answers
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna

Oh, no! Where's my pen? ... Excuse me.
Can I borrow your pen?
Sure. Here you go.
Thank you.
You're welcome.
Hmm.... How do you spell neighbor?
Neighbor? I'm sorry.I don't know.
That's OK.Thanks anyway.
Wait.There's a dictionary app on my tablet.
Oh, thank you!

Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel
Anna
Michel

You're welcome.
Oh. This is a French-English dictionary.
Yes. I'm from France.
France? Really? Are you from Paris?
Yeah, I am. How about you?
I'm from New York. Uh-oh! My coffee! I'm sorry.
That's OK.
By the way, my name is Anna.
I'm Michel. Nice to meet you.
Oh, no. I'm late for work.Sorry. Bye. Have a
good day.
Thanks. You too.... Uh-oh. Where's my pen?

• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

Extra activity CLASS
Books closed. Ask these comprehension questions. Ss
write their answers in full sentences. Check answers with
the class.
1. What's the girl's name? [Her name Is Anna.]
2. What's the boy's name? [His name Is Michel.]
3. Where's he from? [He's from France.]
4. What's ·the girl late for? [She's late for work.)

� Who has the same answer?
A

C;> This task recycles information questions with be,
possessive 's, family members, names, and numbers.
• Preview the task Say, "Tell me the question words you
know." Write the ones Ss call out on the board (e.g., who,
what, where). Read the instructions and the example aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the questions. Check
answers with the class: Call on a few Ss to each ask you a
question, and answer them with your own information.

Answers
1. What's your best friend'.§. name?
2. What are your parent� names?
3. What's your mother� first name?
4. How old is your best friend? 207 21?
5. What's your best friend like?
6. Where are your parents now? At work?
7. Who are your favorite singers?
8. What's your favorite TV show?

• Say, "Now answer the questions. Write your answers in the
Your answer column."

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

aloud. Have Ss walk around the class and ask other Ss
the questions. Tell Ss to find classmates with the same
answers and write their names in the chart under the
Classmates with the same answer column.
• Follow-up A few Ss report about classmates with the
same information (e.g., My mother's.first name is Hanna,

and jack's mother's name is Hanna, too.).

Extra activity CLASS
Pairs look back at Units 1-3 and write one question for
a topic from each unit (e.g., Unit 1: What's your favorite
girl's name?: Unit 2: What's our EngHsh class /Ike?: Unit 3:
What's your favorite movle'?'J. Each pair then joins another
pair. Pairs take turns asking and answering the questions.
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UNIT�

Lesson A

Everyday Life

In the morning

Vocabulary Verbs

(See Student's Book pp. 33-35.)
This lesson teaches approximately 15 verbs that express
actions. These include one-word verbs (e.g., read, eat),
phrases with delexical verbs (have coffee, do homework),
verb+ noun collocations (e.g.,play sports),and the phrasal
verb get up.

Grammar Simple present statements
{See Student's Book p. 35.)

Form

Simple present statements are formed with a subject and the
base form of the verb {the verb without any ending) for all
persons except third person singular subjects, when the verb
takes an -s ending.
• Affirmative statements (J, you, we, they)
subject+ base form of the verb
I exercise every day. They have coffee.
• Statements with third person singular subjects (he, she, it)
third person singular subject+ base form of the
verb+ -s I -es I -ies
She exercises every day. She has coffee.
• Negative statements (l you, we, they)
subject+ don't I do not+ base form of the verb
I don't exercise every day. We don't have coffee.
• Negative statements with third person singular subjects
(he, she, it)
third person singular subject + doesn't I does not+ base
form of the verb
She doesn't exercise every day. He doesn't have coffee.
The contractions don't and doesn't are mostly used in
conversation and informal writing. In formal writing, the
full forms do not and does not are more common.

Use
Simple present statements can be used to describe regular
activities (e.g., I eat breakfast in the car.) or things that are

Lesson B

true �all the time" (e.g., I don't like mornings.). In this lesson,
the use of the simple present focuses on daily routines.

Spelling rules
The spelling rules for the -s endings on third person singular
verbs are the same as for noun plurals. Here are some rules:
• For most verbs: add -s (listen - listens).
• For verbs ending in s, ss, sh, ch, x, or z: add -es
(watch - watches).
• For verbs ending in a consonant and o: add -es (go - goes).
• For verbs ending in a consonant and y: change y to i and
add -es (study - studies).
• For verbs ending in a vowel and y: add -s ( play- plays).
There are some special third person singular forms (e.g., the
third person singular form of have is has).

Speaking naturally -s endings of verbs

(See Student's Book p. 35.)
The pronunciation rules for the -s endings on verbs are
the same as for noun plural endings. Here are rules for the
pronunciation of the -s ending:
• When a verb ends in an unvoiced final consonant {If/, /k/,
/pl, /t/, or /8/), thesis pronounced as /s/ (e.g., checks).
• When a verb ends in a voiced final consonant {lb/, /d/, lg/,
/1/, /ml, /n/, /fJ/, /r/, /o/, or /vi) or a vowel sound, thesis
pronounced as /z/ (e.g., listens).
• When a verb ends in /s/, /z/, !JI, /tJ/, /3/, /d3/, the syllable
/1z/ is added (e.g., watches). /1z/ is also pronounced /'dz/.
In natural speech, the distinction between /s/ and /z/ is
often hard to detect. It is therefore important that Ss know
when to add the syllable /Iz/.

@ Corpus information

....

Simple present and the present continuous

The simple present is about six times more frequent than
the present continuous (introduced in Unit 7), and so it is
taught first.

,,_

Routines

Grammar Yes-no questions and short answers
(See Student's Book p. 37.)

Form
• Yes-No questions (J, you, we, they)
Do + subject + base form of the verb?
Do you exercise every day?
• Yes-No questions with third person singular subjects
( he, she, it)
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Does + third person singular subject + base form of the verb?
Does she exercise every day?
• Short answers (J, you, we, they)
Yes, subject + do. I No, subject + don't.
Yes, I do. I No, I don't.
• Short answers with third person singular subjects
(he, she, it)
Yes, subject + does. I No, subject + doesn't.
Yes, she does. I No, she doesn't.

Use
• In this lesson.yes-no questions and short answers in the
simple present are used to ask and answer questions
about people's routines.
• Many of the questions in this lesson have nouns as
subjects. Ss often have difficulty using the correct verb
form when the subject is not a pronoun. They may need
practice, for example, in equating she with my mother,
or we with my mother and l Also, they need to recognize
that compounds with and (e.g., Alex and his wife) are
considered plural and take plural verbs.

Pronunciation

Do and does are not usually stressed in questions, but they

are usually stressed in short answers.

Vocabulary Days of the week
(See Student's Book pp. 36-37.)
The lesson teaches days of the week, including their use in
expressions such as on Mondays. It also presents common
time expressions (e.g., in the morning, after class).

Lesson

G Corpus information

Omission of do in simple present questions

People often drop the do in simple present questions,
especially in informal conversations (e.g., You eat a lot of
snacks? instead of Do you eat a lot of snacks?).

Use of singular and plural in time expressions

• People use both singular and plural forms with on +
days of the week to describe routines (e.g., on Monday
and on Mondays). but the plural is more frequent.
• With parts of the day (e.g., in the afternoon). the singular
is more frequent.
• Every is always followed by a singular noun (e.g., every
week).

Common error with short answers

Ss often add a verb in the short answer (e.g., Do you play
games on the computer? No, I don't play.).

c Do you work out every day?

Beginning in Unit 4, conversation strategies are taught in
Lesson C.

Conversation strategy Saying more than yes or no
(See Student's Book p. 38.)
• Simple yes or no answers can sound abrupt in casual,
friendly conversations - people often expect more than
just yes or no for an answer. Answering with more than
yes or no shows that the listener is interested in keeping
the conversation going. This lesson encourages Ss to give
fuller answers to common everyday questions.
• The lesson also gives Ss practice with the simple present
to talk about permanent situations (e.g., I live here.).

Strategy plus Well ...
(See Student's Book p. 39.)
• Well is a useful expression for beginning learners. Starting
an answer with Well can give speakers time to think of
what they want to say. It also helps them to keep their turn
in the conversation. Ss from some cultures may remain
silent too long and miss their turn in the conversation,
and, as a result, the conversation moves on without them.

Lesson D

• Well is also a good way to start a reply when the answer
isn't a straightforward yes or no - it allows speakers
to move the topic to a question they can answer. For
example:
A Do you live here?
B Well, near here.
or
A Do you have a job?
B Well, I work part-time in an office.
• Well has other uses, too, such as in ending conversations
or correcting information, which are taught later in the
course.

@ Corpus information

Well

Well is one of the top 50 words in conversation and is one

of the top 10 conversational expressions.

On average

Beginning in Unit 4, Lesson D focuses on reading and
writing skills and often includes listening skills.

Vocabulary

a week, a month, etc.
(See Student's Book pp. 40-41.)
The expression a + time word (e.g., a day, a week, a month) is
used throughout the lesson to show frequency (e.g.,/ exercise
three times a week. I spendfive hours a month online. ).

Reading tip

The reading tip focuses on the importance of skimming a
text to identify topics and main ideas.

Help note Capitals and periods
(See Student's Book p. 41.)
The Help Note focuses on basic punctuation: the use of
capital letters for names of people, places, and languages, the
beginning of sentences, and I, as well as the use of periods for
the end of sentences.

(See Student's Book p. 40.)
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Everyday Life
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class pe riod.

Introduce the theme of the unit Write on the board: every day. Say, "Every day I
get up early and I exercise. Then I eat breakfast. And then I use my computer." Act out
each activity as you say it. Say, "In this unit, you learn how to talk about things you do
every day."

In this unit you learn how to ...
• Unit aims

Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.
• Direct Ss to Lesson D (p. 40). Say, "Beginning here in
Unit 4, in each Lesson D, there are reading and writing
exercises."

Extra activity CLASS

Tell Ss to look throu gh the unit and find four activities they
do every day. Elicit examples and write them on the board.

Before you begin ...
C;> Recycle vocabulary and grammar

This task
recycles locations, questions with Where, and the
verb be. Say, "Look at picture 1. Where is he?" Call
on a S to answer. [He's at work.] Repeat with picture
2. [He's at school I He's at the library.] Then have two Ss ask
and answer a Where question for pictures 3 through 6 (e.g.,
Picture 3 - Sl: Where are they? S2: They're in a coffee shop I
cafe. Picture 4 - Sl: Where are they? S2: They're at home.
Picture 5 - Sl: Where are they? S2: They're at a gym.
Picture 6 - Sl: Where is he? S2: He's at home.). Have Ss
repeat the activity in pairs.
• Introduce the activities in the pictures Direct Ss'
attention to Before You Begin. Read the names of the six
activities aloud. Have Ss repeat. Say, "These are things
people do every day."
• Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Write on the board:
do homework work exerc,se watch TV
have coffee check ema,I
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Give Ss one minute to work in pairs and match the
pictures and expressions. Check answers with the class:
Call out each expression, and have Ss call out the number
of the matching picture. [do homework, 2; work, l;
exercise, 5; watch TV, 4; have coffee, 3; check email, 6]
• Ask, "Which activities do you do every day?" Model the
task by saying, "Who does homework every day? Raise
your hands." Tell Ss with raised hands to circle the box
next to do homework. Then say, "Now circle the boxes of
any of the other activities you do every day."
• Call on a few Ss to tell the class something they do every
day (e.g., I exercise eve,y day.).

Extra activity PAIRS

Pairs look at the pictures and take turns telling each other
the activities they do every day (e.g., I exercise every day.
I watch TV every day.).

Lesson A

In the morning

Q Getting started

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Ask, "What

time of day is it?" Have Ss guess. [morning] Continue by
asking, "Where are the people?" [at home, in a car] "What's
in each picture?" [a radio, a computer, some books, etc.]

About
you

A

• Preview the task Say each activity and have Ss repeat.

•

Elicit ideas for other things they do and write the ideas on
the board (e.g., take a shower, brush my teeth, get dressed,
read I watch the news). Explain unfamiliar vocabulary, or
have Ss look up new words in their dictionaries.
Do the task Model the activity. Tell the class which of
the activities you do in the morning (e.g., I get up early.
I eat breakfast. I go on the Internet). Include ideas from
the board. Say each idea in the book and on the board,
and have Ss raise their hand for each thing they do in
the morning.
Tell the class to write ideas from the board in their book
or notebook. Then have Ss check the things they do.
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•
•

Preview the task Ask, "What's Greg's morning like?"
Tell Ss to read the information under Greg's picture
quickly and find the answer to the question [busy].
Repeat with the other three pictures [Jennifer - noisy;
Amanda - crazy; Alex - quiet].
Read the instructions aloud. Ask, "Are you like any of
these people?"
Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Then point
to each picture and ask, "Are you like this person?" Ask Ss
to raise their hands.
Play the recording again Ss underline any words they
do not know. Ask Ss to call out the words. Write them on
the board, and see if any Ss can act out any verbs to show
their meanings. Help Ss with any remaining vocabulary.
Follow-up A few Ss say who they are like and how (e.g ..
I'm like Greg. I get up early.).

Extra activity

PAIRS

S1 covers up the information below the pictures. S2
chooses one of the people and reads one or two
sentences about the person aloud. S1 guesses which
person S2 is reading about. If necessary, S2 reads more
sentences. Then Ss change roles.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I PAIRS

�-

the page and find all the words that follow l Ask Ss to
call them out ['m, get up, check, listen, don't watch, study,
try, eat, read, have). Write them on the board. Say, "These
words are all verbs. Many verbs tell us things people do.
They tell about actions."
• Read the instructions aloud. Write the two sentences
in item 1 on the board. Ask, "What verb goes with to the
radio?" [listen] Say, "Greg is talking. What does he say?"
[I listen to the radio.] Write listen in the first blank. Then
ask, "What verb goes with TV?" [watch] Say "Greg is
talking. He does not watch TV. What does he say?" [I don't
watch TV.] Write don't watch in the second and third
blanks. Read the sentences aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining sentences.
When Ss finish, have them compare their answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. Greg: I listen to the radio. I don't watch TV.
2. Alex: My wife and I read the newspaper. We don't talk
a lot.
3. Jennifer: My brother and sister make a lot of noise.
They don't care.
4. Amanda: My husband drives to work. He doesn't have
breakfast.

• Focus on the form and the use Ask Ss to look at the

first sentences in items 1-3 again. Ask, "What verb does
each person say?" [listen, read, make] Have Ss look at the
second sentence in items 1-3. Ask, "What word comes
before the verb to make it negative?" [don't]
• Ask Ss to look at the sentences in item 4 again. Tell Ss
that verbs after singular nouns or he, she, and it end in -s.
Ask, "What is the first verb?" [drives] Have Ss look at the
second sentence. Ask, "What word makes the sentence
negative?" [doesn't] Say, "We use doesn't with he, she, and
it." Ask, "What do you notice about the form of the verb
after doesn't and don't?" [It doesn't have an -sending.]
• Say, "This lesson is about our morning routines. The verbs
are in the simple present. We use the simple present to
talk about things we do every day or all the time."

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Ss rewrite each sentence in Exercise 1C, giving true
information about people they know who do the morning
activities (e.g., My brother listens to the radio in the
morning.). Remind Ss to add the-sending. Ss read their
sentences to a partner.

Ss write five sentences about their morning routines (e.g.,
I get up. I have breakfast.). Ss then read their sentences
to a partner and see if any are the same.
Figure
,tout

c

• Preview the task Write on the board: I .. Tell Ss to

look at the information under the pictures at the top of
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[do+ not) Read the information aloud. Say, "When you
speak, use doesn't and don't. Does rwt and do not are for
writing."
Follow-up Write sentences from the chart on the board,
but omit the verbs(e.g., J __ breakfast. You __ coffee.).
Ss take turns saying the sentences adding the verbs(e.g.,
I eat breakfast.). Repeat the task for negative sentences
(e.g., I don't eat breakfast.).

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Point to the first column

in the chart. Ask, "What's the pattern for simple present
statements with L you, we, and they ? What's the pattern
for he and she?" Write the patterns on the board:
I I You I We / They +" verb He I She +" (verb +" -s I -es)
Point to the pronouns. Say, "These pronouns are subjects
of the verbs. When he or she is the subject, a simple present
verb has an -s ending."
• Write on the board:
She __ to the radio every morning.
Marta __ to the radio every morning.
Ask a S to complete the sentences with listen in the simple
present. [listens] Explain that Marta= she. Say, "When a
singular noun like a person's name is the subject, a simple
present verb also has an -s ending."
• Point to the second column. Ask, "What are the patterns
for negative statements?" Write them on the board:
I I You I We I They +" don't -r verb
He I She +" doesn't + verb
• Present Verb Endings Books closed. Write on the board:
watch, play, study. Explain that the spelling rules for adding
an -s ending to verbs are the same as for the plural ending of
nouns. Ask Ss to write the verbs with the -sending and look
at the chart to check their answers.(For more information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Say, "The verb have has a special form, has, after he, she, it."
Read aloud does and goes. Have Ss repeat them.
• Present In Conversation Ask, "What two words make up
doesn't?" [does+ not] "What two words make up don't?"

•

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and
the example aloud. Have Ss complete the remaining
sentences. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. get up; don't get up
2. have; don't talk
3. has; doesn't eat

4. studies; does
5. goes; watches
6. don't watch; read

• Follow-up Ss take turns reading the sentences from

Exercise 2A aloud. Other Ss raise their hands if a sentence
is true for them.

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Say, "Write five sentences

about your mornings." Have two Ss read the example
conversation aloud. When Ss finish, choose a few Ss to
read their sentences aloud and ask another S How about
you? Then have Ss compare their sentences in pairs and
find any they have in common.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 4A on p. 142 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-142.)

Q Speaking naturally
A 14>» 1.45

Pause the recording after each item, and ask Ss to call out
the column number of the answer.

• Preview the task Point to the examples. Say, "There are

•

three ways to pronounce the -s endings of verbs. Look at
p. 35, Speaking Naturally. [pause) Notice that the three
pronunciations for verbs are like those for the -s endings
of plural nouns." (For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
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• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to

•

•

read the sentences, find the verbs, and underline them [sings,
gets up, uses, exercises, goes, checks, likes, relaxes). Explain
what relax means(not working, doing something fun or easy).
Play the recording Pause after the first item. Point out
that the /s/-/z/ box has a check(,/) because the verb sings
ends with that sound. Play the rest of the recording, and
tell Ss to check(,/) the correct boxes.
Play the recording again Write these column headings
on the board:
2. /1z/
1. /s/-/z/
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Answers

1. /s/-/z/
- 2. /s/-/z/
7. /s/-/z/ 8. hzl

3. hzl

4. hzl

5. /s/-/z/

6. lsl-lzl

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

•

example sentence aloud. Tell the class about your family
and what they do in the mornings. Put Ss in pairs to talk
about their own families.
Follow-up In groups, tell Ss to make guesses about their
classmates' morning routines(e.g. I think Marta sings in the
shower.). Ss present their ideas to the group and Ss say if
the sentence is true or false.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 26 and 27. (The answer key begins
"9 on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

Routines

ft Building vocabulary
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson
and then to look at the pictures. Say, "Every week, I clean
the house, I go shopping, and I do the laundry. This is my
routine." Point to the pictures as you name them.
A .. >» 1.47
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
look at the pictures and expressions. Have Ss call out any
expressions they already know.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Pause the recording to give Ss
time to check(./) the things they do every week. Ask a few
Ss to report on the things they do and don't do.
• Say, "Think of more routine activities that people do every
week." As Ss call out their ideas, write them on the board.
Extra vocabulary ROlJTlNE ACTIVITIES
Present, or have Ss suggest, extra vocabulary for
routines, such as go to the bank, do yard work, go grocery
shopping, visit family, pay bills, take out the garbBge I trash,
make meals.
• Ask Who questions about routine activities (e.g., Who
cleans the house every week?). Have Ss raise their hands for
things they do. Call on Ss whose hands are not raised to
say which family member does the activity (e.g., My sister

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Ss make a list of activities under two column headings:
Routine Activities I Uke and Routine 'Activities I Don't Uke.
Ss then compare their lists with a partner.
Word
sort

B
• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the column
headings. Say the names of the days of the week, and have
Ss repeat. Ask Ss questions about the days of the week
(e.g., What day is it today? What day is your favorite day?).
• Read the instructions aloud. Point out the example
(Monday- play soccer). Tell Ss to complete the chart with
an activity they do for each day of the week.
• When Ss finish, say, "Look at the example: Iplay soccer on
Mondays." Call on several Ss to tell the class things they
do on different days. Ask other Ss to raise their hands if
they do the same thing.
,. - Vocabulary notebook
�
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 42 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-42.)

cleans the house.).

fl Building language
Figure
1t out
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• Preview the task Say, "Read questions 1 to 4 in the
questionnaire."
Say, "Tell me the first word in each sentence." [Do I Does]
Ask, "What comes next?" [a person or people: you, you and
yourfamily, yourfriends, your bestfriend] "A verb follows.
What do you notice about the verb?" [It has no -sending.]
• Do the task Have Ss look at question 5. Ask, "What do
you think is the first word? Use the other questions to help
you." [Do] Ask, •What do you think is the main verb here?"
[play, like, watch] Do the same for questions 6 [Do; go, like]
and 7 [Does; go, like].
• Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-164 Ss listen and
complete the questions. Check answers with the class.
Answers
5. Do you and your friends � sports together?
6. Do you 92 shopping on Saturdays?
7. Does your best friend 92 shopping with you?
• Tell Ss to look at the short answers for Questions 1-4.
Ask, "What's the 'yes' answer for l we and they?" [Yes,
I I we I they do] "What's the 'no' answer?" [No, I we I they
don't]. Say, "Look at the answers for question 4. What's the
'yes' answer for he or she?" [Yes, he I she does] "And the
'no' answer?" [No, he I she doesn't]. Say, "Now complete

the answers to the questions. Use the short answers to
questions 1-4 to help you." Then check the answers with
the class.
• Play the recording again Pause after the first question.
Say, "Do you take a class in the evening?" Tell Ss to circle
the answer that is true for them. Have Ss listen and circle
the answers that are true for them for the remaining
questions.
• Focus on the form Say, "The questions in Exercise 2A are
in the simple present. Some simple present yes-no questions
begin with ®· The verb ® always goes with the pronouns
you, l we, and they. Does goes with he. she, and it.�
About

you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask two Ss to read the example conversation. Encourage
pairs to give more information as they do the task and not
just give yes or no answers.
• Follow-up Several Ss report their partners' answers to
one of the questions from Exercise 2A.
Extra activity CLASS
Se go around the room and ask other Se the questions In
Exercl8e 2A and taly their responses next to each Item. Se
go back to their seats after they have found three yes and
three no answers for each question.
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have o computer2 Elicit answers from the class. Make sure
negative answers are expressed as No, he doesn't.
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• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Write on the board: do/ does,
verb, sub1ecc. Say, "Study the chart. What is the order of the
words in the yes-no questions?" [Do I Does+ subject+
verb __?) "What does every yes-no question start with?"
[Do, Does]
• Write column headings on the board:
Do

Does

Tell Ss to study the chart and say the subjects that go
with do and does. Write them on the board in the correct
column [Do - you, you and your friends, your friends;
Does - your mother]. Explain that does is used with
singular nouns like mother.
• Write on the board:
/Our mother = she
_{Ou 'Ind your fr:ends = .ve

Ask, "Is do or does used with she?" [does] "Which is used with
we?" [do] Call out, "He, yourfather; they." Have Ss say which
verb they go with, and write them in the correct columns.
• Books closed. Ask Ss the questions in the chart, and have
them respond with the short answers.
• Present Time Expressions Books open. Read the
expressions aloud, and ask Ss to repeat. Ask Ss to call out
the expressions that can be singular or plural. {For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
Present Common Errors Books open. Read the
information and examples aloud, and ask Ss to repeat.
Write on the board: D Iau have a computer2 Call on Ss
to answer the question. Make sure they respond Yes, I do
or No, I don't. T hen write on the board: Does your (other

Q Class Survey
A

• Preview the task Have Ss look at the chart. Explain that

a survey is information collected from people by asking a
set of questions. Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss write questions in the middle
column. Have Ss compare their questions to make sure they
have written them correctly.

Answers

1. Do you exercise before breakfast? 2. Do you clean the
house every day? 3. Do you study English late at night?
4. Do you get up early on Sundays? 5. Do you play on a
sports team? 6. Do you work on the weekends? 7. Do
you go to bed early every night? 8. Do you eat a snack
after class?
About
you

B

• Preview the task Say, "Find classmates who do the

activities in the chart. Ask the yes-no questions. When
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Extra activity PAIRS
Call out a time expression. Ss tell their partners about a
routine using that expression. Repeat with Ss asking a
question using the time expression.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Have Ss complete the questions. When Ss
finish, have them compare their answers with a partner.
Check answers with the class: Call on Ss to read the
questions aloud.

Answers

1. Do, make 2. Do, go 3. Does, check 4. Do, do
5. Does, read 6. Do, play 7. Does, take 8. Do, go
9. Does, eat 10. Do, clean

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have two Ss read the example conversation. Encourage
pairs to add information to their answers. Have Ss work in
pairs to take turns asking and answering the questions.
• When Ss finish, ask, "How many of your answers are the
same as your partner's?" Ss report to the class.
• Follow-up Ss repeat the activity above, but use a
different time expression in each question (e.g.• Do you
make phone calls in the mornings?).

Extra Practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 4B on p. 142 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. 142.)

someone answers yes, write that classmate's name in
the chart."
• Have two Ss read the example conversation. Model the
task by asking a S, "Do you exercise before breakfast?"
If the answer is Yes, I do, write the S's name in the chart.
If the answer is No, I don't, continue calling on Ss and
asking the question until someone says yes.
• Do the task Have Ss go around the class to ask each
question and after a yes answer, ask another S the next
question.

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

and example aloud. Have Ss tell a partner something
interesting they found out doing the survey.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 28 and 29. (The answer key begins
";;} on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Do you work out every day?

C;> Lesson C recycles yes-no ques tions wi th be and the simple present, as well as time expressions.

Q Conversation strategy
A

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the picture. Ask,
•

"Where are Celia and Andy?" (at a gym] Read the
instructions aloud.
Do the task Ask, "What do you think Celia and Andy
are talking about?" Have Ss call out ideas. Say, "Celia
doesn't know Andy. What questions can she ask to start a
conversation?" Write Ss' ideas on the board (e.g., Are you a

student? Do you work out often?).

�>»

B
1.so
• Preview the task Say, "Now listen to the conversation.

What do you find out about Celia? What do you find
out about Andy?" Tell Ss to write two columns in their
notebook headed Celia and Andy.
• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen for the
information about Celia and Andy.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the
answers.
• Play the recording again Books open. Tell Ss to listen,
read along, and review their answers. Check answers with
the class. Ask, "What do you find out about Celia?" [Celia
works out every day. She runs from home. She lives about
IO miles away.] "What do you find out about Andy?" [Andy
is a part-time law student and an intern at a TV station.]
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.
• Tell Ss to look at the board. Point to the questions they
suggested at the start of class. Ask, "Are any of your
questions similar to or the same as the ones in the
conversation?" Have Ss call out the similar questions.

c

• Present Notice Read the information aloud. Explain that
answering a question with just yes or no can sound abrupt

because it can suggest that the listener is not interested
in continuing the conversation. Giving additional
information in answer to a yes-no question helps keep
the conversation going and suggests that the listener is
interested in the conversation.
• Ask two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Ask Ss
to find the examples where Andy and Celia say more than
yes or no. [Yeah. Well, I'm a part-time law student. And
I work at a TV station, too. Yeah. I'm an intern. Uh-huh.
I run here from home every morning. No. I live about
10 miles away.]

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss create and practice a new conversation. Ss Imagine
they are at a gym and t hat they are meeting for the first
time. Ss have a conversat ion like Celia and Andy's, but use
true information about themselves.

D

• Preview the task Have Ss read the questions and the

answers. Help with new vocabulary as needed. Say, "Find
two good answers for each question below." To model
the task, read question I aloud. Ask, "What is a good
response?" [c and e] "Why are both c and e good answers?"
[They are about the same topic as the question - where
someone lives.]
• Do the task Have Ss match the remaining questions and
answers. Then have Ss compare answers with a partner.
• Check answers with the class: Read each question aloud,
and call on Ss to read the answers.

Answers
1. c, e

2. a, f

3. b, g

4. d, h

About
you

E

• Read the instructions aloud. Ss take turns asking and
answering the questions with a partner. They give true
answers and say more than yes or no in their answers.

Extra activity PAIRS

Pairs Imagine they are meeting each other for the first time.
They choose two of the four questions from Exercise 1 D
and use the two questions to make their own longer
conversation. Ask Ss to present their conversation to
another pair.

Extra activity CLASS

•

Ss ask three more classmates the questions In
Exercise 1 D. Ss see which classmates they have
something In common with. Have a few Ss report to
the class.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Ask Ss to look at Celia and Andy's
conversation again. Say, "Find Well in the conversation."

[Well, I come here before class. Well, I'm a part-time law
student.]
• Read the information in Strategy Plus and the example
conversation aloud. Ask, "Why does Andy say Well in the
answer?" [The answer is not a simple yes or no, or maybe
he needs time to think.]
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Ask, "Is Well in
the top 25, 50, 75, or 100 words? What do you think?" Have
Ss write their guess on a piece of paper. Say, "Now read In
Conversation and find the answer." Then say, "Raise your
hand if your guess was correct."

A--)» 1.s1

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Ask a S to read the first question aloud. Ask another S to
read the answer [e. Well, I have two brothers and a sister.].
Ask, "Why does the speaker say Wem" [The answer is not
a simple yes or no. Some people think four children is a big
family, but some don't.]

• Have Ss match the questions and answers.

• Play the recording Have Ss check their answers.
Answers
1. e

2. b

3. a

4.d

5.c

• Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers aloud
with a partner.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Have pairs take turns asking the questions in Exercise 2A
and answering with their own information.
• Follow-up Ask a few Ss the questions. Ss respond with
true answers.

8 Listening and strategies
A�)» 1.s2

About
you

look at the first conversation. Ask Ss to guess the missing
words. Have Ss call out ideas. [e.g. friends I parents]
Repeat for each conversation.
• Say, "You will hear five conversations. Listen for the
missing words in each conversation. Write the words
you hear."
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-165 Pause after
the first conversation. Ask, "What are the missing
words?" [your parents, at night] Play the remaining four
conversations without pausing.
• Play the recording again Play the recording again,
pausing after each conversation for Ss to review their
choices. Check answers with the class.

• Preview and do the task Say, "Work in pairs. Take

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask Ss to

Answers

1. A Do you text your parents?
B No, not really. Well, on my way home at night. I text
and say "I'm on my way."
2. A Do you watch a lot of sports on TV?
B Well, I only watch soccer. You know, on the
weekends.
3. A Do you read the news online?
B Yeah. Well, in the mornings. I make coffee and check
the headlines.
4. A Do you play games on the Internet?
B Yes. Well, I play chess with my friend in the evenings.
5. A Do you listen to the radio?
B Well, I listen to the same show every morning. But
that's all.
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B

turns asking and answering the questions in Exercise 3A."
Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Remind
Ss to say more than yes or no and to use Well in their
answers when appropriate.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Each 8 writes three Do you __ ? questions, each on
a separate slip of paper. 8s fold the slips of paper, mix
them up, and place them in the middle of the group. 81
picks a slip of paper, reads it silently, and answers the
question aloud. The rest of the group tries to guess what
the question is. Whoever guesses the question keeps the
slip. 82 then picks a slip. The game continues until all the
slips are chosen. Whoever has the most slips at the end is
the winner.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 30 and 31. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson

D On average

QReading
• Set the scene

Write the days of the week on the board.
Say, "I watch TV two hours every weekday. I don't watch
TV on Saturdays. I watch TV four hours every Sunday."
(Show Ss the meaning of hour by pointing to a clock.) Write
2 under weekdays, 0 under Saturday, and 4 under Sunday.
Say, "Monday through Friday I watch TV two hours every
day. I don't watch TV on Saturday, but I watch TV four
hours on Sunday. So, on average, I watch TV for two hours
every day." Direct Ss' attention to the lesson title. Tell Ss
to work in pairs and figure out how many hours a day on
average they watch TV. Have a few Ss share their answers.

About
you

A

Prereading
Preview and do the task

Write activities and amounts
of time on the board. For example:
2 hours
at work or school
8 hours
on the bus or train or in the car
3 hours
on the Internet
1 hour
on the phone
Ask Ss to guess the amount of time you spend for each
activity every day. When a S guesses correctly, draw a line
from the activity to the time.
• Explain that over= more than and under= less than.
Write other amounts of time on the board: 3 hours and
10 minutes, 58 minutes, 9 hours. Point to the first time and
ask, "Is it over or under 3 hours?" [over] "Which amount of
time is about one hour?" [58 minutes] "Is 9 hours over or
under 10 hours?" [under]
• Read the instructions and the example aloud. Point out
that the expression a day means "every day." Tell Ss to
write their answers. Then have Ss tell the class their
"habits."

Extra activity CL.ASS

Ss go around the class sharing their answers from
Exercise 1A (e.g., I spend under eight hours a week on the
phone.). Ss try to find one classmate with the same "habit."
Ss report to the class (e.g., Polly and I spend under eight
hours a week on the phone. Carla and I spend about seven
hours a week at school.).

activities do you think the article is about? Guess." Ask
a few Ss for ideas, and write them on the board. Go over
unfamiliar vocabulary (e.g., typical, full-time, spend).
• Present Reading Tip Write on the board: Skim. Explain:
"When you skim, you look at a reading quickly to get an
idea of the topics it covers."
• Say, "Now skim the article to find the topics it covers."
• After a minute, ask, "What topics does the reading cover?"
(e.g., work, breakfast, transportation, watching TV) "What
are all of these things?" [things we do every day, routines]
• Do the reading Have Ss read the article and answer the
questions in the quiz. Then have them compare answers
with a partner. When Ss are finished, ask, "Are you like
average Americans? Why or why not?" Elicit some ways Ss
are the same. Then ask, "Are you like your partner? What
is something you have in common?" Elicit questions they
answered in the same way.

c

Postreading
• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to look at the sentences.
Ask, "What kinds of activities are in the sentences?"
[work, spend time on the Internet, get up, eat, use public
transportation] Say, "Reread the article and then check
Tr11P. or Fal�P- for each sentence."
Do the task Have Ss check True or False and then
compare their answers with a partner. Check answers
with the class.

Answers
1. T

2. F

3. F

4. T

5. F

6. F

• Follow-up

Ask, "Are any of the facts surprising?" Ss give
their reactions.

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 4 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

B
During reading
• Preview the reading

Books closed. Write the title of
the article on the board: Are you like an average American?
Say, "This article is about everyday routines. What daily
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fl Listening
• Set the scene

Write on the board: My habits. Say, for
example, "I drink four cups of coffee a day. I eat in a cafe
about once a week." Write on the board: Teen habits. Ask,
"What are some habits that teenagers have?" Ask Ss for
ideas.

A.«>» 1.s3
• Preview the task

Books closed. Write the facts about
the average teenager on the board, leaving out the
numbers (e.g., An overage teenager sends or receives __ text
messages a day.). Have Ss call out guesses for the missing
numbers, and write them on the board. Books open. Say,
"Read the average teenager information and see if your
guesses are correct."
• Ask, "What kind of information do you need to write in the
chart?" [numbers] Help with new vocabulary as needed.
Say, "We use pretty before adjectives to say sort ofor very."
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-165 Ss listen and
read along.
• Play the recording again Ss complete the task and then
compare answers with a partner. Check answers wilh the.

Answers
1. 50

2. 2

3. 4

4. 23

About
you

B .«>)) 1.54
• Preview the task

•
•

•

Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss
about your texting habits (e.g., I send or receive 10 text
messages a day.). Ask, "Am I just like Tyler?" [no] "Am I
different from Tyler?" [yes].
Play the recording Audio script p. T-165 Ss listen and
take notes.
Play the recording again Have Ss check one of the
boxes for each item, then compare their answers with a
partner. Suggest Ss refer to their notes to add information
(e.g., Jin not like Tyler. Tyler sends 100 text messages a day.
I send about 50. ).
Follow-up In groups. Ss report about their partner and
find out who is most like Tyler and how.

Q Writing and speaking
A

• Write the following on the board:

• Preview and do the task

Books closed. Write the title
on the board: A Typical Week. Ask, " What does typical
mean?" [average, usual] "What kinds of activities do you
think are in a typical week?" Have Ss call out guesses.
• Books open. Give Ss one minute to write their answers in
the left side of the chart.
• Model the next part of the activity with a S. Ask the S to
read aloud his or her sentences. Write notes about the S on
the board (e.g., Mikhail takes classes 10 hours a week.).
• Have Ss read their sentences to a partner, who writes
notes in the chart. Ss then change roles. Remind Ss to use
the singular and plural forms for hour, and to add the -s
ending to their notes about their partners.

B

• Preview the task
•

Tell Ss to look at the text. Ask, "What's
this?" [a website]
Present Help Note Direct Ss' attention to the Help Note.
Read the information aloud. Say, "Look at the website
again. Circle the capital letters." Have Ss call out each
word with a capital letter and say whether the capital
letter signals the start of a new sentence or a name. Point
out that names includes names of individual people,
places, days of the week, movies, and so on, and that I
always uses a capital letter.

Answers

Marisa (person's name I new sentence), She's (new
sentence), Rio (place name), She x 2 (new sentence),
English (name of language), She (new sentence), Chinese
(name of language), Saturdays (day of week), She (new
sentence), TV In (new sentence)
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c

i hove a new friend in my french class
her name is omando
Ask a S to come to the board and add the capital letters
and periods. [I have a new friend in my French class. Her
name is Amanda.]

• Do the task

Say, "Write about your partner for a class
website. Use your notes from Exercise 3A to help you."

D

• Preview the task

Ask, "What things do you check
when you correct your writing?" (e.g., capitals, periods,
information, correct verb forms)
• Do the task Tell Ss to exchange paragraphs with their
partners. Have Ss ask their partner three questions to get
more information.
C;> Recycle a conversation strategy Have Ss do the task
again and react to any surprising information they hear by
using the strategy of saying Really?

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 4 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-130.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 32 and 33. (The answer key begins
\:.;;! on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary Notebook
If done for homework

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

C;> This task recycles verbs for routine activities.
• Preview and do the task Ask Ss to label each picture.
Check answers with the class.

C;> This task also recycles verbs for routine activities.

If done in class
• Present Learning Tip

Read the information aloud. Say,
"A good way to remember a new word is to draw a picture
of it and label the picture."

Answers

read the newspaper. check mail, have I drink coffee, do
the laundry

• Preview and do the task

• Tell Ss to do the task. When Ss finish, have them work in
pairs: Sl shows 82 the drawings. and 82 tries to guess the
activities.

C;> This task recycles time expressions.

• Follow-up

Using simple stick figures.
draw an activity from the unit on the board. Ask the class
what activity it shows. Then ask a few Ss to each draw an
activity on the board. Have the class guess the activities.
Then read the instructions aloud.

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and
example aloud. Say, "Try to link activities with the
times you do them. This helps you to remember new
vocabulary."
• Have Ss complete the chart.
• Tell Ss to compare their sentences in pairs by asking
questions (e.g., I read the newspaper eve,y day How about
you? or Do you read a newspaper eve,y day?).

On your own
• Present On Your Own

Read the information aloud.
• To demonstrate the activity, ask Ss to call out some
activities they do in class (e.g., write on the board, watch a
video, use a dictiona,y). As Ss call out ideas, write them on
labels or pieces of paper. Hand out the labels, and have Ss
put them on appropriate objects around the classroom.

At the start of the next class, Ss report some of
the labels they put up around the house.

Now I can •••

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f) the
items they know and put a question mark (?) by items
that they are not confident about. Check with individual
Ss which areas need review to see if there are general
problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as required.
Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name and a
schedule showing what they plan to review and when.
Review or reteach these language items in a future class.
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UNIT�

0 Free time

Lesson A

Going out

Grammar

Simple present information questions
(See Student's Book p. 45.)

Form
question word + do I does + subject + base form of the verb?

How often do you eat out?
How often does she eat out?
Does is used with third person singular subjects.

Use
In this lesson, information questions in the simple present
are used to get specific information about people's habits.

Vocabulary

Time expressions
(See Student's Book p. 45.)
• On Friday nights and on a Friday night both mean every

Friday night.
• On Friday night usually means a specific Friday night.

Lesson

G Corpus information

Common errors with information questions
Ss often forget to use the auxiliary verbs do and does in
simple present information questions. (Where does she
go? NOT V�ere she gt,eS? or Wl'lere sl'!e ge?)

Speaking naturally

Do you . •• ?

(See Student's Book p. 45.)
• Do you is generally reduced to /d-;Jyuw/ or /dyuw/ in yes-no
questions. It is usually reduced to /d-;Jyuw/ or /d-;Jy-;J/ in
Wh-questions.
• Because Ss often have difficulty recognizing do you in
rapid speech, use the reduced form as much as possible in
the classroom. This will help Ss get familiar with natural
spoken English.

B TV shows

Grammar

Frequency adverbs
(See Student's Book p. 46.)
Position of frequency adverbs
• Frequency adverbs usually go between the subject and
verb.

I never watch TV.
• With the verb be, they go after the verb.

She is always infront of the Tv.
• Sometimes, usually, and often can come before the subject.
Sometimes I watch TV.
-;;:..

@ Corpus information

Frequency adverbs

In conversation, never and always are in the top 200
words, usually and sometimes are in the top 400, and
often is in the top 700.
Common errors
Ss may put frequency adverbs in the wrong place in the
sentence. A common mistake Is to put always before the
subject. (/ always eat breakfast In the morning. NOT�
1 eat a"66kfest ;,., tJrte mM'tirtg.) Note that hardly ever and
never can start a sentence, but this is very formal and
requires inversion of the subject and verb and addition of
do I does. Tell Ss not to put hardly ever, never, or always
before the subject.
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Vocabulary

Plural forms and no article
(See Student's Book p. 47.)
• Plural forms of nouns without the are used to talk about
general categories (e.g., I love cartoons. Cartoons are.funny).
The news, when it means a TV, radio, or online news
repor t, is an exception, as it always has the article the.
• Ss may have difficulty with the use of the article. You can
contrast the general statement I like talk shows with the
more specific I like the talk shows on Saturday nights.

Lesson

c Do you go straight home?

Conversation strategy Asking questions in two

ways

(See Student's Book p. 48.)
Asking a question in two ways means rephrasing a question.
For example:

What do you do after work? Do you go straight home?

Use
• People might ask a question in two ways to clarify the
meaning of their original question and to keep a friendly
tone.
• Re phrasing helps speakers avoid sounding rude, as if they
are interrogating another person.
• Rephrasing a question may also be used to keep a
conversation going because it helps to elicit information
from the listener.

• People often say I mean after asking a question to signal
they are going to clarify the question by asking it in
another way. For example:
Where do you go? I mean, do you go somewhere nice?
• I mean also helps speakers keep their turn in the
conversation while they are thinking about what they
will say next.

G Corpus information Mean and I mean

• Mean is one of the top 100 words. In almost 90 percent
of cases, it Is used in the expression I mean.
• I mean is one of the top 15 conversational expressions.
It is the third most frequent two-word expression (after
you know and I think).

Strategy plus I mean
(See Student's Book p. 49.)

Use

• I mean is used to signal that the speaker is repeating an
idea or saying more about something. For example:

The restaurant's OK I mean, thefood's good, and it's cheap.

Lesson

D Technology addicts

Reading tip

(See Student's Book p. 50.)
The Reading Tip tells Ss to read the title of an article and
ask themselves questions about it before they read. This
encourages Ss to think about what they are going to read,
and it helps them become actively engaged with the content.

Help note Linking ideas with and and but

(See Student's Book p. 51.)
Two basic conjunctions to link ideas are presented: and for
addition and but for contrast.

Form

• The conjunction and connects two or more ideas. These
ideas can be nouns (e.g., I speak English and Spanish.);
verbs (e.g., I sing and dance.); or adjectives (e.g., I'm quiet

• In this lesson, but connects clauses or simple sentences
(e.g., I play soccer, but I don't play tennis.). A comma is
usually used before but when it connects two clauses.

Use

• Use and to connect words or sentences with similar or
additional information.
• Use but to connect sentences with different or unexpected
information.

Possible problems

• Ss commonly join too many items in a single sentence, so
tell Ss to add only one idea after and or but.
• Ss may begin sentences with and or but. Although this
is common in many literary and journalistic styles, it is
generally not accepted in academic writing.

and shy.).

• And can also connect clauses and sentences (e.g., My name
is Anna, and I live in Canada.). A comma is normally used
before and when it connects two clauses.
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Free time
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit Point to the days of the week on a calendar, or write
them on the board (Sunday through Saturday). Have Ss say them. Point to Saturday and
Sunday, and say, "I don't work on the weekends." Point to the weekdays, and say, "I don't
work after school."
Say, "I have free time on the weekends. I have free time after school." Then write free time
on the board. Tell Ss what you do in your free time (e.g., On Saturdays, Igo out with my
friends. On Mondays after school, I go to the gym.). Have a few Ss say when they have free
time and what they do in their free time.

In this unit you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss look at the unit title. Pairs look through the pictures in

the unit and find activltles that they both do in their free
time (e.g., go on the Internet, p. 43; go to the movies,
p. 43; watch Tl/, p. 46). A few pairs share any activities
they have in common with the class.

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the activities in the pictures

Direct Ss'
attention to Before You Begin. Tell Ss to look at the
pictures. Read the four activities aloud. Have Ss repeat.
Say, "T hese are free-time activities."
• Ask a few Ss, "Which of the activities look like fun?"
• Ask, "Do you do these things every day? ever y week? once
a month?" Have Ss discuss in pairs. Call on a few Ss to
share with the class (e.g., I eat out eve,y week.).

C;> Recycle grammar and a conversation strategy

This task recycles simple present yes-no questions and short
answers. Ask a few Ss, "Do you __ in your free time?"
adding an action word (e.g., eat out, read, watch rv, exercise).
Check for the correct use of short answers. To recycle the
conversation strategy of saying more than yes or no when
answering, encourage Ss to give more information after their
short answer.
• Call a S to the front of the class. Invite other Ss to guess
the S's free-time activities by asking five questions like "Do
you __ in yourfree time?" See how many activities the
class can correctly guess. Repeat with other Ss coming to
the front of the class.
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• Have each S ask three other Ss a Do you __ in yourfree
time? question. Have a few Ss report results.

Extra activity CL.ASS

Write a few time expressions on the board, such as after
class, on the week9nc:Js, in the evenings, at night. Ask Ss
to call out more expressions and write them on the board.
To model the actMty, have one S ask a Do you ... ?
question. Answer the question using a time expression
(e.g., 81: Do you eat out? T: Yes, I do. I eat out on the
weekends.). Each S asks four other Ss a Do you ... ?
question. Ss respond using time expressions.

Extra activity CL.ASS

Ss write down five free-time activities they do. Ss find a

S who wrote one of the same activities and write the S's
name next to the activity. Ss cannot use the same name
twice. Ss try to get names next to all five activities.

Lesson A

Going out

Q Getting started

• Set the scene Say, "Look at the survey. What's the topic

of the survey?" [free-time activities] Say, "What questions
can you ask about free-time activities?" Call on a few Ss
to suggest questions (e.g., Do you go out in the evenings? Do

you belong to a club?).

A

• Preview and do the task Say, "Tell me some activities

you do in your free time." Have Ss work in pairs. Give Ss
one minute to write as many activities as they can.
• Have two Ss each read one of the example sentences. Then
call on Ss to tell the class what they do in their free time.

B '4l» 2.01

• Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining questions

using the survey for help. Tell Ss to compare their answers
with a partner. Check answers with the class: Have four
different Ss read their questions aloud.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner.
• Focus on the use Write in two columns on the board:
How often
Who
Where

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the survey. Ask,

"What's the name of the person answering the survey?"
[Robert Acosta] "What does occupation mean?" Uob)
"What's Robert's occupation?" [student]
• Tell Ss to read over the survey, and help with new
vocabulary as needed. Explain the meaning of other.
Say, "If Robert's answer is not on the list or he wants
to add a choice, he can choose other and give the extra
information."
• Say, "Listen for Robert's answers as he completes the
survey with a friend."
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-165 Ss listen.
• Play the recording again Say, "Listen. Check the boxes
next to Robert's answers." Ss listen and check (w') the
correct boxes.
• Check answers with the class: Play the recording
again. Pause after each of Robert's responses, and have
individual Ss read what they marked.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

once or twice a week
on weekends
to the movies; to restaurants
my friends
other: once a month
relax in front of the TV; other: do surveys in magazines

Figure
it out

c

• Preview the task Write survey questions 3 and 4 on the

board: Where do you 902 Who do you go out with2 Ask Ss to
come to the board to circle question words and underline
do I does. Point out that the question words are first.
• Direct Ss to item 1 in the exercise. Write on the board:
you I do I When I go out I 2 Ask Ss what word is first
[When]. Ask, "What word is second?" [do] "What word
is third?" [you]

When do you go out?
Who do you go out with?
What do you do in your free time?
How often does your family eat out together?

Place
Person
Number of times

• Tell Ss to look at the survey and find the kind of answer
that goes with each question word. Ask a S to come to
the board and draw lines to match the items in the two
columns.
• Explain that each question word asks for different
information: Who asks about people, where asks about
places, and how often asks about number of times.
• Try it out Write go to the movies on the board. Have Ss
suggest information questions with the expression, and
write them on the board (e.g., How often do you go to the

movies? Where do you go to the movies? Who do you go to
the movies with?). Ask a few Ss the questions. Then have Ss

take turns asking and answering the questions in pairs.

I

About
you '

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have pairs take turns asking and answering the questions.
Tell Ss to use a different color pen or an X to mark their
partners' answers.

Extra activity INDMDUALS
Ss write simple present statements al:1out their partners,
one statement for each question In the survey (e.g., Ws
goes out every night.).
Extra activity

PAIRS

Ss ask a new partner the survey questions. This time pairs
take turns � and answering each question using How
about you? For example:
A How often do you go out?
B Once or twice a week. How about you?
A I go out every night/

www.irLanguage.com
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fl Grammar
If)» 2.02

• Present the grammar chart
Ss listen and repeat.

• Do the task

Have Ss complete the task and then
compare answers with a partner. Check answers with the
class: Call on individual Ss to read the questions aloud.
Then have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

Play the recording.

• Understand the grammar

Ask a few Ss to name the
question words they remember from the survey without
looking at it, and write them on the board. Then tell Ss
to look at the chart and name any question words not on
the board.
• Ask, "What's the pattern for simple present information
questions?" Write it on the board:
question word + do / does + subject + verb?
Ask, "When do you use does?" [when the subject is he, she,
or it, or a singular noun]
• Ask a few Ss the questions in the chart, and have them
answer with their own information.
• Present How Often? Tell Ss to look at the time
expressions. Explain that the expressions answer How
often questions. Read the list aloud, and have Ss repeat.
Ask for other examples, and write them on the board (e.g.,

•

every morning, on Sunday mornings, once a month, two times
a week, twice a year).
Present Common Errors Tell Ss they need to use do or
does in most simple present questions. Point out that when
the subject is a question word (e.g., Who watches TV in
your house?} Ss do not need to use do or does. Write on the
board: Where she goes ? Where does she go? Ask Ss to point
out the correct form. Write two more questions on the
board with do or does missing (e.g., Where __ you eat
out? What __ your brother do on the weekends?). Ask Ss
to come to the board and write in do or does.

A

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Where do you go?
Who do you go with?
How often does he text?
When does she go?
So where do they go?
What do you do? I Where do you go?
What does she play?
Who do you go out with?

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions
aloud. Have a pair of Ss read the example conversation
aloud. Explain that Ss need to change the underlined
information in Exercise 2A. Have Ss take turns starting
conversations.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice SA on p. 143 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-143.)

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. To model
the task, write conversation l on the board. Point out that
the information in the last sentence of the conversation
can help Ss figure out the question.

8 Speaking naturally
A .. )» 2.03

• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to look at the three questions.
Explain that when English is spoken at normal
conversational speed, two words are often spoken as
one word, and the vowels are reduced. For example,
Do you . .. ? is usually pronounced /dayuw/ or /dyuw/.
In Wh-questions, do you is pronounced /dayuw/ or
/daya/. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.) Read the instructions aloud.
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.

B If)}) 2.04

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-166 Pause after

•

each conversation to give Ss time to write.
Play the recording again Check answers with the class:
Pause after each question, and have a S write it on the board.

Answers
1. A Do you relax in your free time?
A What do you do?
2. A Do you go to the movies?
A How often do you go?
• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner. Walk
around the room to monitor and encourage Ss to use the
reduced form of do you.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss write five information questions, then take turns
asking and answering questions with a partner. Remind
Ss to pay attention to the pronunciation of do you.

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 34 and 35. (The answer key begins
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\;,' on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

TV shows

ft Building language
• Set the scene

Say, "Some families watch TV when they
eat dinner. Does your family eat in front of the TV?" Ask
Ss to raise their hands. Ask, "Do you think it's OK?"

A .-i)) 2.os

• Preview the task

•

Say, "Look at the picture. Eric
and Mandy are at home. It's dinnertime. When does
Mandy watch TV? Close your books, and listen to the
conversation. When you hear the answers, take notes to
help you remember."
Play the recording Ss listen and write their answers.
Books open. Tell Ss to compare their answers with a
partner and then read the conversation and check their
answers. Check answers with the class. [in the morning
(the morning shows), at night (the late movie}, at dinner
(dinner in front of the TV)].

Say, "Can you find the word in each sentence that tells how
often we do something?" Have Ss call out answers, and
circle the words [hardly, usually, sometimes]. Ask, "Where
do you find these words most of the time?" [between
the subject I pronoun and the verb] "Which word is in a
different place?" [sometimes]
• Read the instructions. Tell Ss that Mandy and Eric say
these sentences. Ask, "What is the first missing word
in sentence I? Look at the conversation to help you."
[hardly ever]
• Do the task Have Ss complete the rest of the sentences.
Have individual Ss read their answers to the class.

Answers

1. I hardly ever watch TV. Well, sometimes I watch the
morning shows. 2. I usually watch the late movie.
3. You always have dinner in front of the TV. You never talk
to me.

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one playing the
role of Eric and the other playing the role of Mandy. Have
them read the conversation aloud and then change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs, taking
turns playing each role.

Figure
it out

• Try it out Ask a few Ss, "How often do you eat in front of

•

B

• Preview the task

Write on the board: I hardly ever watch
N I usually watch the late movie. Sometimes I think you watch
too much N

the TV?" Restate Ss' answers using a frequency adverb
(e.g., Sl: I eat in.front ofthe TV eve,y night T: You always eat
infront of the Tv.). Have Ss repeat the sentences with the
frequency adverbs.
Focus on the use Write on the board: always, usually,
sometimes, hardly ever. Say, "These words tell how often we
do something. T hey are called frequency adverbs."

fl Grammar
.-)» 2.06

• Present the grammar chart
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar

About
you

Play the recording.

Write on the board:
never "' 0%
always "' 100%
Tell Ss to look at the list of frequency adverbs in the
chart. Say, ".Always equals 100%. Never equals 0%." Have Ss
estimate the percentages for usually. often, sometimes and
hardly ever.
• Tell Ss to look at the chart. Ask, "Where do frequency
adverbs usually come in a sentence?" [ before the verb,
after the subject I pronoun] (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Present In Conversation Write on the board: I
sometimes eat out. I Sometimes I eat out. Point out the two
positions of sometimes. Ask, "Which is used more often in
conversation?" Tell Ss to read the information and find the
answer.
• Present Common Errors Write on the board: __ I
__ watch the news at night. (always I sometimes /never)
Ask three Ss to come to the board and write a frequency
adverb each in the correct place or places. Ask, "Which
adverbs can go between I and watch?" [all of them] "Which
can go before/?" [sometimes] "Can you put always and
never before Jin this sentence?" [no] Have Ss read the
information.

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Point out the position of never before the
verb. Have Ss complete the task. Have a few Ss read their
answers for each item to the class, and have Ss with the
same answer raise their hands.

Possible answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I never do my homework in front of the TV.
I hardly ever watch TV in the morning.
My family always has dinner in front of the TV.
My best friend often watches sports on TV.
Sometimes my family watches movies on Friday nights.
I always watch the news in the evening.
My friends and I sometimes watch TV shows in English.
I never watch commercials on TV.

• Read the example aloud. Tell Ss to compare answers with
a partner.
• Follow-up A few Ss report on their partners' activities
(e.g., Lisa often does her homework in.front ofthe Tv.).

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 5B on p. 143 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-143.)
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Q Building vocabulary
• Set the scene Ask, MWhat's the name of your favorite TV
show?" Ask several Ss to answer. Write the names of the
shows on the board.

A -4>)) 2.01

Word
sort

B

• Preview the task Ask Ss to look at the Likes column in

the chart. Point out the differences in meaning between
I love, I really like, and I like {from more strong to less
strong). Do the same for the Dislikes column. Tell the class
a kind of show you love and a kind you hate.
Present Note Write on the board: I like a cartoon on the
Cartoon channel. I like cartoons. Explain or elicit that the
first sentence is about one cartoon, whereas the second
one is about cartoons in general, or all cartoons.
Do the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
complete the chart.

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Read the

names of the types of TV shows aloud, and have Ss repeat.
For each type of TV show, ask Ss to find the name of a TV
show from the list on the board. If there isn't a name on the
board, ask Ss to think of a TV show as an example.
• Read the instructions aloud. Say, MListen to the parts of TV
shows. Find and number the matching pictures."
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-166 Ss listen and
number the pictures.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and repeat. Check
answers with the class: Pause after each item, and ask a
S to name the kind of show.

Answers

cartoon, 3
game show, 2
sitcom, 1

soap opera, 5
documentary, 7
the news, 4

talk show, 6

reality show, 8

• Follow-up Ss look at the names of TV shows on the

board. For each show that wasn't named as an example in
Preview the Task, Ss name the show type. Ask Ss, "Do you
know the names of any other kinds of TV shows?" Write
any new vocabulary on the board.

•

•

Culture note

North Americans often use love or hate to express likes
and _dislikes about everyday topics (e.g., movies, clothes,
food). However, when love and hate are used for people,
they have a different - and stronger - meaning; I love my
mother is different from / love chocolate.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Model the task by having two Ss read the example
conversation. You may want to model a negative answer:
Have a S ask the question, Do you like reality shows? and
answer "No, I don't. I can't stand reality shows."

Extra vocabulary KINDS OF TV SHOWS
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for kinds of
TV shows, such as sports shows, police I hosp/ta/ dramas,
docudramas (stories based on real-life events), talent
shows, magazine shows (reports about current topics in
the news and entertainment), makeover shows (programs
in which people change their appearance).

Extra activity

GROUPS

Divide the class into groups. Say a kind of TV show. Group
members write a list of as many shows of that kind as they
can in 30 seconds. Groups 58:f how many they wrote.
The group with the longest list reads their list. Repeat the
activity with other kinds of TV shows.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Ss talk about how often they watch the shows they like.
Write on the board: How o�en do you watch __ ? Ss look
at their partner's chart in Exercise 38 and ask a How often
question for each one.

-

• ·
Vocabulary notebook
�

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 52 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-52).

QTalk about it
A

• Do the task Have Ss find new partners and take turns

asking and answering questions about their first partner's
TV habits. Call on Ss to tell the class about their first
partners (in Exercise 4A).

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Point out that Ss will need their partner's answers for the
next activity so they should take notes. Ask pairs to read
the questions. Have Ss take turns asking and answering
the questions.

B

• Preview the task Go over the instructions and the

example conversation. Call on a S and ask about his or her
partner in Exercise 4A.
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Workbook

R

Assign Workbook pp. 36 and 37. (The answer key begins
\;;;' on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Do you go straight home?

C;> Lesson C recycles simple present yes-no and information questions, as well as frequency adverbs.

Q Conversation strategy
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "Stan
and Gabby are classmates. What do they study?" [music]
Ask, "What do you think they are talking about?" Write
Ss' ideas on the board. "What do they study?" [music] "Are
they classmates?" [yes]

A

• Preview the task Have Ss read the title of the lesson.

•

Ask, "What does go straight home mean?" (you don't go
anywhere or do anything first). Ask, "Do you go straight
home?" and have Ss raise their hands for yes.
Do the task Have Ss work in pairs to think of six
things people often do after class. Elicit ideas and write
them on the board. Go over unfamiliar vocabulary (e.g.,
meetfriends I go to a coffee shop I go to the library I do
homework).

B �>» 2.oa

D .->» 2.09

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to

read all the questions in the left-hand column and then all
the questions in the right-hand column.
• Have Ss look at the example. Explain, "For question 1,/ is
the best second question." Have a S read aloud question l
and question f. Say, "Find the second questions to all of the
first questions. Use each answer choice only once."
• Play the recording Ss listen and review their answers.
Check answers with the class: Read each numbered
question aloud, and call on a S to read the second question
that goes with it.

Answers
1. f

3. g

4. e

5. b

6. a

7. h

8. c

• Follow-up Ss look at the questions in the left-hand

column and make up a different second question for
each one. Ss work in pairs. Sl reads the questions from
the book, and S2 reads his or her new second question.
Ss change roles.

• Write on the board:
after class

2. d

meet a friend

the food's good

Tell Ss that they will listen to a conversation that includes
the words on the board. Have a few Ss guess the topic of
the conversation.
• Say, "Listen. What does Gabby do after class?"
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the
answers.
• Check answers with the class. [Gabby usually goes straight
home. Sometimes she meets a friend for dinner.]
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.
• Follow-up Ask, "What's the topic of the conversation?"
[places students go after class, places to eat out
after class] Ss who correctly guessed the topic of the
conversation raise their hands.

c

• Present Notice Tell Ss to read the information. Have Ss

find another example in the conversation. [Oh, where do
you go? I mean, do you go somewhere nice?]
Ask, "Why do you think Stan asks two questions like
this?" [so his questions are clear] Explain that asking
questions in two ways like this sounds friendly, too. Ask,
"How does it sound if Stan asks his questions like this:
What do you do after class? Where do you work? How do you
like it?" [maybe not so friendly; maybe a little rude or too
direct] (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)

About
you

E

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

•

Model the activity by having a pair read the example
conversation. Have pairs take turns asking and answering
the pairs of questions in Exercise lD using their own
information.
Follow-up Several pairs present one of their
conversations to the class.

Extra activity CLASS

Ss play a chain game. S1 asks S2, \l\lhat do you do after
class? Do you ... ? S2 responds. S2 then asks S3, What
do you do after class? Do you . .. ? using a different
second question. The game continues in this way until no
one can think of another second question.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus

Write on the board: I mean. Tell
Ss to look at the conversation between Stan and Gabby.
Read the information about I mean aloud, and ask two Ss
to read the examples.
• Ask, "How does Stan use I mean?" [to repeat his ideas]
"How does Gabby use I mean?" [to say more about
something) Explain to Ss that people use I mean when
they want to say the same thing in a different way, or when
they want to say more or give more information. Say, "You
can also say I mean as you are speaking to give you time to
think. It shows other people you want to say more."
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Write on the
board: 10, 15, 20, 25. Ask, "Is I mean in the top 10, 15,
20, or 25 expressions?" Ask Ss to raise their hands as you
read out each number. Read the information aloud for
the answer.

• Play the recording

Ss check their answers.

Answers

1. b. I mean, I often go to bed early during the week.
2. A e. I mean, are they good?
B c. I mean, they're not cheap, but they're good.
3. a. I mean, we have dinner and watch a movie.
4. A f. I mean, do you have any free time?
B d. I mean, I have two part-time jobs.

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

A �i» 2.10

• Preview the task

Books open. Read the instructions
aloud. Ask Ss to read the example sentences in the box.
Help with new vocabulary as needed.
• Say, "Look at conversation 1. Which sentence in the box
is the best completion?" [b. I mean, I often go to bed early
during the week.]
• Do the task Have Ss work on their own to complete the
remaining conversations with sentences from the box.

Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to practice the conversations in Exercise 2A. Then
have pairs take turns asking and answering the questions
using their own information. Have a few pairs act out one
of their conversations for the class.

Extra activity CLASS

Ss go around the class and ask and answer the four
questions in Exercise 2A.

Q Listening and strategies
A �i» 2.11

• Do the task

Have Ss find new partners. Write on the
board: Where do you go on Friday n,:ghts?Elicit possible
second questions and write them on the board (e.g.,/ mean,
do you go out to dinner?). Tell Ss to work together to think
of new second questions for each of the questions in
Exercise 3A. Tell Ss to take turns asking their questions,
and giving their own answers.
Follow-up Call on Ss to tell the class about their
partners.

• Preview the task

Call on Ss to read the questions aloud.
Elicit possible answers for each question from the class.
Read the instructions aloud.
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-166 Play the first
item. Stop the recording and ask, "What question is the
person answering?" [So what do you usually do in the
evenings? I mean, do you spend time with your family?]
Tell Ss to write 1 next to the question. Then tell Ss to listen
and number the remaining questions.

•

Answers

1, 2,5,4,3

•

Extra activity

PAIRS
Write the following questions on the board:

Do you often go to the movies?
Do you see your family a lot?
What's your house like in the morning?
Whef't! do you go on the weekends?

About
you

B

• Preview the task
•

Read the instructions aloud. Model
the activity. Call on a few Ss and ask questions from
Exercise 3A.
Do the task Have Ss take turns asking and answering
the questions with a partner. Call on Ss to tell the class
about their partners.

About
you

c

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud and model
the task. Write on the board: So what do you usually do in
the evenings2Elicit possible second questions and write
them on the board (e.g.• I mean, do you go out to dinner?).
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Ss choose one of the questions and write a second
question for it. Then Ss work in pairs and take turns
starting a conversation using their questions.

Free Talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 5 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-131.)

Workbook

R

Assign Workbook pp. 38 and 39. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson

D Technology addicts

ft Reading

• Set the scene Ask, "What is technology?" Elicit ideas
and write them on the board (e.g., computers, cellphones,
smartphones, tablets, video games). Write on the board:
How often do you use technology? How many hours do you
spend on your computer every day?

Say, "A technology addict spends all his on her time on
a computer or a cell phone. Are you addicts?" Ask, "How
many hours do you spend on your computer every day?
An hour? Two hours? Ten hours?" Ask a few Ss to answer.
Ask more questions using the ideas on the board (e.g., How
often do you use your cell phone I tablet?). Ask Ss to decide
who is a technology addict.

A
Prereading
• Preview the task Read the two statements aloud.
Explain any new vocabulary.
• Do the task Have Ss check the statements they agree
with. Tell Ss to compare their answers with a partner.
• Present Reading Tip Read the tip aloud. Explain that
asking questions helps readers look for answers and
understand more. Ask, "What other questions can you ask
about this article?"
• Say, "Guess what a technology diet is. Use the picture
to help you guess." [using less technology] Ask, "What
technology is in the picture?" [headphones, a (laptop)
computer, a phone, a tablet)"
• Ask Ss to suggest words that might be in the reading.
Make a list on the board.

B
During reading
• Do the reading Read the instructions. Ask Ss to read
the entire article and find six things that technology
addicts do.

Answers
1. Check email and text messages first thing in the
morning.
2. Go out with one friend, but talk to a different friend on
the phone.
3. Spend a lot of time on social networks.
4. Hardly ever see their friends.
5. Answer calls or texts in a movie theater.
6. Spend more than six hours a day online.

• Ask Ss to read the article again, underlining any
vocabulary they do not know. Hav� Ss call out the words
they underlined. Write the words on the board. Tell Ss who
know the meanings to explain them. Write the meanings
on the board, providing help as needed.
• Ask the class, "Do you know any technology addicts? If yes,
raise your hand. Why do you think the person is an addict?"
(e.g., He spends a lot oftime online; She doesn't have anyfriends

c

because sheplays video games a lot).

Postreading
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss read the statements of advice aloud. T hen have Ss
do the task.
• Tell Ss to compare their answers with a partner. Check
answers with the class.
Answers
1. Bad advice
2. Good advice
3. Good advice

4. Bad advice
5. Good advice
6. Good advice
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f.l Listening and speaking
• Set the scene Ask, "What thing in your bag is most

important to you?" Elicit ideas. Ask Ss to raise their hand
if their phones are the most important thing.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Have several Ss call out ideas, and write
them on the board.

B �>)) 2.12

• Preview the task Read the choices listed for Megan and
Ryan aloud. Help with new vocabulary as needed. Say,
"Look at the list on the board. Are any of the activities on
Megan's or Ryan's lists?" Have Ss call out.
• Read the instructions aloud. Say, UListen to Megan and
Ryan talk about what they use their phones for. Listen for
their answers, and check the boxes."
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-166 Ss listen and
check (.f) the boxes.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class. [Megan: She
checks her email. She goes on her social networking
site; Ryan: He texts people. He takes photos. He calls his
girlfriend.]

About
you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask

• Do the task Have Ss take turns asking and answering

the questions in pairs.
• Ask different Ss to report their answers to the questions.
<!:> Recycle a conversation strategy Have Ss work in
pairs to take turns asking and answering several of the
questions. Ask Ss to show interest in the conversation by
using Really? and asking a follow-up question (e.g., SJ:
I call my parents a lot. S2: Really? How often do you talk

to them?).

Extra activity

PAIRS

Pairs write three additional questions about phone habits.
Pairs exchange questions and discuss their answers. Two
pairs then share their answers.

Extra activity CLASS

Ss write any five yes-no questions about phone use. They
can use their own ideas or questions from the lesson. Ss
ask three other Ss the questions and write the answers.
Ss report any interesting information they learn about their
classmates.

Sounds right
Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 5 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

different Ss to each read a discussion question aloud.

&writing
A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

examples aloud. Have Ss list all the different ways they
use a computer or phone. Have Ss compare ideas with a
partner.

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. Say,

"Use and to link sentences with information that is alike."
Write on the board:
My nome 1s _ I teoch Englrsh
Say, ul want to link these two ideas." Erase the period, and
replace it with a comma and and:
My nome ,s -, ond I teach Engl,sh
• Say, UUse but to link two ideas that are different." Write on
the board:
I J,ke the new toblets I'm not sure
Say, UI want to link these two ideas." Erase the period, and
replace it with a comma and but.
I /,ke the new toblets, but I'm not sure
(For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Do the task Have Ss read the email and underline the
words and and but.
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c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask,

"Why does Gemma want a tablet? What does Gemma
want to know?" Elicit answers. Ask, uWhat do you use a
tablet for in class?" Write Ss' ideas on the board.
• Do the task Have Ss write a reply to Gemma's email.
Remind Ss to use and and but to link ideas.
• Have Ss share their emails with a partner. Suggest they ask at
least one information question about their partner's answer.
• Recycle Have Ss check their partner's emails for capital
letters and periods where necessary.

About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss compare their answers to the quiz with a partner.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 40 and 41. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary Notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
• Present learning Tip

Read the information and
examples aloud. Say, "It is useful to study verbs with the

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Ask Ss to look at the chart. Point out that they can use
each word or expression from the box only once.
• Have Ss complete the chart. Check answers with the class.

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Ask Ss
to look at the chart. Point out they can write any word or
expression that can go after each verb. If they need help,
tell Ss to look through the unit for ideas. Remind Ss to use
to after go when it is followed by location names (e.g., go to
the gym).
Do the task Have Ss complete the chart. Check answers
with the class: Have Ss call out their words or expressions.
Make lists on the board. Say, "If any of the words on the
board are not on your list, add them."

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up In the next few classes, Ss report some of the

new verbs + words and expressions that they have written
in their flip pads. Write these on the board for other Ss
to copy.

C>.l<'
.

words that go after them. For example, the words music,
sports, and soccer are all words that can go after the verb
play." Ask Ss to name two more words that can follow play
(e.g., chess, baseball, CDs).
C;> These tasks recycle vocabulary for talking about
routines and free-time activities.

Answers

play: music, video games, on a team, soccer
eat: breakfast, dinner, lunch, snacks
take: a class, lessons
do: the laundry, homework

Now I can •••

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.I)
the items they know and put a question mark(?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss
as required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.

o,O.,J"c:,.

0�
irLanguage
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UNIT(0

Lesson A

Neighborhoods
Nice places

Grammar There's and There are
(See Student's Book p. 55.)

There's and There are

Form

• There's I There is + singular noun
There's a big supermarket.
• There are + plural noun
There are some nice stores.

Use

This structure is used to say that something exists (or not).
For example, people say, There's a park in my neighborhood,
rather than A park is in my neighborhood.

Grammar Quantifiers

(See Student's Book p. 55.)
• This lesson focuses on the quantifiers a lot of, a couple of,
no, and some.
• A couple ofis an informal expression and should not be
used by Ss in formal writing. Although its literal meaning
is "two," it generally means "a few."
• No can be used before singular and plural nouns.

• In about 25 percent of cases in conversation,
There's - not There are - is used to introduce a plural.
In writing and formal speaking this is incorrect, but in
conversation it often goes unnoticed.
• The most frequent negative forms are There's no and
There are no. These are more frequent than the forms
There isn't a and There aren't any.

Adjectives

Most of the adjectives taught In the lesson are in the top
600 words in conversation. Both small and little are taught.
Their meanings overlap, though little is often used to
describe something in a positive way: a nice little town.

Common error with adjectives

In some languages, adjectives change form and agree with
the noun. Ss may add an -s to adjectives. Adjectives in
English do not add an -s. (There are some nice restaurants
restetm11'7fs.)
NOT Rie,eere seme

mees

Speaking naturally Word stress

Grammar Adjectives

(See Student's Book p. 55.)
Adjectives in English usually come before, not after, the
noun: a beautiful park, not a park beautifuL

Lesson B

G Corpus information

(See Student's Book p. 55.)
The exercise on word stress introduces the concept of
stressed syllables within words. Stressed syllables are usually
said louder and longer with a clear vowel sound; unstressed
syllables generally have reduced vowels, often to a schwa /';!J/.

What time is it?

Vocabulary Telling time

(See Student's Book pp. 56-57.}
The lesson presents ways of asking and telling the time. It
includes two ways of giving approximate time: about and
around 10:00 p.m.

--�
,@, Corpus information

Telling time

• People generally use What time is it? when they are
talking to people they know. They are more likely to ask
Do you have the time? when they stop someone on the
street.
• When asked the time on quarter hours, people answer
with [hour]+ fifteen (e.g., two-fifteen) 10 times more
often than with (a) quarter after. People say (a) quarter
to + [hour] and [hou� + forty-five about equally.
• People use the article a with quarter about 40 percent
of the time.
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Grammar Let's

(See Student's Book p. 57.)

Form

• Let's + base form of the verb
Let's go.
• Let's is the contraction of Let us. Let us is never used in
conversation.

Use

• Let's is used to make suggestions to do something.
Let's go to a movie.
• It is also used for commands, for example, in class:
Let's start.

@ Corpus information

Let's

• The most common use of Let's is in the expression
Let's see. Go is the next most common verb after Let's.
• The negative is Let's not: Let's not go. It accounts for
fewer than 2 percent of the uses of Let's.

Lesson

C Me too!

Conversation strategy Me too and Me neither

(See Student's Book p. 58.)
• Me too and Me neither are responses listeners can use to
show that they agree or have something in common with
the speaker.
• Showing that you agree with, or have similar experiences
to, the speaker can create a friendly atmosphere in
conversation.
• Me too is the response to agree with an affirmative
statement. For example:
A I'm hungry.
B Me too.
• Me neither is the response to agree with a negative
statement. For example:
A I'm not hungry.
B Me neither.

�

·g: Corpus information

Me either and Me neither
Me either is an alternative to Me neither and is more
common. Some people, however, consider it Incorrect.

Lesson

Strategy plus Right and I know

(See Student's Book p. 59.)
• These two expressions can show that you agree with or
understand the other speaker in a conversation.
• They are also frequently used to show that you are
listening, especially if the other speaker has a lot to say.

G Corpus information
Right

Right is one of the top 50 words. In an analysis of
a small sample, about half of its uses were to show
agreement; about a quarter were to show listening;
and another 15 percent could have been either one.

Know

Know is one of the top 20 words. About a third of its
occurrences are in the expression I know, and about
30 percent of those are responses.

D A neighborhood guide

Help note Prepositions
(See Student's Book p. 61.)
• The Help Note presents some of the prepositions used to
talk about place and time including through, at.from . .. to,
between ... and.

• Advertisements often use a dash ( - ) between times
and days:
8-10 = from 8 to 10, between 8 and 10
Monday-Thursday= Monday through Thursday
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Neighborhoods
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.
Introduce the theme of the unit Read the title of the unit aloud. Ask. "What is a
neighbor?" (a person who lives next to or near you] Say, "A neighborhood is the area
around you. What are some things in the neighborhood around here?" Call on Ss to
answer (e.g., restaurant, park, gym, library).

In Unit 6, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity ClASS
Ss look through their Student's Books and find examples

of places to go to in a neighborhood (e.g., gym, p. 6:

park. p. 8; library, p. 11; store, p. 36; restaurant, movie
theater, club, p. 43; supermarket, post office, an apartment
building, p. 54; cafe, p. 58; gallery, p. 60; beach, p. 65). Ss
call out the places and the corresponding page numbers

as they find them.

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the places in the pictures Tell Ss to look at

the pictures. Read the names of the places aloud. Ask, "Do
you know of any of these places?"

Culture note
Malls are very popular in the United States. Teenagers
often go there after school and on weekends to meet their
friends. One of the largest malls in the U.S. is The Mall
of America, which opened in 1992. It has more than 500
stores and 50 restaurants and also features nightclubs and
movie theaters.
• Point out each picture in turn. Read the new vocabulary,
and write the words on the board: a mall, a stadium, a park,
a museum. Have Ss repeat the words.
• Tell a S to read the first question under Before You Begin.
Ask, "What do people do at these places?" (a mall: shop,
eat, see movies; a park: play sports, have picnics, run; a
museum: look at art, take classes; a stadium: watch I play
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sports, go to concerts] T hen ask, "Do we have a __ in
our city?" for each place. If the answer is yes, have Ss cal1
out the names of the places and tell the class as much as
they can about each place. Write the names under the
words on the board.

C;, Recycle vocabulary and a conversation
strategy This task recycles adverbs of frequency, time

expressions, and the conversation strategy I mean. Ask, "How
often do you go to places like the ones in the pictures?" Have
Ss work in pairs to talk about each place listed on the board:
mall, stadium, park, museum. Write the following example on
the board as a model:
I often go to the mall. I mean, I go three or four times a
week. How about you?

Extra activity CLASS
Ss name and talk about famous or special places in their
city. Help Ss with the general vocabulary for the places in
English (e.g., harbor, marl<et, zoo, bridge, monument).

Lesson A

Nice places

ft Getting started
A
•

Preview and do the task

Have a S read aloud the list of
places. To model the activity, have Ss look at the map. Say,
"Do you see an apartment building?" [yes] Tell Ss to check
the first box.
Have Ss continue and check the places they see. Tell Ss to
add other places they see. Check answers with the class.
Write the other places they see on the board.

Answers
Check: an apartment building, an outdoor cafe,
a supermarket, a swimming pool, a movie theater, a post
office; Add: restaurants, a gift store, a boutique, a gym,
a park, a bookstore

B

._)» 2.13

Preview the task Direct Ss' attention to the web page.
Read the title aloud. Ask, "What does popular mean?"
[People like it.]
Say, "T hese are comments posted on a website. Listen
to the people's opinions of their neighborhood, and
read along. Which people like the neighborhood? Why?
Underline the answers that tell the things they like."
Play the recording Ss listen, read along, and underline
the answers.
Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check answers
with the class: Have Ss say which people like the
neighborhood and what things the people like [Amy:
yes - a supermarket and some nice stores; Paul: yes cafes, movie theaters, swimming pool, a park; Stacy: no].
Play the recording again Say. "Stacy doesn't like
the neighborhood. Underline what's missing from the
neighborhood for her." Ss underline as they listen. Check
answers with the class [mall, fast-food places].
Ask, "What is the supermarket like?" [big] Write on the
board: big. Do the same with stores [nice], outdoor cafes
[nice], swimming pool [new], park [beautiful, little,
small], restaurants [expensive]. Explain that the words
on the board are adjectives. They tell us about or give
information about nouns.
Ask Ss questions about the neighborhood around your
class (e.g., What is the cafe like? What is the park like?), and
encourage them to answer with adjectives.
• Ask Ss to name places in their own neighborhoods using
adjectives (e.g., a big park). Write them on the board.
Extra vocabulary NEIGHBORHOOD PLACES
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for places
in a neighborhood, such as bank, deli (a small food store),

parking lot, newsstand, fountain.

Figure
it out

c
•

I

Preview the task Say, "Look at the picture of Parkview
again. Count the parks." [one] "Count the apartment
buildings." [two] "Count the restaurants." [six] "Count
the schools." [zero] Write on the board:

There's a park.
There are a couple of apartment buildings.
There are some restaurants.
There are no schools. I There's no school.
• Ask a S to come to the board and underline the verbs. Ask
a different S to come to the board and circle the nouns.
[verbs: 's, are; nouns: park, buildings, restaurants, schools,
school] Ask, "Why is There's correct in the first sentence
but the others use There are? [It's singular; there is one
park.]
• Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss circle the words. Have Ss compare
their answers with a partner. Check answers with the
class: Ask several Ss to read their answers aloud. Ask Ss
who disagree to raise their hands.
Answers
1. There's 2. There are 3. no 4. restaurants 5. theaters
•

Focus on the form Write on the board:
no
a
a couple of
some
a lot of
Then write:
There are __ cafes
Ask Ss to call out the words on the board that can be used
in the blank, and write them on the board [a lot of, some,
a couple of, no]. Do the same for There's __ sw1mm1ng por'
[a, no]

Extra activity GROUPS
Ss tell the group if they like their neighborhood and give
one reason why or why not. Ss use adjectives like the
ones in the interviews (e.g., I don't like my neighborhood.
It's expensive.; I like my neighborhood. It's bea.utiful.). Ss
choose one member to report about group members'
opinions of their neighborhoods.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Books closed. Ss have one minute to list all the kinds of
places they can remember in Parkview (e.g., restaurants).
Ss compare answers in pairs and then open their books to
check their answers. Ss report the number of places they
were able to name.
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fl Grammar
.. )» 2.14

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
•

•

•

•

•

•

listen and repeat. Have Ss check (.I) the statements that
are true about their own neighborhood.
Understand the grammar Write on the board: There's a
park. Read the sentence aloud. Write on the board: 1 park =
singular noun. Ask, "What's the pattern for the sentence?"
[Theres I There is+ singular noun] Write it on the board.
Write on the board: There are some outdoor cafes. Read the
sentence aloud. Write on the board: 2 or more cafes = plural
noun. Ask, "What's the pattern for this sentence?" [There
are+ plural noun] Write it on the board.
Call out places and ask a few Ss if there are any of those
places in the neighborhood around their school (e.g.,
T: cafe SI: There are two cafes.). Other Ss raise their hands if
they think an answer is incorrect and say why.
Write on the board: a lot of, a couple of. Say, "These
expressions tell how many." Explain that a couple of means
"two," but people often use it to mean "two or three."
Explain that a lot of means "many."
Direct Ss' attention to the second column. Point out that
adjectives usually come before nouns. Call on a few Ss to
each make a sentence using an adjective.
Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
(For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)

A

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Direct

Ss' attention to item 1. Say, "Theres a ... how many are we
looking for?" [one] Have Ss look at the completions on the
right. Ask, "Which are only one?" [stadium, small gym]
Have Ss look at p. 54 to find a gym or a stadium [There's a
gym, so dis the correct match.].

8 Speaking naturally
A .. ))) 2.15

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the three words in

•

the box. Say, "These are three patterns for word stress in
English. Stress means that one part of the word is said a
little louder and more clearly." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.) Read the
instructions aloud.
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat, paying
attention to the word stress.

B .. )» 2.16

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Play the first three items, pausing

•

after each to point out the example answer in the chart.
Play the remaining items, pausing after each one to give Ss
time to write their answer.
Play the recording again Check answers with the class:
Pause after each word, and have a S repeat it and give its
column number.
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• Do the task Have Ss match the remaining sentence parts.
• Have Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check
answers with the class: Call on different Ss to read their
answers.
Answers
1. d

About
you

B

2. c

3. e

4. b

5.a

I

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Read the example sentence aloud. Ask, "Where does the
adjective go?" [before the noun and after the quantifier]
• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
• Have Ss complete the task. Check answers with the class
[l. no good movie theaters; 2. a lot of cheap fast-food
places; 3. a couple of fun clubs; 4. an interesting museum;
5. no convenient subway station; 6. a nice outdoor cafe].
• Say, "Now make the sentences true for your neighborhood.
Write your new sentences and then read them to a partner."
Have a S read the example aloud. Have Ss complete the task.

Extra activity PAIRS
Ss write four true and four false sentences about their
classroom using There's, There are, There's no, There are
no. 81 reads his or her sentences. 82 agrees or corrects
the false statements (e.g., 51: There's a clock. 52: No.
There are a couple of clocks.). 8s change roles and do
the task again.
Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 6A on p. 144 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-144.)

Answers
1
movie
noisy
building
boring

2
stadium
theater
neighborhood
beautiful

3
apartment
expensive
museum
convenient

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

aloud. Have a S read the example statement aloud. Have
pairs decide on five places they want in their perfect
neighborhood.
• Pairs report about their perfect neighborhood. When
groups finish, Ss vote on which neighborhood they like best.
• Follow-up Have Ss work in pairs to decide on five things
they do not want in their perfect neighborhoods.

Workbook

R

Assign Workbook pp. 42 and 43. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

What time is it?

ft Building vocabulary
• Set the scene

Write on the board: Telling the time. Say,
"This lesson is about how to tell the time." Tell Ss to look
at the pictures. Ask, "What do we use to tell time?" [watch,
clock, phone, tablet] "Do you use a watch?" Ask Ss to raise
their hands.

A .. >» 2.11
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat the times. Ask
•

Ss, "What time is it now?"
Present Note Read the information aloud. Ask Ss to say
the current time and use a.m. or p.m. T hen ask individual
Ss to answer these questions using a.m. and p.m.: "What
time do you eat breakfast?" "What time do you eat
dinner?"

Extra activity INDMDUALS
Call out a series of times (e.g., seven a.m.• three-thirty

p.m., twenty-five after one, midnight, ten-forty-five, a

quarter to two). 8s write them in numbers and compare

answers.

B
• Present In Conversation

Books closed. Write on the
board: two-fifteen I a quarter after two. Read the times,
and ask, "Which one is more common?" Point to each
one, and ask for a show of hands. Books open. Ask a S to
read In Conversation aloud to find the answer. (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)

• Preview the task
•

Read the instructions aloud. Ask two
Ss to read the example conversation aloud.
Do the task Have pairs take turns asking for and
telling the remaining times. Explain that more than one
answer may be correct. Check answers with the class: Ask
different Ss to call out the times on the clocks.

Answers

1. It's five-fifteen. I It's a quarter after five.
2. It's eight-thirty.
3. It's seven o'clock.
4. It's twelve p.m. I It's noon.
5. It's one-oh-five. I It's five after one.
6. It's twelve a.m. I It's midnight.
7. It's nine-forty-five. I It's a quarter to ten.
8. It's three-forty. I It's twenty to four.

Extra activity PAIRS
Each 8 draws five clock faces and shows them to his or
her partner. $1 asks. "What time Is 1t7• $2 responds. Ss
change roles and do the task again. Alternatively, 81 writes
five times and says them to 82. S2 writes the times in
numbers. 81 checks that they are correct.
· - Vocabulary notebook
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 62 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class or assign
them for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-62.)

fl Listening
.. >)) 2.18
• Set the scene

Write on the board: concert, movie, soccer
match. Explain that concerts, movies, and soccer matches
are events. Say, "Before you go to one of these events,
what information do you need?" Call on Ss for ideas (e.g.,
where, what time, price). Ask, "Where can you find out the
information?" [friends, newspaper, TV, radio, posters,
Internet]
• Preview the task Ask Ss to read the list of events aloud.
Ask, "How often do you go to events like these?" Call out
each event, and have several Ss say how often they go.
Ask, "Where do you usually go for each event?" [concert stadium, club, park; soccer match - park, field, stadium:
art exhibit - museum, gallery; play - theater, park, school]
Have Ss look at the chart and ask, "What information are
you listening for?" [place and time]
• Say, "Information about these events is on the radio.
Listen to the radio show, and complete the chart."
• Play the recording Audlo script p. T-166 Pause after
each item to give Ss time to write.
• Play the recording again Ss review their answers.
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

concert: at the park, 5:30 p.m.
soccer match: at the stadium, 3:30
art exhibit: at the museum, 12:00 noon

play: at the City Theater, 7:45

Extra activity PAIRS/ GROUPS
Sa create their own listening activity. Pairs make their own
chart Hke the one In Listening with four different events.
Pairs make a separate llst of Information about each event
(e.g., what time It starts, where the event Is). Pairs then
work with another pair and exchange charts. The first
pair reads aloud the Information about their events. The
second pair llstena and completes the chart. Pairs then
change roles.
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@l Building language
• Set the scene Tell Ss to read the conversation. Ask,

"What is the conversation about?" [a concert in the park}

A -4)» 2.19

• Preview the task Say, "Erin is at work. Kyle calls Erin to
tell her about a free concert. Close your books and listen.
What time is the concer t? Write the answer."
Play the recording Ss listen and write the answer. Ask
Ss for the answer, and write it on the board.
Play the recording again Ss open their books and
read along. Ask, "Is the answer on the board correct?"
[7:30 p.m.J

•
•

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one playing
Kyle and the other playing Erin. Have them read the
conversation aloud and then change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to take turns playing the roles of Kyle and
Erin. Encourage Ss to look at their partners as they speak.

Figure
it out

B

•

[What time does it start? What time is it now? What
time do you finish?] Tell Ss to find and circle the word
let's in the conversation. [ let's go, let's meet, let's get] Say,
"Underline the word after let's. What kind of word is it?"
[verb] Read the instructions aloud.
Do the task Direct Ss' attention to the first conversation.
Ask, "What words complete the question?" [What time
does] Remind Ss to look at the conversation. Have Ss
complete the conversations. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A What time does;

B at;

2. A go;

B Let's

• Try it out Tell Ss to have a conversation like conversation
2 with a partner. Have pairs choose one of the sentences and
make plans (e.g., where to go, what to do I see, when to meet).
• Focus on the form and the use Write on the board:
Let's __ at 6:45. Have Ss suggest words to go in the
blank, and write them on the board (e.g., eat, meet).
Explain that a verb comes after Let's and that Let's is an
expression often used for suggestions.

• Preview the task Tell Ss to find and underline the

questions about time in the conversation in Exercise 3A.
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• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations and

then compare them with a partner. Check answers with
the class: Call on two Ss to read each conversation.

Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss listen

and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Ask as, "What time is it?"

•

. Ask another S,
Write the answer on the board: It's
"What time does class start?" Write the answer on the
board: t _t,,rts .,,,
Review do I does. Point out the questions, What time does
the concert start? What time do supermarkets dose? Ask Ss
to underline the noun that do or does goes with. Explain
that does goes with the singular noun concert-, do goes with
the plural noun supermarkets and with you.
Tell Ss to read Suggestions. Ask, "What's the pattern for
Let's?" [Let's+ verb] Write it on the board. Say, "Suggestions
with Let'sinclude the speaker."
Present In Conversation Ask a S to read the information
aloud. Tell Ss to ask and answer the question with three
classmates.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss arrange to go to a concert in the park with a friend.
Groups write as many Let's expressions as they can in two
minutes about what to do before the event. Ask groups to
report, and make a list on the board (e.g., Let's get tickets.
Let's take a camera. Let's meet at two o'clock.).

Answers

1. B What time does; 2. A Let's; B what time do;
3. A Let's; B What time does; 4. A Let's; B What
time do

• Practice Have Ss practice the conversation in pairs,

taking turns playing each role. Then have Ss practice
again, changing the times in each conversation.

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

With the class, make a list of events that are taking place
this week, with locations and starting times. Have two Ss
read the example conversation aloud.
• Tell pairs to discuss three of the events, choose one event,
and make plans to go to it together. Have pairs prepare a
conversation and present it to other pairs.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 6B on p. 144 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-144. )

Workbook

A

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two
Ss read the example aloud.
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Fl Assign Workbook pp. 44 and 45.
',;;} on p. T-173.)

(The answer ke y begins

Lesson C

Me too!

C:;> Lesson C recycles simple present statements, there is

Q Conversation strategy
Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

M

Write on the board:

A I love this neighborhood.
B Me too!

Ask, "What does B mean here by Me too?" [I like this
neighborhood too.] Say, "Think about your neighborhood.
Think of other things person A can say so that person
B can say 'Me too.'" Ask Ss to call out ideas (e.g., I like
the restaurants around here.). Write the best ideas on the
board.

I there are, and adjectives.
• Ask Ss to find examples of Me too and Me neither in the
conversation [Carly: I'm starving. Omar: Me too; Omar:
I don't usually have breakfast in the mornings. Carly:
No, me neither.]. To check comprehension, ask, "Is Omar
starving?" [yes] "Does Carly usually have breakfast in the
mornings?" [no] Ask, "What do Omar and Carly have in
common?" [They're starving. T hey don't eat breakfast in
the mornings.]

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have two Ss read the first conversation and the example
answer. Have Ss complete the task. Check answers with
the class.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss answer the question in pairs. Call on Ss to share
their ideas with the class (e.g., the time; it's about lunch;
Omar is hungry.).

B

-.>» 2.21

• Tell Ss to look at the picture again. Ask Ss to predict five
words they may hear in the conversation. Write the words
on the board (e.g. .food, hungry. It's noon.).
• Say, "Listen to the recording. What's the cafe like?"
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write notes
about the cafe. Have Ss compare ideas. Ask a few Ss to
give their answers, and write them on the board (e.g., It's
new. It looks nice. It's expensive.). Deal with any vocabulary
questions.
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

c

• Present Notice Have a S read the information aloud. Tell

Ss, "Say Me too to agree with an affirmative statement.
For example, to show you agree with the affirmative
statement I like concerts, you can say Me too." Say "I like
our school," and prompt Ss to respond with Me too. Tell
Ss, "Say Me neither to agree with a negative statement.
Negative statements often have not or a contraction with
not. For example, to show that you agree with the negative
statement I don't like concerts, you can say Me neither." Say,
"I don't like rude people," and prompt Ss to respond with
Me neither. (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.)

Answers

1. me too 2. Me neither 3. me neither
5. Me neither 6. me too

4. me too

• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

About
you

E

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two
Ss read the example conversation. Tell Ss to look at what

A says in conversation 1 in Exercise ID. Ask, "Is A hungry
in conversation l?" [yes] "Is A hungry in the example

conversation?" [not really) Call on a few Ss and ask, "Are
you hungry?" If Ss say yes, tell them to leave the sentence
as it is. If Ss say no, ask, "How can you make the sentence
true?" [I'm not very hungry right now.)
• Do the task Have Ss read the sentences and make
changes if necessary (e.g., from affirmative to negative, or
negative to affirmative). Have Ss read their sentences to a
partner.
• Ss take turns saying their sentences and responding with
me too or me neither when they agree. If they disagree, they
should respond with Really? and a contrasting sentence.

Extra activity CLASS

Write on the board: I'm __ . I'm not __ . Ss complete
the sentences. This time Ss go around the class trying to
find someone who has nothing In common with them.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Tell Ss to look back at the

conversation on p. 58 and find the expressions Right and
I know. Say, "What do you think they mean?" [I agree with
you. I I think you're right. I I understand.]
• Tell Ss to read Strategy Plus to find the two uses of the
expressions. (For more information, see Language Notes
at the beginning of this unit.)
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Ask the class
which they think is used more often, right or know (as in
I know). Say each, and have Ss raise their hands. Have Ss
look at their books, and ask a S to read the information
aloud.
About
you

•

Tell Ss they can choose one of the words in bold, or they
can add a different word on the line.
Do the task Have Ss complete the statements. Have two
Ss read the example conversation aloud. Ask a few Ss to
read a statement aloud. If other Ss agree, they say Right or

!know.

• Have pairs take turns saying their sentences and
responding with Right and I know.
• Follow-up Pairs practice the conversations one more
time, this time giving their actual opinions. Tell Ss to use
Right or I know for agreement or Really? with a follow-up
statement for disagreement (e.g., Really? I think this is a

boring neighborhood.).

• Preview the task Write on the board:

,
�
ro

This is a _________ neighborhood.

Ask several Ss for suggestions to complete the sentence
(e.g., boring, interesting, nice). Read the instructions aloud.

Q Listening and strategies
About
you

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud, and

•

then tell Ss to look at the different choices for each
conversation. Ask, "What are the two choices for the first
conversation?" [a place to shop or a place to eat] Say,
"Listen carefully for important words to help you choose
the topic."
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-167 Pause after
the first conversation. Ask, "What kind of place do they
want?" [a place to shop] Ask, "What words help you choose
the answer?" [sunglasses, big department store, store] Do
the same for conversations 2 and 3. Tell Ss to circle the
best completion.
Play the recording again Check answers with the class.
Pause after conversations 2 and 3, and ask a S to call out
the answer. Ask Ss which words helped them choose the
topic [conversation 2: need a break from work, fun, go out,
club; conversation 3: hungry, places to eat, restaurants,
fast-food place].

Answers

1. to shop

,»

3. to eat

2.23

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud, and add,

•
•

1. Me neither. I don't like big stores with a lot of people.
OR Really? I like big stores with a lot of people. 2. Me too.
I really like rock music. OR Yeah? I don't like rock music.
3. I know. Fast food is terrible for you. OR, Really? I think
fast food is good.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

the situations aloud. Review ways to make suggestions
[Let's], give opinions [I think], agree [Me too, Me neither],
and disagree [Really? I think ...]. Have Ss work in pairs to
choose a situation and decide where they want to go.

Extra activity PAIRS

Pairs present their choice tor a place to go to the class.
The class listens, chooses the places that sound the most
appealing, and gives reasons.

Sounds right
2. to have fun

About
you

B ..

irLanguage

Possible answers
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•

�

"For example, in number 1, if you agree with Sophia, check
the box under I'm the same and complete the sentence.
If you disagree, check the box under I'm different and
complete the sentence."
Play the recordingAudioscriptp. T-167 Pause the
recording after each topic so Ss have time to write.
Play the recording again Pause the recording
after each statement. Call on different Ss to read their
responses.
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Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 6 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.)

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 6 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-132.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 46 and 47. (The answer key begins
'7 on p. T-173.)

Lesson D

A neighborhood guide

ft Reading
•

Set the scene Read the title of the lesson aloud. Say,
"A neighborhood guide tells us about things to do,
concerts to go to, and movies to see." Ask, "Where do
you find information about places and events to go to?"
[in newspapers, in magazines, on TV, on the Internet, on
the radio)

A
Prereading
• Preview the task

Have Ss read the things in a
neighborhood aloud. Elicit or explain unfamiliar words
(boutique - small specialized store; gallery- a place where
you can buy art).
• Do the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask, "Do
you know any neighborhoods with unusual boutiques?"
Have Ss call out the names of different neighborhoods.
Ask again using the other items listed(poetry readings,
expensive jewelry stores, art galleries, comedy clubs).

B

Do the reading Have Ss read the website. Ask, "Can
you describe the places in the guide?" [a busy street with
unusual boutiques, a place with a great music "vibe," a
beautiful park with a lot of free events, a gallery with free
admission] "What do people do there?" [shop, listen to
music, attend free events like concerts, movies, poetry
readings, look at art]
• Tell Ss to underline any new vocabulary in the guide. Have
them call out new words. Ask other Ss to help explain the
meanings, or explain them yourself.

•

c

Postreading
• Preview the task

Read the instructions and the
five statements aloud. Make sure Ss understand what
information they are looking for.
• Do the task Have Ss check(,/) True (T) or False (F), and
then compare answers with a partner. Check answers with
the class.

Answers

During reading
• Preview the reading

Say, "Now look at this website.
What is the title?" [The Village] "What are the different
headings?" [Bleecker Street shopping, Live music in the
Village. Washington Square Park, Art in the Village)
"What do the headings tell you about?" [places and things
to do in a neighborhood called the Village) Read the
instructions aloud.
• Present Reading Tip Have a S read the tip aloud. Ask,
"What do you see in the pictures?" [people shopping, a
park, someone playing music, a store covered in keys)
"What is the article about?" [interesting places in a city
neighborhood I things to do]

1. T

•

2. F

3. F

4. T

5. F

Follow-up Have Ss rewrite the false statements to make
them true and then compare answers with a partner.
(2. Washington Square Park is open from early morning
to 1:00. 3. Washington Square Park has free events like
concerts, movies, and poetry readings. 5. Admission to the
Forbes Galleries is free.]
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fl Talk about it
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Ask,

"What kinds of places are these?" [mall, park, music club,
museum]
Preview the task Have Ss look at the cues. Ask, "What
is the difference between a question with Whats and a
question with Wheres?" [What's - asking for the name,
Where's - asking for the location]
Read the instructions aloud. Have two Ss read the
example conversation aloud. Call on different Ss to read
the questions next to each picture.
Do the task Have Ss work in groups and take turns
asking and answering the questions next to each picture.
Encourage Ss to use English only and to ask for help when
they need it.

• Follow-up Groups report their answers to the class.
Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss make a report for a TV news show called Places to
Go I Things to Do. Each group appoints Ss to play the
following roles: an anchorperson to Introduce the news
story, a news reporter to interview different people on
the street, and several people to be interviewed. Ss use
the ideas and questions they discussed in their groups.
Groups present their shows to the class. If you have a
video camera, record the shows and play them back in
the next class.

&writing
A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Call on Ss to read each question aloud. Have Ss write their
information in the chart.
Follow-up Have Ss take turns asking and answering the
questions with a partner.

•

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Present Help Note Call on Ss to read the information

aloud. Ask, "What preposition do we use with streets?"
[on] "What preposition do we use with cities?" (in] "What
preposition do we use to give a start time?" [at] "What
two prepositions do we use to give a start and end time?"
[from, to] (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.)
Do the task Have Ss read the neighborhood guide and
circle the prepositions.

Answers

Wilson Park is a beautiful park on Green Street in Fairview.
It's a great place to play sports:-l'here's a soccer field,
a couple of baseball fields, and some free tennis courts.
There are free concerts at the stadium on the weekends.
They start at 5:00 p.m. There's also a nice cafe, and
it's open from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Tuesday through
Sunday. Call the Park Office at 686-555-2400 between
9:00 and 5:00 for more information.
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About
you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss work individually to write a

neighborhood guide. Then have them exchange guides
with a partner and give feedback. Tell Ss to check that
prepositions are used correctly. Encourage Ss to ask
questions for more information.

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss exchange their guides in groups to choose the
most interesting place to go.

Extra activity CLASS

Post the guides around the class. Have Ss stand and walk
around the room to read the guides. Ask Ss which places
sound the most interesting.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 48 and 49. {The answer key begins
\:;;} on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
Present Learning Tip

Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: It's noon. Say, "Think. What do I do

•

at noon? Eat lunch? Go to the cafeteria?" Write the verb
phrases on the board next to the sentence. Say, "Try to
link vocabulary for actions with times you do them to help
remember the vocabulary."
C'+) These tasks recycle telling time and the simple present.

Follow-up Ask the class, "Do you and your partner do
any of these things at the same times?" Several Ss report
(e.g., Linda and I go to bed at 11:00 p.m.).

Preview and do the task Ask several Ss, "What time do
you get up?" Write the times they mention on the board.
Read the instructions aloud. Point out the example in the
chart. Say, "Write true information to complete the chart."
When Ss finish, ask them to compare charts with a partner.

•

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say, "Six
a.m. What things do you usually do at six a.m.? What do
your family members do?" Call on a few Ss to give answers.
Do the task Have Ss complete the daily planner and then
compare their daily planners in small groups. Have groups
decide who has the busiest day and report to the class.

Now I can ...

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, write a few

different times on the board. Put Ss in small groups. Point
to a time on the board, and say, "At this time, where are
you usually?Tell your group members where you are for
each of the times on the board."

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example sentence each for the first five items. Call on Ss
and ask for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f) the
items they know and put a question mark(?) by items that
they are not confident about. Check with individual Ss which
areas need review to see if there are general problems to
review in class. Help individual Ss as required. Have Ss hand
in a piece of paper with their name and a schedule showing
what they plan to review and when. Review or reteach these
language items in a future class.
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Checkpoint Units 4-6
Before you begin the Checkpoint, write on the board: Grammar; Vocabulary, Conversation Strategies.
Tell Ss to think about Units 4-6 and write down which area they are most sure about. Say each
area, and ask Ss to raise their hands for the one they wrote.

n

That's not quite right.

C:> This task recycles simple present statements, frequency
adverbs, time expressions, telling time, There's I There are,
and common verbs.
• Preview the task Have Ss read the sentences in the
chart. Ask, "What are the statements about?" [English
class]
• Read the instructions aloud. Model the activity by reading
the first statement, the example answer (False], and the
example corrections below the exercise. Tell Ss that there
may be more than one way to correct false sentences.
• Do the task Have Ss check (.I') Tor F for each sentence.
Then have them rewrite any false sentences.
• Check answers with the class: Ask Ss to raise their hands
if they think the sentence is true or if they think it is false.
For false sentences, call on Ss to read their corrected
sentences. Note: For several of the items, the answer could
be either true or false depending on Ss' personal opinions.

fl

• Follow-up

Ss compare their answers in pairs and note
how many answers are the same (e.g., SJ: Sentence 1 is

false. Our English class isn't in the morning. It's in the evening.
S2: Right. It's on Tuesday at 6 p.m.).

Extra activity

GROUPS

Groups choose a topic from Units 4, 5, or 6 (e.g., TV
shows) and write five sentences about it. Some sentences
should be true, and some should be false. Groups then
exchange sentences with another group. Ss in each group
say if the sentences are true or false, write the correct
information for false .sentences, and retum the sentences
to the original group.

How much do you know about your partner?

C:> This task recycles simple present statements and yes-no
questions, as well as commonly used verbs.
• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the sentences. Ask,
"What verbs can complete each sentence?" Have Ss call
out verbs (Possible answers: l. reads; 2. watches; 3. lives;
4. spends; 5. gets up; 6. plays]. Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity using the example in the chart.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the sentences, making
either affirmative or negative statements about their
partners. Tell Ss to guess what is true for their partners.
• Have Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and
answering questions to see if their guesses are correct.
Model the task by having two Ss read the example

conversation aloud. Have Ss check (.I') either the right?box
(if they guessed what their partner does) or the wrong? box
(if they guessed incorrectly).
Follow-up Ss count the number of items they guessed
correctly, report to the class, and find out who got the
most correct answers.

•

Extra activity CLASS
Ss take turns making guesses about you, using the
sentences in the chart. For example, 81 says, I thinkyou
rea.da lot of books. Other Ss raise their hands Ifthey
agree. Tell Ssif they are right or wrong.

Q How well do you know your city?
C:> This task recycles places in a city; common adjectives;
There's I There are; and the quantifiers a couple of, a lot of,
some, and no.
• Preview and do the task Read aloud the instructions.
the column heads, and the two examples in the chart.
Have a S read aloud the useful expressions in the box.
Have Ss complete the chart with their own ideas.
• Write the two categories on the board. Have Ss call out
words for each category, and write them on the board.
• Tell Ss to write five true sentences about their city, using
the words in their charts and There's I There are. Model the
task by choosing a word from each category on the board
and having the class write a sentence with it.
• When Ss finish, have them work in pairs and take turns
reading their sentences. Tell Ss to agree or disagree with
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•

their partners' statements. Model the task by having a pair
of Ss read the example aloud.
Follow-up A few pairs present their statements and
responses to the class.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Each S chooses three words from p. 63 and writes them
on a piece of paper (e.g., never, club, books). Ss exchange
papers with a partner. Ss write a sentence using all three
words in one sentence (e.g., We never read books In a
club.). Pairs take turns reading their sentences. Ss can
repeat the activity using words from different pages of
Units 4, 5, or 6.

Q Ask a question in two ways; answer more than yes or no.
C;> This task recycles two conversation strategies: asking
questions in two ways and saying more than yes or no when
answering questions. It also recycles the expressions I mean
and Well.

A

• Follow-up

B

• Preview and do the task

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Have Ss write a second question beginning
with I mean for each item. When Ss finish, ask a few Ss to
share their questions with the class.

Ss take turns asking you the questions. Use

Well and say more than yes or no as you answer.

•

Have Ss read the example
conversation as a class. Then read the instructions aloud.
Have pairs take turns asking and answering the questions
they completed in Exercise 4A.
Follow-up A few pairs present their conversations to the
class.

@l Are you the same or different?
C;> This task recycles types of TV shows, frequency adverbs,
and the conversation strategy Me too and Me neither.

A

B

• Preview and do the task

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and
the example in the chart aloud. Have Ss unscramble the
words. Have Ss compare their answers with a partner.
Check answers with the class.

Answers

cartoon
game show

sitcom
talk show

soap opera
the news

reality show
documentary

Q What's your routine?
C;> This task recycles simple present information questions,
time expressions, telling time, and common verbs.
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Model
the task using the example in the chart. Tell Ss that there
is more than one way to complete some questions.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the questions. Check
answers with the class: Call on Ss to read their questions,
and ask if other Ss have different questions.

Possible answers

What time do you ...
How often do you ...
When do you ...
Where do you ...

•

Read the instructions aloud.
Have three Ss read the example conversation aloud. Tell Ss
to make a statement about each kind of show in Exercise SA
using frequency adverbs. Have Ss work in pairs and take
turns talking about their TV-watching habits.
Follow-up Ss share their partners' favorite shows with
the class (e.g.• Alicia often watches cartoons. She /cJves The
Simpsons. ).

have I eat I make breakfast?
gQ I � to work or to class?
gQ I � home at night?
exercise I work out at the gym?
take I � the subway or the bus?
check your email?
spend time with your family?
gQ out with your friends?
gQ to the movies?
do your homework?
gQ shopping?
eat I have lunch?

• Have Ss write four more questions using What time, How
often, When, and Where. Then have Ss compare their
questions in pairs and correct any mistakes.
• Tell two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Have
Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and answering
their questions, as well as the questions in the chart.
• Follow-up Call on a few pairs to say how their routines
are the same or different.

Extra activity CLASS
Ss repeat the task, this time going around the class and
asking their classmates questions. Ss try to find someone
who has the same routine as theirs.
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UNIT?}

Out and about

Lesson A Away for the weekend
Grammar Present continuous statements
(See Student's Book p. 67.)

Form
Present continuous statements are formed with the verb be
and the present participle.
• Affirmative statements
subject + be + present participle
I'm working. She's skiing.
• Negative statements
subject + be+ not+ present participle
He's not playing tennis. We're not swimming.

Use
In this lesson, the present continuous is used to describe
actions in progress at the time of speaking.

Spelling rules
Rules for adding -ing to verbs to form the present participle:
• For most verbs: add -ing (work - working).
• For verbs ending in e: delete e and add -ing (have - having).
• For verbs ending in a vowel + consonant b, g, m, n, p, or t:
double the consonant and add -ing (get - getting,
swim - swimming). (Exception: For verbs not stressed on
the final syllable, do not double the final consonant:
visit - visiting.)
• For verbs ending in ee: add -ing (see - seeing).
• For verbs ending in ie: change ie toy and add -ing
(Lie - Lying).

G Corpus information
Contractions isn't I aren't

• In conversation, isn't and aren't are not normally used
after pronouns, especially he, she, and we. Instead,
after pronouns, the contractions 's not and 're not are
generally used. So, people are more likely to Sa-f He's
not working than He isn't working.
• Isn't and aren't are used mainly after nouns (including
names) and other t ypes of subjects (e.g., People aren't
swimming. Marcos isn't working. There are a lot of
people who aren't swimming.).

Present continuous versus simple present

• In conversation, the simple present is about seven times
more frequent than the present continuous. The present
continuous of ten occurs with talk and say in expressions
such as What are you talking about? Do you know what
I'm saying?

Common errors with present continuous

Students may forget to use be in the present continuous.
(It's raining. NOT ft l'Bil'liftfJ.)

Vocabulary Raining and snowing

(See Student's Book pp. 65-66.)
In conversation, the most common forms of the verbs rain
and snow are in the present continuous with the subject it:
It's raining. ls it snowing?

Vocabulary The seasons

(See Student's Book p. 65.)
In conversation, the is generally used in expressions with
seasons (e.g., in the winter, in the spring). Expressions without
the (e.g., in spring) are also used, but they are less common.
People almost always say in �all, but infall appears in
newspapers and other written texts.

Lesson

B Sports and exercise

Vocabulary Sports and exercise

(See Student's Book p. 68.)
• Notice the verbs used with different sports and exercises:
Play is used with sports such as basketball, tennis, soccer.
Do is used with activities such as karate, aerobics.
Go is used with activities ending in -ing such as swimming,
running.
• Verbs for sports such as swim, bowl, and run can be used as
main verbs: He's swimming right now (present continuous),
He swims once a week (simple present).

Grammar Present continuous questions

(See Student's Book p. 69.)
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Form
• Yes-No questions
be+ subject + present participle?
Are you working? ls he watching the game?
• Information questions
question word + be + subject+ present participle?
What are they doing? Wheres she going?
• Information questions in which the question word is the
subject
question word + be+ present participle?
Who's playing? What's happening?

• Short answers for present continuous questions are the
same as for present tense be questions (e.g., Yes, I am. No,

I'm not.).

Use

In this lesson, the present continuous is used to describe
actions in progress at the time of speaking. It is also used to
describe activities and events that are temporary (e.g., this
semester) or in progress "around now," but not necessarily at
the time of speaking (e.g., What are you doing these days?).

Speaking naturally Stress and intonation in

questions

Stress

People stress, or say louder, words they feel are the focus or
most important part of what they say. For example:
A How often do you go to the 9.Y!.!}_? (The gym is the focus.)
B I go once a week. How often do you go to the gym? (Now
you -the other person - is the focus.)

Intonation
• The voice falls or rises on the stressed word or syllable.
• In information questions, the voice often falls.
• In yes-no questions, the voice often rises.

(See Student's Book p. 69.)

Lesson

C How's it going?

Conversation strategy Asking follow-up questions

(See Student's Book p. 70.)
A follow-up question comes after the reply to an earlier
question. For example:
A Where are you from?
B Brazil.
A Oh. Where in Brazil? (follow-up question)
People ask follow-up questions to keep a conversation going,
to show interest, and to get information.

Strategy plus That's + adjective
(See Student's Book p. 71.}
People use expressions with That's (e.g., That's great.) to react
to what other people say. It shows that they are listening and
interested in the conversation. In these expressions, That's
means "what you just told me." For example:
A I'm here for a week.
B That's great. (That's= the news that A is here for a week)

Lesson D Staying
Reading tip

Sometimes people use just the adjectives without That's
(e.g., cool! great!fantastic,0.

G' Corpus information That's + adjective

• The most common adjectives with a positive meaning
used after That's are the following: That's good I great I
nice I fine I cool I interesting I funny I wonderful. These
adjectives �e used to respond to good news.
• That's too bad can be used to react to bad news that is
not very serious. That's terrible is used to react to really
bad news.
• The most common expressions with That's are That's
right and That's true.

in shape

(See Student's Book p. 72.)
The tip tells Ss to read main headings first. They tell what
the article covers. Reading the main headings helps Ss
activate background knowledge and anticipate content. This
helps them understand more of what they read.

Help note Imperatives for advice

(See Student's Book p. 73.)

Form

• Affirmative imperatives use the base form of the verb (e.g.,

Read the article. Do the exercise.).

• Negative imperatives are formed with Don't+ base form
of the verb (e.g., Don't worry.). The form Do not is used for
special emphasis and in written notices (e.g., Do notfeed

the animals.), but it is much less common in conversation

than don't.

Use

• In this lesson, imperatives are used to give advice and to
make suggestions (e.g., Try aerobics.).
• Imperatives can also be used for these functions:
instructions (e.g., Listen to the conversation. Be quiet.)
requests (e.g., Pass me the dictionary.)
greetings (e.g., Take care. Have a nice day.)
offers (e.g., Have a cookie. Use my pen.)
• Tell Ss to be careful in their use of imperatives. In
conversation with people they do not know well,
suggestions and requests in the imperative form can
sound too direct - or even rude - because they seem like
instructions or commands.
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Out and about
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit Explain that out and about means "being out of the
house and doing things." Draw a simple sketch of a house on the board with a person
inside. Say, "He's at home. He's not out and about." Draw a person at a mall and a person
at a park. Say, "They're not at home. They're out and about."

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity CLASS
Ss look at the first aim in Lesson A and in Lesson B and
find examples in the unit of a weather word or expression
and a sport (e.g., it's snowing, p. 66; swimming in the
ocean, p. 67; play soccer. p. 68).

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the activities in the pictures Tell Ss to look
at the pictures. Write on the board:

go to the beach
go snowboarding
go hiking
Say the phrases, and have Ss repeat. Have Ss match the
pictures to the activities by calling out the numbers
and the activities. (1. go to the beach 2. go hiking 5. go
snowboarding]
C;> Recycle vocabulary This task recycles vocabulary for
free-time activities. Have Ss work in pairs and write as many
free-time activities as they can in one minute. T hen have a
few pairs share their ideas with the class. Next, do the same
activity for places in their town where people can go in their
free time.
• Introduce the seasons. Write on the board:
spnng
winter
fall
summer
Draw a sun next to summer, a leaf next tofall, a snowman
next to winter, and a flower next to spring. Say, "These are
seasons. Many places have four seasons in a year." Say the
names of the seasons, and have Ss repeat.
• Write on the board:
dry season
rainy season
Draw a cloud with rain coming out of it next to rainy
season. Point to rainy season, and say, "In the rainy season,
it rains every day." Point to dry season, and say, "In the
dry season, it doesn't rain." Say, "Some places have two
seasons." Say the names of the two seasons, and have Ss
repeat.
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• Ask, "Which of the seasons do we have here?" Tell Ss to
circle the seasons. Then have a few Ss share their answers
with the class.
• Introduce the weather expressions Read each
weather expression aloud, and have Ss repeat. For each
weather word, draw a sketch or write information to
illustrate its meaning (e.g., for it's hot, write 35°C (95 °F); for
it's sunny. draw a sun).
• Practice weather and season vocabulary Ask,
"What's the weather usually like in the (current season)?"
Answer the question (e.g., The weather is usually cold here
in the winter.).
• Have Ss work in pairs to ask and answer What's the weather
usually like in ... ? for each season in their area.

Extra vocabulary WEATHER AND SEASONS
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for weather
and seasons, such as It's tornado season I hurricane
season I typhoon season I monsoon season. There's a
thunderstorm I hailstorm. It's chll/y I wet I foggy I freezing.
Extra activity CLASS

Ss write True and False as .headings on a piece of paper.
Present true and false statements about the weather and
seasons in your area (e.g., It's windy today. It's the rainy

season right now. It never snows here. It's always cold in
the summer.). Ss write the statements under the correct
heading. Check answer s with the class.

Lesson A

Away for the weekend

Q Getting started
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

Ask, "What do you do for weekend fun?"
C:;> Recycle vocabulary (e.g., go to the movies, go to a concert,

go out to eat.play sports).

A

Preview and do the task Point to the picture of Anita.
Ask, "Where is Anita? What is she doing?" [at work;
working, talking on the phone] Have Ss look at the other
pictures. Ask, "Where are her friends?" [at the beach,
in the mountains I skiing, playing tennis] Read the
information about Anita aloud, and have Ss check their
answers.

B

ie)» 2.24

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures of Yoko,

Bill, and Nathan. Have Ss predict what words they might
hear in Yoko's message (e.g., snow, cold, skiing). Write them
on the board. Do the same for the other two messages.
� Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to listen for the
weather in each place.
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Point out
the use of This is I It's + name in phone messages.
Play the recording again Play the first message. Ss
listen. Ask, "What's the weather like?" Have Ss call out
their answers. Play the remaining two messages, and tell
Ss to write their answers. Check answers with the class.
[Lake Tahoe: It's snowing. Santa Cruz: It's cold and cloudy.
San Jose: It's nice and sunny.]
• Tell Ss to look at the predictions for words on the board.
Check how many of them were correct.

Culture note
San Francisco, Lake Tahoe, Santa Cruz, and San Jose are
all in the state of California in the United States. California
is very large, and there are often dif ferent kinds of weather
happening in various parts of the state at the same time.
It can be rainy in San Francisco, snowing in Lake Tahoe,
sunny and cool in Santa Cruz, and sunny and hot in
San Jose.

Extra activity

CLASS

Say, "Where are Anita's friends?" Play the first message,
and then pause the recording. Ask, "Where's Yoko?"
[She's at Lake Tahoe.] Check that Ss circled the correct
place on the map. Do the same for the remaining
messages.
i=igurc
it out

c

• Focus on the form Tell Ss to look at the three messages
and find the sentences with verbs end ing in -ing. Ask,
"What do you notice about the verbs in these sentences?"

•

•

[The verbs have two parts. T he verb be comes before the
-ingverb.) "Which sentences are negative?" [Don't worry
we're not swimming. I hope it's not raining there.] Ask,
"Where is not in the negative sentences?" [ between be and
the -ingverb] Say, "These sentences are all about right now;
the people are leaving messages about now. They're not
talking about every day or things they usually do."
Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss
to read the four sentences. Write sentence 1 on the board.
Tell Ss to look at the first picture. Ask, "What's the answer
here?" [she's working] Circle she's working in the sentence.
T hen say, "Anita usually relaxes on Saturdays, but today
she's working. T he sentence is about now or today."
Do the task Have Ss circle the correct words to complete
the sentences. Tell Ss to look at the messages for help.
Have Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check
answers with the class.

Answers

1. Anita usually relaxes on Saturdays, but today -she's
working!
2. Yoko says, "Lisa and I are skiing today.It's snowing
here right now."
3. Bill says, "Marcos and I are at the beach ... we're not
swimming. It's too cold!"
4. Nathan says, "I'm in San Jose with Katie and Rob.
They're playing tennis."

• Focus on the form and the use Tell Ss to read the

information about Anita and the three phone messages
again. Ask Ss to underline the examples of be followed by
an -ing verb. [She's working today. Right now she's taking
a break and listening to her voice mail. All her friends are
having fun! I'm calling from a ski resort in Lake Tahoe.
Lisa and I are skiing today. It's snowing right now. I'm
sorry you're working. We're not swimming. T hey're playing
tennis, and I'm watching. I hope it's not raining there.]
• Write on the board: I'm writing. As you write, say, "I'm
writing right now." Say, "Look at the information
about Anita. What time words do you see?" [usually,
this weekend, right now] Point out that usually refers
to activities we do as part of our routines (the general
present), but not specifically now. This weekend and right
now are talking about now.
• Say, "Yoko, Bill, and Nathan are talking about right now or
today. They are not talking about every day or every week,
but about now. So they use a verb form called the present
continuous. It has the verb be and an -ingverb."

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Write on the board:
I'm working. I'm not watching 1V.
Ss write three statements about what they are doing right
now and three statements about what they are not doing.
Ss then compare statements in pairs.
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fl Grammar
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• Present the grammar chart
Ss listen and repeat.

Extra activity GROUPS
Groups line up in front of the board. Call out a verb. The first
S in each line writes the -ing form on the board and then
goes to the back of the line. The actMty continues in this
� until each S has had at least one tum. At the end, check
to see which group has the most correctly spelled verbs.

Play the recording.

• Understand the grammar

Tell Ss to look at the
sentences on the left side of the chart. Ask, "What's the
fl
pattern for present continuous affirmative statements?
[subject+ be+ (verb)ing] Ask, "What's the pattern for
negative statements?" [subject+ be+ not+ (verb)ing) Write
the two patterns on the board. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Say, "We use the present continuous for actions and events
that are in progress and that are happening - or not
happening - right now. For example: We're skiing. It's not
snowing. The present continuous is not generally used to
fl
talk about things you do every day or all the time.
• Present the contractions and In Conversation Tell Ss
to read the contractions section in the chart. Point out the
use of isn't and aren't after nouns, including names. Write
on the board: Marcos isn't working. Say, "Marcos is a name.
Marcos isn't working.fl
• Write on the board: He (not working). Tell Ss to read In
Conversation and then complete the sentence with the
contraction people usually use [He's not working.]. Say, "He
is a pronoun. People say 'Hes not working' rather than 'He
isn't working.' You can say 'He isn't working,' but 'Hes not
working' is more common.fl
• Write on the board: Marcos and Bill (not swimming). They
(not swimming). Ask Ss to complete the sentences with the
common contractions [Marcos and Bill aren't swimming.
They're not swimming.].
Present Spelling Explain the three spelling rules in the
chart. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)

Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs use one of their Student's Books and look through
it to find pictures of people doing activities. 81 says what
someone is doing, and 82 points to the person doing the
activity (e.g., on p. 34, 81: She's reading the newspaper.
82 points to the woman drinking coffee.). If time permits,
pairs say something about a page in every unit.

A -4,» 2.2s
• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions and
the example aloud. Ask, "Why do we use the present
fl
continuous? [She's calling right now.] Have Ss complete
the phone messages.
Play the recording Have Ss review their answers. Check
answers with the class.

•

Answers

1. I'm calling from the mall. We're having lunch right
now. Chris isn't staying long. He's shopping for a new
computer.
2. We're watching the baseball game. The Giants aren't
playing very well. And now it's raining.
3. I hope you're not working. Listen, Chloe isn't working
today, and I'm not doing anything special. You know,
I'm cleaning the house, and Chloe is doing laundry.

B

• Present Common Errors

•

•

Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: He working now. Elicit the correction
[He's working now.). Call on Ss and say a pronoun and verb
in the simple present (e.g., I eat). Have Ss give the present
continuous (e.g., I'm eating.). Make sure they use be.
Preview the task Write on the board: This is __ . I'm
at __ . I'm -- . Ask, "What information is needed to
fl
complete the message? [name, place, activity) Call on a
few Ss to complete each sentence. Read the instructions
aloud.
'Do the task Have Ss write their voicemail messages. Then
call on Ss to say their messages to the class. The class votes
on who is having the most fun.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 7A on p. 145 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them for
homework. (See teaching notes on p. T-145.)

8 Talk about it
A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Explain that a perfect day is a very good day. Model the
task by answering the four questions with your own
information. Have Ss complete the task.

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Say, "Walk around the class,
and tell at least five classmates about your perfect day.
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Does anyone have the same ideas?" When Ss finish, ask a
few Ss to report to the class.

Extra activity GROUPS
Groups repeat Exercise 3A and Exercise 36, but this time
they imagine having a terrible dayl
Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 50 and 51. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson B Sports and exercise

(l Building vocabulary

Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Ask Ss to call out sports or exercise words they know.
Write them on the board.

A 111>)) 2.21

Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures and read
the words. Ask , "Who likes basketball?" Have Ss raise their
hands. Repeat with other items in the activity.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-167 Ss listen and
repeat.
Follow-up Call on Ss and say a sport (e.g., volleyball).
Have Ss say the sentence (e.g., They're playing volleyball.).

Extra vocabulary

Ask, "Which statement is about an action that is
happening at this moment?" [l] (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Preview the task Call out the name of a sport in
Exercise lA, and have a few Ss say how often they
participate in the sport or exercise (e.g., T: volleyball; S: I
never play volleyball. T: run; S: I often go running.). Read the
instructions and the three examples in the chart.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the chart and then
compare their answers with a partner.
C:> Recycle a conversation strategy Tell Ss to compare
answers with a different partner using How about you?Write
an example on the board:
A Do you do karateZ

SPORTS AND EXERCISE

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for sports
and exercise, such as play (ice) hockey, badminton,
racquetball; do tai chi, yoga, water I step aerobics, Pi/ates;
go (wind)surfing, waterskiing, jogging.

8 Yes I often do karate How about you ?
A I never do karate, bt.t I often go b1k111g

Have a few pairs present a conversation to the class.

Extra activity

Wr d
sort

B

• Present Note Write on the board:
sw,n1

run

b,ke

bowl

GROUPS

Ss take turns acting out, without words, sports activities.
Other Ss try to guess the activity (e.g., You're playing
volleyball. You're bowling.}.
ski

windsurf

ve1v = the name of the sport

Say, "For verbs like these, we often use go+ -ing. For
example, I go swimming. I go running." Have Ss give
examples with go for the other four verbs.
• Write on the board:

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 74 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-74.)

n· runnm9 right now

2 ,

ao nin111,1g tw,ce a week

fl Building language
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "This
is Carl's dad. He's calling Carl at college. ls Carl's father
happy?" [no] "Does Carl like baseball?" [yes]

A
Ill>)) 2.28
• Preview the task Say, "Is Carl studying hard this

•

semester? What is he doing right now? Listen for the
answers." Write the two questions on the board.
Play the recording Ss listen and write the answers.
Tell Ss to read the conversation and review their answers.
Check answers with the class. [Yes, he is.; He's watching a
baseball game on TV right now.]

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups. one group
playing Carl and the other group playing Carl's dad. Have
groups read the conversation aloud and then change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to stand back-to -back with a partner
and read the conversation, taking turns playing each
role. Have Ss playing Carl talk about a sport other than
baseball.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to underline the

present continuous questions in the conversation, and
then ask a few Ss to read the questions.
• For each question, ask, "Is it a yes-no question or an
information question?" Write the questions on the board
in two columns:
Yes-No questions

Information qtJest1or,5

Are you studying for

How's ,t gomg2

your exams?

So what are ,vou domg nqht

Are you studying?

now?
Who's playing?

• Ask, "What word comes first in ayes-no question?" [be]
"What two words follow be?" [pronoun, -ingverb] "What's
the pattern for the first two information questions?"
[question word+ be+ pronoun+ -ing form] Say, "In all
these questions, the pronoun is the subject of the verb."
Ask, "What's the pattern for the third information
question?" [question word+ be+ -ing form] Say, "In this
question, Who is the subject of the verb."
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�Grammar
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• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Write on the board: What is

he studying? Ask Ss to identify the pattern, and write it on
the board [question word+ be+ subject+ (verb)ing?]. Have
Ss call out the three examples of this pattern in the chart
[What are you doing these days? What is Carl watching on
TV? Who's he talking to right now?].
• Ask Ss to identify the pattern for yes-no questions, and write
it on the board [be+ subject+ (verb)ing?]. Ask Ss to call out
examples of the pattern in the conversation on p. 68 [So, are
you studying for your exams? Are you studying?].
• Write on the board: Whos playing? Ask Ss to identify the
pattern, and write it on the board [question word+ be+
(verb)ing?]. Explain that the question word is the subject.
Give more examples (e.g.• Whos winning the game? Whos
talki.ng?).
• Write on the board:
What are you doing these days?
I'm working very hard this semester.
Tell Ss that people also use the present continuous to talk
about actions that are temporary, or in progress in the
present time or "around now," even if they are not doing
the action at the time they are speaking. Give examples
(e.g., I'm getting a lot of exercise these days. I'm reading a
good book right now.).
• Present Time Expressions Tell Ss to look at the list of
time expressions. Ask a few Ss to make true sentences
with them (e.g., SJ: I'm taking an English class right now.
S2: I'm wearing a watch today. ). Tell the rest of the class to
listen and raise their hands if a sentence is true for them.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the

Answers

What are you doing fo� exercise these days?
Are you running? Are you swimming?
Are you getting enough exercise?
� your best friend taking an exercise class?
Who� I Who is exercising more - you or your best
friend?
6. Are you watching any special sporting events on TV
this week?
7. Are your friends playing on any sports teams this year?
How about you?
8. How� I � your favorite sports team doing this season?
Who on the team is playing well?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

About

you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss read the example conversation as a class. Have
Ss work in pairs to take turns asking and answering the
questions in Exercise 3A using their own information.

Extra activity CLASS

Ss write five questions with Are you __ -ing + time

expression (e.g., Are you studying a lot this semester?).

Ss then go around the class and ask different Ss the

questions. If a S answers yes, that S writes his or her
name next to the questioh. A few Ss report what·they
learned about their classmates.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 7B on p. 145 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-145.)

example aloud. Have Ss complete the questions. Tell Ss
to compare their answers with a partner. Check answers
with the class.

Qspeaking naturally
A '4l)) 2.30
• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the two example

•

B

questions. Say, "In English, people say the most important
word in a sentence louder. This is called stress. T he
voice rises or falls on the stressed word. T his is called
intonation." (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.) Read the instructions aloud.
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat. Remind Ss to
listen carefully to the stress and intonation.
'4)» 2.31

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Pause after each pair of questions.

Ss listen and repeat.
• Have Ss read the questions aloud, without the recording,
paying attention to stress and intonation.
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About

you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss take turns asking and answering

the questions with a partner.
• When Ss finish, call on Ss to tell the class about their partner.

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 7 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Workbook
Fl Assign Workbook pp. 52 and 53. (The answer key begins

"7 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c How's it going?

C:> Lesson C recycles present continuous statements and questions.

(l Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

Ask, "What does this question mean?" [How are you?
What's new?] Point out that we ask this question both
as an informal greeting and to ask about the progress of
something.

A

• Do the task Say, "Look at the picture. Where are the

people?" [at a party. at a barbecue] "What are they doing?"
[They're talking. They're eating.]

B

'4>» 2.32

• Preview the task Say, "The man's name is Ray. The

women's names are Tina and Kate. Kate likes water
sports." Write on the board:
swimming
scuba diving
Draw pictures or act them out to illustrate their meaning.
• Then say, "What's Kate doing in Laguna Beach this week?
Listen to the conversation, and write the answer."
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the answer
to the question. Check answers with the class [She's on
vacation. She's taking a scuba-diving course.].

c

• Present Notice Tell Ss to read the information and the

•

example conversation aloud. Say. "Follow-up questions
show you're interested." Demonstrate this with a S.
Have the S read Tina's first line. Respond with Ray's
first sentence only (Oh, hi. Nice to meet you.). Show how
the conversation comes to an awkward halt. Ask Ss to
find other examples of Ray's follow-up questions in the
conversation [Are you here on vacation? Are you enjoying
Laguna Beach? How's it going?].
Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in groups of
three, taking turns playing each role.

D
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• Preview the task Have Ss read the conversations and

•
•

follow-up questions silently. Then say, "Complete the
conversations with the follow-up questions." Point out that
there is one extra question.
Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations.
Play the recording Ss listen and review their answers.
Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. Really? Are you enjoying it?
That's good. Are you l earning about the culture, too?
So how about you? Are you taking any interesting
classes?
2. Yeah? What are you reading?
That's interesting. So do you have an e-reader?

• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs.
• Follow-up Ss work in pairs and create a conversation

that uses the remaining question as a follow-up. Have a
few pairs act out their conversation for the class.

Extra activity- PAIRS
Write on the board:
1. I'm here for a study trip.
2. I'm on a business trip.
3. I'm visiting family.
Pairs choose one of the sentences and write as many
follow-up questions as they can (e.g., 1. How long 8f9 you
here for? What sre you studying? 2. What do you do? Do
you have any free time? 3. At8 you from here originally'? At8
you doing anything specla/7). Pairs exchange papers and
read one another's Ideas.
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fl Strategy plus
Present Strategy Plus Write on the board:

That's +- adjective. Tell Ss to find That's expressions in the

conversation on p. 70 [That's great. That's cool.]. Say,
"People use expressions with That's to react to news they
hear. This news can be good news or bad news."
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Write these
column headings on the board: Good News, Bad News.
Have Ss call out the appropriate column for That's great
and That's cool [Good News]. Then ask Ss to call out
other That's expressions. List them under the appropriate
heading. If necessary, prompt with expressions from In
Conversation.
Have Ss guess the top two expressions for good and bad
news. Circle the expressions. Books open. Have Ss read In
Conversation to check their guesses.
• Explain that some of the expressions give a stronger
reaction to news than others: Terrib/,e is a stronger reaction
to bad news than too bad; wonderful and great give a
stronger reaction to good news than the other expressions.
Preview the task Have Ss read A's line in each
conversation. Ask, "What is the topic of each

conversation?" [yoga, being tired, sports science, friends'
vacation I biking in the Alps]
• Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss that more than one
expression can be an appropriate answer for each item.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Have a
few Ss share their answers with a partner or the class.

Possible answers
1. Oh, that's good I great. 2. Really? That's too bad I

terrible. 3. Really? That's interesting I cool. 4. Oh , that's
cool I wonderful I great.
• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.

Extra vocabulary

REACTING TO NEWS

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for reacting
to news, such as neat, funny, weird, awful, amazing, crazy.

tough, fantastic.

Q Listening and strategies
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Possible answers

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss

•

•

read the follow-up questions. Tell Ss that they will hear
good and bad news.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-167 Pause after
the first item. Ask, "What expression can you use?" [That's
nice I good I great.] "What is a good follow-up question?"
[c. So what are you doing? I mean, are you making coffee?]
Continue playing the recording. Pause after each item so
Ss can write.
Play the recording again Check answers with the
class: Pause after each item, and have a few Ss give their
responses. Tell Ss who wrote the same response to raise
their hands.

Possible answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

That's great I good I nice. c
That's too bad. e
That's too bad I terrible. f
That's great. d
That's nice. a
That's wonderful I great. b

B ..
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• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask Ss to
•

listen to the conversations and write down one piece
of information.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-167 Pause after
each item so Ss can write one piece of information.

1. She has a job at a cafe. 2. He thinks his girlfriend is an
Internet addict. 3. Her boyfriend is having lunch with his
old girlfriend. 4. His sister is an actress. 5. She's in a book
club. 6. He has tickets for a basketball game.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Say, "Choose one of the topics. Write your own
conversation. Use That's expressions and follow-up
questions." Pairs have three minutes to do the task. A few
pairs act out their conversations for the class.
About
you

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two

•
•

Ss read the example conversation. Model the activity. Tell
a S some interesting news. T he S responds with That's . ..
and asks a follow-up question.
Do the task Have partners take turns presenting their
news and responding.
Follow-up Ss share something interesting about their
partners with the class (e.g., Alicia is playing ice hockey. She

plays on a team.).

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 7 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-133.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 5 4 and 55. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)
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Lesson D Staying in shape
QReading
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

Ask, "What does stay in shape mean?" Get ideas from Ss
(e.g., keep healthy). With the class, brainstorm some ways
to stay in shape, and write them on the board (e.g., run,
walk, play sports).

A
Prereading
Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss

read the items aloud.
Do the task Ask, "For which exercise activities do you
have a personal trainer?" Elicit ideas and write them on
the board (e.g., weightlifting, running a marathon). Point out
that people may have different ideas.
Have Ss work in pairs to list activities for each item.
Call on Ss to share their ideas with the class. Write
unfamiliar vocabulary on the board, and have Ss use their
dictionaries to look up meanings.

B
During reading
Preview the reading Say, "Look at the pictures and title.

Where is the article from?" [a magazine] "What's it about?"
[exergaming] Ask, "What do you think exergaming is?" If
necessary, write exercise + gaming on the board and have
Ss guess again [exercising while playing a video game].
Present Reading Tip Read the tip aloud. Point out the
bold headings. Explain that headings give an idea of the
topics in the article.
Do the reading Have Ss read the article. Ask, "Why
does the author think exergaming is a good idea?" Have
Ss read the headings and answer the question [weather,
convenient, motivating, variety, fun, not expensive].
When Ss finish, have a few Ss read the reasons (e.g., The
weather is never a problem.). For each reason, ask, "Do you
agree?" Tell Ss who agree to raise their hands.
Do the reading again Have Ss read the article and
underline anything they do not understand. Ask Ss to call
out those words or expressions. Help with new vocabulary,
or have Ss look in their dictionaries.

c

Post reading
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read the sentences aloud.

• Do the task Have Ss check Tor F. Check answers with

the class. Then have Ss correct the false statements and
check answers again.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

F She is playing tennis indoors.
F People of all ages enjoy exergaming.
T
T
F You don't have to pay monthly fees.
F You need to buy basic equipment and a game.

• Ask Ss to tell you which sentences in the article gave them
the answers.
About
you

D

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss discuss the questions in pairs. Then

have one S from each of a few pairs come to the board and
write reasons for their opinions. Have the class vote on the
best three reasons.
• Ask, "What reasons in the article do you not agree with?"
Have a few Ss answer (e.g., It's not as.fun as going to the
gym. Games are sometimes expensive. The gym isJun.).

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Ss add one more sentence to each of the six paragraphs
in the article, and then compare sentences with a partner.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Pairs think of a counterargument plus a reason for each of
the six paragraphs in the article (e.g., Miele: The weather

is never a problem. Counterargument: The weather is
sometimes a problem. Reason: It's often hot, and some
people don't have air conditioning.). A few pairs share their
ideas with the class.

Extra activity

PAIRS I CLASS
Pairs make a list of ways people stay in shape. Then pairs
tell the class their ideas. Other Ss listen and raise their
hands if they do any of the activities, and they tell the class
something about their exercise routines.
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fl Listening
A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss look at the first picture. Ask, "What is the woman
doing?" [playing soccer] "Do you or your friends play
soccer?" Repeat for the other pictures [cycling I biking;
dancing; exergaming].

B .. i» 2.35

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Audio script pp. T-167-168 Play the

first conversation, and then pause the recording. Point out
that conversation 1 goes with the dance scene. Ask, "What
word in the conversation helps you choose this picture?"
[dance]
• Play the remaining conversations, pausing after each one
to give Ss time to write.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers

3 1 2 4

C .. l)) 2.35
•

•

n

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Then say,
"Sometimes the reason may be one or two words, or it may
be a short sentence. You need to write only one reason
for each conversation. You also need to listen for the time
expressions."
Play the recording again Audio script pp. T-167-168
Tell Ss to look at the picture they marked 1. Play
conversation 1, and then pause the recording. Ask, "How

Answers

1. dance: twice a week; It's fun. She meets a lot of
people. The people are nice.
2. biking I cycling: every weekend; The mountains are
beautiful.
3. soccer I coaching: every Saturday; It's fun.
4. exergaming: every day; It's convenient. It's not
expensive.

About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss discuss the pros and cons of the activities
with a partner. Call on Ss to tell the class about their
partner's ideas.

Writing

A

• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. Say,

"Look at the examples. What do the sentences start with?"
[verb] "These verbs are called imperatives. We can use
them to give advice." (For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to underline the imperatives for advice. Go over the
answers with the class.

•

often does the woman come?" [twice a week] Ask, "Why
do they like the dance class? Write one reason." Pause so
Ss can write. Then ask, "What things do they like about
the dance class?" [It's fun. She meets a lot of people. The
people are nice.] Write the answers on the board.
• Play the remaining conversations, pausing after each
conversation so Ss can write the answers. Alternatively,
write the frequencies and reasons for each one on the
board, and have Ss use these as cues to do the task.
• Check answers with the class: Write the correct answers
on the board.

Answers

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss work in pairs and read each other's articles. Have
Ss ask questions to find out more information. Ask a S in
each pair to report to the class.

Extra activity

INDIVIDUALS

Ss write five pieces of advice for good health. Have Ss
share answers with the class and come up with the five
top items listed.

1. Find, make, Don't be; 2. Don't miss; 3. Buy, exercise, Do

About
you

B

• Preview the task Say, "Think of an exercise you enjoy

and why you enjoy it." Ask a few Ss to call out their ideas.
• Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss write the article. Suggest Ss include
at least two affirmative and two negative imperatives. As
they write, walk around the class and help Ss as needed.
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Extra activity

GROUPS

Groups make a poster for a good health campaign {e.g.,
to exercise, to do a particular exercise, to eat or not eat
certain foods, not to watch TV). Groups list reasons. The
aim is to make the most effective poster with the most
original ideas.
Workbook
� Assign Workbook pp. 56 and 57. (The answer key begins on
p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
Present Learning Tip Read the information aloud. Say,

•

"When you use new vocabulary in a true sentence, the
vocabulary is easier to remember."
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Say, "Can you
guess the top six weather expressions with It's in the

C;> This task recycles weather and season vocabulary.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud,
and have Ss complete the sentences. For number 4, if Ss

C;> This task recycles language from Units 1 through 7:
people, everyday activities, sports and exercise. It also
recycles prepositional phrases and present continuous
statements.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and
examples aloud. Have Ss complete the chart. Have Ss
compare their answers with a partner. Then ask a few Ss
to share their answers with the class.

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss compare
sentences with a partner. A few Ss share any new
vocabulary learned with the class.

United States and Canada? Here's a clue: The second most
frequent expression is It's hot." Write Ss' ideas on the board.
• Books open. Read the list of weather expressions. Say,
"How many of the weather expressions on the board are in
the list in the bookr Have Ss name them, and circle them
on the board.
• Follow-up Ss call out their ideas for the top six weather
expressions with It's for their country. Make a list on the
board.

live in a place that does not have winter, have them write
about a season they do have.

Now I can ...
• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first five items. Call on Ss and ask for
examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f)
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as
required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.
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UNIT(0)

Shopping

Lesson A Clothes
Vocabulary Clothes

(See Student's Book pp. 75-77.}
• People often use plural nouns when describing what
they wear in general (e.g., I like to wear sweaters. I often
wear sweaters.). They often use a singular noun with an
indefinite article to describe what they wear in specific
situations (e.g., I usually wear a suit to work.).
• jeans, shorts, and pants are plural nouns - they do not have
singular forms. As plural nouns, they take plural verbs
(e.g., Myjeans are new.).
• People generally say suit and tie (not tie and suit).

Grammar like to, want to, need to, have to

(See Student's Book p. 77.)
The verbs like to, want to, need to, and have to are taught in
the simple present.

Form
• Expressions with like to, want to, and need to have the
structure verb + to-infinitive (e.g., like+ to wear). The
expression have to is a semi-modal, in which the two
words form a unit; have to is followed by the base form of
a verb.

Use
Have to is used to say what is necessary; it expresses
obligation. People often also use it to express strong desire
(e.g., I love that shirt. Ijust have to buy it.0 or to talk about a
plan (e.g., I have to go shopping this weekend.).

Lesson B Things to
Vocabulary Accessories

Colors

The colors taught are the top 10 colors used in
conversation. The next most frequently mentioned colors
are purple, beige, taupe, and turquoise.

Grammar How much . .. ?
(See Student's Book p. 79.)
• The chart presents ways of asking about prices and cost
with How much ... ?It is a useful review of both simple
present questions with be and numbers.
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• After like, love, and hate, the to-infinitive is between two
and five times more common than the -ing form (e.g.,
/ like to wear suits. versus I like wearing suits.).
• Almost 70 percent of the examples of want in the
spoken corpus are followed by a to-infinitive; less than
5 percent are followed by a or an.
• Almost half of the examples of need are followed by a
to-infinitive.

Common errors with short answers
Ss often add the main verb to the short answer. Simple
present short answers always end with a form of do (do,
does, don't, doesn't). ()'es, I do. NOT 'ms, Jti6 btly. No, I
don't. NOT Ne, :ti6rl't like.)

Speaking naturally Want to and have to

(See Student's Book p. 77.)
• It is useful for Ss to recognize reductions in fast speech such as those that occur with want to and have to - even if
they do not use the reductions in their own speech.
• Want to can be pronounced in a number of ways in
reduced speech: /wAn-a/, /won-a/, and /wan-a/. Note that
the tis not pronounced.
• Have to is generally reduced to /hreft-a/.

buy

(See Student's Book p. 78.)
Items that come in pairs such as socks, gloves, and earrings
can be taught together with the phrase a pair of (e.g., I
need to buy a pair of shoes.).
Note that sca,fhas an irregular plural: scarves.

@ Corpus information

G
Corpus information Words after like, want,
need

• Ss are taught "a hundred and . . . (dollars)," rather than
"one hundred and ... (dollars)" because the latter is less
frequent and is used to emphasize the one.

Grammar This, these; that, those

(See Student's Book p. 79.)
Ss learned this and these in Unit 2 as pronouns (e.g., Whats
this? Are these your keys?). In this unit, Ss learn their use as
determiners (e.g., How much are these gloves?).

Form
• Make sure Ss understand that this and that are used with
singular nouns and that these and those are used with
plural nouns.

Use

• This and these are generally used to talk about things near
the speaker, and that and those are used to talk about
things farther away.

Lesson C Can I help you?
Conversation strategy Taking time to think

(See Student's Book p. 80.)
• This lesson presents expressions that give Ss ways of
showing they are taking time to answer questions. These
expressions are particularly useful for beginning students
to use, to help them keep their turn in a conversation.
• The lesson reviews Well, which was presented in Unit 4,
and adds other expressions: Uh, Um, Let's see, and Let me

think

Strategy plus

"Conversation sounds"

(See Student's Book p. 81.)
This Strategy Plus presents the conversation sounds
Uh-huh and Oh.
In some cultures, silent listening to a speaker is a sign
of respect. In English, silence can mean that something

Lesson D Shop
Reading tip

till you drop!

(See Student's Book p. 82.)
The tip has Ss read the title and predict six words in the
article. Then they scan the article to see if the words are in it.
This tip encourages Ss to anticipate the content of a text as a
way of actively engaging with it and reading more efficiently.
Looking for key words in a text is an important reading and
study skill to acquire.

Help note

is wrong; for example, that the listener is not paying
attention or does not agree with the speaker.
• By saying Uh-huh, listeners indicate that they agree with
what the speaker has said or acknowledge that they have
heard what the speaker has said.
• Oh can be used to indicate a number of reactions, from
pleasure (Oh, good.0 to surprise or disappointment (Oh
no-0. In this lesson, it comes before a word or statement
that indicates the reaction, adding emphasis to the
following word or statement.
• Even if Ss do not use the conversation sounds in their
own speech, it is important for them to recognize their
meanings in English.

• Because is used to answer the question Why? In both
answers and statements, it is a signal that what follows is
a reason. For example:

Why do you like to shop at the mall?
I like to shop at the mall because it has a lot ofcheap
stores. (reason)
I like to buy cheap things because I don't have a lot of
money. (reason)

Linking ideas

(See Student's Book p. 83.)
• Because is one of the most common conjunctions in both
written and spoken English. Only and, but, and or are
more frequent.
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Shopping
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit Read the unit title aloud. Write these questions on

the board: How often do you go shopping? What do you usually buy? Do you like shoppingl
Have Ss work in pairs, and give them two minutes to ask and answer the questions. Call
on a few Ss to report on their partners' responses.

In this unit, you learn how to •..
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity CLASS

Write on the board: like to, want to, need to, have to, how
much. Point to the expressions one at a time, and ask
Ss to look through the unit and find a sentence with the
expression. Ask Ss to raise their hands when they find a
sentence. After several Ss have raised their hands, call on
one or two to read the sentence they found and tell the
page number (e.g., My boss likes to wear designer clothes,
p. 76; I need to get some sneakers, p. 77).

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the clothing items Tell Ss to look at the list

of clothing items. Ask Ss which words they already know.
Call on a few Ss to say the words they know. Read the list
aloud, and have Ss repeat.
• Ask Ss to look at the pictures and find the clothing items
each person is wearing (Picture 1: a dress and high heels.
She's also wearing a cardigan. Picture 2: pants and a top.
Picture 3: a suit and tie. Picture 4: sweatpants).
C:> Recycle grammar This task recycles the present
continuous. Say the number of a picture, and have individual
Ss call out what the person is wearing (e.g., T: 3. S: He's
wearing a suit and tie.).
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• Ask, "What are your classmates wearing?" Ask several Ss
to answer (e.g., Maria's wearingjeans. I'm wearing pants and
a top.).

Extra activity GROUPS
Ss each write a sentence using a frequency adverb or a
time expression for each item listed (e.g., I always wear
a suft and tie to work. I wear jeans and a T-shirt on the
weekends.). Ss read their sentences to their group and see
if anyone else in the group has any of the same sentences.

Lesson A

Clothes

ft Getting started

• Set the scene Say, "Look at the pictures. The three people
are talking about the kinds of clothes they usually wear
in different places." Ask, "What kinds of clothes do people
usually wear to work?" Call on several Ss to answer. Say to
the class, "Raise your hand if you wear the same things."
Repeat with the question J,Vhat kinds ofclothes do people
usually wear on the weekends? As Ss answer both questions,
write their suggestions on the board. List them in two
columns: one for casual clothes, one for formal clothes, but
do not write a heading above the columns.
Example:
T-shirt

suit

sneakers

tie

sweatshirt

dress

• Write on the board: casual and formal Explain the words'
meanings. Ask, "Which list is casual?" [the one on the left]
"Which list is formal?" [the one on the right]

A

F_igurel
1t out

c

• Preview the task Write on the board: like,

Answers
1. Emre says, "After work, I just --want to put on jeans and
an old sweater."
2. Kyoko says, "I like to
wear pants, a T-shirt, and
--sneakers."
3. Kyoko doesn't have to wear a uniform. She doesn't
need to wear formal clothes.
4. Bethany's boss wears designer clothes, so Bethany
has to look good, too.

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Write the
names of the people in the pictures on the board: Kyoko,
Emre, Bethany Ask about the first item on the list: "Who is
wearing a jacket?" [Bethany] Ss write Bethany on the line.
Do the task Have Ss write the names next to each item
of clothing. Check the answers with the class.

•

Answers
a jacket: Bethany; sneakers: Kyoko; a silk blouse: Bethany;
a sweater: Emre; a skirt: Bethany

B ..

,»

• Focus on the form Write on the board:
I like to wear jeans at home.
My sister wants to buy new jeans.
My brother needs to buy new shoes.

2.36

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
•
•

•

look at the photos and predict who wears casual clothes to
school or work and who wears formal clothes.
Play the recording Ss listen and write Cfor casual or F
for formal next to each name. Pause after each speaker to
give Ss time to write.
Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class [Kyoko wears
casual clothes to school. Emre and Bethany wear formal
clothes to work.].
Follow-up Brainstorm a list of clothing items with Ss.
Make a list on the board. Ss sort clothing words into things
they have in their closets and things they do not have.

Extra vocabulary CLOTHING

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for clothing, such
as shirt, coat shorts, sod<s, swlmst.Jt, C8SU8I I formsJ clothes,

sleeve, collar, short I long skirt.

Extra activity PAIRS
S1 describes what someone In the clas8 Is wearing saying one clothing Item at a time (e.g., She's w88flng
a T-shirt.). 52 tries to guess the S being descr1bed. Ss
change roles, doing the task several times.

want, need,

Tell Ss to find and underline those verbs in the three
interviews. Ask, "What comes after the verbs?" [to+ verb]
Do the same for have to [followed by verb].
• Say, "Now find a negative sentence with one of the verbs
on the board." [We don't have to wear uniforms at our
school.] "What comes before have?" [don't]
• Do the task Have Ss circle their choices to make
true sentences for the people in the pictures, using the
interviews for help. Have Ss compare their answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class: Call on individual
Ss to read their answers, and have other Ss raise their
hands if they disagree.
have.

My co-worker has to wear a suit.

•

Say, "Look at the underlined words. What's the same in
the four sentences?" [verb+ to+ verb] "Does the verb after
to have an ending?" [no]
Try it out Have Ss write three true statements about their
own clothing like the ones in the interviews (e.g., I don't
have to wear a uniform.). Have Ss share their sentences
with a partner.

About
you

D

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Model

the activity by telling Ss about yourself (e.g., I'm like Kyoko.
I like to wear pants and a T-shirt. But I don't like to wear
sneakers.).

• Do the task Tell Ss to work in pairs and tell a partner if
they are like Kyoko, Emre, or Bethany. Call on Ss to tell
the class about their partners.

Extra activity CLASS

Ss prepare a brief answer to the question What kinds of
clothes do you like to weer? Ss go around the class and
listen to one another's answers. Ss report on classmates
who Ilks to wear the same kinds of clothes as they do.
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fl Grammar
•)» 2.37

sentences. Ask, "What do you need to buy?" Have Ss tell a
partner, and then call on Ss to report what their partners
said to the class.

Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss

•

listen and repeat.

Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.

•

Ask, "In what tense are all the verbs?" [simple present]
Say, "When you talk about activities you like or want, you
use to + verb." Write on the board:
I want a new outfit. I want __ a new outfit. (buy)
I like casual clothes I l,ke __ jeans. (wear)
Ask, "How can I complete the second sentences with the
verbs?" [to buy; to wear] Explain that need to and have
to are used to talk about needs and rules. Write on the
board:
1 My shoes are old I __ to buy new shoes
2. I have a lot of shoes I love shoes. I __ to buy new shoes.
Say, "Complete the sentences. Use want in one sentence
and need in the other." [I. need; 2. want)
Say, "I have 10 pairs of shoes. But I like green shoes." Ask,
"Which sentence on the board does this person say?" [I
want to buy new shoes.] Say, "I have one pair of shoes. One
has a hole in it." Ask, "Which sentence does this person
say?" [I need to buy new shoes.)
Write two more sentences on the board: I l,ke to wear 1eans
ot home I have to wear a swt to work. Ask, "Is it OK to wear
jeans at work?" [no] "Is it OK to wear jeans at home?"
[yes] "Who decides what the person wears at work?" [the
company I the boss)
• Say, "The verb have to is always with to + verb in this
meaning. Don't use have + noun for things that you need."
Write on the board:
I hove to buy ne,v shoes.
I have new shoes
I need co buy new shoes.
I need new shoes
Ask, "Which pair of sentences have the same meaning?"
[the sentences with need]
• Follow-up Point to the questions in the chart again. Ask
Ss the first question: What do you want to wear tonight? Call
on a few Ss to answer with true information in complete

About
you

Preview the task Read the instructions and the example

•

question aloud.

Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: Do you need to wear a uniform to
school? Yes, I do. Yes, I do need Ask, "Which answer is
correct?" [Yes, I do.] T hen ask Ss yes-no questions (e.g., Do
you like to wear jeans a lot?). Make sure their short answers
end with a form of do, not the main verb.
• Do the task Tell Ss to complete the questions and
answers. Check answers with the class.

•

Answers

1. A What do you like to wear at home in the evening?
B I usually just want to relax. I like to put on jeans.
2. A Do your friends have to wear a uniform to school or
work?
B No, they don't. My friend Jenna has to look good for
work. But she doesn't have to wear a uniform.
have to
3. A Do you like to buy clothes online? Or do you --see things first?
8 No, I always need to try on clothes. So I don't like to
shop online.
4. A Are stores expensive here? I mean, do you have to
pay a lot for jeans?
B Well, there are expensive stores. But you don't need
to shop at those places.

• Have Ss practice reading the conversations with a partner.
• Have Ss take turns asking and answering the questions
with a partner using their own information. Call on Ss to
tell the class about their partners.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice BA on p. 146 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-146.)

Q Speaking naturally
A .-i» 2.38

•

•

About
you

Preview the task Have Ss look at the statements and
questions in the box. Say, "In conversation, want to sounds
like one word. The letter t isn't pronounced. Have to is also
pronounced quickly as one word." (For more information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.) Read
the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat. Tell Ss to focus
on pronouncing want to and have to as on the recording.

B .-i» 2.39

•

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to

look over the list of questions.
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Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.

c

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Have
Ss ask and answer the questions from Exercise 3B in pairs.
C';) Recycle strategy Point out that Ss can recycle me
too in their responses. Tell pairs to report to another pair
something they have in common.

•

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 58 and 59. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

Things to buy

ft Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Write on the board: accessories. Say it, and

have Ss repeat. Explain that it means items people wear
with clothes. Point to, name, and write on the board one
or two accessories Ss have (e.g., hat, belt). Ask Ss to name
any other words for accessories they know, and write them
on the board.

A .. i)) 2.40

Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures.
Recycle grammar This task recycles There's and There

C:;>

are. Call on a few Ss to say which items on the board are also
in their book using There's or There are (e.g., There's a belt.
There are some shoes.).

• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat the words.
• Play the recording again Say, "Listen and think about

which items you have and which items you need or want
to buy."
Call on several Ss to tell the class about an item they have
and an item they want to buy. Encourage Ss to give more
information (e.g., I have an old backpack. I use itfor my

schoolbooks. I want to buy a new backpack.).

Follow-up Ss work in pairs to talk about things they have
and things they need or want to buy.

Word
sort

B .. ))) 2.41

Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the colors in

the chart. Say, "T hese are the top 10 colors that people say."
Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat the words. Ask
several Ss, "What's your favorite color?" Tell other Ss to
raise their hands if they agree.

• Ask, "What clothes and accessories do you have in these
colors?" Say the example answer for black as a sentence:

I have blackjeans.

• Have Ss complete their charts. When Ss finish, have them
work in pairs and talk about their charts. Say, "Tell your
partner about the things you have in these colors." Read
the example aloud.
• Follow-up Ss name the colors of clothing and objects in
the classroom. Write the words on the board.

Extra vocabulary

COLORS

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for colors,
such as light blue, dark green, bright pink, purple, beige,
turquoise, silver, gold. (For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)

Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss play "I Spy." Explain that spy means "see." Ss take
turns naming the color of an item in the classroom. The
other Ss guess what it is (e.g., S1: I spy something yellow.
S2: Is it Kelly's T-shirt?). The first S to guess correctly gets
one point. The S with the most points at the end wins.

� \- Vocabulary notebook ·
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 84 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-84.)

fl Building language
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture. Ask, "What

is Stacy doing?" [She's shopping.] "What is she looking
at?" [scarves and gloves] "What color are the accessories?"
Have Ss call out suggestions (e.g., a yellowpurse,pink

gloves, a blue scarf).

Figure
it out

B

• Preview the task Write on the board: this, that, these,

A .. )» 2.42

• Preview the task Books closed. Say, "In this
•
•

conversation, Stacy asks about the price of the gloves and
the scarf. Listen and write the prices."
Play the recording Ss listen and write the answers. Ask
a few Ss the prices. Write their answers on the board.
Play the recording again Books open. Say, "Listen and
read along. Check your answers." [gloves, $80; scarf, $149]

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing the salesperson and the other group playing Stacy.
Have the groups read the conversation aloud and then
change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs, taking
turns playing each role. Then have them practice the
conversation again using their own ideas for clothing
items and prices.

•

those. Say, "Look at the conversation, and underline these
words." Ask, "Which words go with plural nouns?" [those,
these] Ask, "Which words does the salesperson use to talk
about things in her hand or near to her?" [this, these]
Do the task Read the instructions. Tell Ss to circle the
correct word. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. A those B These

2. A that B This

• Focus on the form and the use Write on the board:

that, those. Ask, "Which goes with singular nouns?" [that]
"Which goes with plural nouns?" [those] Say, "Use that
and those to talk about things that are not near you." Ask,
"Why does Stacy say those and that?" [The things are not
close to her.] "Why does the salesperson say these and
this?" [The things are close to her.]
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@lGrammar

.,»

listen and repeat.

• Have Ss work in pairs and take turns asking the questions
and responding with the correct prices. Model the activity
with a S (e.g., T: How much are these scarves? S: They're
thirty-nine dollars.).

Write on the board:

B

2.43

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
How much

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

is this __ ?

Have pairs take turns asking the questions again and
giving their own prices (e.g., SJ: How much are these
scarves? S2: They're twenty-seven dollars.). Say, "When you
ask the question, write down the price you hear. Check
with your partner that you wrote it down correctly."

How much are these __ 2

Ask, "What kind of nouns does this talk about - singular
or plural nouns?" [singular nouns] "What kind of nouns
does these talk about?" [plural nouns] "Do you use this and
these to talk about things that are near you or things that
are not near you?" [things that are near you] Point out that
often nouns do not follow the words this and these when it
is clear what is being talked about.
• Do the same for that and those:
How much

is that __ 2

How much are those __ ?

•

Point out that that and those are used for things that are
not near the speaker.
Present Saying Prices Read the information aloud.
Write the following prices on the board, and have Ss
practice saying them aloud:
$1995

•

$3.50

89f

$10

$188.75

Then point to one of the prices. Ask, "How much does it
cost?" or "How much are they?" and have Ss answer (e.g.,
It's $19.95. They're $10.).
Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
Ask, "What is another way to say the two questions?" [How
much is it? How much are they?]

Culture note

Often North Americans do not use the words dollars and
cents when they talk about prices; they say, for example,
The umbrellas cost four ninety-nine.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

example aloud. Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Explain
that a hand touching an item means that the item is close
and a hand pointing to an item means that the item is far
away. Have Ss write questions for the remaining pictures
and then compare with a partner. Check answers with the
class: Call on individual Ss to each read a question.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How much are these green scarves?
How much is that baseball cap?
How much is this briefcase?
How much are these shoes?
How much are those earrings?
How much is this coat?
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Extra activity CL.ASS
Put several items on your desk (e.g., sunglasses, purse).
Ss pretend they are shopping. Ss take turns asking you
how much the items cost. Make up prices. The other Ss
listen and make notes of items and prices. At the end of
the activity, Ss tell the class which items they think are
expensive, which are cheap, and which are reasonably
priced.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Each S in the group puts out two items and thinks of - but
doesn't say - a price for each item. The other Ss guess
the prices of the items (e.g., S1: I think your bag costs
forty-five dollars.). The S with the guess closest to the
correct price "wins" the item. Ss can use pictures of items
from magazines instead of real items.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

example conversation aloud. Have Ss work in pairs to
discuss the possible prices of the six items. Tell Ss to make
a note of the average prices they agree on.
• Call on Ss to share the price they agreed on. Write the
prices on the board. Find the highest and lowest prices.
• Follow-up Ss call out other items to discuss the price of.
Write them on the board. In pairs, Ss decide on the prices,
and then pairs compare their prices.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice SB on p. 146 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-146.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 60 and 61. (The answer key begins
'<:; on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Can I help you?

C;> Lesson C recycles the simple present of want to and have to; questions with How much?; this, these, that, and those;
clothing vocabulary; and prices.

Q Conversation strategy
•

do you thinkSarah is doing?Work with a partner and
write three things." Have a few pairs read their ideas aloud
(e.g., She wants to buy a FJ.ft. She's looking at gold bracelets.

She's asking, "How much is this?").

A

Ask, "What does the clerk say next?" Ask the class for
ideas, and write them on the board (e.g., Um, do you want

Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture.Ask, "What

Preview and do the task Ask, "What is Sarah looking
at?What do you think she wants to buy?" [ a bracelet]

B

�))) 2.44

Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the picture.
Say, "Sarah is buying jewelry.Can you guess any of the
words in the conversation?" Call on a fewSs to answer,
and make a list on the board.
• Say, "Listen to the conversation. What does Sarah buy?
Who is it for?Listen for the information, and write the
answers to the two questions."
Play the recording Books closed.Ss listen, write the
answers, and then compare their answers with a partner.
• Play the recording again Books open.Ss listen and
read along.Check answers with the class [She buys a silver
bracelet. It's for herself.].
• Tell Ss to look and see if any of the words on the board that
they predicted are in the conversation. Have individual Ss
call out any words, and circle them on the board.
Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

c

Present Notice Read the information and the example

aloud. Point out that these expressions let the listener
know the speaker has more to say.They can give the
speaker time to think about how to answer a question
or what to say next.Say, "Find and underline all the
expressionsSarah uses for taking time to think." [Uh, yes.
Well, let's see ... Um, ...Let me think. ...Well, ...] (For
more information, see Language Notes at the beginning
of this unit.) IfSs wonder if Uh-huh is a similar expression,
point out that they will see that on p. 81.
• Then askSs to find the expressions that the clerk uses for
taking time to think. [um, ...Well, ... Um, ...let's see ... ]
• Follow p Say, "Change the conversation. This time
Sarah doesn't buy the bracelet, but she buys something
else." Write on the board:
I

,f

\....I

�

to see some earrings? Let's see. These are nice.).

• Ss work in pairs and practice the conversation up to the
last exchange, then continue it with Sarah choosing a
different gift. Tell Ss to use the expressions that give them
time to think.
• Pairs act out their conversations for another pair.Then a
few pairs present their conversations to the class. Other Ss
raise their hands if Sarah "buys" the same item as in their
conversation.

D

._))) 2.4s

•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the

•

Play the recording Ss listen and write the expressions

expressions aloud.

on the line. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. Let's see

2. Let me think

3. Well, um

4. Uh

Have Ss practice reading the conversations with a partner,
taking turns playing both roles.
About
you

E
•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Model the conversation with aS. Have the S ask you
the first question.Demonstrate how to use one of the
expressions, and then answer with your own information
(e.g., Uh, I don't like to wear a lot ofjewelry, but I have to wear
a watch!). Have Ss take turns asking and answering the
questions from Exercise lD.

Extra activity CLASS
Divide the class into two groups - salespeople and
customers. Salespeople make signs for items they are
selling, each item on a separate slip of paper (e.g., shoes,
ties, scarves). Customers go around the class and buy
things from several salespeople, using the conversation
in Exercise 1 B as a model. Each customer must "buy" at
least one thing.

/',..
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus

•
•

•

•

Tell Ss to look at the conversation
on p. 80 and find examples of Uh-huh. Ask Ss to guess what
each Uh-huh means [Clerk: Is it a gift? Sarah: Uh-huh.
(= yes); Sarah: about $30. Clerk: Uh-huh.(= OK. I'm
listening.)]. Uh-huh shows that the person is listening to
the speaker or agrees with the speaker.
Repeat the task with Oh. [Sarah: Oh, they're beautiful.
(= She's happy.); Sarah: Oh. T hat's a lot.(= She's surprised.)]
Read the information in Strategy Plus aloud. Explain
the meanings of surprised, happy, and angry by acting
out the expressions. Oh is often followed by words that
indicate the reaction(e.g., Good, That's terrible, Really?).
(For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
Tell Ss to look at the picture. Read Sarah's response with
Oh aloud, saying it with a surprised intonation. Then say
the clerk's statement, and have a few Ss respond saying
Sarah's statement with surprise.
Remind Ss that Uh, Um, Uh-huh, and Oh are similar in
sound, but have different meanings. The first two, uh and
um, are ways to get time to think. Uh-huh is an affirmative
response, and oh has many meanings. Write on the board:
Would you l,ke to buy this necklace? It's $149

Call on Ss to respond with one of the four expressions
followed by an appropriate comment(e.g., Uh, I'm not sure.

Um, let me think about it Uh-huh. I think it's beautiful. Oh,
it's expensive.).

• Present In Conversation

Books closed. Tell Ss to guess
whether Uh-huh and Oh are in the top 20, 50, 100, or 300
words. Books open. Tell Ss to read the information to
check their guess.

'4>» 2.46

• Preview and do the task

•

Read the instructions aloud.
Read the first two lines of conversation 1. Ask, "Why does
speaker B say Uh-huh?" [because it means yes]. Have
Ss complete the task and then compare answers with
a partner.
Play the recording Have Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. B Uh huh
2. B Oh
3. B Uh-huh

A Oh
A Uh-huh
B Oh

B

Oh

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations with a partner, using
appropriate intonation for Uh-huh and Oh.
• Have pairs practice the conversations again, using their
own reactions and responses.
• Follow-up Have pairs present a conversation with their
own reactions for the class. Ss guess what emotion the
speakers show(e.g., surprised, happy, upset, angry).

8 Listening and strategies
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Ask Ss
questions about the items (e.g., Do you have to get any of

these items? Do you want to buy any of them? Do you need
to buy any of them? Do you like to shop for them?). Call on a
few Ss to answer each question.

A '4)» 2.41

• Preview the task
•
•

Read the instructions aloud. Ask
questions about the items and their colors. Tell Ss to listen
for the descriptions and the prices.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-168 Ss listen and
write the prices. Pause after each item to give Ss time to write.
Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class: Have individual Ss
read the prices.

Answers
1. red scarf, $199.95; black and white scarf, $49.50

2. blue sunglasses, $79.95; black sunglasses, $74.95
3. red and gray socks, $15.95; black socks $9.95

• Follow-up

Say, MLook at the prices for the items. Which
one do you want to buy?" Ss take turns telling a partner
their choices.

B '4)» 2.41

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Point out
there may be more than one reason for each choice.
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• Play the recording Audio script p. T-168

Ss listen and
circle the items that the shoppers buy, and write a reason.
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. The shopper buys the black and white scarf because
it's not expensive and it's nice.
2. The shopper buys the black sunglasses because
they're on sale today and she wears black a lot.
3. The shopper buys the red and gray socks because
they match his suit and tie and he wants something
interesting.
About
you

c

• Preview the task

Read the instructions and the
descriptions of the roles aloud. Have two Ss read the
example conversation aloud. Ss work in pairs to role-play
the situation and then switch roles. Have several pairs act
out their conversations for the class.

Workbook

Pi Assign Workbook pp. 62 and 63. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson D

�
rn

Shop till you drop!

�

QReading
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Ask, "What does the title mean?" Get ideas from Ss (e.g.,

spend a lot of time shopping; shop until you are very tired').
• Ask a few Ss the following questions: Do you like to shop?
J.1/here do you to like to shop?

A
Prereading
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask, "What kinds of things do people do at a mall?" Elicit
a couple of ideas (e.g., eat lunch, buy books) and write them
on the board.
• Tell Ss to work with a partner and brainstorm ideas. Pairs
have two minutes to brainstorm as many things as they
can. Have pairs compare their ideas with another pair.
Pairs score one point for each idea they have that the other
pair does not have. Find the pair with the most points.
Ask Ss to call out the ideas they have on their lists and add
them to the ideas on the board. Then tell Ss to add any
new ideas to their lists.

B
During reading
Preview the reading Say, "Look at the pictures and the

•

•
•

•

title. Where is the article from?" [a magazine) "What do
you see in the pictures?" [a shopping mall, an aquarium,
palm trees]
Present Reading Tip Read the information aloud. Have
Ss read the title and predict six words in the article. Ask Ss
to call out ideas and write them on the board.
Have Ss scan the article very quickly. Can they see any of
their words? Ask Ss to tell the class.
Do the reading Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read the article and circle any activities that are on their
lists from Exercise A. Have Ss take notes or underline
other activities.
When Ss finish, tell them to call out the activities they
found. Circle activities that are on the board. Add other
activities to the list on the board.

irLanguage

• Follow-up Ss work in pairs to talk about the one thing
they most want to do at the Dubai Mall. Elicit ideas and
write them on the board. Ask about each thing, and have
Ss raise their hands if that is the thing they most want
to do.

Extra activity

INDIVIDUALS I GROUPS

Ss write a few sentences about a shopping area in their
town or city, using the article as a model. Tell them to
include sentences with there's and there are. Ss read their
sentences to their group, and at the end of the readings,
Ss say any interesting information they learned.

c

Postreading

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask Ss to read through the items in the task. Have Ss find
and write down the information from the article. They
should use the context to help them find the correct word
or phrase. Have Ss compare their answers with a partner.
Then check answers with the class: Call on individual Ss
to answer.
Answers
1. world-class
2. lifestyle
3. a thousand
4. including
5. a market

6. several
7. a luxury hotel
8. entertainment
9. don't miss
10. enjoy

• Follow-up Ss work in pairs and take turns using each
word in a sentence (e.g., There are a lot of world-class hotels
here in the city.).
About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and
questions aloud. Have Ss discuss their answers in pairs.
Call on Ss to tell the class about their partners.
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fl Listening and writing
A

• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. Explain

• Preview and do the task Ask several Ss, "Do you like to

shop?" If a S answers yes, ask, "What's your favorite store?"
Write answers on the board, and then ask, "Why do you
shop there?"
C;> Recycle a conversation strategy Have other Ss ask
follow-up questions about their classmates' favorite stores
(e.g., What does your favorite store sell? Is it expensive? How
often do you shop there?).

the word reasons [ideas that answer the question Why].
• Write on the board:
A My fovonte store 15 Chang's

B Why?
A It hos great clothes
My favorite store ,s Chang's because ,t hos great clorhes.
Do the task Have Ss read the article and underline the
reasons the reviewer gives for liking the store [it sells
designer clothes at very low prices; I want to wear the
latest fashions, but I don't have a lot of money).
Follow-up Ask comprehension questions: "What is the
writer's favorite store?" [Bargain Basement) "How often
does she go there?" [once a month] "What do they sell?"
[suits, jackets, pants, sweaters, scarves] "Why does she
like to shop there?" [because she wants to wear the latest
fashions but doesn't have a lot of money]

•

B .. i» 2.4a

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss

to read the five sentences. Pre-teach new vocabulary as
needed (e.g., latestfashions). Ask, "What is one of the latest
fashions?" (e.g., bright colors, animal prints)
Play the recording Audio script p. T-168 Ss listen and
circle the correct information.
Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class.

•
•

3. the latest fashions

c

• Preview the task Read the instructions and the

•

E

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask a few

Answers
1. cool 2. a clothing store
4. after work 5. 9:00

•

questions in the chart aloud. Model the activity. Write the
chart on the board, and add your own ideas. Then tell the
class about your favorite store.
Do the task Have Ss complete the chart with
information about their favorite stores.
Follow-up Have Ss take turns asking and answering the
questions with a partner.

D

• Preview the task Have Ss look at the review. Ask,

Ss, "What's your favorite store? Why?" Write sentences
with because on the board with Ss' information.
• Do the task Tell Ss to write a review about their favorite
store. Remind Ss to use the information from the article
and from their charts in Exercise 2C to help them organize
their ideas. Tell Ss to use because in their paragraphs. Go
around the class, and help as needed.
• Put Ss in groups to exchange and read their reviews. Call
on Ss to tell the class about a classmate's favorite store.

Extra activity PAIRS
Ss read a partner's review and then write three questions
they have about the store. Ss give their questions to their
partner, who rewrites his or her paragraph to include
information that answers the questions.

"Where do you see this kind of review?" [online] "What is
it about?" [shopping I stores]

@l Talk about it
• Preview the task Books closed. Ask Ss to think of

questions about shopping habits. Have Ss call them out,
and write them on the board.
• Books open. Read the instructions aloud. Call on different
Ss to read the questions in the Student's Book. Ask, "Are
any of these questions on the board?" Have Ss call out any,
and circle them.
• Do the task Have Ss discuss the questions in groups.
Groups report on how their shopping habits are the same
and different.
• Follow-up Pairs ask and answer two questions about
shopping habits that are on the board but that are not in
their Student's Books. Pairs then report answers to the
class.
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Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 8 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 8 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-133.)

Workbook
R Assign Workbook pp. 64 and 65. (The answer key begins
";} on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
Present Learning Tip Read the information aloud. Say,

•

"Pictures can help you learn vocabulary. You can label
pictures. Linking the pictures and words makes it easier
to remember new words."
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Ask, "Do you
remember the top 10 colors people talk about from Lesson

C;> This task recycles vocabulary for clothes and
accessories.
• Preview and do the task Say, "Don't look back at
the unit. Label the pictures with the names of clothing
and accessory items." Have Ss compare answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class.

C;> This task recycles vocabulary for clothes, accessories,
and colors.
• Preview and do the task If Ss do the task in class,
have magazines and catalogs available, or have Ss find
and label pictures in their Student's Books. Read the
instructions aloud. Remind Ss to include colors in their
labels. Have Ss complete the task.
• Have Ss present their labeled pictures in small groups.
Each group calls out any new vocabulary from their
pictures.
• Follow-up Have Ss trade labeled pictures with a partner.
Pairs take turns saying sentences to describe labeled
items in the picture (e.g., The man is wearing a black hat,

a redjacket, and blue pants. The girl is wearing a pink dress
and white shoes.). Call on a few pairs to share one of their

B? Make a list with your partner." When Ss finish, tell
them to look back at p. 78 and correct their lists. Find the
pair with the most correct answers.
• Books closed. Say, "Can you put the list of colors in order,
starting with the one used most in conversation? Number
them 1 to 10."
• Books open. Tell Ss to read the information in the box and
see how many of their guesses are correct. Ask a few pairs,
"How many of the colors have the right number?"

Answers

woman, from top to bottom label: white necklace, pink

sweater I cardigan, black belt, yellow purse, grey skirt, red
shoes, grey briefcase
man, from top to bottom label: brown hat, white shirt, red
tie, brown watch, brown jacket, suit, black pants, orange
socks, black shoes, green umbrella

Now I can ...

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first six items. Call on Ss and ask for
examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check(.-')
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as
required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name
and a schedule showing what they plan to review and
when. Review or reteach these language items in a future
class.

sentences with the class.

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the instructions aloud.
• Follow-up Set a date for Ss to complete the task. At the
start of that class, Ss report on the items they saw in the
store.
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UNIT(o)

'ii A wide world

Lesson A Sightseeing
Vocabulary Sightseeing activities

(See Student's Book pp. 85-87.)
The lesson introduces vocabulary for typical sightseeing
activities. Expressions with verbs include take a ferry, take a
walking tour, get a view, go to the top of a tower.

Grammar

Can and can't for

possibility

(See Student's Book p. 87.)
Can is a modal verb. Modal verbs (e.g., can, may, should) have
the same form for all subjects and are followed by the base
form of the verb. In questions, they do not take a verb.

Form
• Statements
subject+ can I can't + base form of the verb
We can take a ferry.
He can't take pictures in the rain.
• Information questions
question word + can+ subject+ base form of the verb?
What can you see in New York?
Where can she see a show?
• Yes-No questions
Can+ subject+ base form of the verb?
Can we get an umbrella?
Can she buy an umbrella nearby?

Use
• The most frequent use of can in conversation is to talk
about possibility. This lesson teaches this use, mainly with
impersonal you as the subject.
• Can has many other meanings and functions, including
talking about ability, making requests and suggestions,
and asking for and giving permission. Emma's question
in the conversation on p. 86 (Can we buy an wnhrell.a?) is a
suggestion.

Lesson B Countries
Vocabulary Countries, regions, and languages

(See Student's Book p. 88.)
The lesson presents vocabulary for continents, countries,
languages, and nationalities. There is a longer list of
countries and nationalities in Vocabulary Notebook on p. 94.

Vocabulary Nationalities

(See Student's Book pp. 88-89.)
• The words for nationalities in this lesson act either as
nouns used to describe languages (e.g., I can speak Thai.)
or as adjectives (e.g., I love Thai food.).

• To refer to people from a nation (e.g., The Italians love
pasta.), plural forms are used for some nations, and
singular forms are used for others. For example:
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• Can for ability is taught in Lesson B. Requests with Can are
taught in Lesson C in the context of ordering food and drink.

G Corpus information Can and can't

• Can is the most frequent modal verb in conversation.
It is almost twice as frequent in conversation as it is in
written English.
• Can is approximately three times more frequent than
can't. Can't is about 24 times more frequent than
cannot.
• The most frequent word used before can is you - you
can {about one-third of occurrences); the second
most frequent word is I - I can (about one-fifth of
occurrences).
• The most frequent word used before can't is I
{approximately 40 percent of occurrences), and the
second most frequent word is you (about 25 percent
of occurrences). Can't is often followed by verbs of
thinking or speaking {e.g., I can't believe I remember I
say I imagine.).

Common errors with verbs following con

Students sometimes use to after can. The simple form of
the verb always follows can, not to + verb. (You can go
shopping. NOT 'ffltt C8fl rege s�.)

Speaking naturally Can and can't

(See Student's Book p. 87.)
• Speaking Naturally focuses on the distinction between
can and can't in conversational speech. In statements and
questions, can is usually pronounced with a reduced vowel
/k�m/, while can't is pronounced with a full vowel /kren(t)/. The
/t/ is not "released," and students will probably not hear it.
• Can and can't are stressed in short answers, and thus are
both pronounced w ith the full vowel: /keen/, /kren(t)/.

Pluralform: {the) Italians, Brazilians, Mexicans, Greeks
Singular form: the Japanese {people), the French, the
British, the Portuguese
• Some nationalities have forms for nouns that differ from
the adjective forms: Swedes (noun), but Swedish (adjective).

Grammar

Can

and can't for ability

(See Student's Book p. 89.)
Ss used the modal verb can I can't to talk about things that
are possible in Lesson A. In Lesson B, they use can I can't to
talk about ability (e.g., I can speak English.).

Lesson

c They're a kind of candy.

Conversation strategy

Explaining words

(See Student's Book p. 90.)
• The strategy in this lesson is especially useful for learners
to help them explain words from their language or
culture.
• Two expressions for explaining words are presented:
It's I They're a kind of= to talk about types of things
Lassi is a kind ofdrink.
It's I They're kind of like= to talk about similarities
Lassi is kind of like a milkshake.
• In the expression a kind of, kind is a noun with a similar
meaning to type or sort. In kind of like, kind ofis an adverb
with a similar meaning to slightly or a little.

Strategy plus

like

(See Student's Book p. 91.)
• This lesson teaches the use of the word like to introduce
examples. For example:
You can put sprinkles on things like ice cream and cake.
Pita is a kind offlat bread like a tortilla or naan.
• This lesson also reviews other uses of like that Ss have
already learned:

Lesson D

like (verb)= to be fond ofor enjoy
I really like Thai food.
like (preposition) = similar to
They're like sugar.
like (preposition) = (in questions) asking for a general
description
What's Thailand like?

G Corpus information Like

• Uke is one of the top 15 words used in conversations.
It is about six times more frequent in speech than in
written English.
• A common use in everyday speech is to report the
things people say or think (e.g., So I'm like, "What are
you doing?"). People also use it in everyday speech as
a hedge or softener (e.g., I'm like curious to know what
they are.). Many English speakers feel that these two
uses of like are a sign of "bad" or "incorrect• English,
even though the uses are very common. Ss should
avoid them in writing.

Exciting destinations

Reading tip
(See Student's Book p. 92.)
This tip recommends that before Ss read something, they
ask themselves what they already know about the topic and
what they can learn. It encourages Ss to activate background
knowledge and anticipate content. This may help them
understand the reading better.

Help note Commas in lists
(See Student's Book p. 93.)
• In sentences with three or more adjectives or nouns listed
in a series, the items in the series are usually separated
with commas:

It's a quiet, beautiful, and historic place. (three adjectives)
Visit the temples, gardens, and museum. (three nouns)
Note the placement of the comma before and.
• In sentences with only two items joined by and commas
are not used.
It's a quiet and beautiful place.
Visit the temples and gardens.
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A wide world
Teach this u nit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit Read the unit title aloud. Say, "The expression a

wide world means that there are a lot of different places in the world and a lot of different
things to do in those places. In this unit, we will talk about different places to visit
around the world and things you can do there." Have Ss look through the unit and call out
the places they know. Help with English pronunciations as needed.

In this unit, you learn how to ...
•

Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Tell pairs to look through the unit. Say, "What places do
you want to visit? What foods do you want to try? See if
you and your partner can agree on a place and a food."
Have a few pairs tell the class their ideas (e.g., We want
to visit Paris. [p. 85]; We want to try Brazjfian food. [p. 89)).
Help with pronunciation as needed.

Before you begin ...
Introduce the activities in the pictures Tell Ss to
look at the pictures. Say, "Look at picture 1. What famous
castles do you know?" Elicit ideas. Repeat for each picture,
and ask Ss if they know any famous pyramids, bridges,
statues, towers, and palaces.
Introduce vocabulary for sightseeing activities Read
the activities aloud, and have Ss repeat. Ask questions about
each picture (e.g., Do you ever take tours ofcastles when you're
on vacation? Do you go to places like pyramids?). Elicit other
activities that people do when they are sightseeing, and
write them on the board (e.g., buy souvenirs, go to museums,
eat local food). Say each one, and have Ss repeat. Have Ss
write new words in their notebooks.
ervcle grammar This task recycles Like to. Read the
instructions aloud. Tell Ss to check (.I') activities they like to
do. Call on a few Ss to say what they checked (e.g.,
I like to take tours of castles.).

Ask, "Who likes to take tours of castles? If you have a
check next to this activity, raise your hand." Count hands,
and write the total on the board. Ask five Ss to ask about
the remaining five activities. Write the six totals on the
board, and see which activity is most popular.
CLASS

Ss go around the class and find other Ss who like to do
the same activities, asking Do you like to __ ? questions.
L

GROUPS

Write these column headings on the board:
Each group's secretary writes the headings on a piece of
paper. Groups think of as many famous examples of these
as they can in two minutes. Group secretaries call out their
answers. Groups receive one point for each answer, and
the group with the most points wins.
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Culture note

The photos on the unit opener pages are of the following
places:
1. The Alcazar Castle is in Segovia, Spain. An a/cazar
is a type of castle that kings built to live in. The word
comes from the Arabic word for fort, castle, or palace.
There are actually a number of alcazars, but the one in
Segovia is the most famous.
2. The pyramids of Chlchen ltd, on the Yucatan peninsula
in eastern Mexico, were sacred places built by the
Mayan and Toltec people. Tourists today can climb to
the top of the pyramid of Kukulkan, which is 24 meters
(79 feet) high.
3. The Sydney Harbour Bridge, opened in 1932, is the
world's largest steel arch bridge (but not the longest).
Like the Statue of Liberty in the United States, it
signaled the arrival in a new land for many immigrants·.
The striking Opera House, also on ttie harbor, which
opened in 1973, now rivals the bridge as a symbol of
Sydney.
4. The Paul Revere Monument stands in front of the Old
North Church in the historic North End neighborhood of
Boston, Massachusetts. Paul Revere and the Old North
Church played key roles at the start of the American
Revolution in 1775.
5. The Eiffel Tower was built in 1889 as an attraction
for the Universal Exhibition held in Paris. It was the
tallest standing structure in the world at the time,
at 300 meters (984 feet) high, and was a symbol of
developments in technology in the 1800s. The Bffel
Tower is now a symbol of Paris, and more than 6 million
tourists visit it every year.
6. The Grand Palace was the home of the kings of
Thailand and their government for more than 150 years,
during the 1700s and 1800s. It is also a spiritual center,
housing a Buddhist temple with a statue of Buddha
carved from jade. Tourists can now visit the palace area.

Lesson A

Sightseeing

(l Getting started

• Set the scene Books closed. Write on the board:
Five Great Things to Do in New York

Ask, "What do visitors like to do in New York?" Get ideas
from the class, and make a list on the board.

F!gurel
1t out

c

• Preview the task Tell Ss to find and underline all the

A

• Preview the task Books open. Call on a few Ss to read

•

•

the guidebook information aloud. Tell Ss to look at their
list of ideas for things to do on the board and name any
that are both on the board and in the guidebook. Read the
instructions aloud.
Do the task Have Ss work in pairs to discuss which
activities they think are good when it's sunny and which
are good when it's raining. Call on a few pairs to report
their ideas.
Follow-up Read the five activities from the guidebook.
For each one, have Ss raise their hands if they think it is
good for sunny days. Then have Ss raise their hands if they
think it is good for rainy days.

B .. >» 2.49

• Preview the task Tell Ss to cover the conversation and

look at the picture. Say, "Emma and Ethan are visiting
New York. Where are they right now?" [in front of their
hotel] "What's the weather like?" [It's raining.]
• Say, "Emma and Ethan are talking about things to do in
New York on a rainy day. Think about the guidebook and
the ideas on the board. Work with a partner. Decide on a
fun thing for Emma and Ethan to do." Cali on several pairs
to share their ideas with the class.
• Ask, "What do Emma and Ethan decide to do? Listen for
the answer."
• Play the recording Ss listen and read along. Help with
new vocabulary as needed.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the
answer. Check the answer with the class [go to a Broadway
show]. Find out how many pairs made that choice.

• Practice

Groups: Divide the class into two groups, one group
playing Emma and the other playing Ethan. Have groups
read the conversation aloud and then change roles.
Pairs: Tell Ss to practice the conversation, taking
turns playing each role. Then ask Ss to make up a new
conversation, changing the places that Ethan suggests and
the place where they finally decide to go.

•

verbs with can or can't in the conversation. Ask, "What
follows can in statements?" [a verb with no ending] "What
is the word order in questions with can?"
[(question word) can+ subject+ verb]
Do the task Have Ss circle the correct words. Remind
them to get help from the conversation. Check answers
with the class.

Answers
1. go to

2. see 3. can we 4. Can we

• Focus on the form and the use Say, "Can is followed by

a verb. The verb after can doesn't have an ending. The verb
can itself doesn't change. It is the same with all subjects."
• Continue by saying, "The verb can is used to talk about
activities that are possible. You can see museums means
'it's possible for you to see museums. '"

About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and

example aloud. Have Ss work in pairs to take turns saying
things they can do in New York. Remind Ss to use the
ideas on the board. How many new ideas can Ss think of?
Call on Ss to share their new ideas with the class.

Extra vocabulary

SIGHTSEEING PLACES

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for
sightseeing, such as botanical gardens, zoo, aquarium,

planetarium, skyscrapers, natural history museum, art
gallery, historic site, seaport, church, temple, mosque,
synagogue.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Ss plan a sightseeing dayin their city for their partners. Ss
ask each other What do you like? and What doyou like to
do? Sshave three minutes to decide on and write down
places and activities for their partners. Ssthen telltheir
partners the plans. Alternatively, Ss report to groups about
the plan (e.g., An<H likes music. He cango to a concert at

Massey Hall.).
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a good answer?" Have Ss call out the best answer [d]. Tell
Ss to read through the list of questions and answers, and
then do the task. Check answers with the class: Ask one S
to read the question and a different S to read the answer.

.. )� 2.50

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.

Ask, "How do you form statements with can?" Write the
pattern on the board: subject + can + verb. Do the same for
negative statements, and write the pattern on the board:
sub1ect + can't + verb.
• Point out that can never has an -sending, even with he, she,
it, or a singular noun as a subject. (For more information,
see Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
Have a few Ss make statements about things people can't
do in their town or city (e.g.• You can't take aferry.).
Ask Ss how to form yes-no questions with can. Write the
pattern on the board: can + subject + verb? Ask a few Ss to
come to the board and write questions about sightseeing
activities using the pattern.
• Point out the short answers in the grammar chart. Write
on the board:
Yes, __ can. No, __ can't.
Explain that short answers with can use this pattern
with all pronouns. Call on Ss to ask and answer the yes-no
questions on the board.
• Ask Ss for the pattern for information questions [question
word + can + subject + verb?]. Have a few Ss come to the
board and write information questions with can (e.g.•
Where can you see a good show?). Call on Ss to ask and
answer the information questions on the board.

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Answers
1. d

2. e

3. f

4. b

5. c

6. a

• Tell Ss to practice asking and answering the questions in pairs.
About
you

B

• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.

Write: You can to visit I visit a historic neighborhood in Tokyo.
Have Ss call out the correct option [visit].
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Tell Ss
to ask and answer the questions from Exercise 2A in pairs,
this time answering with true information about their
own cities.
C.> Recycle a conversation strategy Have Ss do the task
again, this time using other "taking time to think" strategies.
Ask Ss to find the expression for taking time to think in the
example [Let me think.]. Then have Ss name others (e.g., Um,

Well).

• Follow-up Call on Ss to answer questions you ask about

their city or town. Other Ss raise their hands if they do not
agree with the answers.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice on p. 147 of their Student's Books.
Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them for homework. (See
the teaching notes on p. T-147.)

Ask one S to read question I aloud. Ask, "Which answer is

il Speaking naturally
A .. >)) 2.51
• Preview the task Say. "It's sometimes difficult in English

•

to hear the difference between can and can't. Many people
don't say the tin can't clearly. The important sound to
listen for is the a in can." Read the instructions aloud. (For
more information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
Play the recording Have Ss listen carefully to the vowel
sounds in can and can't and then repeat, focusing on the
pronunciation of the two words.

B .. >)) 2.52
• Preview the task Ask Ss to look at the sentences. Help
•
•

with new vocabulary as needed. Tell Ss to listen and
complete the sentences with can or can't.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-169 Ss listen and
complete the sentences. Pause after each sentence to give
Ss time to write.
Play the recording again Ss review their answers.
Check answers with the class: Ask a S to read a sentence
as you write their answer on the board, and then replay
that sentence to confirm the answer.
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Answers
1. can
2. can't
3. can

4. can't
5. can
6. can't

7. can
8. can

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Then read sentence 3 in Exercise 3B aloud (You can sit
at outdoor cafes at night.). Ask, "Is that true here?" Have
Ss call out answers and encourage them to give more
information (e.g., Yes, you can. Well, you can sit at outCUJor
cafes in summer.). Tell Ss to discuss the remaining
sentences, and then to discuss other things you can and
can't do. Have pairs tell the class some of their ideas.

Workbook
R Assign Workbook pp. 66 and 67. (The answer key begins
'°'1 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

B Countries

Q Building vocabulary and grammar
• Set the scene Say, "Look at the map. Circle the name of
your country. Choose two countries. Ask questions about
the map (e.g., J11here are we on the map? J11hich country
do you want to visit? J11hat continent is France in? J11hat
countries are in South America?). Elicit answers from Ss.

A_.))) 2.53
• Preview the task Tell Ss to listen and repeat the place

names. As they listen, tell Ss to point to the places on the
map.
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
Play the recording again Ask, "Which place names do
you know in English? Listen and check the boxes." T hen
write on the board:

•
•

French: Canada, France, Morocco, Switzerland
German: Austria, Germany, Switzerland
Hindi: India
Ita lian: Italy, Switzerland
Japanese:Japan
Korean: South Korea
Portuguese: Brazil, Portugal
Russian: Russia
Spanish: Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay
Turkish: Turkey
Thai: Thailand

A I know (Germany).

B Me too. I Rea/lye I need to learn (Germany).
Have two Ss read the conversation aloud. Tell Ss to
compare their maps.
• Ask Ss to think of other countries they know. Make a list
on the board.

Extra vocabulary

Extra activity

Ss write the names of five countries on a piece of paper
and exchange lists with a partner. 8s then write sentences
saying something they know about each country.

Extra activity

COUNTRIES

PAIRS

Books closed: Ss write the letters of the alphabet on a
piece of paper. Ss work with a partner and think of a
country for as many letters as they can in four minutes. Ss
call out their ideas. Ss score a point for any country that
no other pair has on its list. The pair with the most points
wins.
Word
sort

B

,_

�\

�

Possible answers
Arabic: Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Morocco
Chinese: China, Hong Kong, Singapore
English: Australia, Canada, Great Britain, India, Ireland,
Jamaica, New Zealand, South Africa, the United States

Vocabulary notebook

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 94 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-94.)
Figure
it out

c

I

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have a S read aloud what Claudia says. Ask, "Can Claudia
speak Portuguese?" [yes] "Can she speak English?" [yes, a
little.] Tell Ss to complete the sentences. Check answers
with the class.

• Preview the task Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Then read the names of the lang uages aloud, and
have Ss repeat. Say, "Where do people speak the language?
Write the names of as many places as you can. Look at the
map for ideas."
• Do the task Have Ss complete the task. Consider giving
Ss a time limit.
• Tell Ss to compare ideas with a partner. Check answers
with the class: Call out each language, and call on
individual Ss to say what countries they wrote. Write on
the board any countries that are not on the map.

PAIRS

81 thinks of a country. 82 asks yes-no questions until he
or she guesses the country 81 is thinking of (e.g., S2: Is
it in South America? S1: no; S2: Do people there speak
English? S1: yes).

For a list of more countries, see Vocabulary Notebook,
p. 94.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Answers
1. Claudia can speak Portuguese and English.
2. She can understand Spanish, but she can't speak it.

• Focus on the form and the use Say, "Claudia speaks

•

Portuguese. She speaks English. She can speak Portuguese
and English." Explain that here can is used to talk about
ability. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
Follow-up Have Ss call out sentences using can and
can't, saying which languages they can or can't speak or
understand.
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• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Point out that can I can't for ability has the same form
as can I can't for possibility, but the meaning is slightly

different. Here, the meaning is about things you do or do
well.
• Write on the board sentences such as / __ speak
Portuguese; / __ understand Spanish; I __ understand
movies in English. Ask Ss to complete the sentences with can
or can't so they are true for them.

About
you

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss write questions using can. Check answers with
the class.
• Ask the first two questions and have a S answer. Have
Ss take turns asking and answering the questions in pairs.
Call on Ss to tell the class about their partners.

Answers
1. How many languages can you speak?
2. Can you read the news in English?
3. What languages can you understand but not speak?
4. Can you understand movies in English?
5. Can you sing a song in English?
6. Who can speak English in your family?
7. Can you speak any other languages?

Extra activity CL.ASS

Ss choose one question from Exercise 2 to ask all their
on Ss to report
classmates and tally their answers.
their findings to the class.

cau

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 9B on p. 147 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-147.)

Q Listening and speaking
A

• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the pictures

of different foods. Ask, "Do you ever eat these types of
food?" Have Ss raise their hands for yes. Elicit examples of
food for each category.
• Say, for example, "I like Brazilian food, and I like Mexican
food. Brazilian and Mexican are nationality words.
Use nationality words to talk about people and things
from countries." Call on Ss and say a country. Elicit the
nationality. Ask, "Which types of food do you eat?" Call on
Ss to answer.

B .. )» 3.02

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Look

•

at the audio script on p. T-169. Explain any unfamiliar
vocabulary (e.g., in the mood, spicy, buffet). Ask, "Who likes
spicy food?" Have Ss raise their hands for yes. Ask, "What
kinds of food are often spicy?" (e.g., Thai, Indian)
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-169 Ss listen and
check (.1) the boxes. Ss compare answers in pairs. Then
check answers with the class.

Answers
Brazilian, Chinese, Mexican
C .. )» 3.02

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-169 Ss listen and
answer the question. Ss compare answers in pairs. Then
check the answer with the class.
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Answer
Richard and his friend choose the new place near the
movie theater because Richard can eat hamburgers.
About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

aloud. Have individual Ss read out the questions and the
example. Then have Ss take turns asking and answering
the questions in pairs. Call on Ss to tell the class about
their partners.

Extra activity GROUPS

Group members choose a country, find pictures
of It, and glue them onto a poster. Ss then write facts and
Information about the country on the poster and display
their posters In the classroom. Groups present their
Information to the class.
Note: This activity requires time In at least two class
periods.

Workbook
A Assign Workbook pp. 68 and 69. (The answer key begins

't:1 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c They're a kind of candy.

C:> Lesson C recycles can for possibility and ability. Can is also used in this lesson for requests in the context of
ordering food and drink.

Q Conversation strategy
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the picture. Ask, "Where
are the people?" [in a cafe, in a coffee shop, in a restaurant,
in a diner]

A

Extra activity GROUPS
Ss work in groups of three. They look <:JVer the
conversation and then close their books and Practice it.
Write key 'tVOJ'(ls on the board (e.g., Server: order?; Yul<i:
diet soda; Stan: ice Clfl8tn and sprinkles; Yuki: sprinkles?;
Stan: candy I sugar; Yl,Jki: Japarl).

• Preview and do the task

Ask Ss, "How often do you
order ice cream in a cafe?" Have Ss raise their hands. Call
on a few Ss to give more information (e.g., I often order
chocolate ice cream.). Repeat the question, this time asking
about soda and cake. Ask Ss about other things they order
in cafes (e.g., coffee, dessert, tea, a snack).

B .. )» 3.o3

• Preview the task

Say, "What do Yuki and Stan order?
Listen and read along. Underline the answers."
• Play the recording Ss listen and underline what Yuki
and Stan order. Check answers with the class (Yuki: large
diet soda; Stan: coffee ice cream with chocolate sprinkles).
Explain the meaning of diet if it is unfamiliar to Ss (no
sugar, low-calorie).
• Explain that the conversation includes another use of can:
to make requests. Ask Ss to read aloud the questions with
can used in requests [Can I have a large diet soda? Can I
have coffee ice cream with chocolate sprinkles?].
• Practice Have Ss practice the conversation in groups of
three, taking turns playing each role.

c

• Ask, "What's coffee?" Encourage Ss to try to explain the
word coffee. Write on the board:
Coffee is a kind of.
Ask Ss to complete the sentence, and write ideas on the
board.
• Say, "Coffee is a kind of drink. What other kinds of drinks
do you know?" Ss answer (e.g., soda, tea, water).
• Present Notice Write on the board:
a kind of
kind of like
• Say, "You can use the expressions a kind ofand kind of like
to explain new words. Use a kind ofto say what type of
thing or idea you are talking about (e.g., Coffee is a kind
ofdrink.). Here, a kind ofmeans 'a type of.' Use like or kind
oflike to say something is similar (e.g., Sprinkles are like
sugar. They're kind oflike sugar.). Here kind ofmeans 'a
little.'" (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Read the information aloud. Tell Ss to find examples of a
kind ofand kind oflike in the conversation and circle them.
Check answers with the class [They're a kind of candy.
They're kind of like sugar.].

o .. l)) 3.04

• Preview the task

Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Ask, "Do
you know what the items are? Can you explain them in
English?" Ask Ss for ideas.
Do the task Read the first item aloud: "Kimbap is a kind
of __ ." Elicit the word from the box that completes the
sentence [snack]. Have Ss complete the first sentence in
each item.
Play the recording Ss listen and review their answers.
Play the recording again Ss listen and write the
country each food comes from. Check answers with the
class.

•

•
•

Answers

1. snack, South Korea
2. dessert, France

E

3. soup, Spain
4. drink, India

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have two Ss read the example conversation, completing
the sentence about kimbap. Tell Ss to study the
explanations of the foods. Have Ss work in pairs and take
turns asking about and explaining the words. Tell Ss to try
to give the explanations without looking at the book.

Extra activity CLASS I PAIRS
With the class, make a list of words Ss � a visitor
to their country would Ake to have explained (e.g., Japan:
gets, kotstsu; Maxieo: taQu'1l1a, enchilada). Ss then work In
pairs and exp1a1n all the words they can. Csl1 on different
pairs to provide explanations. Other Ss call out other
explanations ·they have for the seme items.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Read the information aloud. Then

ask a S to read the example. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Write on the board:
In summer, you con ploy sports like . . .
In Asia I South America, you con visit countries like . . .
I like to watch TV shows like . . .
Ask Ss to complete the sentences with their own ideas.
Call on a few Ss to share their ideas with the class. Use the
ideas to complete each sentence on the board.
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Tell Ss that
like is one of the top 15 words. Ask Ss to think of other
uses of like. Write example sentences on the board (e.g.,
I like soap operas. I like to wear comfortable clathes. Whats
she like?). (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.)

• Books open. Tell Ss to look at In Conversation as you read
it aloud. Have Ss make three sentences with the three
different uses of like. Call on a few Ss to tell their sentences
to the class.
About
you

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Say, "Answer the questions with two or more examples."
Have Ss complete the answers with their own ideas. Then
have Ss take turns asking and answering the questions
with a partner.

Answers
Answers will vary.

8 Listening and strategies
A .. >» 3.os

About
you

• Preview the task Say, "Stan and Yuki are continuing

•

their conversation. They're talking about the meanings
of some words." Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
look at the chart so they know what information they are
listening for (the name of the item, what it is, the language
it's from, where it's popular].
Play the recording Audio script p. T-169 Stop after
Stan and Yuki talk about the hamburger. Ask, "What
is it?" [a kind of sandwich] "What language is the word
from?" [German] "Where is it popular?" [the United States]
Continue playing the recording. Pause after each item.
Ss listen and complete the chart. Check answers with the
class: Call on different Ss to each give an answer.

Ss read the example conversation aloud. Ask Ss for two
or three examples of food words in Ss' first language that
visitors ask about. Repeat for clothes and instruments.
Write the words on the board. Ask Ss what they are.
• Do the task Have Ss work in pairs to complete the task.
• Call on Ss to tell the class about one of the words their
partners talked about.

Answers
Answers will vary.

Sounds right

Answers
1. sandwich, German, the United States
2. a pancake, Spanish, Mexico and Central America
3. dessert, Turkish, Turkey and Greece
4. musical instrument, Russian, Russia
• Have Ss match each photo with the foreign word. Check
answers with the class.

Answers
4,2,3, 1

Extra activity

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two

PAIRS

Ss close their books and take turns asking about the
meanings of the four words in Exercise 3A. Ss answer
from memory.
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Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 9 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 70 and 71. {The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson D

Exciting destinations

ft Reading

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

Say, "Destinations are places people travel to, like cities
or countries. What are some exciting destinations you
want to visit?" When Ss answer, encourage other Ss to
ask follow-up questions (e.g., Why do you want to go there?

What can you see there?).

A

Prereading
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Write on the board:
Bogota

Rio de Janeiro

Moscow

Beijing

Ask, "What countries are these cities in?" [Bogota:
Colombia; Rio de Janeiro: Brazil; Moscow: Russia; Beijing:
China] Then ask, "What do you know about them? What
can you do in each place?" Have Ss work in pairs and write
their own lists. Give Ss two minutes to brainstorm ideas.
Then write Ss' ideas on the board.

Possible answers
Bogota: visit the Gold Museum, the Botero Art Museum;
walk around La Candelaria I Old Bogota; ride bikes on the
Ciclovia
Rio de Janeiro: take a cable car to Sugar Loaf Mountain;
take the Corcovado cog train; go to the beach
Moscow: walk around Red Square; see the Kremlin,
St. Basil's Cathedral; see the Bolshoi Ballet; visit the
Pushkin Museum
Beijing: visit the Forbidden City, the Summer Palace; go to
Beijing National Stadium

B

During reading
• Present Reading Tip Read the information aloud. Point

out that Ss already know a lot about places to visit in
these cities. Point to their ideas on the board and say, "You
already know some things about these places." Point out
that reviewing what you know about something before you
read can help you understand and remember information.
Ask, "What do you think you can learn?"
• Preview and do the reading Ask, "Do you ever use
the Internet for travel information? Do you buy tickets or
make reservations online?" Have Ss who answer yes tell
about their experiences and the kind of information they
get.
• Read the instructions aloud. Say, "Look at the information
about the cities on the website. Read about each city. Look
for ideas in the reading that are on the board."

• When Ss finish, have them report to the class about the
ideas on the board that are mentioned in the reading.
• Follow-up Ss share a piece of information they learned.
• Tell Ss to look at the entire website and underline any new
words. Have them call out those words or expressions. Ask
classmates to help explain the meanings of the words.

Culture note
Bogota

Bogota.

La C.ndelarta is the historic neighborhood in
Many buildings date back to the colonial period. It also has
boutiques and ancient churches. The Gold Museum has
36,000 artifacts, many made of gold.
Rio de Janeiro
TIJuca National Parlt was the idea of Emperor Dom Pedro
II. In 1861, he S8!N how many trees were being cut down
and he had them replanted. It is now the largest urban
forest in the world. There are many hiking trails. Sugar Loaf
Mountain gets its name from its distinctive shape. A cable
car has taken passengers up to the top since 1912.

Moscow

Red Square is a historic square in Moscow that dates
back hundreds of years. The cathedral of St. Basil is one
of the most well-known buildings near the square. It has
distinctive multicolored domes. There is a central church
surrounded by four larger churches, and four smaller
churches. The KremUn is a historic fortification with a
famous long wall. It is where many government buildings
are located.
Beijing
The Forbidden City was the home of 24 emperors over
hundreds of years. It includes almost 1,000 buildings,
some of them palaces, and 8,700 rooms. The Belling
National Stadium is very modern. It was built for the 2008
Summer Olympics held in Beijing.
INDIVIDUALSI GROUPS
lndMdual Ss write three questions to ask for advice for a
vacation they want to take (e.g., How can I find a cheap
hotel?). Ss ask their questions in groups, and other group
members try to answer or give advice on how to get the
information that Is needed.

Extra activity
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c

Answers

Postreading
• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Ask four Ss to each read an item in the bulleted list aloud.
Make sure Ss understand what information they are
looking for. Have Ss find and write down the information
from the article and then answer the follow-up questions.
Check answers with the class.

La Candelaria; the streets are narrow
Moscow (Red Square), Beijing (the Forbidden City)
Sugar Loaf Mountain; by cable car
Answers will vary.

• Follow-up

Ss share travel tips and say what they want to
know about the places they want to read more about.

f.l Talk about it
• Set the scene
•

Have Ss look at the picture. Ask, "Where
is this?" [Egypt] "Do you want to go there? Why?"
Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Call on
different Ss to read the questions aloud. Then have three
Ss read the example conversation.

• Do the task
•

Have Ss work in groups, discuss their ideas,
and make notes of the answers they agree on. Encourage
Ss to use English only.
Follow-up Groups report on the things they agreed on.

Qwriting
A
• Present Help Note

Call on a S to read the information
aloud. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Tell Ss to look at Exercise lB and find examples of lists of
items with commas.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss read the extract and notice the commas. T hen say,
"Look at the website on p. 92 again. Underline lists with
commas in the descriptions."

Answers
Bogota: narrow streets, old churches, and modern
skyscrapers; beautiful park, great cafes, and shops; Rio
de Janeiro: beaches, mountains, and natural beauty;
Moscow: art, statues, and crystal chandeliers

B
• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Ask,
"What is a place - a city or a country - you know well?"
Ask a few Ss to call out their ideas.
• Have Ss look at the extract again. Ask a few
comprehension questions (e.g., Whats the name of a

famous place in Banglrok? What can tourists do in Banglrok?).

•

c

After Ss answer, say, "When you write, answer these kinds
of questions in your paragraph. You can also look at the
information about the cities on p. 92 for ideas."
Do the task Have Ss write their paragraphs. As they
write, walk around the class and help as needed.

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss exchange paragraphs with a partner. Tell them
to take turns asking and answering questions about the
paragraph.
• Call on Ss to tell the class about their partners' places.
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Extra activity CLASS

Ss put their paragraphs on their desks or chairs, together
with a blank piece of paper. Ss go around the class and

write one question or s�ggestion for each paragraph. The
author of the paragraph 'Mites answers to the questions
on the paper, then rewrites the paragraph, answering at
least one question and using at least one suggestion.
About
you

D

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Call on Ss to read the first item aloud. Say, "Look at the
description of Bogota on p. 92." Ask a S to read the first
sentence. Ask, "What does contrasts mean?" [things that
are different from each other] Have Ss write contrasts on
the line for item 1. Say, "The expressions are listed in the
same order as the words appear in the Travel Guide." Have
Ss complete the task and then compare answers in pairs.
Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. contrasts
2. skyscrapers

3. capital
4. locals

5. head for
6. forbidden

Free talk

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 9 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-134.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 72 and 73. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

C.> This task recycles nationalities.

• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to look at the chart of

countries and nationalities. Read the words, and have Ss
repeat. Then say a country, and have Ss say the related
l
nationality (e.g., T: Brazil. Ss: Braziian.).
• Tell Ss to choose nationalities listed in the chart that
they want to learn or think are useful to know. Have Ss
complete the chart with 15 of the nationalities they would
like to learn. Then have Ss compare their charts with a
partner. Alternatively, have Ss call out their ideas to the
class.

C.> This task recycles country names.
• Preview and do the task Have Ss copy and complete
the chart with countries for each of the regions. To make
this a game, tell Ss to complete the chart without looking
at the list of countries. The S with the most correct
answers is the winner.

Possible answers
Africa: Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, South Africa
Asia: China, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam
Europe: France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain
North Amorica: Canada, Mexico, the United States
Central America: Costa Rica, Guatemala, Panama
South America: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela

If done in class
• Present Learning Tip Read the information aloud. Ask

Ss to name some nationality words, and have them try to
identify the endings (e.g., -ese as in Japanese-, -n, -an, -ian,
as in Australian, Mexican, Italian; -ish as in Spanish).

Possible answers
-ese: Chinese, Japanese, Lebanese. Portuguese.
Vietnamese
-ish: British, Irish, Polish, Spanish, Turkish
-ian I -an I -n: Australian. Brazilian, Canadian, Chilean,
Colombian, Costa Rican, Ecuadorian, Egyptian,
German, Guatemalan, Italian, Moroccan, Panamanian,
Peruvian, Russian, South Korean, Venezuelan
other: Argentine, French, Greek, Iraqi, Israeli, Thai

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss compare their
maps in small groups. Ss see who labeled countries they
did not label.

Now I can •••
• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first three items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.t)
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as
required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name
and a schedule showing what they plan to review and
when. Review or reteach these language items in a future
class.
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Checkpoint

Units 7-9

Before you begin the Checkpoint, write on the board: Grammar, Vocabulary, Conversation Strategies.
Tell Ss to think about Units 7-9 and write down which area they are most sure about. Say each
area, and ask Ss to raise their hands for the one they wrote.

n

Questions and follow-up questions!

C;> This task recycles the present continuous; like to, want
to, need to, have to; and can. It also reviews the strategy of
using follow-up questions.

A
• Preview and do the task Write questions 1, 5, and 7 on
the board:
1. What __ you __ today? (wear)
5. What do you want __ tonight? (do)
7. What languages can you __ ? (speak)
Have three Ss come to the board and each complete a
question (1. are, wearing; 5. to do; 7. speak]. Point out the
three different verb forms: present continuous, want + to +
verb, can + verb.
• Say, "Complete the questions with verbs." Have Ss
complete the questions. Check answers with the class; Call
on individual Ss to read the questions aloud.
Answers
1. What are you wearing today?
2. What colors � the teacher wearing today?
3. What is happening in your neighborhood this week?
4. What can you do in your neighborhood after
midnight? Can you go dancing?
5. What do you want to do tonight?
6. What kinds of restaurants do you like to go to?
7. What languages can you speak?
8. What do you have to do next weekend?
9. What time do you have to get up tomorrow?
10. What are your friends doing today?
11. How often do you like to see your family?
12. What are you thinking about right now?

• Have Ss match the questions and answers. Read question 1
and its answer aloud. Have Ss complete the task. Check
answers with the class: Have pairs of Ss each read a
question and an answer.
Answers
1. d
3. a
4. k
2. f

9. I
10. h

7. g
8. i

5. b
6. j

11.
12.

c
e

• Practice Ss take turns reading the questions and
answers in pairs. Say, "Are any answers true for you? Tell
your partner as you answer."

B

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
circle five questions from Exercise IA to ask a partner.
• Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Ask,
"What other follow-up questions can you ask?" Have Ss
call out other questions.
• Do the task Have pairs take turns asking and answering
the questions they chose. Tell Ss to answer with their own
information. Remind Ss to ask follow-up questions to
continue the conversation.
• Follow-up A few pairs act out a conversation for the
class.
Extra activity CLASS
Ss choose one question from Exercise 1A to ask
classmates. Ss walk around the class, ask the question,
and add follow-up questions. Have Ss report back to
the class something interesting they learned about their
classmates.

fl Play a word game.
C;> This task recycles the vocabulary of sports, countries,
nationalities, colors, and clothes and jewelry.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the
examples in the chart aloud. Remind Ss they only have
two minutes for the task. Tell Ss not to begin until you
say "Go!"
• Have Ss complete the chart. When Ss finish, have them
compare answers in pairs. To model the task, call on two
Ss to read the example conversation. Have Ss note who got
the most correct answers and report to the class. Find out
if any Ss have a word in every blank.
• Check answers with the class: Draw a chart like the one
in the book on the board. Call on four Ss to write their
answers. Ask other Ss to write any additional answers.
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Possible answers
B
sport
country

basketball
Brazil

G
golf

R

s

T

running soccer

tennis

Spain

Turkey

Greece Russia

nationality Brazilian

Greek Russian Spanish

Turkish

clothing I
jewelry

blouse

gloves

ring

sweater

T-shirt

blue

green

red

silver

turquoise

color

8 Can you use these expressions?
C;> This task recycles the use of this, that, these, and those. It
also reviews the conversation strategies of explaining words,
expressions to take time to think, and expressions with

That's ...

• Set the scene

•

Have Ss look at the picture for 10 seconds
and then close their books. Tell Ss to write down three
questions the two men could ask each other (e.g., What are
those? How much is the ice cream? Can I buy a hat?). Ask Ss
to call out questions, and write a few on the board.
Preview the task Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Tell Ss to use each expression only once.

• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversation. Tell Ss
to check answers in pairs: Sl reads Samir's lines, S2 reads
Grant's lines. Check answers with the class: Call on a pair
to read their answers, and tell Ss to raise their hands if
they disagree with any.

Answers
Samir Grant! What are you doing here?
Grant I'm working here for the summer.
Samir Wow.That's great. Hey, I like your uniform. I mean,
that shirt is cool.

Grant Yeah, but I can't stand this hat. It's so hot.
Samir That's too bad.Do you have to wear it?
Grant Uh-huh. So, what can I get for you?
Samir Let's see . . . What do you have?
Grant Um ... we have things like ice cream, frozen yogurt,
smoothies ...

Samir What's a smoothie?
Grant It's a kind of drink. It's kind of like a milkshake.
Samir Let me think. Do I want frozen yogurt or a smoothie?
Grant Well, they're both good.
Samir Hey, do people really buy those hats?
Grant Actually, they're free with the frozen yogurt.
Samir In that case, can I have a smoothie?
• Tell Ss to look at the questions they wrote for Set the Scene
and say which, if any, are in the conversation.

• Practice

Have Ss practice the conversation in pairs. Then
have Ss practice the conversation again, changing the
last four lines and adding two or three more exchanges, if
possible.

Q Do you have similar interests and tastes?
C;> This task recycles the vocabulary for sports, colors,
seasons, countries and languages, clothes, and weather. It
also reviews can I can't and like to I want to.

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the task by completing one or two sentences about
yourself (e.g., I don't like to watch baseball. I want to learn
to swim.). Have Ss complete the chart with their own
information.

B

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Have
three Ss read the example conversation aloud.
• Do the task Have group members compare their
sentences from Exercise 4A: For each sentence, a S reads
what he or she wrote, and other group members say if they
agree or disagree. Have Ss note what things they agree
about. Group members take turns reading a sentence
until all the sentences have been read. Encourage group
members to ask follow-up questions.

• Follow-up

Groups report to the class about what they
have in common (e.g., Our group doesn't like to watch sports

on TV. It's boring.0.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss write interesting, true sentences about themselves for
each of the topics in the chart (e.g., for clothes: I have a
pair of orange shoes.). Tell them not to put their names on
their papers. When Ss finish, they form groups. They mix
up the papers and then choose one each. Ss take turns
reading the sentences on the paper they chose. The rest
of the group tries to guess which group member wrote the

sentences.
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UNIT
4]@

Lesson A
Grammar

Busy Lives

A night at home

Simple past statements - regular verbs
(See Student's Book p. 99.)

Form
The simple past verb form does not change for different
subjects. Regular affirmative verbs end in -ed. The negative
is formed with the auxiliary did+ not (which is usually
contracted - especially in speech - to didn't) and the base
form of the verb.
• Affirmative statements
subject+ (verb)ed
I rented a video.
He played video games.

• Negative statements
subject + didn't+ base form of the verb
She didn't study French.
They didn't email theirfriends.

Use
The simple past is used for single or habitual events at a
definite time in the past. It can also be used to talk about
states and feelings in the past (e.g., I didn't want to go out last
night. I didn't like the movie.). �t is often used with a past time
expression (e.g.• yesterday, last week).

Grammar

Simple past endings
(See Student's Book p. 99.)
Spelling rules for adding -ed to verbs to form the simple past:
• For most verbs: add -ed to the base form of the verb
(play - played, watch - watched).
• When the verb ends in e: add -d (like - liked).
• When the verb ends in a consonant and y: change they to i
and add -ed (study- studied).

Lesson B A busy week
Vocabulary Irregular verbs
(See Student's Book p. 100.)
The lesson presents 11 frequently used English verbs that
have irregular forms in the simple past.
Possible problems
The following irregular verbs often cause Ss problems:
read, which is pronounced /riyd/ in its base form and in the
simple present, and /red/ in the simple past
bought, both its spelling and pronunciation
went, as the past tense of go
did, as the past tense of do
Note
Irregular simple past verbs do not end in -ed.
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• When the verb ends in a vowel and a consonant: double
the consonant and add -ed (chat - chatted). (Exception:
When the verb is not stressed on the final syllable, do not
double the final consonant: visit - visited.)

G Corpus information

Common errors with the negative form of simple past

Ss often use a past form after the negative auxiliary dldn 't.

The auxiUary did I didn't carries the past form so the
simple form of the main verb Is used. (I didn't clean the
house. NOT Ididn't eleen8d tl,e hetttle.)

Speaking naturally -ed endings
(See Student's Book p. 99.)
• There are three ways to pronounce the regular simple past
-edending:
When the verb ends in tor d, add a syllable: /Id/ or /�d/.
When the verb ends in a voiceless consonant (except t), the
ending is pronounced /t/. (Voiceless consonants include:
If!. /kl. /pl. /0/, If I. /tf I. Is/.)

When the verb ends in a vowel or voiced consonant
(except d). the ending is pronounced /d/. The voiced
consonants are /b/, /g/, /z/, /3/, /d3/, /v/. ll:JI. /ml. /n/, /rJ/,
Ill. and /r/.
• It is important for Ss to recognize simple past verbs when
they hear them. It is also important for Ss to know which
verbs they should add /Id/ or /�d/ to when they speak. The
difference between /t/ and /d/ is less important for Ss to
produce because, in fast speech, these sounds are often
assimilated into the sounds that follow them (e.g., I talked
to him.).

Grammar

Simple past yes-no questions
(See Student's Book p. 101.)
Form
• Yes-No questions are formed with the auxiliary verb did
followed by the base form of the verb. The rule applies to
all verbs, regular and irregular. The form is the same for
all subjects.
Did+ subject + base form of the verb?
Did he go to a movie?
Did Paul and Bob go outfor dinner?
• Short answers are formed with did and didn't.
Yes, he did. He went to a movie last night.
No, they didn't. They ate at home.

Pronunciation

In conversation, did you is pronounced /d1d3a/ or /d1d3uw/,
and often /d3a/ or /d3uw/ in wh- questions.

The Word Sort chart includes common adverbs that show
past time: yesterday, last night I week I month, year, and ago.

Vocabulary Past time expressions
(See Student's Book p. 101.)

Lesson C

Congratulations!

Conversation strategy Appropriate responses

(See Student's Book p. 102.)
The lesson presents some fixed or conventional expressions
for everyday situations such as wishing people good luck and
happy birthday, giving congratulations and sympathy, and
offering praise.
Congratulations!(when someone passes an exam, wins a
game, gets a good job, and so on)
Good for you! (when someone does something that the
speaker approves of)
Good luck! (when someone has to do something difficult)
Happy birthday! (when someone has a birthday)
Thankgoodness!(when someone's bad experience is over
or when someone avoids a bad experience)
I'm sorry to hear that! (when someone has had something
bad happen)

Lesson D

A blog

Reading tip

(See Student's Book p. 104.)
The tip focuses on understanding parallel constructions:
Writers don' t always repeat the subject of two or more
actions when they are listed or joined by and Ss should
recognize that the subject is the same for two or more
actions (e.g., in the sentence I invited her over, cooked a special
dinner, and made herfavorite dessert, I is the subject of each
action: I invited her over, I cooked a special dinner, and I made

her favorite dessert).

Help note Ordering events with before, after, when,

and then

(See Student's Book p. 105.)
The Help Note focuses on ordering events in the past using
prepositions, conjunctions, and one adverb.

Form

Strategy plus You did?

(See Student's Book p. 103.)
• You did? is one example of many common conversational
responses that use an auxiliary. Other examples include:
with simple present: You cw?
with present of be: You are?
• People say both You did? and Did you? The response You
did? tends to be used more among friends and family,
and Did you? is more common with strangers. The more
Mfriendly" You did? is the focus of this lesson.
• People use responses such as You did? to show they are
engaged and interested in the conversation, or simply to
show that they are listening.
• The intonation of You did? can vary. To show surprise and
interest, the intonation of You did? is likely to be more
exaggerated or to be pronounced like a question. To show
MI'm listening," the intonation is likely to be Mflatter" and
sound more matter-of-fact.

• Before and after are prepositions when used before nouns.
I met afriend before class.
I met afriend� class.
• Before and after are conjunctions when they join clauses.
I called afriend before I went out
Before I went out, I called afriend.
• When is a conjunction.
When I came home, I went to bed.

• Then is an adverb. It is often used at the start of a sentence.
I left work. Then I met afriend.

Use

• Expressions like before class and after work usually go
at the end of a sentence, but can go at the beginning to
emphasize the time something happened.
I met afriend before class.
After work, I met afriend.
• Time clauses beginning before, after, and when can come
either first or second in a sentence. When they come first,
they need a comma at the end.
I called afriend before I went out
Before I went out, I called afriend.
I went to bed when I came home.
When I came home, I went to bed.
• Then can be used to start a sentence, or after and within a
sentence.
I left work. Then I met a.friend.
I left work and then I met afriend.

(:) Corpus information After, before, when

The clau8es Introduced by the� after, before,
and when can start sentences, but these clauses most
often occur after another clause.
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Busy lives
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit Read the title of the unit aloud. Ask a few Ss, "Do
you have a busy life? What do you usually do during the day? How about in the evenings?
When do you relax? Do you have a lot of time to relax on the weekends?"

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.
C;, Recycle vocabulary and grammar This task
recycles verbs, frequency adverbs, and time expressions.
Tell Ss to work in pairs and look at the pictures in the unit.
Ask them to find activities they do on the weekends: some

activities they always do, some they often do, and some they
sometimes do. Tell Ss to talk about the activities they do
and to use frequency adverbs and time expressions to say
how often and when they do them (e.g., I often read books
on Saturdays. I always cook dinner on Saturday evening.). Ss
decide if their partner has a "busy weekend."

Before you begin ...
• Review the activities in the pictures. Tell Ss to look at the
pictures and the activities.
(!;> Recycle grammar This task recycles the present
continuous. Ask, "What are the people doing?" Have Ss call
out the answers, and ask individual Ss to write them on the
board. [l. She's playing the guitar I practicing a musical
instrument. 2. She's working late. 3. He's shopping I grocery
shopping I buying food. 4. He's making I cooking dinner.]
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Read the items aloud, and have Ss repeat. Tell Ss to circle
the terms for the activities they do. Have Ss work in pairs
to tell each other which of the pictured activities they do
during the week (e.g., I usually make dinner.; I don't shopfor
groceries in the evening. I shopfor groceries on Saturdays.;
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I don't practice a musical instrument.). Elicit the other
things Ss do and write them on the board.
C.> Recycle vocabulary This task recycles vocabulary for
daily routines and free-time activities. Ask Ss to tell their
partners or the class things they usually do during the week.
Tell Ss to use frequency adverbs and time expressions in
their answers (e.g., on Monday evenings).
Extra activity GROUPS
In small groups and with books closed, Ss make a list of
as many weekday actMties as they can in two minutes.
Groups exchange lists and see how many activities are
the same.

Lesson A

A night at home

ft Getting started
• Set the scene

Ask, "What is the negative sentence? What didn't Peter
do?" [But I didn't like it much.] Tell Ss to look at the second
sentence in 1. Ask, "What word completes the second
sentence about Peter?" [didn't] Write on the board:
Peter didn't like it.
Say the sentences, and have Ss repeat.
Do the task Have Ss complete the remaining sentences.
Tell Ss to look at the information under the people's
pictures in Exercise lB for help and to pay attention to
the verb endings. Tell Ss to circle other verbs the people in
Exercise lB use to talk about the past. Have Ss compare
their answers with a partner. Check answers with the
class.

Write the lesson title on the board: A

night at home. Ask Ss, "What do people do in the evening

at home?" Elicit ideas and write them on the board (e.g.,

make dinner, do homework, watch TV).

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity. Tell the class some things you do on
a typical weeknight. Elicit the things Ss do on a typical
weeknight.

•

B -4>» 3.os

• Preview the task

Tell Ss to look at the pictures. Write on
the board: Peter, Josh, Stephen, Rachel, Mari, Melissa. Have Ss
predict activities they might hear from each person. Write
Ss' ideas on the board next to each person's name.
• Say. "The people are answering the question What did you
do last night?Who had fun last night? Listen and circle the
names of the people you think had fun."
• Play the recording Ss listen and circle the people's
names. Ask, "Who had fun last night?" [Josh, Melissa,
Stephen] "Who didn't have fun last night?" [Mari, Peter,
Rachel]
• Help Ss use the pictures to guess the meanings of words,
and explain other new vocabulary as needed (e.g.• practice,

Answers

1. Peter and his wife rented I watched a movie. Peter
didn't like it.
2. Melissa and her friends cooked dinner. She didn't want
to go out.
3. Rachel worked late. She didn't watch a movie.
Other verbs in past: stayed, played, listened, tried,
practiced, invited, cleaned, chatted

• Focus on the form and the use

flute, rent, invite, chat).

• Play the recording again

Books closed. Ss listen for
each person's activities the night before. Pause after each
person's answer, and have Ss call out any activities written
on the board that were mentioned on the recording.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Play the recording, pausing after each person speaks.
Without looking at their books, pairs take turns trying to
repeat what each person said.
Figure
it out

c

• Preview the task

Ask Ss to read the information about
Josh in Exercise lA. Say, "Find and underline three verbs
that say what Josh did last night." Have Ss call them out,
and write them on the board:

stayed

played

listened

Ask, "What do you notice about the endings of the verbs?"
[They end in -ed.]
• Ask Ss to read the information about Peter. Tell Ss to look
at the first sentence in 1. Ask, "What verbs can complete
the sentence about Peter and his wife and what they
did last night?" [rented or watched] Write the complete
sentence on the board:

Peter and his wife rented a movie.

•

Say, "Look at all the
verbs you wrote and underlined. What's the same about
the verbs in the affirmative sentences?" [They all end in
-ed.] Write on the board: (verb) ed. Explain, "The verbs with
an -ed ending are in the simple past. We use this form to
talk about things that happened in the past, for example,
things that happened last night." Ask, "What's the same
about the negative sentences?" [They all use didn't+ the
base form of the verb.]
Try it out Have Ss look at the people's answers in
Exercise lB. Ask, "Did any of the people do something
you did?" Ask Ss to raise their hands. Model a response
(e.g., Rachel cleaned the house last night. and I cleaned the
house, too.). Call on several Ss who raised their hands to
give similar answers.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Ss form pairs and write five sentences saying what they
think their partners did last night. Ss read their sentences
aloud to their partners, who say If each Is true or false.

Extra activity GROUPS

Ss have one minute to look at the information and to
remember what each of the six people did last night. Write
the names of the people on the board. Books closed.
Group members say what the people did, with a secretary
writing simple past sentences. After two minutes, one
group writes Its answers on the board. Other groups
write any additional answers. Groups get one point for
each correct answer they wrote. The group with the most
points wins.
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About&
youE

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.
• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Ask, "What two letters do all these simple past verbs in
the examples on the left end with?" [-ed]
• Ask, "How do you make a negative verb in the simple
past?" [didn't+ verb] "Does the verb after didn't have an
ending?" [no] Ask, "What is the full form of didn't?" [did
not] Write the pattern for negative statements on the
board: subject + didn't + verb. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Present Simple Past Endings Go over the endings for
regular verbs in the simple past at the right side of the
chart. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.) Ask Ss to give another verb for
each example (e.g.. rented, lived, stayed, wo"ied, shopped).
• Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
Ask a few Ss to give examples of sentences with verbs in
the simple present and the simple past.

• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Write four affirmative sentences on the board (e.g.,
I watched TV last night), and call on Ss to make the
sentences negative{/ didn't watch TV last night.). Make sure
they don't use the simple past form of the main verb.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask a pair of Ss to read the example conversation aloud.
Write sentence 1 on the board. Say, "This isn't true for
me. I didn't play a video game last night." Change the
sentence on the board. Ask, "Is sentence 1 true for you?"
Have Ss raise their hands. Point out that Ss can change
the sentence in different ways to make it true. Have Ss
take turns saying true sentences about themselves with a
partner. Remind them they can use How about you? to ask
the other person the same question.
• Follow-up A few Ss say sentences that are true for both
them and their partners.

A
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the
example aloud. Have Ss complete the sentences. Check
answers with the class: For each sentence, ask a S to write
it on the board.
Answers

1. played; 2. didn't want; 3. called, chatted; 4. rained, didn't
want; 5. practiced; 6. tried, called, invited; 7. cooked;
8. watched, didn't like

B

Extra activity CL.ASS
Say statements about what you did last night - some
of which are true and some of which are false (e.g., I
cooked dinner. I studied Russian. ). Ss write the sentences
and mark each T (True) or F (Falsei A few Ss give their
guesses (e.g., You didn't study Russian.). Then say the
things you did and did not do, and Ss check their lists.
Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice lOA on p. 148 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-148.)

Q Speaking naturally
A '4))) 3.os
• Preview the task Say, "The -ed ending for simple past
verbs is pronounced three ways. Study the examples."
Read the instructions aloud. (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat, listening
carefully to the -ed endings. Explain that the -ed ending
is pronounced as an extra syllable, /Id/, only after verbs
ending in tor d. Say, "Use /1d/ only when the base form of
the verb ends in t or d."
• Follow-up Write on the board: cook, walk, watch, shop,
practice. Point to each, and have the class call out the
simple past form with /t/. Do the same for live, clean, use,
order with /d/, and for hate, start, visit, need, want with /1d/.

B '4>)) 3.09
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
look at the sentences and underline the verbs. Ask Ss to
work in pairs and predict the pronunciation of each verb
ending.
• Play the recording Ss listen and check (.I) the correct
column. Have Ss compare their answers with a partner.
Check answers with the class.
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Answers

1. /ti or /di
6. /ti or /di

2. /Id/

3. /Id/

4. /ti or /di

5. /ti or /di

• Follow-up Have Ss compare their predictions with the
correct answers.
About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the example aloud. Have
Ss each take notes on one thing they did each night last
week. Have groups share their ideas, find activities the
group had in common, and report them to the class.
• Write the top three activities from each group on the
board. Point to each activity, and have Ss raise their hands
if they did the activity last night. Count hands and find
the three most common activities for the entire class.

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 74 and 75. (The answer key begins
'r:J on p. T-173.)

Lesson B A busy week

Q Building vocabulary

• Set the scene Say, "In Lesson A, you answered the

question What did you do last night? In this lesson, you
answer the question What did you do last week?" Have Ss
work in pairs and say three things they did last week. Ask
several Ss to tell the class about their activities.

A '4l» 3.10

• Preview the task Write on the board:
cook

•

rent

stay

Ask a few Ss to use each verb in a simple past statement.
As Ss call out their sentences, add the -ed ending to each
verb on the board. Say, "These are regular verbs. They end
in -ed in the simple past. English also has many irregular
verbs. Irregular verbs do not use the -ed ending. They have
special forms in the simple past."
Present Note Read the information aloud. Write on the
board:
I took an exam.

Ask, "What do you think the simple present form of took
is?" [take]
• Tell Ss to look at the pictures and the sentences. Say, "The
verbs in these sentences are irregular simple past verbs.
Listen to each sentence and repeat."
• Play the recording Pause after each sentence for Ss to
repeat.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and check (.f) the
things they did last week.
• Call on several Ss to tell the class two things they did last
week and two things they did not do.

B

ago it was (give day)." Tell Ss to look at the chart. Read the
example in the chart aloud. Say, "Write one thing you did
yesterday, one thing you did last night, one thing you did
two days ago, one thing you did last week, one thing you
did last month, and one thing you did last year."
• Do the task Have Ss complete the chart. Tell Ss to
compare their charts with a partner. Call on Ss to tell
what their partners did at each time.
• Follow-up Ask Ss to say the sentences from Exercise
lA in their negative form. Remind Ss that the negative
form is didn't + verb. [I didn't buy a sweater. I didn't have
a piano lesson. I didn't make a lot of phone calls. I didn't
see three movies. I didn't read a couple of books. I didn't
go to a party. I didn't take an exam. I didn't meet someone
interesting. I didn't do a lot of work. I didn't write three
reports.]
• Call out an item number from Exercise IA. Have several
Ss make a true statement with the affirmative or negative
simple past form of the verb and a time expression from
Exercise IC. T hey should also add a follow-up statement
(e.g., I had a piano lesson last week, and I had a guitar lesson,

too. I I didn't have a piano lesson last night, but I had a
guitar lesson.).

Extra vocabulary EVERYDAY ACTMTIES

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for everyday
activities, such as do I did the dishes, give I gave a
speech I a presentation at work, clean I cleaned out the
closet, make I made the bed, vacuum I vacuumed the
carpet, attend I attended a meeting, miss I missed a bus I
a meeting.

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss write the verbs from Exercise lA, and next to
each write the simple present form. Check answers with
the class: Have individual Ss each read a sentence in
Exercise IA. After each one, ask, "What's the simple past
form of the verb, and what's the simple present verb with
no ending?" [bought, buy; had, have; made, make; saw,
see; read, read; went, go; took, take; met, meet; did, do;
wrote, write]

Extra activity

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss make a chart similar to the one in the Student's
Book, but with different times in it (e.g., last Monday, four
days ago, last spring, last semester). Ss form pairs and

exchange charts, writing three things they did under each
heading. Pairs then read their information to each other.

Extra activity INDMDUALS I CLASS

GROUPS

Ss each write five things they did yesterday. Group
members read their lists. Once all Ss have read their lists,
group members each write as many activities as they
can remember for each group member. Ss check their
answers and receive one point for each sentence they
get correct. The group member with the most points is
the winner.
Word
sort

c

Ss write down in one minute as many activities as they
can that they did last Monday. Ss write complete simple
past sentences. Ss count the sentences, and Ss with the
highest totals read their lists. The class decides who the
busiest S is.

-

----Vocabulary notebook

' ·

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 106 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-106.)

• Preview the task Say, "Today is (give day). Yesterday

was (give day). Last night was also (give day). Two days
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fl Building language
• Set the scene Write on the board:
Did you have a busy week last week?

Answer the question (e.g., Yes, I did. I worked every day.
I went out withfriends in the evenings.). Ask a few Ss to
answer the question.

A

Figure
(
it out

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have Ss look at the questions in Exercise 2A. Ask, "What
word is first in each question?" [Did] "What form of the
main verb does each question use?" [simple form, or form
without an ending) Have Ss complete the questions. Check
answers with the class.

'4l)) 3.11

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to

look at the questions in the online survey, and answer any
questions about vocabulary.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-170 Ss listen and
check (.f) Mei Lei's answers.

•

Answers

1. Yes, I did.
2. No, I didn't.

Answers
1. Did

About
you

3. Yes, I did.
4. Yes, I did.

5. No, I didn't.
6. No, I didn't.

• Follow-up Play the recording again. Ss listen and circle
the answer that is true for them for each question. T hey
will use these answers in Exercise 2C.

c

2. Did

3. do

4. take

I

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have pairs take turns asking and answering the questions
in Exercises 2A and 2B. Call on Ss to tell the class what
they have in common.
C;, Recycle conversation strategies Have Ss do the task
again using the strategies of asking follow-up questions and
saying more than yes or no as they answer questions (e.g., Sl:

Why did you have to work late on Monday and Tuesday? 82: I
had tofinish a reportfor my boss.).

8Grammar
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3.
4.
5.
6.

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.

Write on the board: subject, did, verb? Ask Ss how to form
yes-no questions in the simple past. Write the pattern on
the board: Did + subject + verb? Remind Ss that the past
form of the verb is never used after did.

• Write on the board:

Did __ go to a movie yesterday?
Yes, __ did. No, __ didn't.
Ask Ss to say the pronouns that can go in the blanks
[I, you, she, he, it, we, they]. Tell Ss that this is the pattern
for short answers and that the verb after the pronouns
does not change.

• Have Ss take turns asking and answering the questions
with a partner. Tell Ss to listen carefully to their partners'
answers because they will need the information for the
next task.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions

About
you

A

• Preview the task Books closed. Copy the scrambled

•

question 1 on the board. Say, "Unscramble these words
to make a question." Books open. Ask a S to read the
example question and answer aloud. Point out that the
time expression usually comes at the end. Elicit the time
expression in each item.
Do the task Have Ss complete the task. Check answers
with the class: Call on individual Ss to each read a question.

Answers

1. Did you go to bed early last night?
2. Did you do a lot of homework yesterday?
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Did you have to do any errands last weekend?
Did you have a busy schedule last month?
Did you and your friends go out last Friday?
Did your best friend do anything interesting last week?

•

aloud. Ask two Ss to read the example conversation
aloud. Have pairs find a new partner, who asks about
their first partner. Call on Ss to tell the class how much
they remembered of their first partner's answers. If Ss
remembered a lot, ask them to tell the class any strategies
they used to remember.
Follow-up Ask a few Ss to report anything interesting
they learned to the class.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice !OB on p. 148 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-148.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 76 and 77. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Congratulations!

C;> Lesson C recycles verbs in the simple past.

ft Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Write these column headings on the
board:

Good news

Bad news

Tell Ss to think of examples of good and bad news and call
out ideas. Write them on the board under the appropriate
heading (e.g., Good news: !passed my exams. Bad news: I

lost my wallet.).

A

• Preview the task Write on the board: Congratulations!,

Good for you. Good luck' I'm sorry to hear that. Tell Ss to
think of statements for which they can use the responses.
Make a list on the board (e.g., Congratulations: I got ajob. I
My soccer team won the game. Good for you: I'm working out
at the gym every day. I I volunteer at the local library. Good
luck: I have a big test today. I I have an interview today. I'm
sorry to hear that: I lost my wallet. I I got a parking ticket.).
Do the task Read the instructions and the questions
aloud. Then call on four Ss to read each of the expressions
aloud. Ask, "Which expression can you use when someone
passed a test?" [Good for you.] HaveSs match the
questions and expressions. Check answers with the class.

•

Answers
1. d
2. c

B

3. a

4. b
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• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. TellSs to
quickly read the conversations and underline any words
they do not understand. Explain any new words (e.g.,

exhausted, interview, driver's test).

• Play the recording Ask, "Which conversations are about
•

c

good news?" [2, 3] "Which are about bad news?" [l, 4] Elicit
howSs know.
Practice TellSs to practice the conversations in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

• Present Notice TellSs to read the information and

then look at the conversations again. Ask them to circle
the different expressions speakers use in response to
news (1. I'm sorry to hear that. 2. T hank goodness! That's
great. Congratulations! 3. Nice. 4. I'm sorry to hear that.
Well, good luck!]. Point out that these expressions help
the listener "say the right thing" in response to certain
everyday situations. {For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)

Extra activity

D

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Call on

•

individualSs to each read one of the sentences aloud. Ask
Ss to say what words they do not understand, and have
other Ss explain the words if possible. Have two Ss read
the example conversation aloud.
Do the task HaveSs decide on the appropriate
responses. Check answers with the class: OneS reads a
sentence, and a differentS responds.Have otherSs raise
their hands if they chose a different response.

Answers

1. Good luck
2. I'm sorry to hear that.
3. I'm sorry to hear that.

4. Happy birthday!
5. Congratulations!
6. Thank goodness!

• Tell Ss to take turns reading the comments and responses
with a partner.
C:;> Recycle Ss recycle responses using a That's .. .
expression.TellSs to practice saying the sentences in
Exercise ID again. This timeSs respond with a That's . ..
expression as well as an expression from the lesson
(e.g., Sl: I have a te"ible cold. S2: That's too bad. Tm sorry to

hear that.).

Extra activity

PAIRS

Pairs write a new comment for each of the five
expressions. Pairs then work with another pair, and read
out their sentences randomly. The other pair responds
appropriately.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Each S thinks of three things they did in a busy week or
three pieces of news, using real or made-up information.
Ss form pairs and then use their three ideas in a new
conversation, using the conversations in Exercise 18
as models.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Ss prepare a conversation similar to the ones in Exercise
18. Ss must use three of the expressions in their
conversation, and then present it to the class.

PAIRS

Ss practice the four conversations in Exercise 18 again.
This time Ss change two words in each conversation (e.g.,
A Thank goodness it's Saturday. B Yeah. I'm tired.).
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flstrategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Write on the board lnterested2

Surprised2 Just listening? Tell Ss to look back at p. 102 and
find an example of You did? in each conversation. For each
conversation ask, "Why did the speaker use You did? as
a response?" Point to the words on the board, and elicit
ideas (1. She's surprised I just listening. 2. She's surprised
I interested. 3. She's interested I just listening. 4. She's
surprised.]. (For more information, see Language Notes at
the beginning of this unit.)
• Read the information in Strategy Plus aloud. Ask two Ss to
read the example conversation.
• Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
Point out that people say both You did? and Did you? The
response You did? tends to be used more among friends
and family, and Did you? is more common with strangers.
Write both responses on the board. Say, "Your best friend
tells you she did something interesting last night. Which
expression do you use?" [You did?] "Someone you just met
tells you he did something interesting last night. Which
expression do you use?" [Did you?]
• Give pieces of news about things you did recently. Go
around the class. Ask Ss to respond with You did? or Did
you? and one of the expressions on p. 102.

A '4J)) 3.14

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have a S read the first item. Elicit the best response. [c]
• Have Ss match the comments and responses.
• Play the recording Have Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class: Read A's part, and
call on a few Ss to say their questions.

Answers
1. c

2. a

3. e

4. b

5. d

• Tell pairs to take turns practicing the conversations. Ask
pairs to act out one of their conversations for the class.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Tell Ss to think of three things they did last weekend.
Have pairs take turns telling each other what they did
and responding with You did? or Did you? and a follow-up
question. Challenge Ss to continue their conversations for
one minute. Monitor.

Q Listening and strategies
A '4J» 3.15

• Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-170 Ss listen and

• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the words next to each

•

name. Say, "Choose a word that describes your week." Call on
several Ss to tell the class their words and say why. Read the
instructions aloud. Refer to the script on p. T-170. Explain
any unfamiliar vocabulary (e.g., present, go well., overnight).
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-170 Ss listen
and check (v") the correct word next to each name. Check
answers with the class.

Answers
1. busy

write. Check answers with the class.

Answers

3. terrible

B '4J» 3.15

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read the sentences.

• Play the recording again Ss listen and complete the
sentences. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. Laura wrote a report last week. She has to present it at
a meeting next week.
2. Tyler painted a picture of his sister. His teacher
bought it.
3. Louis's department store closed. Now he can't pay his
credit card bill.

C '4J)) 3.15

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
read the responses.
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3.a

• Follow-up Ss work in pairs to create a conversation using
the unused expression from the activity: Happy birthday!

About
you

D

2. exciting

2.c

1.d

I

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Model
the activity. Tell the class about your week. Then have
Ss take turns telling a partner about their week. Remind
them to keep the conversation going as long as they can,
using follow-up questions and the expressions from the
lesson. Call on Ss to tell the class about their partners'
week.

Extra adivity CLASS

Ss go around the clas$ telng one another unusual things
they did the pnMOUS week. Ss can make up a piece
amazing naws (e.g., I went to Parts lor.lfllch.; I hscl dimtr
with Johmy Depp.; I cooked dimtr for 500 people.� Tel Ss to
exagg8Jate and be creallY8f Other Ss respaId appropriately.

a

Workbook
Fl Assign Workbook pp. 78 and 79. (The answer key begins
";;} on p. T-17 3.)

Lesson D

A blog

ft Reading

• Set the scene

• Follow-up

Prereading

c

Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Ask, "What's a blog?" Get ideas from Ss (e.g., writing I a
website about personal events, writing I a website about a
particular topic).

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Ask, "Do you ever read biogs?" Have Ss raise their hands
if they do. Ask a few Ss who raised their hands, "Do you
know people who write biogs?" Ask a few Ss who do not
raise their hands, "Why don't you read biogs?"
• Have Ss work in pairs and list topics that people write
about in biogs. Give Ss one minute to brainstorm as many
ideas as they can. When Ss finish, write their ideas on the
board (e.g.• travel, celebrities, politics, local events, cooking,
shopping, sports).

B

Call on Ss to say the words they underlined,
and write them on the board. Ask other Ss to explain the
meaning of the words. Have Ss choose three or four words
and write a true sentence for each.

Postreading
• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Ask a S
to read the first statement aloud. Ask, "Is the statement
true or false?" [true] Ask, "How do you know?" Call on a
S to read the information from the blog [I bought a ring
for Sophie on Saturday morning - I wanted to ask her to
marry me that night.].
Do the task Have Ss check(/') T(True) or F(False) for
the remaining statements. When Ss finish, have them
compare their answers with a partner. Check answers
with the class: Call on individual Ss to give their answers.

Answers

During reading
• Preview the reading

Read the instructions aloud. Say,
"As you read, notice what Martin did last week and what
problems he had."
• Do the reading Ss read the blog and write a list of things
Martin did and problems he had. Tell Ss to underline any
new vocabulary as they read.
• Have Ss share the lists, and write their ideas on the board.

1. T

2. T

Extra activity

3. F

4. T

5. F

6. F

GROUPS

Groups write five comprehension questions about Martin's
blog (e.g., Did Martin go to an Interview on Wednesday?
Who did Martin snd Sophie eat with on Friday'/'J. Groups
then ask another 9fOUP their questions. Ss try to answer
without reeding the blog again.

Possible answers

What he did: forgot Sophie's birthday, got a new job,
bought a ring, cooked a special dinner, had an interview,
went to a restaurant, saw friends, ate dinner, left the
restaurant, asked Sophie to marry him
Problems: felt nervous and Sophie was tired so he didn't
ask her to marry him, didn't want to ask Sophie in front
of friends, forgot Sophie's birthday

• Present Reading Tip

Read the information aloud. Tell
Ss to find the example sentence in the blog. Ask Ss to find
one more example where the writer doesn't repeat the
subject [She put her hands in the pockets and found the
box!].

Extra activity GROUPS
Groups choose a day next week in Martin's blog and work
together to write a new blog post for that day. Write some
questions on the board for Ss to answer In their new entry
(e.g., Does Msrtln like his new Job? Do he and Sophie
make any wedding plans?), and have Ss suggest additional
Ideas. Groups read their new biogs. Ss vote on the best
blog.
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fl Listening and speaking
• Set the scene Books closed. Ask, "How many voice mail
messages do you get a day? Who are they from? What are
they about?" Write Ss' ideas on the board.

A�>» 3.16
• Preview the task Books open. Read the instructions

•

aloud. Have Ss look at the five topics and call out words
that they might hear for each topic (e.g., getting in
shape: exercise, work out, sports).
Play the recording Audio script p. T-170 Pause after
each voice mail so that Ss can write the number. Check
answers with the class.

Answers

1. a vacation

2. work 3. getting in shape

• Follow-up Ask Ss which words on the board, if any, they
heard. Circle them.

B �>» 3.16
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read the sentences.

• Play the recording Audio script p. T-170 Pause after

each person's statement so that Ss can circle the correct
words.

• Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. new dishes 2. to cook 3. her job
5. doesn't get 6. watched TV

4. doesn't like to

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity. Pretend you are leaving a voice mail
message about something you did recently. Have Ss take
turns "leaving a message" about something they did.
Have groups tell the class some of the more interesting
messages.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Ss make a list of all the voice mail messages they have
received this week that they remember. Ss share their lists
with a partner.

Workbook

m

� Assign Workbook pp. 80 and 81. (The answer key begins

on p. T-173.)

Qwriting

irLanguage

A

Ask Ss to write sentences using the time words (e.g., After

I checked my email, I went out.; I checked my email. Then I
went out.).

• Preview and do the task Say, "Think of a day when

you had a really interesting or fun experience. What did
you do? Write a list of things you did that day." Have Ss
make their lists and then number the actions in the order
they did them. When Ss finish, ask a few Ss to read their
lists aloud.

B

• Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to read the example
blog entry.
• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. Call
on Ss to read the example sentences. Say, "In sentences,
one event or action happens first, and the other happens
second. Before, after, when, and then can tell about the
order of events or actions." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Write an example like the following on the board:
Action 1- I finished my homework. Action 2: I watched TV.
I finished my homework before I watched TV.
I watched TV ofter I finished my homework.
I watched TV when I finished my homework.
I finished my homework. Then I watched TV.

Explain that the part starting with before, after, or when
can come first in the sentence (e.g., Before I watched TV,

I.finished my homework.).

• Write the following example on the board:
Actwn 1: I checked my email.
Action 2: I went out.
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• Do the task Have Ss underline the words that show the

order of events [Before, Then, When) Then have Ss write
their own blog posts. Tell them to use the ideas they wrote
down about their activities last week and the blog topics
they brainstormed.

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to read their partners' blog entries.
• Have Ss write at least four questions they want to ask
about their partners' blog entries. Read the example
question aloud to help Ss with ideas.
• Have pairs take turns asking and answering questions
about their entries.

Free talk
Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 10 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the tasks. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-135.)

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 10 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework
Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

each verb you study. Adding new verbs to charts like the
ones in the Student's Book helps you learn the forms of
each new verb."

If done in class
• Present Learning Tip Read the information aloud. Say,
"There are a number of forms for you to remember for

C:> This task recycles the spelling rules for verbs ending in
-s, -ing, and -ed. It recycles the pronunciation of the-sending
for simple present verbs and the -ed ending for regular
simple past verbs.
• Preview the task Read the instructions. Point Ss back to
the chart in the Learning Tip. Tell Ss to draw a chart like
it in their notebooks, using the same headings. Then walk
Ss through the chart using the first verb in the list: study.
Ask, "Is it a regular or irregular verb?" [R] "What is the
form for he I she I it?" [studies /z/J "What is the -ing form?"
[studying] "What is the simple past form?" [studied].

• Do the task Tell Ss to complete the chart for the
remaining verbs given. Check answers with the class: Call
on different Ss to each write all the forms for one of the
verbs on the board.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

study: regular, studies /zJ, studying, studied /d/
chat: regular, chats Isl, chatting, chatted /Id/
invite: regular, invites /s/, inviting, invited /Jd/
do: irregular, does , doing, did
buy: irregular, buys /z/, buying, bought
meet: irregular, meets Isl, meeting, met

\.Vww.irLanguage.com

ft

� -------------C:> This task recycles the simple past forms of irregular
verbs.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Point out the example for ate. Say, "The base form of ate is
eat. For the base form, write the simple present form with
no ending."
• Have Ss complete the chart. Check answers with the class:
Call on individual Ss to each write the base form and the
past form of a verb on the board.

Answers

eat, buy, bring, come, choose, cost, do, drink , drive, feel,
forget, find, give, get, have, know, leave, make, mean,
meet, pay, put, run, read, say, sing, sit, see, send, sleep,
sell, spend, speak, swim, think, tell, take, go, go out, wake
up, win, wear, write

On your own
• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud. Say,

• Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss work in
groups and report five things they remembered.

Now I can •••
• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss, and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (w") the
items they know and put a question mark (?) by items
that they are not confident about. Check with individual
Ss which areas need review to see if there are general
problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as required.
Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name and a
schedule showing what they plan to review and when.
Review or reteach these language items in a future class.

"Thinking about your day and things you did in English
helps you review and remember English words."
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UNITi14J

Lesson A

Looking back

My first .

Grammar Simple past of be

(See Student's Book p. 109.)
This lesson introduces the simple past of be in affirmative
and negative statements, yes-no questions, and short answers.

Form
• Use was with l he, she, it; use were with you, we, they.
• Affirmative statements
subject+ be (was I were)+ complement (e.g., adjective I noun)
She was ve,y strict
• Negative statements
subject+ be (was I were)+ not+ complement
We weren't noisy.
Note: Was not and were not are usually contracted to wasn't
and weren't in spoken English. Wasn't and weren't are the
only forms for these negative contractions.
• Yes-No questions
be (Was I Were)+ subject+ complement?
Was it.fun?
Were they nervous?
• No auxiliary verb is used with the past of be (e.g., did).
• Short answers
Yes, it was. No, it wasn't
Yes, they were. No, they weren't

Lesson B

Pronunciation of was and were

Was and were are pronounced /wAz/ and /wer/ when they
are stressed, as in short answers. In most statements and
questions, they are unstressed and thus are slightly reduced
to /waz/ and /war/.

G Corpus information

Was and were
Was and we,e are both in the top 100 words in
oornersation; wasn't and we,en't are in the top 700.
Common errors with simple past of be
Ss often use was with aH the pronouns. They should use
were with you, we, and they. (They were expensive. NOT

°Fhe)'MIS�ISi.:e.)

Speaking naturally Stress and intonation

(See Student's Book p. 109.)
• This section reviews rising intonation on the stressed
word in a yes-no question, which was presented in Unit 7.
It also shows falling intonation on the stressed word in
answers to questions, including short answers.
• The falling intonation in the answer shows that the
answer is complete. It also signals that the information is
"new" or that the speaker does not expect the other person
in the conversation to know the information.

Vacations

Grammar Simple past information questions

(See Student's Book p. llO.)
The chart in this lesson presents simple past information
questions with be and other verbs.

Form

• In information questions with be, was and were follow the
question words.
question word+ verb be (was I were) + subject?
How was your vacation?
• With other verbs, the auxiliary did is used between the
question word and the subject. The structure is similar to
that with the auxiliary do I does in simple present questions.
question word+ did+ subject+ base form of verb?
What did you do in Hawaii?

Vocabulary Get and go
(See Student's Book p. lll.)
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• The lesson focuses on expressions with two of the
most common "delexical verbs" in English: get and go.
Verbs such as get, go, make, do, take, and have are called
"delexical" because they change their meaning depending
on the expressions in which they are used. Some of the
expressions in this lesson are new, and some are familiar
to Ss from previous units.
• Get is used with the following meanings:
obtain or receive: get a gi,ft, get an autograph, get a sunburn
become: get dark I lost I married I scared I sick
arrive: get home I back
It is also used in the phrasal verb get along (with).
• Go is used in the following ways:
before -ing forms: go hiking I snorkeling
with the infinitive: go to see a band
in the expression go on a trip

Lesson

c Anyway, what did you do?

Conversation strategy Answer a question; then ask

a similar one.

(See Student's Book p. 112.)
The strategy in this lesson builds on the very first
conversation strategy taught in Unit 1, asking How
about you? to keep a conversation going by asking the
same question. The strategy gives further practice in
reciprocating, that is, answering then asking the same or
a similar question to make the conversation a two-way
exchange rather than a one-way monologue.
For example:

A How was your weekend?
B Good, thanks. I went to a wedding. What did you do?
B answers A's question and asks a similar one.

Strategy plus Anyway

• Anyway is a useful way to show that the speaker wants to
change the focus of the conversation to another topic or
wants to go back to an earlier topic after a digression.
• People also often say anyway to show they want to end a
conversation. It is sometimes used after Well.

G Corpus information Anyway

• Anyway is one of the top 300 words in conversation,
and it is approximately 10 times more common in
conversation than in newspaper texts.
• Almost half of the examples of anyway in the spoken
corpus are at the start of a •sentence; often r ight after
but, so, well, or um.
• An informal, and less frequent, form of anyway is

anyways.

roe,

(See Student's Book p. 113.)

Lesson D

�
irLanguage

A funny thing happened ...

Reading So and because

(See Student's Book p. 114.)
In Exercise IC, Ss work with sentences with so and because.
Typically the information af ter so gives the result of the
event that came before. The information after because gives
the reason for or cause of an event.
The restaurant was crowded, so Sarah had to sit with
someone. (result)
Sarah had to sit with someone because the restaurant was
crowded. (reason or cause)

Reading tip

(See Student's Book p. 114.)
The tip suggests Ss stop after each paragraph and predict
what comes next. This can help Ss actively engage with a
text, and by predicting ideas they may be able to read more
efficiently and possibly more quickly.

Help note Punctuation with speech

(See Student's Book p. 115.)
• The Help Note provides examples of punctuation for
writing quoted speech.
• It shows how to punctuate a quotation that starts with
a pronoun + said or thought followed by a comma and
quotation marks around the speaker's words, which begin
with a capital letter:
H
I said, "Is this seatfree?
H
He said, "Sure.
• Although the form is not presented in this unit, it is,
of course, also possible to put the speaker after the
quotation:
"Is this seat freer the guy asked.
"Sure/ I said.
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Looking back
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

Introduce the theme of the unit

Read the unit title aloud. Say, "When you remember
or think about past events or activities, you are looking back." Write on the board: 5 years
old. Tell something that happened when you were five years old - for example, say, "My
family went to Disneyland on vacation. I loved it." Point to the age on the board, and ask,
"When you look back to this age, what do you remember?" Call on several Ss to answer.

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims

Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS
Write on the board:
fun

interesting

useful

Ask Ss to look through the unit, read each lesson title,
and briefly look at the lessons and pictures. Ask, ·which
lesson looks like fun? Which lesson looks interesting?
Which lesson looks useful?" Ask several Ss to give their
opinions and say why.

Before you begin .••
• Introduce the past situations

Ask Ss to look at Before
You Begin. Read aloud the question What do you remember
about these things?

• Ask Ss to look at the picture of two friends. Ask,
"Remember when you were a child. Did you have a good
friend? Raise your hand." Ask several Ss who raised their
hands questions about their first friends (e.g.• What was
the name of yourfirstfriend? Did you play games? Which
ones?). Ask a few Ss to report to the class.

• Ask Ss to look at the picture of the child and pet. Say. "This
is a child and his pet." Have the class brainstorm some
types of pets, and make a list on the board (e.g.• cat, dog.
hamster, gerbil, bird,fish, turtle, rabbit, snake).

C� Recycle grammar

past. Write on the board:

This activity recycles the simple

I I have I a dog

Ask Ss to make this a simple past statement [I had a dog.].
Say, "Use the simple past to talk about things in the past."
• Say, "Remember when you were a child. Did you have a
pet? Raise your hand." Ask several Ss who raised their
hands questions about their pets (e.g., What kind of pet did

you have? What did you name it? What did you do for it? Did
you feed it?).

• Ask Ss to look at the picture of the home. Say, "What do
you remember about your first homer Help Ss brainstorm
questions to ask about their first home, and write them
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on the board (e.g., Did you live in a house or an apartment?
Did you like your neighborhood? Did you share a room with a
brother or a sister?). Have Ss discuss the questions in pairs,

and then ask a few pairs to report to the class.
• Ask, "What other 'firsts' do you remember?" Have Ss call
out ideas (e.g.,first date.first driving lesson,first day at high
school,.firstjob). Write the ideas on the board. Have Ss
discuss each "first" in pairs.

Culture note

Pets, especially dogs and cats, are very important to many
people in North America. People sometimes even think of
their dogs and cats as part of the family. Peop!e can buy
coats and boots for their pets to wear in the winter. They
can buy birthday cards for their pets. They can even go
into a •doggie bakery" and buy birthday "cakes" made
from dog food.

Extra activity GROUP
Ss tell their group about a •first• memory. Encourage Ss
to say •1 remember my first . . . " and then acid a sentence
giving more information.

Lesson A

My first

ft Getting started

Set the scene Write on the board: My first ... Ask,

•

"What do you remember well?" Call on Ss to complete the
phrase (e.g., Myfirst exam; Myfirst trip to a theme park).

• Have Ss work in groups to look through Ryan and Melissa's
stories for new vocabulary and work to write definitions
for each new word.

A

Preview the task Ask individual Ss to read the
sentences aloud and the alternative words. Draw on the
board: © = happy, and ® = unhappy. Preview other new
vocabulary with the class. Have Ss explain their meanings
or act them out.
• Read the instructions aloud. Model the activity by reading
the first sentence again. Ask Ss to choose the correct
optior. [happy]. Ask, "How do you know?" [Pleased has a
similar meaning to happy.]
• Do the task Have Ss circle the best words to complete
the sentences. Check answers with the class.

Extra activity CL.ASS

•

Answers
1. happy
2. nervous

3. embarrassing
4.quiet

5.young
6. awful

• Ask, "Are the sentences true for you? Tell a partner."
• Follow-up Call on a few Ss to share one thing that they
have in common with their partners.

Books closed. Read the stories aloud, pausing at key
words (e.g., awful, strict). Ss call out the missing words.
Figure
it out

c

Preview the task Tell Ss to look at conversation 1. Write
the question on the board: Was Ryan's class fun? Say, "Look
at Ryan's story. Find the answer to the question in the
story, and underline it." [It was awful.) Write on the board:
It __ awful Ask, "What word goes in the blank?" [was)
T hen say, "Look at both stories. What word is the negative
of was?" [wasn't) Write on the board: No, it wasn't.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations using
Ryan's and Melissa's stories for help. Have Ss compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class: Call
on pairs of Ss to each read a conversation.

•

Answers
1. A Was Ryan's class fun?

B .. >» 3.11
•

•

•
•

•

•

Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the two pictures on
the website. Say, "The first picture shows Ryan Wong in
kindergarten. What questions can you ask about his first
class?" Have Ss call out questions, and write them on the
board (e.g., Did you like your teacher? Did you have fun?).
Say, "The other picture shows a restaurant. Melissa
King had her first job there. What questions can you ask
Melissa about her first day at work?" Ask Ss to call out
questions, and write them on the board (e.g., Did you like
your boss? Did you have to work hard? ).
Read the instructions aloud. Write the two questions on
the board. Give examples of times you were scared or
nervous.
Tell Ss to listen for the answers.
Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write the
answers. Tell Ss to show their answers to a partner. Ask,
"Do you think your partner's answers are correct? Tell
your partner why or why not."
Play the recording again Books open. Ss listen, read
along, and review their answers. Check answers with the
class: Call on a few Ss to read their answers. [Ryan was
scared of his teacher because she was strict. Melissa was
nervous because it was her first day at work, and things
were really busy.].
Say, "Look at the questions for Ryan on the board. Did he
answer any of the questions?" If yes, have Ss call out the
questions [Ryan answered the question Did you like your
teacher?]. Ask, "What did he say?" Elicit responses (e.g.•
Ryan said he didn't like his teacher.). Repeat the activity for
Melissa.

B
2. A
B
3. A
B
4. A
B

No, it wasn't. It was awful!
Was Ryan's teacher strict?
Yes, she was. She v.;as very strict.
Was Melissa's boss happy about her mistakes?
No, he wasn't too pleased.
Were Melissa's customers nice?
Yes, they were, because Melissa was new.

Focus on the form and the use Tell Ss to look at the
four conversations in Exercise IC. Ask, "Are the sentences
about now or the past?" [the past] "The verbs are forms
of the verb be in the simple past." Ask, "What's the form
of be that goes with he or she?" [was] "What's the form for
negative statements with he or she?" [wasn't) "What's the
form of be that goes with they?" [were] "What's the form
for negative statements with they?" [weren't]
• Tell Ss to ask and answer the questions with a partner.
C;> Recycle vocabulary With the class, brainstorm a list
of words to describe people. Start by asking Ss to find the
words in Ryan's and Melissa's stories [scared, strict, happy,
quiet, busy, pleased, nice]. When Ss run out of ideas, tell Ss to
look at p. 24 and add any words they did not include.
• Try it out Write the following questions on the board:
Was your first English teacher strict?
•

Was your first boss nice?
Were your first co-workers friendly?
Was your first friend fun?
Ask Ss to raise their hands if they want to answer a
question, and have them give responses (e.g., No, she wasn't
strict. She was very nice.).
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fl Grammar
•0) 3.18
• Present the grammar chart
listen and repeat.

Play the recording. Ss

Answers
1. A
B
A
B
2. A
B
3. A

• Understand the grammar

Books closed. Write on the
board: /, they. he, we, you, it, she, Mari, the students in one
column and was, were in another. Have Ss copy the words
and draw lines from the subjects to the correct verbs [I, he,
it, she, Mari - was; they, we, you, the students - were].
• Books open. Write on the board:
subject (I, he, she, it or a singular noun) + __
subject (you, we, they. or a plural noun) + __
Ask Ss to complete the patterns for negative statements
[wasn't; weren't].
• Tell Ss to look at the third column in the chart. Ask, "What
comes first in yes-no questions with be?" [was, were] Write
the pattern on the board: Was I Were + subject + ?
• Write the following on the board, and tell Ss that it is the
pattern for short answers:
Yes, __ was. No, __ wasn't.
Yes, __ were. No, __ weren't.
Write the pronouns on the board:
I
you
she
he
it
we
they
Ask Ss to fill in the blanks with the pronouns. [I, she, he, it
was; you, we, they were].
• Present Common Errors Have a S read the information
aloud. Write on the board: We was I were late. I was I
were unhappy. Melissa and Ryan was I were nervous. Have
Ss identify correct options [We were late. I was unhappy.
Melissa and Ryan were nervous.].

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the sentences. Ss compare their answers
with a partner. Check answers with the class.

B
4. A
B
A
B

Do you remember your first teacher?
Yeah. His name was Mr. Davis.
Was he strict with you?
No, he wasn't. He � always very nice.
Were you shy when you were little?
Yeah, I was. I was scared to talk in class. It was awful.
Tell me about your first best friend. Were you
classmates?
No, we weren't. She wasn't in my class. We were
neighbors.
Did you have a favorite toy when you were a kid?
Yes. It was my train set. It was really cool.
Was it a birthday present?
No, it wasn't. I bought it with my own money.

• Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
About
you

B

• Preview the task

•
•

Have a S ask you the first question in
Exercise 2A. Respond with your own information (e.g., Yes.
Her name was Mrs. Miller.) Encourage Ss to ask you follow
up questions. Do the same for the remaining questions.
Do the task Have pairs practice asking and answering
the questions in Exercise 2A, using their own information.
Follow-up Ss choose their favorite answer from their
partners and tell another pair about it.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice llA on p. 149 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-149.)

8 Speaking naturally
A -4)» 3.19

• Preview the task

Read the instructions and the example
question aloud. Say, "Remember, the most important
word in a sentence is stressed, or said louder. In a yes-no
question, the voice rises on the stressed word."
• Say, "Now look at the answers. Notice that in the short
answer No, I wasn't, the voice falls on the stressed word
wasn't. In the statement I was relaxed, the voice falls on
the stressed word relaxed." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.

B -4>» 3.20

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Ss read aloud along with the
recording.
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About
you

c

• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to look at the questions in
Exercise 3B again and write down a key word from each
to help remember it (e.g., easy, good, nice, strict). Tell Ss to
practice asking the questions to themselves using the key
words as cues. Then read the instructions aloud.
Do the task Have Ss do the three interviews using their
list of key words and not looking at their books. When Ss
finish, ask a few Ss to tell about a classmate.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 82 and 83. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson B

Vacations

Q Building language
•

Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Write on the board:
relaxing
fun
exciting

Ask, "What kind of vacation do you want to go on?" Call
out each adjective, and have Ss raise their hands. Ask a
few Ss, "Where can you go for a relaxing vacation?" Write
Ss' suggestions on the board (e.g., Florida, the beach).
Repeat the procedure forfun and exciting.
C:> Recycle a conversation strategy Remind Ss to ask,
How do you spell . .. ? for help with proper names.

A�>)) 3.21
• Preview the task

Write on the board:
Hawai'i
Say, "Diana is askingJason about his vacation. He went to
Hawai'i. Make three guesses about his trip. Write three
sentences." Have several Ss read their sentences aloud
(e.g., It was hoL He had a great time. He went to the beach.).
Say. "Now listen for the answer to the question What did

Jason do on his vacation?"
•

Play the recording

Ss listen for the answer. Check
answers with the class. [He went to the beach, and he went
parasailing.].
• Ask, "Were any of your guesses about Jason's vacation
correct?" Ask a few Ss to say which sentences were correct.
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role. Then tell Ss to change
the conversation, with the S playingJason giving three
different pieces of information about his trip.

Figure
it out

B

Preview the task Say, "Look at the conversation again.
Underline the questions in the simple past." [When did
you get back? So how was your vacation? Where did you
go exactly? What was the weather like? So what did you do
there?] Ask, "Which questions use did: the questions with
be, or the questions with other verbs?" [with other verbs]
• Say, "Circle the correct choice to complete the questions.
Use the conversation to help you."
• Do the task Have Ss complete the task and then
compare answers in pairs. Check answers with the class.

•

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

How was your last vacation?
Where did you 92?
What was the weather like?
What did you do?

Focus on the form Write on the board: What was the
weather like2 Ask, "What verb is this?" [past of be] "Does it
need did?" [no] Write on the board: Where did you go on
vacation? Ask, "What comes after the question word in this
question?" [did] "What's the main verb here?" [go]
• Try it out Call on two Ss to ask and answer the first
question in Exercise lD. T hen have Ss take turns asking
and answering the questions with a partner.

•

fl Grammar
�l)) 3.22

•

Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Write on the board:
was I were, question word, subject?
did, verb, subject, question word?
Ask Ss to put each in order to give the patterns for
information questions in the past [question word+ was I were
+ subject+ ? ; question word + did+ subject+ verb?]. Explain
that the verb in questions with did never has an ending.
• Tell Ss to cover the answers to the questions in the chart.
Have Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and answering
the questions, using the information aboutJason's trip.
Then tell pairs to look at the chart and check their answers.

•

About
you

•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to look at the list of answers. Say, "Write a question
for each of these answers." Ask a S to read the example
question aloud. Have Ss write the remaining questions.
Check answers with the class: Have pairs of Ss read the
questions and answers.

Possible answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How was your last vacation?
Where did you go?
What was the weather like?
Who did you go with?
How long were you there?
What did you do?

• Ask two Ss to read the example conversation. Tell Ss to
work in pairs, asking and answering questions with their
own information. When pairs finish, have a few pairs
present their conversations to the class.

Sounds right

Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 11 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice llB on p. 149 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-149.)
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8 Building vocabulary
• Set the scene Tell Ss to cover the boxes and look at

the pictures of trips. Have Ss work in pairs and write
a sentence about each picture. (Consider allowing
dictionary use for this task.) Ask several pairs to read
their sentences aloud.

A -4))) 3.23

Extra activity

GROUPS

Extra activity

CLASS I PAIRS

Ss each tell a true story that relates to any of the
expressions in bold type in Exercise 3A. Have each group
choose the most interesting story and share it with the
class.

• Preview the task Tell Ss to read the six memories and

•

see if any of the sentences they wrote are similar. Tell Ss
to read the sentences again and look up any new words in
their dictionaries. Read the instructions aloud.
Play the recording Ss listen and number the pictures.
Check answers with the class: Point to each picture, and
ask a S to read aloud the sentence that goes with the
picture.

Answers

[§] � [ill
@:] IT] [I]

About
you

• Ask Ss questions about the pictures (e.g., Who had an

interesting trip? Who had a boring trip? Who didn't have a
good time?). Have Ss call out the sentence number.

Extra activity

Ss are in pairs and race to write sentences. On the board,
write two expressions with go or get (e.g., get a sunburn,
go snorkeling). Each S has one minute to write a sentence
using both expressions. The first S in the pair to finish gets
a point. Ss read their sentences to their partners. Repeat
the activity using other sets of expressions (e.g., get an
autograph I go hiking; get lost I get along).

GROUPS

Ss choose to be one of the people in the pictures. Group
members ask each other questions about their vacations,
for which they make up answers.
Word
sort

B

• Preview the task Write on the board:

go (went), get
(got). Books closed. Ask Ss to think of a go expression, and

call on a few Ss for ideas. Write them on the board next
to go to start a word web. Do the same for get. Read the
instructions aloud.
• Do the task Books open. Have Ss write their own word
webs with as many get and go expressions as they can. (For
more information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
• Have Ss compare their webs with a partner and write in
any additional expressions. Elicit ideas and write them on
the board.

Extra vocabulary

GO AND GET

Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary with go and
get, such as:
go + activities (see Unit 7): shopping, to bed
get (become): tired, bored, nervous, old
get (receive): email, a gift, a surprise
get (arrive): to work, to school, here, there, to the restaurant
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c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Say,
"You can use expressions from the trip memories to talk
about your trip." Have Ss complete the task.
• Call on a few Ss to tell the class about their partner's best
trip.
Recycle conversation strategies Have two Ss read
the example conversation again. Ask Ss, "What conversation
strategy do you see in the response?" [You did? followed by
questions] Review other ways to respond: Really? followed
by a statement or a question; a That's expression (e.g., That's
interesting. I That's terrible.). Have Ss do the activity again
with a different partner, using the strategies.

c;,

' · - Vocabulary notebook
Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 116 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-116.)

Workbook

R Assign Workbook pp. 84 and 85. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson

c Anyway, what did you do?

C;> Lesson C recycles simple past statements and questions.

ft Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson

and the picture. Say, "It's Monday morning. Jessica and
Tom are co-workers. What do you think they're talking
about?" Get ideas from Ss, and write them on the board
(e.g., They're talking about work. They're talking about the
weekend.).

A

• Preview and do the task Ask, "Do you ever ask your
friends or classmates about their weekend?" Ask Ss
to raise their hands. Then ask, "What questions can
you ask?" Have Ss work in pairs to make a list. Write
suggestions on the board (e.g., Did you have a good
weekend? What did you do? Where did you go?).

B
�>)) 3.24
• Preview the task Tell Ss they are going to hear a

conversation about Jessica and Tom's weekends. Tell Ss to
listen and answer the questions How was Jessica's weekend?
and How was Tom's weekend?
• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write
their answers. Ask Ss to compare their answers with a
partner.
• Play the recording again Books open. Ss read along
and review their answers. (Check answers with the class)
[Jessica's weekend was great. She went biking.; Tom's
weekend was good. He had a party.].
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

c

• Tell Ss to look through the conversation and find the
question Jessica asks that is similar to Tom's question
[Anyway, what did you do?].
• Present Notice Books closed. Write on the board:

[to continue a conversation; to show interest in the other
person, to be friendly, to get information]. Then ask a S to
read the information aloud. {For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
About

you

D

• Preview and do the task Books open. Read the

instructions aloud. Have Ss complete the conversations,
first writing the answer to each question and then writing
a similar question to ask.
• When Ss finish, ask two Ss to act out conversation 1
for the class, with B using his or her own answer and
question. Ask Ss to call out other possible appropriate
questions. Repeat the activity with different pairs for
conversations 2 and 3.

Possible answers

1. Yes, thanks. I It was nice. I We were at the pool all day.
Did you have a good weekend?
2. Um, I went to a friend's party. It was fun.
How about you? What did you do?
3. Not really. We just stayed home.
How about you? Did you do anything fun on Sunday?
• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
asking and answering. T hen tell Ss to change partners and
practice again.

Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs write a •Monday morning• conversation. They ask
and answer questions about the previous weekend. A few
pairs act out their conversations for the class. Other Ss
think of more questions to ask each pair.

Answer a question, and then ask a similar one.

Ask Ss to think of reasons to use this strategy in
conversations. Have Ss share their ideas with the class
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus

Tell Ss to look at the conversation
on p. 112 and circle the two examples of anyway [So . . .
anyway, what did you do?; Well, anyway, ... I have to go.).
• Write the following on the board:

.. )» 3.25

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Have Ss listen to the three

conversations and circle a or b for each. Check answers
with the class.

1. You can use anyway to change the __ of a conversation.
2. You can also use anyway to __ a conversation.

Tell Ss to look at the examples from the conversation and
then try to complete the information [l. topic; 2.end).
When Ss finish, tell them to compare their ideas with a
partner.
• Read the information aloud, and have Ss make any
corrections to what they wrote. {For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Present In Conversation Books closed.Write 30, 100,
300, 1,000 on the board. Ask, "Do you think anyway is in
the top 30, 100, 300, or 1,000 words?" Books open. Ask a S
to read the information aloud.

n

Answers
1. a

Listening and strategies

• Preview the task

•

3. b

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
• Follow-up Have Ss ask and answer the questions again,
this time giving their own information.

A .. >)) 3.26

•

2. a

Tell Ss to look at the 10 topics. Say,
"In each conversation, two friends are talking about their
weekends. First, just listen for the topics they talk about.
They talk about two in each. There are four topics that
they don't talk about."
Play the recordingAudioscriptp. T-171 Ss listen for
the topics and circle the ones they hear.
Play the recording again Say, "This time, number the
topics." Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. hiking, the beach
2. shopping, dancing
3. the movies, studying

B .. >» 3.26

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Call on Ss
to each read a question.
• Play the recording Audioscript p. T-171 Ss listen and
write. Pause after the first conversation. Ask, "What was
the weather like in the mountains?" [The weather was
good.] Have Ss write the answer on the line.
• Play the rest of the recording, pausing after each
conversation to give Ss time to write.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers.Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. a. The weather was good. b. Rex went to the beach.
2. Laura bought new shoes. b. John went dancing at a
club with friends; yes. 3. a. Emma didn't study. b. He has
to study more for his math exam.

C .. )» 3.26

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Ask, "What are some expressions people use to end
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•

conversations?" Write Ss' suggestions on the board
(e.g., Anyway; Well, I have to ... ).
Play the recording Audioscriptp. T-171 Ss listen
and check the conversations that end. Check answers with
the class.

Answers

Check (.f): Conversations 1 and 3

About
you

D

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Recycle conversation strategies Ask Ss what

c:;,

strategies they learned in this lesson or in other lessons that
they think they can use and practice in their conversations
(e.g., asking similar questions, using anyway, saying more
than yes or no, using expressions with That's, etc.). Write their
suggestions on the board.
• Have Ss talk to at least three people about the previous
weekend.Ask Ss to talk about something different in each
conversation.

Extra activity PAIRS
Pairs do a •wntten conversation.· 81 starts the
•conversation" by writing a question about last Friday
evening on a piece of paper (e.g., What did you do last
Friday night'!). 81 hands the paper to 82, who writes a
response. Ss continue passing the paper back and forth,
writing questions and responses to each other. When Ss
have finished their "conversation," they exchange papers
with another pair and read the conversations.
Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 86 and 87. (The answer key begins
"1 on p. T-173.)

Lesson

D A funny thing happened

ft Reading

• Set the scene Read the title of the lesson and the article
aloud. Say, "This is a page from a magazine. It's a story
from a reader. What kind of story do you think it isr
[a funny story]
• Ask, "What magazines do you read? Do they have a page
for letters or stories from readers?" Get ideas from Ss
(e.g., I read a lot of women's magazines, like Elle. It has a
lot of letters from readers about clothes andfashion.). Ask,
"Did you ever write a letter to a magazine?" Ask Ss to
raise their hands for yes, and ask those Ss "What did you
K
write about?

A
Prereading
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask, "Do

•

you ever read the letters people send in to magazines?"
Tell Ss to raise their hands for yes, and ask a few, "What
topics do people write about?" Then read the example
topics aloud.
Do the task Have Ss work in pairs and make a list of
topics that people write about in letters to magazines.
Give pairs one minute to list as many ideas as they can.
Then write ideas on the board (e.g., articles they read in the
magazine, family. friends, fashion, school, trips, vacations,
work, relationships, current events, the news).

B
During reading
• Preview the reading Write these questions on the

board:
1. What kind of story is it?
2. Who wrote it?
• Say, "Read the first few lines of the article, and answer
these questions. Raise your hand when you find the
answers.K Call on Ss to answer the questions
[l. a funny I embarrassing story; 2. Sarah Morgan].
• Present Reading Tip Read the information aloud. Tell
Ss to stop after each paragraph and write down a guess
about what happens next. Say, "When you think about an
article or story, it helps you read better."
• Do the reading Say, "Now read the story. What's it
about? What happened to Sarah? As you read, underline
the main events in the story.K Have Ss complete the task.
• When Ss finish, have them work in pairs and briefly
summarize Sarah's story aloud. Tell Ss to help each other
with information instead of looking back at the reading.

• Work with the class to retell the story. Have one pair tell
what happened first. Then call on other pairs to continue
the story. If Ss get part of the story wrong, have other
pairs help correct them [The story is about Sarah's funny
experience. She shared a table with someone else. She
thought he ate her French fries, but actually she ate the
guy's French fries by mistake.].
• Ask, "Did anyone make any correct guesses about what
happened next?" Have Ss share their guesses with the
class.

c

Postreading
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have a S
read the two parts of the example sentence.

• Do the task Have Ss match the parts of the remaining
sentences. Check answers with the class: Read the first
part of each sentence aloud, and call on a S to say the
second part.

Answers
1. h

2. d

3. e

4. f

5. b

6. g

7. a

8. c

• Follow-up Point out the use of so and because in the

sentences in Exercise C. Ss look for and circle examples
of so in the story [I was really hungry and I didn't feel
like making dinner, so I went to a fast-food place near
my office building. The restaurant was really crowded,
so I had to share a table. So I took a handful and ate
them.]. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Say, "The part after so tells the result. The result happened
because of the event or action in the first part of the
K
sentence. Write an example on the board:
The restaurant was crowded, so Sarah had to share a table.
Then write on the board:
Sarah had to share a table because the restaurant was
crowded.
Explain that in sentences with because, the part after
because tells the reason.
• Have Ss write four sentences about their day, using so or
because (e.g., I didn't have breakfast this morning because I
got up late.; It's ve,y hot today. so I'm wearing a T-shirt). Ss
share answers in groups and see if anyone has a similar
sentence.
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fl writing
A

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. (For
more information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
• Say, "Look at the story on p. 114. Circle the examples of
quotation marks." Call on Ss to read the sentences they
find ["Hi. Is this seat free?" "Those are my fries."].
• Do the task Have Ss correct the punctuation in the rest
of Sarah's story. Tell Ss to add quotation marks, commas,
periods, question marks, and capital letters. Check
answers with the class: Have individual Ss each write a
sentence on the board.

Answers

I said, "Hi. We met a few minutes ago."
He said, "Yeah, we did."
I said, "I think I ate your fries."

He laughed and said, "Yes, you did."
I apologized and said, "I thought they were my fries."
He said, "That's OK. No problem."
I said, "Can I buy some more fries for you?"
He laughed and said, "Thank you. I'm still a little hungry."

B

• Preview the task Say, "We read all of Sarah's funny
story. How do you think Sarah feels? What does the guy
think of Sarah?" Get ideas from Ss.
• Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to use their
imagination and think of what they say next.
• Do the task As Ss write, walk around the class and help
as needed. When Ss finish, have them exchange stories
with a partner and review one another's punctuation.
• Follow-up A S reads Sarah's story aloud. Ss then take
turns reading aloud their endings to the class. At the end,
Ss say which ending they like best and why.

8 Listening and speaking
A •l)) 3.21

• Preview the task Read the title aloud. Call on Ss to

•

•

read the speech bubbles. Ask, "Did you ever do something
really embarrassing? Did you ever say something funny
to a dinner guest?" Ask Ss to share their stories with the
class. Read the instructions aloud. Say, "First, let's listen to
Miranda. Before you listen, read the sentences under her
name." Give Ss time to read the four sentences.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-171 Pause after
Miranda's story to give Ss time to circle the correct
information. Have Ss read sentences 5-8 under John's
photo. Play the rest of the recording.
Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers

Miranda
1. Miranda was in a store.
2. Her friend loves shopping.
3. They looked at a sweater.
4. Miranda didn't like the colors.
John
1. John was 10 years old.
2. His father's boss came for dinner.
3. John and the man talked about school.
4. John didn't like his new teacher.

B •)» 3.28

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
•

read the different endings for each story and choose the
best ending for a funny story.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-171 Ss listen and
check their guesses.
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Answers
1. a

2. b

• Follow-up Ss answer comprehension questions. Ask
questions such as:
1. Did Miranda like the sweater? (no] Why not? [because
she didn't like the colors]
2. Why was the situation embarrassing for Miranda?
[because she said the sweater was horrible and her
friend bought one last week]
3. Who came to dinner at John's house? [his father's boss]
4. Who didn't John like? [his teacher]
5. Who was his teacher's father? [the boss]
About

you

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss work in pairs and tell a story.
• If Ss retell one of the stories they heard, tell the partners
to listen and correct any information or help with the
retelling.
• If Ss tell a funny story of their own, have Ss take a few
minutes to prepare. Then have them tell their stories to
their partners, who listen and ask follow-up questions.
• Follow-up A few Ss tell their stories to the class.

Free talk
Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 11 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See teaching notes on p. T-135.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 88 and 89. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
• Present learning Tip

Read the information aloud. Say,
"A time chart lists events in order. You can use a time

• Preview and do the task

Tell Ss to read the
instructions. Read the example aloud. Have Ss complete
the chart. Remind Ss that they can use a verb more than
once.
• Have Ss compare their answers with a partner. Check
answers with the class: Call on Ss to read the sentences
aloud.

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions
aloud. Have Ss make a time chart about their own past
experiences. When Ss finish, have them work in pairs and
read each other's time charts. Tell Ss to ask their partners
questions about each event to get more information.

On your own
• Present On Your Own
•

Read the information aloud.
Say, "Make a new chart. Don't use the same times and
information you used in Exercise l."
Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss read their
charts to a partner.

chart to practice time expressions for past events, for
example, 10 years ago, three weeks ago, last year. A time
chart that lists past events is also a good way to study
verbs in the simple past."
C.:> T hese tasks recycle time expressions for the past and
verbs in the simple past.

Answers

15 years ago: My family lived in Hawaii.
10 years ago: I was in high school.
5 years ago: I 9.2! my driver's license and bought I got my
first car.
2-4 years ago: I took my first trip abroad.
last year: I 9.2! sick and was in the hospital for two weeks.
last month: My brother got married and -went to Fiji on his
honeymoon.
last week: My friend Jo had a party. It was boring. I didn't
have a good time.
last weekend: I went hiking with a friend. It was awful - we
didn't get along.

Now I can •••

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f)
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as
required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name
and a schedule showing what they plan to review and
when. Review or reteach these language items in a future
class.
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UNIT

4] � Fabulous food

Lesson A

Eating habits

Grammar Countable and uncountable nouns

Grammar Many and much

(See Student's Book p. 119.)

(See Student's Book p. 119.)

Countable nouns

How much and How many

• In English, some nouns are considered "countable": for
example, one potato, two potatoes, three potatoes, etc.
• Countable nouns are nouns that have singular and plural
forms. Singular countable nouns can be used with a I an.
a carrot (singular)
carrots ( plural)
• Singular countable nouns need a determiner before them
(e.g., a carrot,the carrot, this carrot).
• Plural countable nouns can stand for general categories
(e.g., I love carrots.). They do not need a determiner before
them for this use.

Uncountable nouns
• Uncountable nouns do not have a plural form. They
cannot be used with a I an or plural -s.
rice, not a rice or rices
• Uncountable nouns are often used with some (e.g., some
rice) and other determiners (the rice).

Nouns that can be either countable or uncountable

• Some nouns can be both countable and uncountable with
little difference in meaning (e.g.,fruit,food, cheese). Many
of these are food words. In conversation, the uncountable
or singular forms of these words are much more frequent
than the plural forms.
• Sometimes there is a difference in meaning:
I love coffee. (uncountable= the substance in general)
Can I have (a) coffee I three coffees? (countable= a cup I
three cups of coffee)
I like chicken. (uncountable= the meat)
I saw some chickens today. (countable= the animals)

Lesson B

How many is used in questions with plural countable nouns,
and how much is used with uncountable nouns.
How many apples do you eat every week?
How muchfruit do you eat every day?

Many and much in statements

• Many is used in statements with plural countable nouns.
Much is used with uncountable nouns.
• Many is not usually used in affirmative statements like the
following:
not: I eat many eggs.
instead: I eat a lot of eggs.
Much is not usually used in affirmative statements like the
following:
not: I eat muchfruit.
instead: I eat a lot offruit.
• However, both many and much are used in negative
statements.

I don't eat many eggs.
I don't eat muchfruit.
Note: A lot of can also be used in negative statements (e.g.,
I don't eat a lot of eggs. I don't eat a lot offruit.).

@ Corpus information

Common errors with the before nouns

Ss sometimes use the before nouns to talk about things in
general. fl don't Hke meat, but I eat eggs. NOT Iden't Hke
#he meet, bt:JtIeatttie eggs.)

What's for dinner?

Vocabulary Food words

(See Student's Book p. 120.)
The food words are presented as either singular or plural
according to the most common forms in the corpus. Words
like melon and pineapple can be plural, but they are usually
used as singular uncountable nouns, so they are singular
in the captions on p. 120. To help Ss, tell them to use the
forms in Building Vocabulary as they complete the chart in
Exercise lB.

Grammar Would you like . .• ? I'd like . ..

(See Student's Book p. 121.)
In this lesson, would like is taught in questions with you and
in statements with I'd. The focus is on would like in offers and
suggestions.
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Form
Would like can be followed by a to-infinitive or a noun.
Like other modal verbs, would inverts with the subject in
questions.
• Yes-No questions (with following to-infinitive)
Would+ subject + like + to-infinitive?
Would you like to go out tonight?

• Yes-No questions (with following nouns)
Would+ subject + like + noun?

Would you like some dinner?

• Information questions
question word + would+ subject + like?

What would you like?
When would he like to meet?

Use

Would you like and I'd like are often taught as "more polite"
forms of Do you want . . . ? and I want This is a useful
guideline for Ss. However, forms with would like are actually
often used when people are speaking informally.

""""'�
"'·@
Corpus information

Would like

The full form would like is almost as frequent as the
contracted form 'd like. The pronoun I is the most
common subject for both forms (up to 75 percent), and
they are both commonly followed by to-infinitives (in up to
78 percent of the examples).

Common errors with like

Ss often use the base form of the verb after I'd like. They
need to use to + verb. Ss also confuse I'd like with I like.

Grammar Some and any
(See Student's Book p. 121.)
• Some and any are used both as determiners (e.g., We have
some chicken.) and as pronouns (e.g., We don't have�).
• The basic rule is that some is used in affirmative
statements (e.g., I'd like some.fish.) and that any is used
in questions (e.g., Do you have anyfish?) and in negative
statements (e.g., I don't want anyfish.).
• In offers with Would you like . . . ?, people usually use some,
perhaps because they expect a yes answer. After Do you
have . . . ?, any is more frequent than some.
Speaking naturally

Would you . .. ?
(See Student's Book p. 121.)
• This section gives Ss practice in understanding and saying
the blended pronunciation of would you in rapid speech.
• The d and y of would you are generally pronounced as j
in conversation: / wud3uw/, and the vowel of you is often
reduced: /wud3';>/.

Lesson c I just want a sandwich or something.
Conversation strategy

Or something and or

anything
(See Student's Book p. 122.)
This strategy introduces the notion of"vague" language,
which is very common in informal conversation. The
expressions or something (like that) and or anything are
common in contexts of food and drink.
Note: The expressions follow the same basic rules as some
and any as described for Lesson B: or something is used in
affirmative statements (e.g., I'd like a sandwich or something.).
In negative statements and questions, or anything is used
(e.g., I don't want a big meal or anything. Do you have any
soda or anything?). In offers, both are possible, although or
something is more common.

Use

• People use these expressions, partly to avoid giving long
lists of examples, when they expect that listeners will
understand what they mean. By saying or something, the
speaker can avoid lengthy or elaborate explanations. For
example:

Ijust want a sandwich or something.

or something= a snack, maybe a sandwich, maybe not, but

something small, not a big meal
• In addition, or something makes offers sound more open.

Would you like a sandwich or something?
or something= please feel free to ask for something
different

@ Corpus information

or something

The expression orsomething isoneofthetop 10 two
word expressions In conversation. About one-third ofthe
usesofsomething are intheexpressionorsomething.

Strategy plus

Or . •. ?
(See Student's Book p. 123.)
This Strategy Plus presents another expression associated
with the notion of vagueness or openness. Or . .. ? at the
end of ayes-no question makes the question less direct and
allows the other person to answer no more easily or to offer a
different suggestion. For example:

Do you want to go out,�?

Lesson D Great places to eat
Reading tip

(See Student's Book p. 124.)
The Reading Tip tells Ss to imagine what they are reading
about. This strategy, visualizing, helps readers activate
background knowledge that can help with reading
comprehension. Creating a mental image can also make
information easier to remember.

Help note Useful expressions

(See Student's Book p. 125.)
• The Help Note provides a useful list of"opposites,"
or antonyms, to describe good and bad features of
restaurants (e.g.• Thefood was delicious I awful.). Studying
expressions together with their "opposites" is a useful
vocabulary learning strategy.
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Fabulous food
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period.

• Introduce the theme of the unit

Read the unit title aloud. Have Ss call out any food
words they already know in English, and write them on the board. Tell Ss to see if the
foods on the board are pictured on the unit opener page and, if so, to name and point
to them.

In this unit, you learn how to ...
• Unit aims

Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Extra activity CLASS
Ss look through the unit and find one task that they look
forward to doing. Several Ss tell the class which task they
chose and why they chose It (e.g., I chose Talk About It on
p. 125 because I like to talk about restaurants.).

www.irLanguage.com

Before you begin ...
• Introduce the foods in the pictures

Tell Ss to look at
the list of food words. Read each item aloud, and have Ss
repeat.
• Tell Ss to look at the example in the exercise. Point out
to Ss that dairy: milk and cheese describe the food in
picture 1. Explain that dairy is a category of food. Say,
"Milk and cheese are dairy. What else is dairy? Look at
picture l." [butter, eggs, yogurt]
• Tell Ss to work in pairs and match the other food
descriptions with the pictures. Help with new vocabulary
as needed, and consider allowing Ss to use dictionaries.
• When Ss have finished, read aloud each category and
the food words and have Ss call out the number of the
picture [grains: bread, rice, and pasta - 5; dairy: milk and
cheese - l; seafood: fish and shellfish - 2; meat: beef and
chicken - 6; vegetables: broccoli and carrots - 3; fruit:
bananas and a papaya - 4).
• Review the food words by calling out items (e.g., milk.
chicken.fish). Have Ss call out the number of the picture
for the food and point to the food item in their books.
• Tell Ss to look at the food words again, and circle the
things they ate yesterday. Have Ss tell the class two things
they ate yesterday (e.g., I ate.fish yesterday, and I ate.fruit.).
C;> Recycle a conversation strategy This task recycles
answering a question and then asking a similar one. Tell Ss
to work in pairs and ask questions about each food item (e.g.,

SJ: Do you likefish? S2: Yes, I lovefish. How about you? Do you
eat.fish?).
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• Follow-up

Write on the board: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Call out
the numbers one at a time. A S then reads aloud the foods
in the picture with that number, and other Ss raise their
hands for the foods they ate yesterday. For each item,
count hands, write the number on the board, and then
find the top foods eaten.

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss work in pairs and look at the pictures again. Ss find
other food items that are not listed in the exercise, and
make a list. Ss then call out the food words. Write them
on the board (e.g., 1: butter; yogurt; 2: salmon, lobster;
3: carrots, radish; 4: grapes, apples; 5: beans).
C;> Recycle grammar T his task recycles frequency
adverbs. Write on the board:

sometimes

never often

hardly ever always

Have Ss put these in order from most frequent to least
frequent [always, often, sometimes, hardly ever, never].
• Say, "Copy the list of frequency adverbs. Then think how
often you eat the foods in the pictures. Write each food
next to a frequency adverb." When Ss finish, say, "Tell your
partner about your list." Model by saying, for example,
"I often eat pasta. I hardly ever eat beef."

Lesson A

Eating habits

ft Getting started

Set the scene Write on the board: Eating habits. Tell Ss

•

to look at the title of the lesson. Say, "A habit is something
you do a lot or all the time." Give Ss an example of an
eating habit you have (e.g., I put sugar in my coffee all the
time. It's a habit. I always cut up apples. It's a habit.). Ask Ss
to think of an eating habit they have, and write it down.
Then have Ss tell the class an eating habit.

A

Preview and do the task Have Ss read the words. Ask,
"What is a vegetarian?" [someone who doesn't eat meat]
"What is a picky eater?" [someone who only likes certain
foods] "What does a person on a diet do?" [watch their
weight, count calories, not eat certain food items.] "What
does it mean to have food allergies?" [It means certain
foods make you sick.]
• Point to the first item again. Ask, "What are some food
items that a vegetarian doesn't eat?" Have Ss call out ideas
and write them on the board (e.g., chicken , beef.fish. Some
strict vegetarians don't eat eggs or any animal products.).
• Do the task Have Ss work in pairs and make a list of
foods that the other people on the list don't eat.
• Have Ss call out ideas on their lists. Have Ss raise their
hands if they have the same items on their lists [Possible
answers: Picky eaters often don't eat unusual food or
food prepared in a different way. A person on a diet often
doesn't eat bread or pasta, high fat food like cream and
butter. A person with food allergies often doesn't eat
grains, nuts, fruit like strawberries, or shellfish.).

•

Figure

it out

c

Preview the task Tell Ss to look back at Ellen's message
and underline all the food words. Ask, "What's the first
food word you see?" [meat] "Is it singular or plural? How
do you know?" [singular; there's no -sending] Point out
meat in the chart.
• Ask, "What's the first food word you see that's plural?"
[eggs] Point out eggs in the chart.
• Do the task Say, "Now look at each food word you
underlined. Decide which ones are singular and which
ones are plural, and add them to the chart." Have Ss
complete the chart, and then compare answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class. Have Ss circle
the words a lot of, much, and many. Ask, "Do singular or
plural nouns follow these expressions in her message?"
[a lot of- both; much - singular; many - plural]

•

Answers

Singular: meat, fish, cheese, rice, bread, pasta, milk,
shellfish
Plural: eggs, fruits, vegetables, carrots, cucumbers,
potatoes, bananas
•
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•

•
•

•

•

Preview the task Say, "Look at the picture. What do you
think Ellen is doing?" [making dinner; choosing recipes]
"Who is she calling, and why?" (e.g., maybe she's calling
a.friend; maybe she can't.find a recipe or can't cook) Say,
"Ellen is calling her parents with some questions. Cover
the phone message. Work with a partner, and try to label
the pictures of food. You can use your dictionaries." Have
pairs call out their answers [top plate: potatoes I French
fries, fruit I bananas; middle plate: rice, vegetables I
broccoli, fruit I apple, grapes, kiwi, banana; bottom plate:
meat, eggs, vegetables I potatoes, carrots].
Say, "What is Ellen's problem? Listen for the answer."
Play the recording Ss listen for the answer. Check the
answer with the class [Ellen has to make dinner, but she
doesn't know what to cook: one friend is a vegetarian, one
friend is on a diet, and one friend is a picky eater.].
Play the recording again Say, "Listen again. Which
plate of food does Ellen think is right for Amy? for Juan?
for David? Write the person's name next to the correct
plate." Check answers with the class [top plate: David;
middle plate: Amy; bottom plate: Juan].
Write the names of Ellen's friends in a column on the
board: Amy, Juan, David. In another column write on a diet,
vegetarian, picky, allergic to milk and shellfish. Ask Ss to match
the people with the descriptions [Amy: vegetarian; Juan:
on a diet; David: picky. allergic to milk and shellfish].

Focus on the form Say, "Most nouns in English have
both singular and plural forms." Write on the board: egg.
eggs. Say, "You can count them: one egg, two eggs, three eggs.
But some nouns do not have plural forms: for example,
rice. The nouns that you wrote in the Singular part of the
chart are not usually used in the plural. They don't usually
have plural forms."

About
you

D

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two
Ss read the example conversation aloud. Model the task
by saying, "I don't like shellfish. How about you?" Have
individual Ss answer.
• Do the task Have pairs discuss th�ir food likes and
dislikes. Go around the class, checking that Ss are using
singular and plural forms correctly. Ask a few Ss to report
one fact about their partners.

•

Extra activity INDMDUALS I GROUPS
Writethe followlng headings onthe board: Foods I Love,

Foods I Hate, Foods I Don't Eat I I'm Allergic To. Ss copy
the headings onapieceof paper, writethe names of food

words underthe headings·usingtrue Information, and add
their names. Ssthenexchange papers. In groups ofthree,
Ssplana menu forthethreeclassmateswhosepapers
they have. When finished, groupsread outthe names of
their •dinner guests• and the foods theyplan to cook.
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QGrammar
many bananas do you eat?). Ss take turns asking and
answering questions in pairs.
Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: I like the milk I milk. I eat a lot of the
cheese I cheese. I don't eat the seafood I seafood Have Ss
come to the board and circle the correct words [milk;
cheese; seafood).
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• Present the grammar chart Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat.

•

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Say. "There are two kinds of nouns: countable nouns and
uncountable nouns." (For more information, see Language
Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
• Explain, "Things you can count are countable nouns: for
example, eggs." Draw three eggs on the board, and count
them: one egg, two eggs, three eggs. Countable nouns have
plural forms, which usually end in -s. They also have
singular forms. Singular countable nouns can have a
or an before them."
• Say, "Things you can't count are uncountable nouns: for
example, milk." Draw a glass of milk on the board. Explain,
"You can't count milk. With uncountable nouns, don't
use plural -s or a or an. For example, you have to say rice,
not rices or a rice." Say, "Some nouns are both countable
and uncountable. Fruit is one example. Fruit is usually
uncountable, but people say fruits and vegetabks."
• Write the following sentences on the board, and ask Ss to
complete them with Countable or Uncountable:
1. __ nouns have plural forms.
2. __ nouns do not have a I an before them.
3. __ nouns do not have plural forms.
4. __ nouns can have a I an before them.

(1. Countable; 2. Uncountable; 3. Uncountable; 4. Countable]
• Write on the board:
How much? How many?

Say, "Look at the chart. Which do you use with countable
nouns?" [How many) "Which do you use with uncountable
nouns?" [How much)
• Say, "Look at the answers to the questions with many and
much. With affirmative statements such as I eat, use a lot
of. For negative statements such as I don't eat, you can use
a lot offor all nouns, or you can use many for countable
nouns and much for uncountable nouns." (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
• Follow-up Write on the board:
How much __ do you eat?
How many __ do you eat?

Ss copy and complete the questions. Ask a few Ss to call
out their questions (e.g., How much bread do you eat? How

A

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Ask, "In conversation l, what's the correct word in A's
question?" [much) "Why?" [Here.fruit is uncountable - it
doesn't have ans.) "What's the first correct choice for B's
answer?" [a banana) "Why?" [Banana is countable and
singular.) Have Ss complete the task. Check answers with
the class: Have pairs of Ss read the questions and answers.

Answers

1. A How much fruit do you eat a day?
B Well, I have a banana every day for breakfast, and I
eat a lot of fruit after dinner for dessert.
2. A How many times a week do you eat potatoes?
B About once a week. But I eat rice every day.
3. A Do you eat a lot of red meat? Or do you prefer
chicken? --8 Actually, I'm a vegetarian, so I never eat meat.
4. A How often do you eat seafood?
B Well, I eat a lot of fish, but I'm allergic to shellfish.
5. A How many eggs do you eat a week?
B I don't eat many. I don't really like eggs.
6. A How often do you eat vegetables?
B I usually eat a lot of French fries. Is that a vegetable?

• Tell Ss to take turns asking and answering the questions
with a partner.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have pairs take turns asking and answering the questions,
but this time giving their own answers.

Extra practice
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 12A on p. 150 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-150.)

ft Talk about it
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss ask and answer the questions in groups.
• When Ss finish, call on a few Ss to tell the class something
interesting about a group member.
• Follow-up Ss choose two of the questions and write
answers to them using true information.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Groups choose three foods that are good for you and
three foods that are not. Group members ask and answer
questions about how much of each th0'f eat. Groups
decide on the Ss with good eating habits.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 90 and 91. (The answer key begins
"J on p. T-173.)
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Lesson B What's for dinner?

ft Building vocabulary
• Set the scene

Tell Ss to look at the pictures in Lesson B,
and the lesson title. Ask questions about dinner and elicit
responses from Ss (e.g., Do you usually make dinner every
evening? What do you like to make for dinner?).
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• Preview the task

Tell Ss to look at the food words in the
picture. Have Ss call out any words they already know.
Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Say, "Listen. Check the foods
you like, and put an X next to the foods you don't like."
C!:> Recycle vocabulary Ask Ss to call out expressions
they can use to talk about likes and dislikes and write them
on the board (e.g., I like, I love, I hate, I can't stand).
• Have Ss take turns telling the class about out one food
they like, and one food they don't like.

Extra vocabulary FOOD
Present or have Ss suggest extra vocabulary for food such
as bacon, steak, clams, lobster, corn, eggplant, peas,

cherries, coconut, grapefruit, lemons, limes, milk, cream,
yogurt, rice, pasta, juice, soda, raisins, cake, pie.
Word
sort

B
• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
look at the headings in the chart.

• Do the task

Have Ss complete the chart, then compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers

meat: lamb, hamburger meat
seafood: shrimp, salmon
vegetables: spinach, onion, peppers, lettuce, tomatoes,
garlic, green beans
fruit: strawberries, pineapple, melon, mangoes, apples,
pears
dairy: ice cream
grains: cereal
drinks: coffee, tea
snacks: potato chips, peanuts, cookies
other: oil, butter, sugar
• Have three Ss read the example sentences. Remind Ss to
use I don't eat much with uncountable nouns and I don't
eat many with countable nouns. I eat a lot of can be used
with countable and uncountable nouns. T hen have Ss take
turns telling a partner about their diet.

� · - Vocabulary notebook
�

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. 126 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-126.)

Workbook

R

Assign Workbook pp. 92 and 93 . (The answer key begins
\;j on p. T-173.)

fl Building language
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• Set the scene

Write on the board: What do you want
for dinner? Ask a few Ss to answer (e.g.• I want pasta, and
cheese, and garlic bread.).
• Preview the task Tell Ss they are going to hear the
conversation between two roommates, Ted and Phil. T hey
are talking about dinner. Say, "Listen for the answer to the
question What do Ted and Phil have to do before dinner?"
• Play the recording Ss listen for the answer. Ask, "What
do Ted and Phil have to do before dinner?" Call on a few Ss
for the answer [go to the grocery store].
• Say, "Look at the conversation. Find a question that means
Do you want to go out?" [Would you like to go out?] Write
it on the board, and underline would, like. "Now find a
sentence that means I want to stay home tonight." (I'd like
to stay home tonight.] Write it on the board, and underline
I'd like. Tell Ss that would like is a polite way to say want.
• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role. T hen have pairs change
the food words and practice again using their own ideas.
Ask a few pairs to act out their conversation for the class.

Figure
it out

B

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss
to underline any sentences using would I 'd like in the
conversation. Point Ss to the first question in the exercise.
Ask, "What's the correct answer?" [like to] "How do you
know?" [Ted asks "Would you like to go out for pizza?"]
T hen tell Ss to circle some and any in the conversation.
Ask, "Which word do you use in negative statements?"
[any]
Do the task Have Ss complete the task themselves.
Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A like to; B like

2. A some; B any, some

• Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.
• Focus on the form Write on the board Would you
like ... ? Have Ss find and underline the question in the
conversation [Would you like to go out for pizza?]. Ask,
"What form of the verb follows the expression I'd like or
questions with would you like?" [to+ verb] "Do we use some
or any in affirmative statements with would like?" [some]
"Do we use some or any in negative statements?" [any]
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• Present the grammar chart
Ss listen and repeat.

Play the recording.

• Understand the grammar

•

•

•

•

•

Ask, "Would like is a polite
way to say what word?" [want] Point out the contraction
I'd in the answer. Ask, "What two words make up Ia?" [I,
would] (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
Write on the board: Would you like a drink? Would you like
to go for a drink after class? Ask, "What comes after would
like?" [a noun, to+ verb}
Tell Ss to think of questions with nouns and to + verbs on
the topic of food (e.g., Would you like some coffee? Would
you like to eat early tonight?). Call on a few Ss, and write
their questions on the board.
Direct Ss' attention to the second column in the chart. Say,
"Look for some and any. Which is used in questions?" [any]
"Which is used in affirmative statements?" [some] "Which
is used in negative statements?" [any]
Ask Ss to write three affirmative and three negative
statements about what they ate yesterday using some and
any(e.g., I ate some cookies. I didn't eat any meat.). Call on a
few Ss to each write a statement on the board.
Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
Write on the board:

Would you like some coffee? = offer
Can I have some coffee? == request
Say, "In offers, you have something that you want to
give another person. In requests, you ask someone for
something you want." Call on Ss to respond to each (e.g.,
offer: Yes, please. I No, thanks.; request: Sure. I OK).

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the conversations. Have Ss review their
partners' answers. Then check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A I'm sleepy. I'd like to go for a walk. Would you like to
come?
B Sure. Let's go out for some coffee. I'd like I would
like to get some cake, too.
2. A I'm really thirsty. Do you have any water with you?
B Well, I have some soda. Would you like some?
3. A Would you like a snack? I have some cookies and
peanuts. Oh wait, I don't have any peanuts.
B Um, I'd like I would like some fruit. Do you have any?
4. A What would you like to do after class? Do you have
any plans?
B Well, I need to go shopping and get some food.
A Oh, I can come with you. I need to get some milk,
too. I don't have any.

• Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs, taking turns
playing each role.
• Present Common Errors Books closed. Write on the
board: I'd like to go for a walk. Say, "Look at the sentence. It's
correct. What common error do you think Ss make?" Elicit
ideas. Books open. Tell Ss to read Common Errors and see if
they were correct.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Have
pairs ask and answer the questions giving their own
answers.

Extra practice

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice 12B on p. 150 of their
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-150.)

Q Speaking naturally
A .. ,)) 3.34

• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to look at the three questions.
Say, "When would you is spoken quickly, the two words
often sound like one word." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat. Remind Ss to
listen carefully to the pronunciation of would you.

B ..

,»

3.3s

• Preview the task
•

Tell Ss to read the five incomplete
questions. Tell Ss to listen and complete the questions
with what they hear.
Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-172 Pause after
each question to give Ss time to write. Check answers with
the class: Read the first part of each sentence aloud, and
call on a S to complete it.
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Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What would you like to do tonight?
Would you like to go out for dinner?
Would you like to try a new place?
Where would you like to meet?
What would you like to do after dinner?

• Play the recording again Audio scriptp. T-172
and have Ss repeat the questions.

Pause

About
you

c

• Preview and do the task

Tell Ss to work in pairs and
make plans for dinner tonight. When Ss finish, have a few
pairs tell the class what their plans are.

Lesson

c I just want a sandwich or something.

C.> Lesson C recycles questions and statements with the simple present and would like.

Q Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.
Ask, "Do you eat sandwiches?" Have Ss raise their hands.
Ask a few Ss what kind of sandwiches they like. Ask Ss
when they eat sandwiches. Tell Ss to raise their hands if
they don't eat sandwiches. Ask, "Why not?"

A

• Preview and do the task Have Ss look at the picture.
Ask, "What are they doing?" [working, meeting] Say,
"They're going to take a break for lunch. What kinds of
food are popular for lunch?" Elicit ideas and write them on
the board.

B

Tell Ss to look at the first conversation. Ask Ss to write
the missing expression. Then ask Ss to call out the answer
[or something]. Ask, "Why is the answer or something?"
[Because it's an affirmative statement.]
• Have Ss complete the remaining conversations. Then Ss
compare answers with a partner. Check answers with the
class: Have pairs of Ss stand up and each read one of the
conversations aloud.

Answers
1. A
B
2. A
B

�)» 3.36

• Tell Ss to look at the picture. Say, "Carrie and Henry are at
work. Carrie is asking Henry about lunch. What do they
decide to do for lunch? Listen for the answer."
• Play the recording Ss listen for the answer. Check the
answer with the class [They decide to go to a Spanish
restaurant.]. Say, "Listen again. What does Carrie want for
lunch? How about Henry? Write the answers."
• Play the recording again Ss listen and write the
answers. Check answers with the class [Carrie: a sandwich
or a salad; Henry: a light meal, something hot].

c

• Present Notice Read the information aloud. Ask Ss
to read aloud the examples of the expressions in the
conversation [I just want a sandwich or something. I don't
want a big meal or anything. I can have a sandwich or
a salad or something like that.]. Tell Ss that people use
these expressions when they do not need to be specific or
do not want to list all the possibilities. For example, the
speaker presents an idea (e.g., Would you like a sandwich?)
and then uses or something instead of a long list of similar
ideas (e.g., a snack, some soup, something light). The
speaker knows the listener understands the kind of thing
meant. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)
• Direct Ss' attention to Henry's sentence I'd like something
hot in the conversation. Point out that with something the
adjective comes after the word it describes, which is not
common in English. Write on the board:
I'd like something __ right now.

•

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Call on a few Ss to complete the sentence (e.g., I'd like
something sweet right now.).
Practice Ask Ss to practice the conversation in
Exercise lB in pairs, taking turns playing each role.
Then tell Ss to practice it again, changing two pieces of
information and using another adjective for hot. Ask a
few pairs to act out their conversations for the class.

D

• Present Note Read the information aloud. Point out

A

3. A
B
A

Do you eat a big lunch?
No, I usually just have a salad or something.
What do you usually have for breakfast?
Oh, I just have some coffee and a muffin or
something.
You don't have eggs or anything?
Would you like to go out for dinner or something?
Sure. But I don't want a big meal or anything.
Somethtng light maybe.
OK. Well, let's go somewhere with a salad bar or
something.

• Tell Ss that they can also use like that after or something
and or anything but they are more common without.
• Practice Have Ss practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.
About
you

E

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

•

Ask two Ss to model the activity for the class: Sl asks the
first question in Exercise ID, and S2 answers, giving true
information. Have pairs take turns asking the questions
and giving their own answers.
Follow-up Ss find another partner and do the task again.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Extra activity

PAIRS

Pairs make up a conversation about where to go for
something to drink after class. Tell them to use actual
places if possible and to try to use or something or or
anything at least once in the conversation.

Ss think of three questions to ask a partner about his or
her lunch habits. Ss then take turns asking a partner their
questions and answering, giving as much information
as they can. Ss have to use or something (like that) or or
anything in their answers.

that the use of something and anything is similar to the
use of some and any although something is used in more
situations than some.
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fl Strategy plus
• Present Strategy Plus Read the information aloud.Ask

•

a pair of Ss to read Henry and Carrie's parts. Say, "Notice
how Henry uses or . .. ? at the end of his yes-no question.
This makes the question less direct and more open-ended.
It also makes it easier for Carrie to answer no or to respond
with a suggestion of her own." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)
Present In Conversation Point out that or is one of the
top 50 words in conversation. Tell Ss to find or's in Carrie's
final lines on p. 122, and have a S read them aloud
[a sandwich or a salad or something like that]. Point out
that a basic use of or is to give choices.

About
you

• Preview and do the task Tell Ss to read the questions.
Say, "Work on your own.Check the questions that can

end in or ... ?, and then write or ... at the end of those
questions." Check answers with the class.

Answers

The or ... questions are 1, 2, 4, and 5.
• Tell Ss that questions with or .. . ? have a rising intonation.
Tell Ss to read the questions aloud.
• Have a pair of Ss read the example conversation aloud.Tell
pairs to take turns asking and answering the questions
using true information.

Sounds right
Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p.138 of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit 12 in class, or assign it for
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-138.)

Q Listening and strategies
A

'4)�

3.37

• Preview the task Tell Ss to read the items in Exercise

3A. Say, "Listen to the four conversations. Complete the
sentence about each person. " Go over any unfamiliar
vocabulary.
Play the recording Audio script p. T-172 Pause after
each conversation to give Ss time to write. If Ss have
difficulty, guide them with questions (e.g., What kind of
restaurant does Jack want to go to? What does he want to
eat? When did he have breakfast? Does he want a big or
small meal?). Check answers with the class.

•

Answers
1. d

2. e

Extra activity

3. a

4.c

PAIRS

Pairs make up a conversation in which one of the speakers
doesn't usually eat anything for lunch (the extra phrase
from Exercise 3A). Have Ss act out their conversations for
the class.

B

-41�

3.37

• Preview the task Tell Ss to listen again. Say, "This time,
listen very carefully to the last thing each person says in
the conversation.Think about it, and circle either I agree
or I don't agree. Then complete the sentence with your own
opinion." Explain that !feel and I believe mean I think.
• Play the recording Audio script p. T-172 Stop after the
first conversation and ask, "What does the woman tell
Jack?" [It's not good to eat a big meal at noon. It makes you
really sleepy in the afternoon. You can't work after a heavy
meal like that.] "Do you agree?" Call on a few Ss to give
their opinions. Continue to play the recording. Pause after
each conversation to give Ss time to think and write.
• Have Ss compare their ideas with a partner. Check
answers with the class: Ask several Ss to share their ideas.
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Possible answers

1. I agree. I think that a big meal makes you sleepy.
I don't really agree. I think that a big meal gives you
energy.
2. I agree. I feel that a big lunch is important. You need a
big lunch.You don't need a big dinner.
I don't really agree. I feel that eating a lot of small meals
is good for you.
3. I agree. I think that breakfast is important.
I don't really agree. I think that you can skip breakfast
and be OK.
4. I agree. I believe that eggs, cheese, and butter can
cause health problems.
I don't really agree. I believe that dairy foods are good
for you.

c

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have two Ss read the example conversation.Tell Ss
to work in pairs and make plans to go out after class.
Alternatively, have Ss write a conversation first and then
practice it.
• Have a few pairs act out their conversations for the class.

Free talk
Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 12 at the back of their Student's
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on
p. T-136.)

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 94 and 95. (The answer key begins
� on p. T-173.)

Lesson D

Great places to eat

QReading
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the title of the lesson.

Ask, "Do you know any great places to eat?" Have Ss raise
their hands. Ask a few Ss with raised hands, to tell you the
name of the place, and what kind of restaurant it is.
• Ask, "Do you read restaurant guides? How else do you find
out about restaurants?" Elicit ideas from Ss.

A
Prereading
• Preview the task Ask different Ss to read the five

statements aloud. Make sure Ss understand the meaning
of each item. Elicit ideas for the sixth statement and
write them on the board (e.g., It has a great l.ocatwn. It's

convenient. It has a great chef It serves really good coffee. The
servers arefriendly. It's quieL ). T hen read the instructions

aloud.

• Do the task Tell Ss to think of an interesting restaurant

they know and to write its name. Have Ss check (.I') the
sentences that are true about the restaurant, and to write
one other thing in the other space.
• Write the five sentences on the board. Read each aloud.
Have Ss raise their hands if they checked (.I') it. Count the
hands for each. At the end, circle the three features that
most of the restaurants have in common.

Extra activity

PAIRS

Books closed. Write the names of the restaurants from the
restaurant guide on the board:
Chi/lout ice restaurant, Dubai,· Dinner in the Sky; The Hajime
Robot Restaurant, Bangkok

Then write these questions:
What kind of food do you think each restaurant serves?
Is each restaurant expensive or cheap?
Whats the atmosphere like - quiet or noisy?
What is special about each restaurant?
What other guesses can you make about the restaurants?

Ss work in pairs and write guesses about each of the
restaurants. Pairs then share some of their guesses with
the class (e.g., I think Chi/lout is vey cold.). After reading
the guide, pairs see if their guesses were correct. A few
pairs report to the class (e.g., I thought Chlllout was vey
cold. It's actually made of Ice.).

B
During reading
• Present Reading Tip Have a S read the tip aloud. Say,

"If you imagine or think about each place when you read
and ask questions about it, it means that you are reading
actively. If you are an active reader, it helps you to read
and understand more of the article."
• Have Ss read the first review (Chillout ice restaurant). Ask,
"Would you like to eat there?" Elicit responses from Ss.
Have them say why or why not.
• Preview the reading Tell Ss to skim the guide and find
some things the reviewer(s) mention. Elicit examples
(e.g., things you can order like soda, hot chocolate, green tea
smoothie; locatwn - up in the air; special things - made of
ice, served by robots). Read the instructions aloud.

• Do the reading Tell Ss to read the restaurant guide and

decide which restaurant they would like to try and why.
• Tell Ss to work in pairs and tell their partner which
restaurant they chose and why. Have a few Ss report to the
class about their partners' choices.
• Tell Ss to scan (read quickly) the guide again and circle
any new words. Ask Ss to compare new words with a
partner and help each other with the meanings. Then help
with any vocabulary Ss are still unsure of.
C:> Recycle a conversation strategy This task recycles
the strategy of taking time to think. Have Sl cover the
restaurant guide. S2 asks questions about the restaurants.
Sl answers with as much information as possible. Remind Ss
that if they need time to think they can use expressions like
well, Let's see, Let me think (see Unit SC) (e.g., Sl: What drink
can you order in the Ice restaurant? S2: Let's see, um, I think you
can order hot chocolate.). Ss then change roles.

Extra activity CLASS
Call out a piece of information about one of the restaurants
in the guide (e.g., This restaurant serves Asian dishes.).
Ss quickly look ttvough the guide and find the name of
the restaurant that the information is about. Ss raise their
hands when they find the answer. When most Ss have
their hands raised, caH on a S to sat the answer (e.g.,
Hajlme Robot Restaurant). After several examples, ask a
few Ss to call out information for the class to respond to.

Extra activity

GROUPS

Ss take turns giving a piece of interesting information
about a local restaurant (e.g., I know a Mexican restaurant.
Its name is Jardin. It has greet seafood and a mariachi
band.). A! the end, group members tel if they would like to
try any of the restaurants the other Ss described and why.

a
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c

Answers

Postreading
• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Ask
different Ss to each read a question aloud.
Do the task Have Ss answer the questions and then
explain their answers to a partner.

•

1. You can ask for a warm blanket and some hot
chocolate.
2. ice cream
3. 22
4. a chef, a server, and an entertainer
5. Asian dishes from the menu
6. Possible answer: People like to try new and unusual
places.

ffic�

fl Listening and writing

�

irLanguage

A._>)) 3.3a

About
you

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read through the eight sentences. Go over new vocabulary
from the script as needed (e.g., specialty. authentic, paella,

c

• Preview the task

service, in a hurry. recommend).

• Play the recording Audio script p. T-172 Ss listen.
• Play the recording again Ss listen and circle their
answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

The restaurant was Spanish.
They serve great seafood.
Olivia had a rice dish.
It's good for vegetarians.

5.
6.
7.
8.

The service was slow.
The atmosphere was fun.
It was expensive.
Olivia recommends it.

B

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss to
look at the example review for Healthy Bites.
• Present Help Note Call on six Ss to each read a sentence
in the Help Note aloud. Say , "The words under good and
bad are all adjectives. The ones under good have a positive
meaning. The ones under bad have a negative meaning."
• Books closed. Read a sentence from the Help Note, and
have Ss say the sentence with the opposite meaning.
• Books open. Say, "Look at the restaurant guide on p. 124.
Find the adj ectives that describe things related to the
restaurants." Have Ss call out the adjectives, and write
them on the board [cool, cold, warm, hot. favorite, special,
scared, different, smiling, delicious, fun, lively. excellent].
• Do the task Tell Ss to underline the adjectives in the
review of Healthy Bites. Elicit the adjectives and write
them on the board [small, healthy, famous, excellent,
delicious, spicy, excellent, fast, friendly].

Read the instructions aloud. Write
on the board: The service is excellent. Ask Ss to write three
sentences like the one on the board using a different
adjective and noun in each one (e.g., The atmosphere was
romantic. Thefood isfantastic. The prices are cheap.).

• Do the task

Have Ss write a review of a restaurant or
cafe. Walk around the class, and help Ss as needed.
C;> Recycle a conversation strategy Review the use of
Me too or Me neither to agree. Tell Ss to write five statements
with opinions of a restaurant, each with an adjective (e.g..
I don't like noisy restaurants. I like good, cheap restaurants.).
Have Ss take turns reading their sentences to a partner, who
responds using Me too or Me neither when he or she agrees.
Pairs count to see how many sentences they agreed on.

D

• Preview and do the task

•

Display Ss' reviews in the
classroom. Tell Ss to read four or five of the reviews and
choose a restaurant that they would like to try. Then ask
a few Ss to tell the class which restaurant they want to try
and why.
Follow-up Ask, "Did you know any of the restaurants
in your classmates' reviews?" Ss raise their hands if they
did. Ask a few Ss questions (e.g., When did you go there?
What did you eat? How was thefood? Do you agree with the
review?).

Extra activity

INDMDUALS

Ss find a review that they strongly agree or disagree with.
They write a response to the writer of the review.

8 Talk about it
• Preview the task
•

Read the instructions aloud. To model
the activity, have a S ask you two of the questions.
Do the task Have Ss work in groups to discuss the
questions and agree on a place they would like to go
together. Have Ss make notes of the answers. Encourage Ss
to use English only.
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• Call on a S in each group to present their idea to the class.

Workbook

Fl Assign Workbook pp. 96 and 97. (The answer key begins
'<;} on p. T-173.)

Vocabulary notebook
If done for homework

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do.

If done in class
• Present Learning Tip

them into things you like and things you don't like. On this
page, make groups of kinds of food you like and kinds you
don't like. You can also do the same thing with kinds of
music or TV shows or many other topics."

Read the information aloud. Say,
"Here's another idea to help you remember words. Group

C.' :> The following task recycles food vocabulary.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss use the words in the list to complete the word
webs.

• Books open. Ask Ss to compare their word webs with a
partner. Call on several pairs to tell the class the kinds of
foods they both like (e.g., Ana and I both like.fruit.).

C.':> The following task recycles vocabulary for talking about
food and for talking about likes and dislikes.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Say, "In this chart, don't just write vegetables. You have to
name the vegetable. Look at the example, onions, in the
I Can't Stand column." Tell Ss to list at least five foods for
each column on the chart.
• Have Ss complete the chart. Remind them to be careful
not to use plural forms for uncountable nouns (e.g., write
beef, not beefs).
• When Ss finish, have them compare charts with a partner
and find the food items they have in common.
• Present In Conversation Books closed. Write on the
board:

On your own
• Present On Your Own

The top food words that come after the verb eat are:
Tell Ss to guess food words to complete the sentence. As
Ss call out ideas, make a list on the board. Then ask Ss to
guess the top three words.
• Books open. Tell Ss to read the information in the box. Ask
Ss to find how many of their guesses were correct.

Read the information aloud. Have
Ss do the activity at home. Tell them to use dictionaries
and try to learn at least three new food words in English.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, Ss work in small
groups to read the list of foods they labeled and the new
words they learned.

Now I can ...

• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one
example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.
• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.
• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.f)
the items they know and put a question mark(?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss
as required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their
name and a schedule showing what they plan to review
and when. Review or reteach these language items in a
future class.
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Checkpoint

Units 10-12

Before you begin the Checkpoint, write on the board: Grammar, Vocabulary, Conversation
Strategies. Tell Ss to think about Units 10-12 and write down which area they are most sure
about. Say each area, and ask Ss to raise their hands for the one they wrote.

n

What's the question?

C;> This task recycles simple past information questions
and questions with would like.
• Set the scene Have Ss read the incomplete conversation
quickly. Ask, "What's the conversation about?" [things
people did last night; things they would like to do tonight]
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and
the example aloud. Tell Ss that there may be more than
one correct question. Have Ss complete the conversation.
Check answers with the class: Read the conversation aloud,
pausing at each missing part. Call on Ss to read their
questions, and ask if other Ss have different questions.

Possible answers

A I'm so tired this morning.
B So what did you do last night?

Last night? Oh, I went to see a band.
You did? What band?
The Mall Kids.They're a new group.
Yeah? What were they like?
They were great. I was at the club really late.
What time did you leave?
About 2:00 a.m.So anyway, how about you? What did
you do last night?
B Oh, I just went home and watched TV.The usual.
A Well, let's go out tonight or something.
B Oh, OK. What would you like to do? ...

A
B
A
B
A
B
A

•

Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role. Then have Ss practice the
conversation again, changing the last two lines. Ask a few
pairs to act out their conversation for the class.

•

Do the task Have Ss complete the chart. When Ss finish,
elicit examples from the class: Write the categories on the
board, and call on six Ss to each write his or her words
under one category.

fl Do you have a balanced diet?
C;> This task recycles food vocabulary, questions with How
much and How many. and statements and questions with
some and any.

A
•

Preview the task Read aloud the instructions and the
headings in the chart. To check that Ss remember food
vocabulary and count and noncount nouns, ask, "Who
eats a lot of seafood?" and have Ss raise their hands. Ask
a couple of Ss what kind they eat, and tell them to write
that in the chart. Ask, "What are some food words we can
use with many'?" Elicit ideas and write them on the board.
Then ask, "Who doesn't eat many bananas?" Tell Ss to
write examples of count nouns in the second column and
examples of noncount nouns in the third column.

B

•

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have
two Ss read the example conversation aloud.Write on
the board How much and How many. Have Ss tell you
which category words in Exercise 2A are used with How
much and which are used with How many (e.g., How much
seafood, How many vegetables).

Do the task Have Ss compare their charts with a
partner, taking turns asking and answering questions
about each category. Have a few pairs present their
conversations to the class.

•

8 Ask a question in two ways; answer and ask a similar question.
C;> This task recycles answering a question and then asking
a similar one and using or . .. ? It also recycles asking a
question in two ways and the expression I mean.

A

Preview the task

Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Ask, "What other good second questions can you
ask?Use or . .. ? at the end." Have Ss call out questions.
• Do the task Have Ss write a second question ending with
or . .. ? for each item. Check answers with the class: Ask a
few Ss for their questions.

•

Possible answers

1. did you do anything special or ... ?
2. did you go away or ... ?
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3. did you go out for dinner or ...?
4. would you like to see a movie or ...?

B

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.Have two
Ss read the example conversation aloud. Point out how
Basks a similar question. Encourage Ss to ask follow-up
questions to continue each conversation.
• Do the task Have pairs take turns asking and answering
the questions.
•

n

What's the right expression?

C;) This task recycles two conversation strategies: using
appropriate responses like Congratulations! and Good luck!
and the use of or something and or anything. It also recycles
the expressions You did?, Anyway, and I know.
• Set the scene Tell Ss to look at the picture and think of
a question to ask about it (e.g., Where is the woman? What
is she doing?). Have Ss call out ideas.
• Preview the task Read the instructions and the example
aloud. Point out that Ss need to use each expression at
least once and they will use anyway twice.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the conversation. Tell Ss
to check answers in pairs: Sl reads Bryan's lines, and 82
reads Julia's lines. Then check answers with the class.

Answers
Bryan

Julia

How was your weekend? Did you go away or
anything?
No, but I went to a karaoke club.

Bryan
Julia
Bryan
Julia
Bryan
Julia

Really? You did? So how was it?
Great! I sang in a contest and won $50.
Congratulations! I didn't know you were a singer.
Well, I practiced every day for a month.
Good for you!
And thank goodness I practiced! Ten friends of
mine were there. So, anyway, did you do anything
special?
Bryan Not really. I had to study for an exam on Saturday
and Sunday. I studied all weekend and then got
sick.
I'm sorry to hear that. You need to take care of
Julia
yourself.
Bryan Yeah.I know ... Well, anyway, I have to go. I want
to study my notes. But after the exam, let's meet
for coffee or something.
OK. So good luck with your exam.
Julia

• Practice

Tell Ss to practice the conversation in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

Q Show some interest!
C;> This task recycles simple past tense verbs, time
expressions, and responses with You did?

A

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Write the
first sentence on the board: I __ on an interesting trip. Ask
Ss to call out a simple past verb to complete it [went].
• Do the task Have Ss complete the sentences with a
simple past verb. Tell Ss that there may be more than one
correct answer for some sentences.
• Check answers with the class: Call on Ss to read their
statements, and ask if other Ss have different answers.

• Call on a S to read the first sentence again. Ask, "When
did you go on an interesting trip?" Ask the S to answer
with true information. Write the sentence with the time
expression on the board (e.g., I went on an interesting trip

last year.).

• Have Ss choose five sentences and add time expressions to
the sentences to make true statements about themselves.

Extra activity PAIRS
Ss each write 10 incomplete sentences like the ones in
the Student's Book. Encourage them to look back over
the units for expressions to use. Ss exchange papers with
a partner and complete the sentences with a simple past
verb.

Possible answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I went on an interesting trip.
I bought some new clothes.
I met someone famous.
I made an international phone call.
I had a party at my house.
I made some Italian food.
I walked on the beach.
I spoke English with a tourist.
I spent some money.
I� lost in the city.

B

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Model
the task by reading the first line of the example. Call on
a S to read the second line, and then respond, continuing
the conversation with the S.
Do the task Have pairs take turns reading the five
sentences they wrote in Exercise 4A. Say, "Respond with
You di& and ask questions to continue the conversation."
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Free talk
• Preview the task

Tell Ss to turn to p. 129 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 1. Read the
instructions aloud. Model the activity by having three Ss
read the example aloud. Tell Ss to get into small groups of
at least five or six Ss. The activity will work well even for
larger groups than this. Model the activity. Have three Ss
play the game.

1

• Preview the task

•

Tell Ss to turn to p. 129 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 2. Read the
instructions aloud. Tell Ss to look carefully at all the
items in the picture and try to remember them and their
locations.
Do the task Time the activity. Call out "Start!" for Ss to
begin and "Stop!" at the end of two minutes.

2

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Write on the board: What's in the room? Where is it I are
they? Point to the example list and tell Ss to make notes
about the things in the picture in the same way. Have
two Ss read aloud the example conversation. Say, "Talk
about the things in the room, and see how much you can
remember." Tell Ss to close their books.
• When Ss have finished, tell them to open their books and
compare their lists to the picture. Tell pairs to count how
many correct answers they have.
• Check answers with the class. Have Ss call out sentences.

• Do the task

Have Ss play the game. When Ss know the
names of everyone in their group, call on Ss to introduce
someone from their group (e.g., This is Kaya Barton. Her

middle name is Yvette.).

Possible answers
Items: bag, books, calendar, chair, clock, coats, dictionary,
DVD, DVD player, headphones, highlighter, keys, laptop,
map, paper, posters, scissors, sunglasses, table, tablet
computer, TV, umbrella, wastebasket
Possible locations: in front of the chair, in front of the
television, in the closet, in the desk drawer, in the DVD
player, in the wastebasket, next to the closet, next to the
television, next to the window, on the chair, on the desk,
on the dictionary, on the floor, on the table, on the wall,
under the desk, under the table
An umbrella is in the wastebasket.
Some books are on the floor.
The headphones are on the table.
Some paper is on the table.
A bag is under the chair.
Some coats are in the closet.
A DVD is in the DVD player.
The sunglasses are on the chair.

• Follow-up

Ss write three questions about items and
locations in the room (e.g., Whats under the chair? Where
is the TV?). Ss take turns asking and answering the
questions with a partner.
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Free talk
UNIT �

_ a_ _m_o_ u_s_._p_e r_ s_on_ ._ ��������������������������
1t,11_G_u_ e_ss_ _ th_ e_ f

• Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 130 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 3. Read the
instructions aloud.
• Present Useful Language Call on Ss to read the
questions aloud. Write the name of a famous person on
the board (e.g.,Johnny Depp). Use the expressions to ask
Ss yes-no questions about the person (e.g., T: Is the person
male? Ss: yes; T: Is he a sports star? Ss: no; T: ls he a movie
star? Ss: yes).

• Do the task Have Ss take a minute to think of a famous
person and make sure they can answer the questions in
the Useful Language box.
• Pairs do the task. When they have finished, ask Ss to tell
the class about their partner's famous person.
• Follow-up Divide the class into two groups. Have one
group think of a person, and have the second group call
out questions to guess the person. Ss have 10 questions.
Groups change roles and see who asks the fewest
questions before guessing the person.

UNIT ...

15...a Do yo u have the same media habits?

• Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 130 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 4. Tell Ss to cover
the questionnaire chart. Read the sentences aloud, leaving
out one piece of information (e.g., __ young adults use
the Internet every day. OR 97 percent ofyoung adults use
the __ every day.). Have Ss call out their best guesses to

complete the missing information.
• When you have gone through all the items, have Ss read
the sentences. Check that they understand any new words.
• Read the instructions aloud. Say, "Ask questions to find
out about your partner." Model the activity by asking a
question for the first item {e.g., Do you use the Internet
every day?). Have Ss call out questions for the other items
(e.g., Do you use social networking sites? Do you write blogs I

• Do the task Have Ss take turns asking and answering
the questions with a partner. Remind Ss to write S if they
are the same as young adults in the U.S. or D if they are
different. Ss do the same for their partner's information.
• Call on Ss to report to the class one way their partners are
the same and one way they are different from American
young adults.
• Follow-up Tell Ss to walk around the class and ask
three different classmates the questions. Encourage Ss to
answer using the strategies of answering more than yes or
no and using Well to get more time to answer.

a blog?).
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Free talk
1

Preview the task

Tell Ss to turn to p. 131 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 5. Go over the
instructions and the questions.
• Do the task Have Ss find a partner they do not know
very well. T hen Ss work individually to guess answers to
the questions. Have Ss complete the My Guesses column
without talking to their partners.

•

2
•

•
•

•
•
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Preview and do the task Read the instructions and
the example conversation aloud. Make sure Ss can ask
second-person questions using the questions in the chart
in Exercise 1. Have Ss call out the questions they will ask
(e.g., What do you u.sually do on weeknights? What kinds of
TV shows do you like? What's your favorite TV show?
Have Ss take turns asking and answering questions with
a partner.
Tell Ss to use the strategy from Lesson C to ask a question
in two ways and to use I mean to say something more.
Have Ss make notes in the My Partner's Answers column in
the chart.
Ask Ss how many of their guesses were correct.
Follow-up Tell Ss to walk around class and ask each
of their classmates a different question from the
questionnaire.

Free talk
m.:a Find the differences.

UNIT ..

1
•

Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 132 of their

Student's Books and look at Free Talk 6. Read the
instructions aloud. Point out the park in each picture. Call
on two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Say,
"How many more differences can you find?"
• Do the task Have Ss work in pairs and make a list of as
many differences as they can find.
• When pairs finish, check answers with the class: Have
several pairs come to the board and each write one
difference. Ask, "Which place do you like better? Why?"

2

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Have
Ss complete the task in pairs. Remind Ss to use Me too and
Me neither in their responses.
• Have a few pairs share their conversations with the class.

•

Differences
l. There's a big park in Washington Circle, but there's a
small park in Lincoln Square.
2. There's a fountain in the park in Washington Circle, but
there's a statue and a playground in the park in Lincoln
Square.
3. There's a hotel in Washington Circle, but there's no hotel
in Lincoln Square.
4. There are two health clubs in Lincoln Square, but there
are no health clubs in Washington Circle.
5. There's a bank in Washington Circle, but there's no bank
in Lincoln Square.
6. There are a couple of clubs in Lincoln Square, but there
are no clubs in Washington Circle.
7. There's a clothing store in Lincoln Square, but there are
no clothing stores in Washington Circle.
8. There's a bookstore in Washington Circle, but there are
no bookstores in Lincoln Square.
9. There's a place to do laundry in Lincoln Square, but
there are no places for laundry in Washington Circle.
10. There are some expensive apartments in Washington
Circle, but there are no expensive apartments in Lincoln
Square.
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Free talk
1

• Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 133 of their

Student's Books and look at Free Talk 7. Read the
instructions and items aloud. Have two Ss read the
example conversation.
• Model the activity. Call on Ss and ask, "Are you taking
music lessons?" Continue until a S says yes. Then write
down his I her name and ask a follow-up question (e.g.,
How often do you have lessons?). Suggest Ss write the
questions if that is helpful.
• Do the task Have Ss stand and walk around the room to
fill in their charts.

2

•

Do the task Call on Ss to tell the class one interesting
thing they found out about a classmate.

UThink fast!

UNIT�

Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 133 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 8. Read the
instructions aloud.
• Ask Ss to read the items aloud. Help with new vocabulary
as needed. Tell Ss they have two minutes to think of ideas
and write them down.
• Do the task Time the activity. Call out "Start!" for Ss to
begin and "Stop!" at the end of two minutes.

•
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• When Ss finish, tell them to work in groups and compare
their answers. Model the activity by saying to one group, "I
have to get a birthday gift for my mom. I want to get her a
photo frame. How about you?" Have a S from the group tell
his or her answer.Then have another S from the group tell
his or her answer.
• When groups finish, call on Ss to tell the class about
someone who had the same answer.

Free talk
UNITr.i.

n;a Where in the world?

1

• Preview the task Tell Ss to turn to p. 134 of their
•
•

•

•
•

Student's Books and look at Free Talk 9. Go around the
class, asking different Ss to each read a question aloud.
Have Ss call out any vocabulary items they don't know.
Model the task by asking the first question. Ask, "Where
can you see an amazing palace?" Tell Ss they can use the
pictures to help them. Elicit an answer from the photos
[Istanbul, Turkey]. Have Ss call out other ideas (e.g.,
Bangkok, Thailand; KJ'oto, Japan; Lon{U)n, England).
Have Ss work in pairs to discuss each question. Tell Ss to
take notes and to see if they can think of three places for
each item.
Do the task Have Ss complete the task in pairs.
When Ss finish, check answers with the class: Read each
question aloud, and have several Ss share their answers
with the class.

2

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Have two Ss read the example conversation aloud. Have Ss
complete the task in pairs.
• Have a few pairs share their ideas with the class.

Possible answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You can see an amazing palace in Istanbul.
You can see a historic neighborhood in Tokyo.
You can take a cable car in Merida.
You can swim at a beautiful beach in Rio de Janeiro.
You can hear traditional music in Mexico City.
You can take a boat trip on a river in Paris.
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Free talk

w Yesterday

UNIT�

1
•

Possible answers

Preview the task

Tell Ss to turn to p. 135 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 10. Ask a few Ss,
"What did you do yesterday?" Read the instructions aloud.
• Do the task Call "Start!" to begin the task. After two
minutes, call "Stop!" Have Ss make lists of everything they
can remember. Remind them to use the simple past.

He did the laundry.
He cooked dinner.
He had I ate dinner.
He had I made I drank (some) coffee.
He made a cake.
He listened to music.
He read a book.
He played an instrument.
He went on the Internet.
He went shopping.
He bought a suit.
He played tennis.
He wrote a list of things to do.

2

Preview and do the task Read the instructions
aloud. Have two Ss read the example conversation (both
response options). Have Ss compare their lists with a
partner.
• Follow-up Call on Ss to tell the class one thing on their
lists.

•

1

•

Preview and do the task

Tell Ss to turn to p. 135 of
their Student's Books and look at Free Talk 11. Read the
instructions aloud. Tell Ss to choose a destination city or
country and imagine they went there on vacation. Have Ss
think of answers to the list of questions and make notes,
but not write complete sentences. Encourage Ss to be
creative in their answers.
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2

•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
To model the activity, ask two Ss to read the example
conversation. Have Ss try to guess where their partner
went on vacation.

Free talk
1
•

Preview the task

Tell Ss to tum to p. 136 of their
Student's Books and look at Free Talk 12. Read the
instructions aloud. Have a S read the first items aloud.
Ask, "What are some food items that a picky eater won't
eat?" Write Ss ideas on the board. Call on Ss to read the
other items aloud. Say, "Try to think of things everyone
else will think of."
• Do the task Say, "You have two minutes to complete the
chart." Time the activity. Call out "Start!" for Ss to begin
and "Stop!" at the end of two minutes.

2

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask three Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Have
group members complete the task.
• Follow-up Read each item aloud. Have groups report the
most common answers for that item.
•

3
•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask two Ss to read the example conversation aloud. Have
Ss complete the task in groups.
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Sounds right
.))) 3.39

Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Say the
first two words. Ask, "Is the i sound the same?" [no]
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first item and
ask, "Is the sound like ht?" [yes] Check I'm. Continue to

•

�)» 3.40
•
•
•

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
Play the recording again Stop after the first item

and ask, "Is the sound like key or late?" [key] Circle key.

.,»

3.41

•

Preview the task

•
•

Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
Play the recording again Stop after the first item and

Read the instructions aloud. Make the

/sf and /z/ sounds. Have Ss repeat. Then point out that the

letter s can make either an /s/ or a /z/ sound.

play the recording as Ss check the sounds that are like the
sound in hi. Check answers with the class.

Answers
Check: 1. I'm

2. my

3. nice 4. night

Continue to play the recording as Ss circle key or late. Have
Ss compare answers. Then check answers with the class.

Answers
1. key 2. key 3. late

4. key 5. late

6. late

on the line." Continue to play the recording as Ss write
the letter on the line. Have Ss compare answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. z 2. s 3. z 4. s 5. z 6. z � s 8. s 9. s 10. s 11. z 12. s

ask, "Is the sound like see or zero?" [zero] "Write the letter

.))) 3.42

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
repeat study. phone, get. and law.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first item and
ask, "What sound is it like?" [the sound in law] Point to
the example in the chart. Continue playing the recording.

•

�l)) 3.43

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Explain
that the odd one out is the different one.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first group
of words and ask, "Which word has a different sound?"

•

.,)) 3.44

Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Remind
Ss to circle the one that is different.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first group of
words and ask, "Which word has a different sound?" (time]

•
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Pause after each item so Ss can write it in the chart. Check
answers with the class.

Answers
study: does, country;
get: breakfast, exercise;

phone: home, know;
law: coffee, call

(movie] Have Ss circle movie. Continue playing the
recording as Ss do the activity. Have Ss compare answers
with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. movie

2. online

3. home 4. commercial

Have Ss circle time. Continue playing the recording as
Ss do the task. Have Ss compare answers with a partner.
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. time 2. pool 3. soccer 4. mall

Sounds right
'4i)) 3.45

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say just
the vowel + Ir/ sound in each word.

• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first word and

circle word. Continue playing the recording as Ss circle the
words. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. word 2. four 3. word 4. four 5. four 6. word

elicit the word with the same sound [word]. Tell Ss to

'4i)) 3.46

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say hat
and have Ss repeat.

• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first word and

Continue playing the recording and have Ss do the task.
Have Ss compare answers with a partner. Check answers.

Answers
Check 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11

ask, "Is the sound the same as the sound in hat?" [yes]

'4l)) 3.47

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say
the sh and ch sounds.

• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first item and
ask, "Does it sound like she or child? " [child] Continue

'4>))

3.48

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say

looked, bought, spoke, and left. Elicit the underlined sound.

• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first word and

ask, "What sound is it like?" [the sound in bought] Have Ss
write brought under bought in the chart. Continue playing

'4>)) 3.49

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud.
• Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
• Play the recording again Stop after the first group
of words and ask, "Which word has a different sound?"

'4i)) 3.50

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Say.
•
•

"Syllables are parts of a word. One syllable is usually
louder. This is stress."
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.
Play the recording again Stop after the first word and
ask, "Which syllable is stressed?" [bu I the first] Continue

playing the recording as Ss write sh or ch. Check answers
with the class.

Answers
1. ch 2. ch 3. ch 4. sh 5. ch 6. sh 7. ch 8. ch 9. ch
10. ch 11. sh 12. sh 13. sh 14. sh 15. sh 16. sh

the recording. Pause after each word so Ss can write. Have
Ss compare answers with a partner. Check answers with
the class.

Answers
looked: cooked, put. took; bought: brought, saw, thought;
spoke: chose, told, drove; left: met, read, said

[scared] Have Ss circle scared. Continue playing the
recording as Ss do the task. Have Ss compare answers.
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. scared 2. relaxed 3. snorkeling

4. vacation

playing the recording as Ss do the task. Check answers
with the class.

Answers
1. butter 2. pasta 3. carrot 4. pepper 5. cucumber
6. po�to 7. pizza 8. sugar 9. melon 10. tomato
11. onion 12. water
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Extra practice
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If A is done for homework

2.

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home and then check answers in class. Have Ss
practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Say
Jennifer's first line and elicit the completion (I'm].
Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Check
answers with the class.

•

Answers
Good morning. I' m here for a French class.
What's your last name, please?
Gomes.
OK. Are you Silvia Gomez?
No, I'm not. I'm Jennifer Gomes.
How do you spell Gomes?
G-0-M-E-S.
Oh, OK. You're in French 2.
Oh. Am I in Room B?
Yes, you are. Oh, wait - you're not in
Room B. You' re in Room A.
Jennifer Thank you.Have a nice day!
Mrs. Lee You too. Good-bye.

1. Jennifer
Mrs. Lee
Jennifer
Mrs. Lee
Jennifer
Mrs. Lee
Jennifer
Mrs.Lee
Jennifer
Mrs. Lee

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner.
About
you

B

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Model
the activity with a S. Tell the S to read Jennifer's lines and
use his or her own information (e.g., Good morning. I'm

herefor a writing class.).

• Do the task
•

If A is done for homework

Have pairs practice the conversations
using their own information. Monitor and provide help as
needed. Have Ss switch roles.
Follow-up Ask a few pairs to act out their conversation
for the class.

A
B
A
2. A
B
A
B

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have Ss
practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A

A

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
read the questions and the example as a class.
Do the task Tell Ss to complete the conversations using
it's or a question from the box. Check answers with the
class.

Answers
1. A Hello. I'm here for a yoga class.
B Oh, OK.Are you a member?
B Um, yes.
A OK. Have a good class.
B Thank you.Oh, by the way. What's my teacher's
name?
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Drew Hi, are you here for a French class?
Jennifer Yes, I am. My name's Jennifer. But everyone
calls me Jen.
Drew Nice to meet you, Jen. I'm Drew.
Jennifer Drew?
Drew Yes. My full name is Andrew. Drew's my
nickname.
Jennifer Oh, OK.
Drew Well, I'm in French 3, in Room B.Are we in
the same class?
Jennifer No, we're not. I'm in Room A.
Drew Oh. We' re in different classes.
Jennifer Yes, we are.
Drew Oh, well. ... See you later, Jen.
Jennifer Yes. See you.

B
A
B

It's Lucinda.
OK. Thanks. Oh.Am I in Room 2?
Yes, you are. Room 2.
Good morning. How are you?
I'm fine, thanks.
Are you a new student? What's your name?
Um, yeah. It's Anton Sokolov.
How do you spell your last name?
S-O-K-0-L-O-V.
OK. What's your email address?
It's anton@cup.org

About
you

B

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. Model
the activity with a S. Tell the S to read A's lines in the
first conversation. Demonstrate how to use different
information as you respond.
Do the task Have pairs practice the conversations
using their own information. Monitor and provide help as
needed. Have Ss switch roles.

Extra practice
If done for homework

Briefly preview the task. Make sure Ss understand what
they need to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home,
then check answers in class. Have Ss practice the
conversations in pairs.

If done in class
• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Write he,

•

she and they on the board. Elicit the forms of be that we use
in affirmative and negative statements for each pronoun
and write them on the board [he is, he's, he's not, she is,
she's, she's not, they are, they're, they're not]. Then elicit
question forms [Is he ... ?, Is she ... ?, Are they ... ?] and
short answers [Yes, he I she is; No, he's I she's not; Yes, they
are; No, they're not].
Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Check
answers with the class.

If done for homework
Briefly preview the task. Make sure Ss understand what they
need to do. Have Ss complete the task at home, then compare
answers with a partner in class. Check answers with the class.

If done in class
• Preview the task

•

Books closed. Write the first item
on the board.Tell Ss to rewrite the question and answer
and make the noun plural. Have a S write the question
and answer on the board. Ask, ·What are the changes?"
[Is to Are, this to these, key to keys, it's to they're] Write on
the board: What are these l They're English books. Tell Ss
to rewrite the question and answer and make the noun
singular [What is this? It's an English book.}. Ask, ·What
are the changes?" [are to is, these to this, They're to It's,
English books to an English book] Books open. Read the
instructions aloud. Tell Ss to look at item 5 and ask, "What
is the singular of children?" [child}
Do the task Have Ss rewrite the sentences and then
compare with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1. A
B
2. A
B
A
3. A
B
4. A
B
A

Where's Hiroki? Is he absent?
No, he's not. He's right here.
Stacy and Carmen are late today.
Are they at the library?
No, they're not. They're in the cafeteria.
Are Nick and Laura in class?
Yes, they are. But they're asleep.
David's not here today.
Is he sick?
Yes, he is. I think he's at home.

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner.

Extra activity

Have Ss practice the conversations again but this time ask
about classmates.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Are these my keys? No, they're not.
What are these? They're dictionaries.
These are good sandwiches!
What is I What's this? It's a tablet.
My child 's I is not in class today.
Is this your pencil? Yes, it is.

Extra activity
Collect Items from the class and put them on your desk.

Add Items to the desk so there are several of one type.
Have Ss come up one at time, hold up one or more Items,
and ask questions of a classmate (e.g., .Ar8 these your
books'l'J. The classmate then comes to the desk to ask
another S a question. Tel Ss that If the person before them
uses a plural, then they must use a singular noun and vice
versa.

UNIT�

lltiS Lesson C Questions with Where; possessive 's and s 1

If done for homework
Briefly preview the task. Make sure Ss understand what they
need to do. Have Ss complete the task at home, then check
answers in class. Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

If done In class
• Preview the task

Write on the board: Where I the
teacher / coat. Tell Ss to write a question using these words
[Where's / Where is the teacher's coat?]. Remind Ss to
use the possessive form and J.Vheres if possible. Read the
instructions aloud.

• Do the task

Have Ss write questions. Check that Ss have
the correct questions.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where's the teacher's coat?
Where's the students' cafeteria?
Where's the teachers' room?
Where are the students' test papers?
Where's the teacher's book bag?

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner.
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Extra practice
UNIT�
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If done for homework
Briefly preview the task and present Note. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete the task
at home, then check answers in class. Have Ss practice the
conversations in pairs.
If done in class
• Preview the task Call on Ss and say a subject pronoun
(e.g., I). Elicit the possessive adjective (e.g., my). Read the
instructions and the example aloud.
• Present Note Read the information aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the task and then compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class.
Answers
1. I'm not a soccer fan, but �a big tennis fan. �
favorite player is Maria Sharapova.
2. My brother and I are baseball fans. We're big fans of
the New York Yankees.
3. My best friend and I are on the school baseball team.
Our team is very good this year.

4. My favorite band is One Direction. They're really good.
Their new album is great.
5. I love Pablo Picasso. He's my favorite artist. His
paintings are amazing.
6. I like J. K. Rowling. She's my favorite writer. She's very
famous. Her books are wonderful.
• Tell Ss to write four sentences about their favorite
celebrities. Remind them to use subject pronouns and
possessive adjectives correctly. When Ss are finished, have
them read their sentences to a partner.
Extra activity
CoUect the sentences and redistribute them so that each
S has a classmate's sentences. Call on Ss to read the
sentences aloud. 8icit guesses as to who wrote them.

UNIT�

es
�t�io�n�s::....:::.a�n�d�a�n�s�w�e�r�s�;�n�e�g�a�ti�v=e�s�������������������
��L�e�s�s�o�n�B��Y�es�-�n�o�q�u��

If done for homework
Briefly preview the task. Make sure Ss understand what
they need to do. Have Ss write yes-no questions at home,
then check answers in class. Have Ss ask and answer the
questions with a partner.
If done in class
• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Have two
Ss read the example aloud.
• Do the task Have Ss write yes-no questions using the
cues. Check that Ss have the correct questions.

Answers
1. Are you shy?
2. Is this class easy?
3. Is the teacher strict?

4. Are our classmates lazy?
5. Are your neighbors nice?
6. Is your best friend outgoing?

• Have Ss write their answers to the questions, then ask and
answer the questions with a partner. Call on Ss to tell the
class something about their partners.

UNIT�
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If done for homework
Briefly preview the task. Make sure Ss understand what they
need to do. Have Ss complete the task at home, then check
answers in class. Have Ss ask and answer the questions with
a partner.

If done in class
• Preview the task Write on the board: My mother's at
home today She's sick. Say, "This is the answer. What is
the information question?" [Where's your mother today?]
"Why is the question word wherer [The answer is a place.]
Read the instructions aloud. Tell Ss that for question 2
they can use a photo or point to a classmate.
• Do the task Have Ss complete the task. Check that Ss
have the correct questions.
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Answers
1. Where is your mother today?
2. Who is that?
3. What's your brother like?
4. How are your aunt and uncle?
5. How old are your parents?
6. Where are your grandparents from?
• Have Ss practice asking and answering the questions with
a partner using their own information.
• Follow-up Call on Ss to tell the class something about
their partner, using their own information.
Extra activity
For more practice, have Ss stand and walk around
the room to ask and answer the questions with their
classmat8s. Ss report back to the class on 81rJ interastilIQ
Information they find out.

Extra practice
UNIT ....

._,. Lesson A Simple present statements

If A is done for homework

Answers

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present
Common Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they need
to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check
answers in class.

1.
2.
3.
4.

If done in class

A

•

5.
6.
7.
8.

don't eat, don't have
don't go
doesn't talk
don't use

About

• Preview the task

•

watches
listens, sings
has, plays
does, goes

Read aloud the instructions and the
verbs in the box. Have a S read the example aloud. Ask,
"Why do we use watches in the sentence?" [because the
subject is my mother - a singular noun]
Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Say each verb in the box, and have Ss give you the 3rd
person singular form [does, eats, goes, has, likes, listens,
plays, talks, sings, uses, watches]. Ask, "What word do you
use to make the verb negative with he, she, or it?" [doesn't]
Do the task Have Ss complete the sentences. Check
answers with the class.

you

B

• Preview the task
•
•

Read the instructions aloud. Model
the activity. Use sentences in Exercise A to tell about your
own family.
Do the task Have Ss rewrite five of the sentences using
their information, then compare sentences with a partner.
Follow-up Have Ss find three things they have in
common with their partners, and share them with the
class.

UNIT ....

._,. Lesson B Yes-no questions and short answers

If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have
Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A

• Preview the task

•

Read the instructions aloud. !lave Ss
look at the first conversation. Ask, "Why is the answer
Do?" [It's a question with you.] Ask, "What is the short
answer to the question?" [No, I don't.) Write do I don't and
does I doesn't on the board. Ask, "What word starts yes-no
questions about your sister?" [Does] "How about questions
about your parents?" [Do] "In short answers, what's the
next word after No, we . .. ?" [don't] "How about after Yes,
she ... ?" [does]
Do the task Have Ss complete the conversations. Check
answers with the class.

Answers

1. A Do you clean your room every day?
B No, I don't. I only clean my room on Saturdays.
2. A Does your teacher work on the weekends?
B No, he doesn't. He only works on weekdays.
3. A Do your friends text you late at night?
B Yes, they do. But they don't call me late at night.

4. A Do you watch TV with your family in the evenings?
B No, we don't watch TV together. We don't like the
same shows!
5. A Does your mother go shopping on Saturdays?
B Yes, she does. But she doesn't like shopping.
6. A Does your family eat together on Sundays?
B Yes, we do. But we don't eat at home. We go to my
grandparents' house.
• Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.
About

you

B

• Preview the task
•

Read the instructions aloud. Call on Ss
and ask each S one of the questions from Exercise A. Have
them answer with their own information.
Do the task Have Ss ask and answer the questions with a
partner, using their own information.

Extra activity

Have Ss write three sentences about their partners'
famHles. Then have them find new partners and read their
sentences aloud.
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Extra practice
UNIT�

B:.11 ������----'�-'-�
Lesson A Simple present
information questions
��������'--��������������������������

If A is done for homework
Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present
Common Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they
need to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home, then
check answers in class. Have Ss practice the conversations
in pairs.

If done in class

A

• Present Common Errors

•

Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: Where does your best friend live I lives?
Have Ss identify the correct option [live], and check their
answer by reading the information. Have a S read the
information aloud.
Preview the task Books closed. Write on the board:
On Friday nightsc Oh, I usually go to the movies. Ask,
"What question does the underlined phrase answer?"
[What do you do on Friday nights?] Books open. Read the
instructions aloud.

• Do the task

Have Ss write a question for each
conversation. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What do you do on Friday nights?
Who do you go to the movies with?
How often does your best friend text you?
When do you have dinner with your parents?
Where do your parents live?
What does your teacher do after class?

• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Then have Ss work in pairs to take turns asking and
answering the questions with their own information.

UNIT�

B:.11 ������---'��-<-���������������������
Lesson B Frequency adverbs
��������������

If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have
Ss ask and answer the questions in pairs.

If done in class

A

• Preview the task

Have Ss call out the frequency adverbs
they learned and write them on the board [always,
usually, often, sometimes, hardly ever, never]. Read the
instructions aloud. Have two Ss read the first question
and example answer aloud.
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• Do the task

Have Ss write answers to the questions.
Then ask different Ss each question and have them
respond.

Answers
Answers will vary.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss take turns asking and answering the questions
using their own information.

Extra practice
UNIT ...

m:& Lesson A There's and There are; quantifiers

If A is done for homework
Briefly present In Conversation and Note, and preview the
task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss understand what they
need to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check
answers in class.

If done in class

A

• Present In Conversation Books closed. Write on the

board: There is and There's. Ask, "Which is more common
in conversation?" Have Ss raise their hands to vote for
each one. Books open. Have Ss read the information and
check their answers.
Present Note Read the sentences aloud. Ask, "Why is
there's correct in the first sentence, but there are is correct
in the second sentence?" [A singular noun immediately
follows there's, but a plural noun immediately follows

•

Answers
I have a new apartment. and I love it. I'm in an exciting
neighborhood. There's a cool jazz club and acouple of
nice outdoor cafes here. There's also a beautiful park
and an amazing mall. In the mall, there are two expensive
restaurants and a couple of nice outdoor cafes. I go to the
cafe! :) At the mall, there are a lot of expensivestores, so
I don't shop there. But there's a big movie theater with a
little cafe, so I hang out there sometimes.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss write emails about their neighborhoods. Walk
around the class and provide help as needed. Put Ss in
pairs to compare emails. Call on Ss to tell the class how
their neighborhoods are the same or different.

there are.)

have a I an
new apartment, and I love it. Ask, "Which is correct - a or
an?" [a) "Why?" [New begins with a consonant.] Read the

• Preview the task Write on the board: I
instructions aloud.

• Do the task Have Ss work individually to cross out

the incorrect words and then compare answers with a
partner. Check answers with the class.

m:a Lesson B

UNIT ...

Suggestions with

Let's

B

If A is done for homework
Briefly present Note and preview the task for Exercise A.
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do. Have Ss
complete Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.

If done in class

A

• Present Note Call on Ss to read the information aloud.

•

Extra activity CLASS
Have Ss post their emails around the class. Then Ss walk
around and read them to choose a neighborhood that
sounds Interesting.

Write on the board: 1. I want to 90 to the movies. 2. I don't
want to 90 to the movies. Ask Ss to make sentence I into
a suggestion [Let's go to the movies.]. Ask Ss to make
sentence 2 into a suggestion [Let's not go to the movies.].
Ask, "Where is not in the sentence?" [Between Let's and
the verb].
Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the sentences and then compare
answers with a partner. Check answers with the class.

• Present In Conversation Books closed. Ask, "Which

do you think is more common in conversation - let's or
let's not?" Have Ss raise their hands to vote for each one.
Books open. Have Ss read the information and check their
answers.

About(
you

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Model the activity with a S. Have the S make a suggestion
(e.g., Let's go out to eat.). Respond by either agreeing and
adding an idea (e.g., Good idea. Let's try the new pizza
place.), or by disagreeing and using let's not (e.g., Oh, let's
not go out. I'm too tired. Let's order a pizza.). Have Ss write
five suggestions, then work in pairs to take turns making
their suggestions and responding. Call on Ss to share one
thing they both want to do.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

Let's take, let's have
Let's not be
Let's eat
Let's not do, Let's go

5.
6.
7.
8.

Let's not go out, Let's relax
Let's meet
Let's not clean, Let's go
Let's spend
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Extra practice
If A is done for homework
Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present
Common Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they need
to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check
answers in class.

If done in class

A

• Preview the task

•

•

Read the instructions aloud. Ask,
MDo you ever text about things you are doing right now?"
Have Ss give examples (e.g., I'm walking to class, I'm
watching TV, I'm studying/or an exam).
Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Write on the board: write and get Ask, MHow do you spell
the -ing form of the verb write?" [w-r+t-i-n-g) "How about
the -ing form of the verb get?� [g-e-t-t-i-n-g] Review the
spelling rules, if necessary.
Do the task Have Ss complete the task and then
compare answers with a partner. Check answers with the
class.

FROM: Olivia Martinez 4:05 p.m.
Ava, I'm not at work. I'm home with my parents, but we're
working very hard! My mother 's I is cleaning the car, and
my father and I are doing the laundry. I'm not having much
fun! But I'm free around 5:00 p.m. Call me! -Olivia

FROM: Brandon Brown 5:00 p.m.
Hey, John. Eric and I are relaxing here at the beach. Eric
's I is swimming, and I'm sending text messages! But we're
getting hungry now.There's a great new restaurant near
here. Let's meet for dinner. -Brandon

FROM: John Harris 5:30 p.m.
Brandon, I'm sorry, but I'm staying home this weekend.
I'm studying for exams.Also, I'm writing an essay for my
English class.So I'm not going out all weekend. Let's do
something after my exams, OK? -John
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Ss write text messages to their partners about what they
are doing right now. Then have Ss exchange papers and
write a response to their partner's message.

Answers
FROM: Ava Williams 4:00 p.m.
Hey, Olivia! I hope you're not working. The weather is so
beautiful! I'm having coffee with Lily at an outdoor
cafe. We're chatting about work and things. And she�
checking the Internet for a good movie.Are you free
tonight? XXOO, Ava

If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.

If done in class

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the conversations and then compare
with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A Hi, it's Jeremy. How are things?
B Pretty good. So what's up? Where are you calling
from?
A From work. I have a new job.
B Really? Where are you working?
A At Angelo's Pizza. You know, with Mike.
B Oh, right. Is he working tonight?
A No, he's not. He only works during the day.
B OK.Are you taking a break right now?
A Yeah, I am.I'm having pizza! I love this job! ...
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I

2. A Hi, it's me, Lauren. Am I calling at a good time?
8 Sure. I'm just watching TV.
A Oh. What are you watching?
8 A rock concert on Channel 10.
A Wow.Who is singing? She has a great voice!
B I'm not sure.But, yeah, she's amazing.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

Extra activity PAIRS
......... S8 work in pairs to c:aate two oonwrsations. Each
begins with the same question as In
Exerci8e A. but the ril8t of the COll\l8r8fltiOf Is "'cor.,,,mv.ip1ete1-'y
open. Sa 8hOuld ... at least" three questions In each
oonwireatlon. Ask pen to act out ..... oonwnEitfonB for
tl1' claa8.

convarsation

Extra practice

g Lesson A

UNIT�

Like to, want to, need to, have to

If A is done for homework

Answers

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present Common
Errors.Make sure Ss understand what they need to do. Have
Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check answers
in class.

1. Do you like to wear
2. Does your family like to go
3. Do you and your friends want to go
4. Do you and your friends like to wear
5. Do your parents need to buy; what do they have to get
6. Do you like to look around
7. Where does your best friend like to buy

If done in class

A

Present Common Errors Have a S read the information
aloud. Write on the board: I want to go to the mall. I need
buy some new shoes. I have get some money at the ATM. Ask,
"Which sentences are incorrect?" [2 and 3] Have two Ss
come to the board and correct them.
• Preview and do the task Books closed. Write on
the board: (you I like I wear) __ a different outfit every
day? Ask, "How can you use the words in parentheses
to complete the question?" [Do you like to wear] "What
words do you add?" [Do, to] Books open. Read the
instructions aloud.Tell Ss to complete the sentences, and
then compare answers with a partner. Check answers with
the class.

•

g Lesson B

UNIT�

About
you

B
•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity with a S. Ask the first question and
have the S answer. Encourage the S to say more than
just yes or no. Encourage Ss to ask follow-up questions to
continue the conversations. Have Ss take turns asking and
answering the questions in Exercise A. Call on Ss to tell
the class something about their partners.

How much . . . ?; this, these; that, those; saying prices

If A is done for homework

2.

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.

If done in class

A
•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to complete the conversations with the words in
the box. Check answers with the class. Call on Ss to each
read one line of the conversations.

Answers
1.

I

Clerk Can I help you?
Sophia Yes, this � a great jacket. How much is �?
Clerk Um, ...that jacket is $199, I believe.
Sophia And what about these pants? How much are
they?
Clerk I think they're $119.
Sophia Wow. They're expensive! Um ...I have to
think about it. But thanks anyway.

Clerk Do you need some help?
Austin Yeah, how much are those sweatshirts?
There's no price tag.
Clerk These? They're $29.99.They're on sale.
Austin And what about those sweatpants? How
much are they?
Clerk Uh, these are $19.75. They're on sale, too.
Austin OK. I wantto try on a blue sweatshirt and blue
sweatpants.

B

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner, taking
turns playing each role.
• Ask, "What is the last thing Sophia says?" [Um ... I
have to think about it. But thanks anyway.] "Does she
buy the pants?" [no] "What is a different ending for this
conversation?" Elicit Ss ideas (e.g., OK Can I try them on?).
Then have Ss practice the conversations with different
endings. Call on several pairs to act out their new
conversations for the class.

•
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Extra practice

a.a Lesson A

UNIT�

Can and can't for possibility

If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present Common
Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they need to do. Have
Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check answers
in class.

Answers

1. A What can you do for exercise in your neighborhood?
B You can ride a bike in the park, and you can swim at
the pool.
2. A What international restaurants can you £12 to?
B You can eat at Chinese, Korean, and Thai
restaurants.
3. A Can you � the latest fashions in your
neighborhood?
B Yes, you can. There's a great store near my house.
4. A Can people walk around your neighborhood late at
night?
B Well, you can't take a walk in the park. It's not a
good idea-. - 5. A Can people take I ride a ferry to work in your city?
B No, they can't. But they can £12 to work by subway or
bus.

If done in class

A

• Present Common Errors

•

Call on a S to read the
information aloud. Write on the board: We can __
a movie tomorrow. to see I seeing I sees My mother
can __ me. drives I driving I drive. Have Ss write the
correct sentences in their notebooks and check answers
by reading the information. Call on a S to read the
information aloud. Ask, "Which verbs are correct?"
[see, drive] Have a S come to the board to complete the
sentences. Point out that the main verb after can has no
added ending.
Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have a S read the verbs aloud. Direct Ss' attention to the
example question. Ask, "What word is first?" [a question
word I What] "What word is next?" [can] "What is the
third word?" [you] "And the fourth?" [do] Remind Ss that
this is the pattern for questions with can. Elicit the pattern
for statements with can and can't and write it on the board
[Subject+ can I can't+ base form of main verb]. Tell Ss to
complete the conversations. Check answers with the class.

a.a Lesson B

UNIT�

If A is done for homework

If done in class
• Preview and do the task

Books closed. Write the first
item on the board. Elicit the correct order of the words
[What sports can you play well?) and write it on the
board. Books open. Read the instructions aloud. Have
Ss unscramble the words to create questions, and then
compare with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

B

• Preview and do the task

•

Read the instructions aloud.
Call on a few Ss and ask the first question. Tell Ss to take
turns asking and answering the questions with a partner.
Encourage them to ask follow-up questions and continue
the conversations.
Follow-up Call on Ss to tell the class something about
their partner's neighborhood.

Can and can't for ability

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.

A

About ••
you

What sports can you play well?
Can you play a musical instrument?
Can you ride a motorbike?
Who can drive in your family?
Can you name all the countries in South America?
Can you read music?
Can you cook any international foods?
What languages can you speak or understand?
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About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Call on a few Ss and ask the first question. Tell Ss to take
turns asking and answering the questions with a partner.
Call on Ss to tell the class something about their partner's
neighborhood.

Extra activity PAIRS

Have each S find a new partner, and then report the first
partner's answers.

Extra activity WHOLE Cl.ASS
Ss rewrtte the Information questions as )'98-no questions
(1, 4, and 8); they may have tochangethe questions
slightly (e.g., Can )QJ play three sports wel?). Now aU
the questions are _ye.,-no qiiestlons. Ss stand and walk
anxn:t the room to take uns asking and answering aft the
questions. VVhen they find a S who answers the question
)'98, they wrtle the S's name. VVhen Ss have written a
name for fM1llY question, cal on Ss to tel the class about
one of the people they talked to.

Extra practice
UNIT pr.\

ll!A Lesson A

Simple past statements: regular verbs

If A is done for homework
Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.

If done in class

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Direct Ss' attention to the first sentence. Ask, "What is
the past form of rain?" [rained] "What is the past form of
not walk?" [didn't walk] Have Ss complete the statements.
Check answers with the class. Have a different S read each
statement aloud.

About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity. Choose two sentences from Exercise
A and make them true for you by changing some of the
information (e.g., It rained yesterday. so I didn't run in the
park.). Have Ss make five true sentences and then tell them
to a partner. Ask, "Do you use the past form of a verb after
didn't?" [No. You use the base form after didn't.] Tell Ss to
listen to make sure their partners use the correct form of
the verb after didn't.

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

rained, didn't walk
didn't work, wanted
didn't want, ordered
tried, didn't answer

ll!A Lesson B

UNITpr.\

5.
6.
7.
8.

texted, chatted
didn't clean, relaxed
needed, didn't have
invited, loved

Simple past yes-no questions

If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present Common
Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they need to do. Have
Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check answers in class.
Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers with a
partner.

If done in class

A

• Present Common Errors

•

Have a S read the information
aloud. Write on the board: Did you have I had break{ast
yesterday2 Elicit the correct option [Did you have breakfast
yesterday?].
Preview and do the task Read the instructions
aloud. Write the first conversation on the board. Ask, "Is
this present or past?" [past] "How do you know?" [last
weekend) "What words complete the question?" [Did,
go] "What is the short answer?" [Yes, I did.) "What is the
verb in the last sentence?" [bought] Have Ss complete the
questions and answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. A Did you 92 shopping last weekend?
B Yes, I did. I bought a new jacket.
2. A Did you � early today?
B No, I didn't. I slept late this morning.
3. A Did you have a big breakfast?
B No, I didn't. I just had coffee.
4. A Did you spend time on the computer last night?
B Yes. I did some work. I wrote a report.
5. A Did your best friend go out with you last weekend?

B

6.

Yes, she did. We saw a movie together.

A I didn't come to class last week. Did the teacher give
us homework?

B No, he didn't. But he gave us a test.

• Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers,
taking turns playing each role.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss take turns asking and answering the questions
with their own information.
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Extra practice
If A is done for homework

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have
Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A

• Preview the task

Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
look at the example. Ask, "What word comes first?" [Were]
"Is there another verb?" [no] "Look at the answer. It starts
with No. What is the negative form you need with they?"
"What goes on the second line?" [were]
• Do the task Have Ss unscramble the words to write
questions. Have them compare questions with a partner.
• Then have Ss complete the answers. Check answers with
the class.
Answers
1. A Were your parents strict?
8 No, they weren't very strict with me. They were pretty
relaxed about things.
2. A Was your elementary school big?
B No, it wasn't. It was a small school with 50 children.

3. A Were your friends in your class?
8 Yes, they were. We were all in the same class.
4. A Were you a good student?
8 Well, I was OK. I always did my homework.
5. A Was your first teacher nice?
8 My first teacher was nice, but some teachers were
very strict.
6. A Were you on a sports team?
8 No, I wasn't on a sports team, but I was a good
swimmer.
• Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers,
taking turns playing each role.
About
you

B

I

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity with a S. Have a S ask you the first
question. Give a true answer, changing or adding to the
information as necessary. Have Ss take turns asking and
answering the questions with their own information. Call
on Ss to tell the class about their partner.
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If A is done for homework
Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have
Ss practice the conversation in pairs.

If done In class

A

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Direct Ss' attention to Liz's first line. Ask, "What question
is Liz answering?" [How was your vacation?] "How do
you know?" [She says It was great I She's describing her
vacation.] Have Ss complete the questions. Check answers
with the class.

Answers
How was your vacation?
So where did you go?
How Jong were you there?
So what did you do exactly?
So what was the guide like?
And how was the weather?
So when did you get back?
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• Have Ss practice the conversations with a partner, taking
turns playing each role.
About
you

B

• Preview and do the task

Read the instructions aloud.
Model the activity. Have Ss ask you the questions. Respond
with your own informa.tion. Have Ss take turns asking
and answering the questions with their own information,
or information they make up. Call on Ss to tell the class
about their partner.

WHOLE a.ASS
1-ttMtSswriteaparagraphabouttheirlastvacation trip.
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theroomandread1he paragraphs, thenvoteonthe best
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Extra practice
If A is done for homework
Briefly preview the task for Exercise A and present
Common Errors. Make sure Ss understand what they need
to do. Have Ss complete Exercise A at home, then check
answers in class. Have Ss practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A

Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Ask, "What other uncountable nouns do you know? Make
a list." Have Ss write their lists in pairs. Call on Ss to read
out items from their lists. Have Ss add to their lists any
correct items they hadn't thought of.
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions
aloud. Have two Ss read the first conversation aloud.
Ask, "Why do you use how much in the question?" [Fish
is uncountable; you use how much in questions with
uncountable nouns.] Say, "Look at the answer. Why is
a not necessary here?" [Fish is uncountable.] Have Ss
complete the questions and answers. Check answers with
the class.

•

2. A Do you eat many I a lot of vegetables?
B Actually, I eat � raw carrot every day for my mid
morning snack.
3. A How much fruit do you eat?
B Well, I love (-) apples. I usually have an apple after
dinner.
4. A Do you eat much I a lot of red meat?
B No, I don't. I don't like(-) red meat.
5. A How much cereal do you eat for breakfast?
B I don't eat(-) cereal. I usually have an egg with toast.
6. A How many times a week do you go out for dinner?
B Once or twice a week. I'm a big fan of(-) Italian
restaurants.

• Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers,
taking turns playing each role.
About
you

B
•

Answers

1. A How much fish do you eat? Do you eat a lot?
B Actually, I don't like(-) fish. I'm kind of picky.
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If A is done for homework

3. A Would you like some cookies?
B No, thanks. I don't want � right now. But can I
have some later?
4. A Where would you like to eat tonight?
B Well, there are some good seafood restaurants
around here. I'd really like some fish.
5. A What would you like to do for your birthday?
B I'd like to invite some friends over for dinner. But I
don't want any gifts!

Briefly preview the task for Exercise A. Make sure Ss
understand what they need to do. Have Ss complete
Exercise A at home, then check answers in class. Have Ss
practice the conversations in pairs.

If done in class

A
•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Call on a few Ss and ask the first two questions. Make sure
they give their own answers. Have Ss take turns asking
and answering the questions in pairs giving their own
information. Call on Ss to share one thing they have in
common with their partner.

Preview and do the task Books closed. Write on
the board: Would I some I you I coffee I like? Have a S
come to the board and write the words in the correct
order to make a question [Would you like some coffee?].
Books open. Have the class check the question. Tell Ss
to unscramble the questions, and then complete the
conversations with some and any. Read the example
answer aloud. Ask. "Why is the answer any?" [It's in a
negative statement.] Say, "In one place, both some and any
are correct." When Ss finish, have them compare answers
with a partner. Check answers with the class.

Answers

• Have Ss practice reading the questions and answers,
taking turns playing each role.
About
you

B

•

Preview and do the task Read the instructions
aloud. Model the activity with a S. Take turns asking
and answering the first three questions with your own
information. Have Ss take turns asking and answering the
questions with a partner.

1. A
B
2. A
B

Would you like some coffee?
Sure, but we don't have any milk. I can get some.
Would you like to go out for lunch?
Actually, I just ordered a big pizza. Would you like
any I some?
A I'd love some. I'm starving. I didn't have any
breakfast.
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Unit 1 Language summary
Nouns

Personal information

School

first name
last name
middle name
middle initial
nickname
email address
ID number
passport number
(tele)phone number

teacher
student
room
class

Titles

concert
(gym) pass
(gym) member

Miss
Mr.

Free time

Mrs.
Ms.

Pronouns
I

Language

English
French

you

we

it

Possessive adjectives

my

a

an

Adjectives
beautiful
married
same
favorite

Hello. I Hey. I Hi.
Good morning.
How are you?
How are you doing?
I'm fine, (thanks).
How about you?
OK. I Good. I Pretty good.
Nice to meet you.

Saying good-bye

Have a nice day.
Have a good evening/weekend.
You too.
See you.
See you later I tomorrow I next week.
Good-bye. I Bye.
Good night.

Talking about classes

your

Determiners

Saying hello

Are you here for (an English I French class)?
Am I in Room B?
We're in different classes.
We're not in the same class.

the

Polite language

single
different
new

please

Thank you. I Thanks.

Personal information

Prepositions

My name is (Don).
I'm (Emily Kim).
Everyone calls me (Liz).
What's your name?
How do you spell (your name)?
What's your (email address)?
It's (vlopez6@cup.org).
Are you a student here?
I'm here on business / on vacation.

Numbers

Um...

Verbs

be: am, are

Adverbs
here

not

today

@ = at (email)

zero
one
two

three
four
five

Taking time to think

six
seven
eight

ten
nine

Basic vocabulary
and

No.

Wait.

Introducing on idea

By the way, I'm (Alicia).
So, (what's your name)?

Other conversational expressions
It's a beautiful day.
Yeah, it is.
I'm here on vacation.
Nice.
Me too.

Yes.
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Unit 2 Language summary
Nouns
Personal items

(computer) bag
cell phone
credit card
glasses
keys
headphones
laptop
sunglasses
umbrella
wallet
watch
water bottle

Things for class

book
English book
eraser
highlighter
homework (paper)
marker
notebook
online dictionary
pen
pencil
scissors

Clothes

coat
jeans

People

child (children)
man (men)
woman (women)

Parts of the body
head

Places in a room

closet
floor
wall
window

Things in a classroom

board
calendar
chair
clock
computer
desk
drawer
map
poster
table

1V

wastebasket
workbook

Food

orange
sandwich
snack

Talking about things

What's this I that?
It's a ...
What are these?
They're ...
Is this your watch?
Yes, it is. I No, it isn't.
Are these your keys?
Yes, they are. / No, they're not.

Pronouns

he she they it this these

Adjectives

asleep
late (for class)
sick

Verbs

answer
be: is, are
close
listen (to)
look (at)
open
read
write

Adverb
again

Location expressions

at home I work
at (the library)
in class
in (the closet)
in front of (the board)
next to (the window)
on (the table)
on the wall/ floor
over there
right here
under (your desk)

Giving instructions in class

Answer the questions.
Close your books.
Listen to the conversation.
Look at the picture.
Open your books and turn to page 4.
Read the questions aloud.
Write the answers in your notebook.

Responding to Thank you and I'm sorry

Talking about places

I'm sorry.
Thank you.
You're welcome.
That's OK.
Thanks.
I'm sorry. I don't know.
Sure.
That's OK.Thanks anyway.

Asking for help in class

Here you go.
Maybe ...

Where's (the teacher's coat)?
It's (on the desk).
Where are (the students' papers )?
They're (on the floor).

How do you spell (eraser)?
Can I borrow (a pen)?
What's the word for this in English?
Excuse me, can you repeat that, please?
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Other conversational expressions
I think ...
Oh.

Uh ...
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Unit 3 Language summary
Nouns
Family

Categories of people

parents
mother (mom)
father (dad)
husband
wife
children
daughter
son
sister
brother
aunt
uncle
cousin
grandparents
grandmother (grandma)
grandfather (grandpa)

Professions

actor
artist
painter

Free time

band

best friend
boss
celebrity
classmate
co-worker
(sports) fan
neighbor
student
a friend from high
school
a friend of mine

movie

friendly
fun
lazy
nice
OK

General descriptions

famous
pretty

busy

you're

he's

be in questions

college high school
job

tired

Are you

she's

we're

I we I they ... ?

they're

Is she

I he I it ... ?

be in negatives

I'm not ... You're I We're I They're not ...
She's I He's I It's not ...

Adverbs
always

music

easy

Verbs

Am I ...?

School and work

amazing
exciting
good
great
interesting
wonderful

outgoing
quiet
shy
smart
strict

Describing people

I'm

(tennis) match
(soccer) player
sport
team

Positive descriptions

Describing personality

be in statements

Sports

singer
soccer player
writer

Adjectives

now

really

Possessive adjectives
my

your

his

so

her

very

our

their

Numbers

10 ten
11 eleven
12 twelve
13 thirteen
14 fourteen
15 fifteen

16 sixteen
17 seventeen
18 eighteen
19 nineteen
20 twenty
21 twenty-one

22 twenty-two
23 twenty-three
24 twenty-four
25 twenty-five
26 twenty-six
27 twenty-seven

Asking and giving personal information

Where are your grandparents from (originally)?
They're from (Texas).
How old are you?
(I'm) twenty-three (years old).
What's (your grandmother) like?
She's very smart.
How are your parents?
They're fine, thanks.
Where are they today?
They're at home.
What are their names?
(Angela) and Oack).
I love ...
I'm a (tennis) fan.

Identifying people

Who's this? Who's that?
It's (my grandmother).This is ...
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28 twenty-eight
29 twenty-nine
30 thirty
40 forty
50 fifty
60 sixty

70 seventy
80 eighty
90 ninety
100 one hundred
101 a hundred and
one

Talking about celebrities

His new movie is great.
Her voice is amazing.
(The Hunger Games) is our favorite movie.

Showing interest and reacting positively
It's a painting. I know the artist.
Really? It's great.
She's from Paris.
Paris? Wow. Is she a professional artist?
Good.
Great!
Really?
Wow!

Oh?

Oh.

Other conversational expressions

Hmmm.
You know, ...

I know.
Right?
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Unit 4 Language summary
Nouns
Meals

Drinks

breakfast
lunch

coffee
tea

Free time

Places

Categories of people

Adjectives

Auxiliary verbs

alarm clock
radio

do

don1

Prepositions

in (class)

noisy

crazy

Sports activities

play on a team
play sports I soccer
run

I tennis

Learning activities
do (homework)
take a class

doesn't

does

(spend time) with

Time expressions

Adverbs

on (Monday)
pretty (quiet)
together

a lot
early
late
on average

Verbs
Routine verbs

come
drink
drive
exercise

Things at home

School

law student
people from different countries
teenager
big

homework
work

go on the internet
go out
listen to (music)
play (games on the
computer)
read (the newspaper)
spend time with (your
family)
watch (TV I videos)

house
restaurant

chess
exercise
game
music
newspaper

More verbs
Free-time activities

know
like
live
read

Routine activities

check (my) email
clean the house
do the laundry
drive to work
have a weekly routine
eat (breakfast)
get up (early I late)
go shopping
have (breakfast I coffee)

see
sing
study
talk

watch
work

have a busy week
have a part-time job
make phone calls
send I receive text
messages
sing in the shower
spend time (on the phone)
spend time online

Saying more than yes or no

after class
at night
before breakfast
every day
on Monday(s)
on (the) weekends I on the weekend
in the morning(s) I afternoon(s) I evening(s)
early (in the morning)
late (at night)

Location expressions
about 10 miles away

in bed

around here

Frequency expressions
five hours a month
one night a week
three times a day/ week

Days of the week

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday

Talking about routines

Do you work out every day?
No. Well, I come here before class.
So do you live around here?
No, I live about ten miles away.
Are you from here originally?
Well, I'm from Chicago originally. , ...

Do you go to a class in the evening?
Yes, I do. I No, I don't.
Do you and your friends play sports after class?
Yes, we do. I No, we don't.
Do your friends call you at night?
Yes, they do. / No, they don't.

Asking for personal information

Conversational expressions

Do you come from a big family?
Do you have brothers and sisters?
Do you live with your parents?
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Sunday

It's crazy!
I'm pretty busy.
Well, not really.
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Unit 5 Language summary
Nouns
Television shows

Free time

club
computer games
gym
music
(the) movies
website

cartoon
documentary
game show
reality show
sitcom
soap opera
talk show
(the) commercials
the late movie
the morning shows
the news

Adjectives
cheap

delicious

Categories of people

boyfriend
girlfriend

eat out
go to a club
go to the movies
meet (my) friends
play music
relax
rent (a movie)

Frequency expressions

every night
once a week
two or three
times a day
twice a month

always
usually
often
sometimes
hardly ever
never

Time expressions

terrible

Verbs
Free-time activities

Prepositions

in (English)
in (your free time)
in front of (the TV)
to (the gym)

Routine activities
buy
get home
go shopping
go straight home
take a break
sleep late

during (the commercials)
in (your) free time
on Friday night(s)
on weeknights

Linking words
and

but

More verbs
Using technology
call
go online
log on I onto
send email
take photos

Talking about likes

I love ...
I really like ...
I like (movies) a lot.
The food's good.
This soup is delicious.
How do you like ... ?

Talking about dislikes

I hate ...
I can't stand .. .
I don't like ...
The service is terrible.
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Asking about routine activities

What do you do (in your free time I after class)?
When do you usually go out?
Who do you go out with?
Where do you go?
How often do you eat out?
Do you take the subway or the bus?
Do you go straight home?
Do you go somewhere nice?

Other conversational expressions

I mean, .. .
Actually, ..
I'm sorry, what?
Are you serious?
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Unit 6 Language summary
Nouns

Places in cities and neighborhoods

apartment building
boutique
city
comedy club
fast-food place
jewelry store
mall
movie theater
museum

outdoor cafe
park
school
post office
stadium
store
subway station
supermarket

Quantity expressions

no (There's no mall.)
some

a lot of
a couple of

about (seven o'clock)
around (seven o'clock)
at (five) o'clock
between (9:00) and (5:00)
from (6:00) to (10:00)
tomorrow night
Monday through Saturday

art exhibit
jazz concert
play
poetry reading
seat
soccer match
event
swimming pool
beautiful
best
boring
convenient
expensive
free

for (more information)
from (time) to (time)
on+ street
on (the weekends)
(day) through (day)

at+ phone number
at+ time
at+ location
between + times
in+ city

Time expressions

Free time

Adjectives

Prepositions

Asking and saying the time
hungry
little
popular
starving
small
unusual

Verbs

finish work I school
go to bed
leave (work I school)
need start
go window-shopping

Describing a neighborhood

There's (a park).
There are a lot of (restaurants).
There are some (outdoor cafes).
There are a couple of (movie theaters).
There's no (mall).
There's no place to go.
It's a great place to shop.

Showing you agree or understand

Well, there's a new cafe over there.
Right. But I bet it's expensive.
Yeah, I know.

What time . . . ?
What time is it?
It's (eleven) o'clock.
It's (ten) to (nine).
It's 2:00 p.m.
It's 10:00 a.m.
It's ten-thirty.
It's a quarter after (two).
It's a quarter to (nine).
It's six-forty-five.
It's (five) after (two).
It's midnight.
It's noon.

Making suggestions

Let's go.
Let's meet at six-forty-five.

Reacting positively to a suggestion
That sounds like fun.

Other conversational expressions
I bet ...
In that case, . ..
kind of (expensive)
somewhere else

Showing you're similar

I'm starving!
Me too.
I don't usually have breakfast in the mornings.
Me neither.
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Unit 7 Language summary
Nouns
Seasons
fall
spring

summer
winter

Sports

baseball game
exergame
personal trainer
scuba diving
yoga

Verbs
Sports and exercise

bike
swim
bowl
train
walk
run
ski
get exercise
do aerobics
do karate
do weight training
go biking
go bowling
go running
play basketball
play volleyball
play football

Weather

rain
snow

Auxiliary verbs (present continuous)

Weather

am

dry season
rainy season
weather

School and learning
course
exam

are

aren't

Adjectives
Weather
cloudy

cold

is

hot

isn't

humid

sunny

warm

windy

Location expressions

at the beach
away for the weekend
I'm calling from Lake Tahoe.

Learning activities

learn
study math / science
take a course
study for an exam
work very hard

Free-time activities

be on vacation
come over
have fun
have a great time

Time expressions

for a week
in the dry season I rainy season
in the spring I summer I fall I winter
in (two) hours
right now
these days
this morning
this season I semester
this week I month I year

Other basic verbs

enjoy
find (a teacher)
make (new friends)
steep
talk (about)

Making suggestions

Talking about right now

Come and join us.
Give me a call. I Call me.
Try and study for your exams.

(Lisa) and I are skiing today. We're skiing today.
(Marcos) and I aren't swimming. We're not swimming.
(Marcos) isn't working. He's not working.
What are you doing right now? Are you studying?
Right now I'm watching a baseball game.
Who's playing?

Talking about the weather

What's the weather like?
It's (not) snowing I raining.
It's windy/ cloudy.
It's (too) cold.
It's hot and humid.
It's warm and sunny.
It's so beautiful.
In the winter, it rains I snows.

Talking about sports and exercise

Are you getting enough exercise?
What are you doing for exercise?
How much are you walking?
Are you playing on a sports team?
How's your team doing this season?

Conversational expressions

Showing interest and asking follow-up questions

How's it going? Really well.
Enjoy the game! You too.

Talking about these days

What are you doing these days?
Are you studying hard?
I'm working very hard this semester.
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I'm here for a week.
That's cool I great I wonderful.
Are you enjoying Laguna Beach?
I'm taking a scuba-diving course.
That's interesting I nice I good.
Do you like your teacher?
I'm not sleeping well.
That's too bad I terrible.
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Unit 8 Language summary
Nouns
Clothes

baseball cap
belt
(silk) blouse
boots
cardigan
coat
designer clothes
dress
gloves
hat
(high) heels
jacket
jeans
outfit
pants
scarf
shoes
skirt
sneakers
socks
suit
sweater
sweatpants
sweatshirt
tie
top
T-shirt
uniform

Time expression

tonight

Jewelry

(silver) bracelet
earrings
necklace
ring

Personal items
backpack
briefcase
sunglasses
purse
watch

Celebrations

gift
(birthday) present

People

accountant
advertising executive
high school student

Stores

electronics (store)

[R
irLanguage

Adjectives
Feelings

Colors

angry
surprised
upset

Talking about clothes

casual
(something) comfortable
dressy
old
perfect

Verbs
Shopping

be on sale
carry cash
get
look (for)
pay (for)
spend money I time

Pronouns

this these
this (scarf)
that (watch)

black
blue
brown
gray
green
orange
pink
red
white
yellow

Clothes

look (good)
put on
wear
wear a suit and tie

Other basic verbs

have to (do something)
like to (do something)
need to (do something)
that those
these (gloves)
want to (do something)
those (sunglasses)

Linking word
because

Shopping

Can I help you?
I'm looking for (a birthday present).
I want to buy (some new clothes).
How much do they cost?
How much does it cost?
How much is I are ... ?
I like to wear black.
I'll take it.
Is it a gift?

Saying prices

Taking time to think

How often do you go shopping?
Um .. .
Well .. .
Uh .. .
Let's see ...
Let me think.
I have to think about it.

Showing you•re listening
Is it a gift?
Uh-huh. I That's right.

$49.99 = Forty-nine dollars and ninety-nine cents I
Forty-nine ninety-nine
$125 = A hundred and twenty-five (dollars)
$475 = Four hundred and seventy-five (dollars)

Showing surprise

Showing you agree or understand

Other conversational expressions

I'm looking for a bracelet.
OK. / All right.
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This bracelet is $55.95.
Oh.That's a lot.

I guess ...
Not again!
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Unit 9 Language summary
Nouns
Countries

Australia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
France
Germany
Great Britain
Honduras
India
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Morocco
New Zealand
Peru
Portugal
Russia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Thailand
Turkey
the United States

Continents and regions

North America
Central America
South America
Africa
Antarctica
Asia
Europe
Oceania
the Caribbean

Languages

Arabic
Chinese
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
Thai
Turkish

Travel and tourism

boutique
bridge
castle
palace
pyramid
river
souvenir
statue
temple
tower
zoo
capital city
historic district I area I site
tourist attraction
traditional outfit

Cities

Bangkok
Beijing
Bogota
London
Moscow
New York
Rio de Janeiro

Talking about tourist activities

What can you do in New York?
You can do a million things.
You can go to the top of a tall building.
Can you take a walking tour?
Yes, you can. I No, you can't.
What historic sites/ neighborhoods can you see?
You can walk around a historic neighborhood.
What kinds of museums can you go to?
You can go to an art museum.
Can you go to a castle?
Yes, you can. I No, you can't.
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More nouns
Sweets and snacks

Other food and drink

cake
candy
chocolate
milkshake
pancake
sprinkles
sugar

bread
drink
dessert

juice
soup

Natural world
island
river
sunset

Adjectives
Nationalities (For a complete list. see page T-94.)
Brazilian
British
Chinese
Colombian
French

Indian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Mexican

Peruvian
Spanish
Thai
Turkish

Verbs
Modal verbs

can

can't

Tourist activities

get a view of (the city) see a show
go to the top of (a tall building) take a bus tour
sit at an outdoor cafe take a ferry (to)
visit historic areas take a walk
walk around a neighbor hood take a walking tour
travel abroad

Adverb
first

Prepositions

through (Central Park)
on (a rainy day)
like

Ordering in a restaurant

Are you ready to order?
Can I have ... ?

Explaining things

It's a type of food I drink.
They're a kind of (candy).
It's kind of like (a milkshake).
Sprinkles are like sugar.

Other conversational expressions

It's a deal.
You're right.
Oh, come on.
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Unit 10 Language summary
Nouns

Celebrations
birthday
party

Personal items

list
note
daily planner
weekly planner

Free time

computer game
flute
video game

Other

cold (have I get a cold)
driver's test
interview
hospital
problem

Adjectives
awful
bad
exhausted
relaxing

Verbs

Routine activities

cook dinner
go grocery shopping
remember
run errands
stay home
make a list
make notes

Work activities

do (a lot of) work
get a job
have an appointment
have an interview
work late
write a report

Free time

go swimming
have a piano lesson
invite (over)
practice (a musical
instrument)

Learning activities

pass a test
take a test I an exam
take (my) driver's test
try to (do something)

More verbs

Past tense endings: regular verbs
watched (watch)
invited (invite)
played (play)
studied (study)
chatted (chat)

Past tense endings: irregular verbs
ate (eat)
bought (buy)
did (do)
got (get)
had (have)
made (make)
met (meet)
read (read)
saw (see)
took (take)
went (go)
wrote (write)

Adverbs
just
then

Prepositions

after (class)
before (class)

Time expressions

yesterday
two days ago
last Friday I weekend
last night I week I month I year
last summer
all week

Conjunctions

after
when
before while
so

Talking about past activities

Did you go out a lot last week?
Yes, I did. I went to a movie and a party.
No, I didn't. I didn't go out a lot.

Offering good wishes

Congratulations!
Happy birthday!
Good luck (with the interview)!
Thank goodness (for that)!
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Showing you're interested or surprised
I passed my driver's test.
You did? I Did you?

Other conversational expressions

Good for you!
I'm sorry to hear that.
That's it.
You know - the usual.
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Unit 11 Language summary
Nouns

autograph
customer
hill
lead singer
kid
(embarrassing) mistake
sunburn
your first pet
my first day of work I school

Adjectives

embarrassing
first
relaxed
young

Feelings

glad
happy
pleased
nervous
scared (of)

Expressions with get

get along
get an autograph
get back (from a trip)
get dark
get lost
get married
get a present
get scared
get sick
get a sunburn

Talking about past experiences

Were you nervous?
Yes I was. I No, I wasn't.
Was it fun?
Yes, it was. I No, it wasn't.
Were they nice?
Yes, they were. I No, they weren't.
So how was your weekend?
Great. I went (biking in the country).

Showing you agree or understand

Yeah, I bet.

Other conversational expression
I have a ton of work for you.
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More verbs

Free-time activities with go
go camping I hiking
go parasailing I snorkeling
go on a (road) trip
go to see (a band)

Other verb expressions
have a meeting
have a party
make a mistake

be in the simple past

was
wasn't
were
weren't

Adverbs
either
exactly
only

Prepositions

across (Canada)
on (our) honeymoon

Quantity expression

lots of

Location expression
out in the country

Time expressions

by the end of the day

Talking about vacations

How was your vacation?
Where were you exactly?
How long were you there?
What was the weather like?
Where did you go?
What did you do?
Who did you go with?
Did you do anything fun?
When did you get back?

Managing a conversation
Anyway, ... I have to go.
Anyway, what did you do?
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Unit 12 Language summary
Nouns
Fruit

apple
banana
mango
melon
papaya
pineapple
strawberry

Vegetables

carrot
cucumber
garlic
green beans
lettuce
onion
pepper
potato
spinach
tomato

Sweets and snacks
cookie
dessert
ice cream
muffin
peanuts
potato chips
sugar

Meat

beef
chicken
hamburger meat
lamb
steak

Fish

salmon
seafood
shellfish
shrimp

Carbohydrates

bread
cereal
French fries
pasta
rice

Milk and eggs
butter
cheese
egg
milk

Other words

grocery store
oil
picky eater
vegetarian
water

Polite language

Would you like to (go out)?
No, I'd like to (stay home).
What would you like?
I'd like some (chicken).
Would you like some (tea)?
Yes, please./ No, thanks.

Making questions less direct
Would you like to go out or ...?

Vague language

I don't want a big meal or anything.
I just want a sandwich or something.
I can have a salad or something like that.
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Adjectives
Physical states

Eating out

atmosphere
slow (service)
special (dinner)
unfriendly (servers)

allergic (to)
sleepy
thirsty

Food

delicious
hot
light
tasteless
tasty

Verbs

hang out (with friends)
recommend (a restaurant)
take a break

Eating habits

be on a (special) diet
have good / bad eating habits
have lunch
have something light for lunch
skip meals

Quantity expressions
Determiners
any (chicken)
many (vegetables)
much (rice)

Pronouns

any (We don't have any.)
many (I don't eat many.)
much (I don't drink much.)
some (We need some.)

Talking about food and eating

How many (eggs do you eat a week)?
How much (milk do you drink a day)?
I'd like something hot.
I drink a lot of (milk).
I don't eat many (eggs).
I don't drink much (milk).
Do we have any (vegetables)?
Yes, we have some. I No, we don't have any.

Other conversational expressions
I have another idea.
I need some help fast.
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Student's Book audio scripts
Unit 1

All about you

Lesson A, Ex. 28 p. 3 (1.04)
1.

Man
Woman

2. Woman
Man

3. Woman
Man

4. Woman

Man
5.
Man
Woman

6.

_.

Man
Woman

Good-bye. Have a nice evening.
Thank you. You too.
Hey, Oscar. How are you?
Good, thanks.
See you later.
OK. Have a good day.
Hello. I'm Emma.
Nice to meet you.
Good morning.
Hi. How are you?
Good night. Have a good weekend.
Bye. See you next week.

Lesson C, Ex. 4A p. 7 (1.14)
1. College library card
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth

Unit 2

Hello.Are you a student at this college?
Um, yes, I am. I mean, I'm new here. My
name's Elizabeth Uygur.
Nice to meet you. I'm Mr.Roberts.So how do
you spell your last name?
It's U-Y-G-U-R.
Sorry. Y-U-G-A-R?
No, U-Y·G·U·R.
Thanks.And your middle initial?
My middle initial is R.
And what's your phone number?
Uh, my cell phone number is 3-4-7, 5·5·5,
oh-8-oh-6.
And your home phone number?
It's 7-1·8, 5-5-5, 6-oh-2·7
6·2-2-7?
No, 6-zero-2-7.
OK.And your email address?
It's E-R-U-Y-G-U-R-7 at C·U·P·dot-org

Mr. Roberts

Let me check that-E-R-U-Y-G-U·R·7 at
C-U-P-dot-org
Yes, that's right.
And what's your student ID number?
Uh, it's 1-9-2, 9-8-4-5, 8·7
OK.1·9-2, 9-8-4-5, 8-7.
Right.
Great. Here's your new library card.
Thank you, Mr. Roberts.

Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
Mr. Roberts
Elizabeth
2. Fitness Gym

Hello. I'm here to use the gym.
Great. So are you a member?
Um ...no.
OK.Just one moment, please ...So what's
your last name?
Davis.D-A-V-1-S.
And your first name?
It's Bryan.
B·R-1-A-N?
No, sorry. B-R·Y·A·N.
And your middle initial?
It's Z.
OK.And what's your phone number?
Well, my home phone is 5-oh-8, 5·5·5, 9·3·7-4.
And your cell phone?
It's 9·1-7, 5-5-5, 6-2-3-zero.
Thanks.And what's your email address?
It's B-dot-Z-dot-davis at C·U·P·dot·org.
So that's B-dot-Z·dot-davis at C·U-P-dot-org.
That's right.
OK. So here's your membership card. Enjoy
the gym.
Thank you.

Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan
Receptionist
Bryan

In class

Lesson A, Ex. 3A p. 13 (1.18)
Miss Nelson
Class
Miss Nelson
Man
Miss Nelson
Man
Miss Nelson
Man
Woman
Miss Nelson
Woman

Good morning, everyone. How are you today?
Good. How are you?
I'm fine, thanks. And it's a beautiful day!
Uh ... so who's absent today?
Well, Ellen's not here.
Oh, so where's Ellen? Is she still sick?
No, I think she's at the library.
Well, that's good. I mean, it's good that she's
not sick.Um ... How about Carmen?
I don't know. I mean, maybe she's still in the
cafeteria. You know, maybe she's just late.
No, Carmen's absent today. She's at work.
At work? Well, OK. OK.What about Hiroki? I
think he's absent today.
No, he's not. He's over there.
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Oh! There you are, Hiroki ...Uh, Hiroki?
Umm ... I think he's asleep.
Um ... and Alison. Is Alison here today?
Yes, I'm right here, Miss Nelson.
Oh, Alison, are you OK?
Well, I'm sick today.
Oh, that's not good! Poor Alison ... OK, so
let's open our books to page nine.

Miss Nelson
Woman
Miss Nelson
Alison
Miss Nelson
Alison
Miss Nelson

Lesson D, Ex. 3A and 38 p. 19 (1.29)
1. Mr. Brown
Andrei
Mr. Brown
Andrei
Mr. Brown

Good morning, everyone.
Good morning, Mr. Brown.
OK. So.Open your books, and turn to page 9.
I'm sorry. What page are we on? Page 8?
Page 9. Open your books, and turn to page 9.
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2. Mr. Brown
Class
Mr. Brown
Rosa
Mr. Brown
Aya
Mr. Brown
3. Mr. Brown

Andrei
Mr. Brown
Andrei
Mr. Brown
Class
Mr. Brown

4. Mr. Brown
Andrei

Unit 3

OK.What's on page 9?
A picture of a classroom.
Right. Look at the picture. What's in the
classroom?
A clock.
Yes, that's right.
Excuse me. What's the word for this? Is it a
desk?
Right.The teacher's desk.
OK, now. Read the questions aloud, Andrei.
Can you repeat that, please?
Read the questions aloud.
OK."Where's the clock?"
Good.So, everybody where's the clock?
It's on the wall ...
OK. Now Laura, question number two ....

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

OK. Listen to the conversation.
Excuse me, what's "a conversation"?
It's people speaking. Now listen.
Hello.How are you?
I'm good thanks. How about you?

6. Mr. Brown

OK, now. Answer the questions. Write the
answers in your notebooks.
Uh-oh. Where's my pen? Excuse me. Can I
borrow a pen, please?
Sure. Here you go.
Thanks.
Andrei, are you ready? OK. Question 1:
Where's the clock?

Andrei
Mr. Brown
Woman
Man

Andrei
Rosa
Andrei
Mr. Brown

Favorite people
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman

Is she a friend from high school?
Is she a college student?
Is he shy?
Is he smart?
Is he interesting?
Is she fun?

Lesson 0, Ex. 3A and 38 p. 29 (1.42)
1. Jane

Man
Jane
Man
Jane
Man
Jane

Who's that? It's a great picture.
Oh, it's my neighbor, Tip. Actually, his real name is
Tom. But everyone calls him Tip.
Really? Huh. Is he nice?
Yeah, he is. He's fun. And he's my age. 18.
18? Really? Is he a student?
Yeah. He's an art student.

2.Lucas

Woman
Lucas
Woman
Lucas

Unit 4

Who's your best friend?
Her name's Julie.
Yeah? Is she a friend from school?
Actually, she's my cousin.

Woman
Lucas
Woman
Lucas
3. Lisa

Lisa
Man
Lisa
Man
Lisa

4. Patrick
Patrick
Woman
Patrick
Woman
Patrick
Woman
Patrick

Your cousin? Really? Where's she from? Is she from
around here?
Yeah. She's from here. She's really interesting.
She's a songwriter.
Wow. Is she our age?
Yeah. Well, she's 24.

My sister and I are really good friends.
Really? That's nice. Is she a student, too?
Actually, no. She's 28. She's my older sister. She's
a teacher.
A teacher? Really? What's her name?
Melissa.She's really nice. But she's shy.

Carlos and I are good friends.
Carlos? Really? Carlos from our class?
Yeah.
He's really smart.
Yeah, he is. You know, he's 45.
45? Really? Wow he looks 30!
You know, he's a big soccer fan.

Everyday Life

Lesson 8, Ex. 2A p. 36 (1.48)
Man

Yes, that's right. Close your books.
How do you spell "close"?
C-L-0-S-E.
Thank you.

5. Mr. Brown

Now. Close your books.What can you
remember about the picture? Andrei, your
book is still open.
I'm sorry. Close? Like this?

Lesson 8, Ex. 48 p. 25 (1.36)
1.

Mr. Brown
Andrei
Mr. Brown
Andrei

What's your weekly routine?
One. Do you take a class in the evening?
Two. Do you and your family eat together on Sundays?
Three. Do your friends call you in the evening?
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Four. Does your best friend meet you after class?
Five. Do you and your friends play sports?
Six. Do you go shopping on Saturdays?
Seven. Does your best friend go shopping with you?
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Lesson C, Ex. 3A p. 39 (1.52)
1.

Man
Woman

Do you text your parents?
No, not really.Well, on my way home at night.
I text and say "I'm on my way."

2.

Man
Woman

Do you watch a lot of sports on TV?
Well, I only watch soccer.You know, on the
weekends.

3. Woman

Do you read the news online?
Yeah. Well, in the mornings. I make coffee and
check the headlines.

4. Woman

Do you play games on the Internet?
Yes.Well, I play chess with my friend in the
evenings.

Man

Man

5.

Man
Woman

Do you listen to the radio?
Well, I listen to the same show in the mornings.
But that's all.

Lesson D, Ex. 2A p. 41 (1.53)

Woman

Hey, Tyler, here's an interesting article about
teenagers, you know, about their daily habits.
Just listen to this! "An average teenager sends or
receives over two hundred text messages a day."
That's amazing!
Two hundred? Yeah, well, I only send about fifty
messages a day.
Yeah, but how many do you receive?
Well, um ...probably about fifty! Oh, OK. So I send
and receive about a hundred text messages a day.
That's not bad.
And what about music? Do you listen to a lot of
music? The average teenager listens to music for
two hours a day.
I don't know ...Actually, I only listen when I'm
on the bus or train, and uh ... that's about two
hours every day.So I think I listen to music about
two hours a day.I guess I'm pretty average when it
comes to music.

Tyler
Woman
Tyler
Woman
Tyler

Unit 5

Woman
Tyler

Woman

Tyler

Woman
Tyler

Yeah....And then it says, "teenagers spend over
four hours a day on the Internet."
Oh, I don't spend that much time.You know,
I'm only on for about two hours at night ... Oh,
wait ...I spend about two hours on different social
networks during the day.OK. So I guess I spend four
hours a day on the Internet. Is that a lot?
Oh, I don't know ...OK. How much television do
you watch? It says here that an average teenager
watches about twenty hours a week of television.
Now that's a lot.
Twenty hours? I don't watch twenty hours a week!
Let's see. On weekdays, I watch about three hours
at night, and then, uh ...on the weekends I watch
three or four baseball games or soccer matches.So
that's probably eight hours.So how much is that?
It's twenty-three hours a week! I mean, that's almost
one whole day a week you spend watching TV!
So I spend twenty-three hours a week in front of the
TV! Wow, that's pretty bad, isn't it!

lesson D, Ex. 28 p. 41 (1.54)
1. Tyler

So I send and receive about a hundred text
messages a day. That's not bad.

2. Tyler

So I think I listen to music about two hours a day.
I guess I'm pretty average when it comes to music.

3. Tyler

OK. So I guess I spend four hours a day on the
Internet.Is that a lot?
So I spend TV twenty-three hours a week in front of
the TV! Wow, that's pretty bad, isn't it!

4. Tyler

www.irLanguage.com

Free time

Lesson A, Ex. 18 p. 44 (2.01)

Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca

Hey, Robert, listen to this. It's a survey in my
magazine.
What's it about?
It's about your free time.
OK. Ask me the questions.
Wait. Name: Robert Acosta. Occupation: Student.
OK. One. How often do you go out? Every night?

Once or twice a week? Other?

Robert
Rebecca

Um ...I guess I go out once or twice a week.
OK. Two. When do you usually go out? On

Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca

On weekends.
How about weeknights?
No.
OK. Three. Where do you go? To the movies? To
clubs? To restaurants? To the gym? Other? Well, not
the gym, that's for sure....
Hey! Check, uh ... movies and restaurants.

Robert

weeknights? On weekends?
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Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert
Rebecca
Robert

Next question: Four. Who do you go out with? Your
family? Your friends? Your girlfriend? Other?

Um ...my friends.
Friends? No girlfriend?
No, not right now.
OK. Five. And how often does your family eat out

together? Once or twice a week? Two or three times
a month? Only on special occasions? Other?

No way!
OK.Other?
Yeah. Once a month.
Last question. Six. What do you do in your free time
at home? Do you ... go on the Internet?
No.

Relax in front of the TV?

Yeah.

Rent movies?
No.

Other?

Yeah. I do surveys in magazines!
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Lesson A, Ex. 38

Man
Woman
Man
Woman
2. Woman
Man
Woman
Man
1.

p. 45 (2.04)

Do you relax in your free time?
Well, yes, on the weekends.
What do you do?
I sleep late, read, watch 'TV ..•
Do you go to the movies?
Yes, I do. I like movies a lot.
How often do you go?
Two or three times a month.

Lesson 8, Ex. 3A p. 47 (2.07)
1.
Sitcom actor Oh, no! What is that? (laughter)
2. Game show host (buzzer) Oh, I'm sorry. That's the

wrong answer. Now it's Cecilia's turn.
3. (cartoon music theme song and sound effects)

4.

Newscaster

5. Soap opera actor
6.

7.

Talk show host

Announcer

8. Reality show host

Contestant

Good evening. Tonight's top story:
twenty thousand new jobs ...

(music) But Diane, ... I love you.
(music) OK.Welcome to the show.My

guest tonight is an actor. Her latest
movie is just out this week. Ladies
and gentleman, please welcome....

(nature sounds) The groundhog sleeps

through the winter and comes out in
the spring....

OK. You have thirty seconds.Are you
ready?
Uh....yeah, I'm ready!

Lesson C, Ex. 3A p. 49 (2.11)
Man No, I have a job at a radio station.So I work
1.

every day. I mean, my evenings are free. But
usually I'm tired in the evenings, so I just go
home and relax.

2. Woman

3.

Unit 6

Man

No, never! (laughs) They're so noisy! And I don't
like the music.So yeah, on Fridays I meet my
friends and we go to a cafe and we just like, talk
and hang out together.
Well, yeah, I mean, we always have dinner
together. But then l do my homework and my
mom reads to my little brother.My dad usually
watches the news.And sometimes my brother
and I play games on our computers.

4. Woman

Man

5.

Well, I hang out with Jessica.She's really fun.
We're friends from school. So, yeah, she's nice.
We're good friends.
I don't really know them. I live in an apartment
building and I never really see anyone.They're
all pretty quiet and, anyway, I work at a club
every night, so I get home very late.So, no, I
don't really know my neighbors.

Lesson D, Ex. 28 p. 51 (2.12)
1. Megan

Man
Megan
Man
Megan
Man
Megan
Man
Megan

2.Ryan

Woman
Ryan
Woman
Ryan
Woman
Ryan
Woman
Ryan
Woman
Ryan
Woman
Ryan

So, uh ...how do you like your new cell phone?
Oh, I love it. I use it all the time.
Really?
Yeah, you know, it's a smartphone, so I use it for
email. I think I check my email every five minutes!
What about texting? Do you text a lot?
Well, yeah. I mean, I never make phone calls. I just
text people. And I go on my social network a lot,
probably once or twice every hour.
What about music? Do you use it to listen to music?
No, I don't. I mean, I'm just too busy.

You have a cell phone, right?
Um ... yes.Yes, I do.
So what do you do with it ...your cell phone?
Well, you know, I send a lot of text messages, and
uh ...
Do you ever go on a social networking site?
Well, not with my phone. I mean, it's not a
smartphone....um ... I use my laptop for that.
What about phone calls? Do you make a lot of
phone calls?
Well, um ... I call my girlfriend a lot. I talk to her
three or four times a day.
Really? Uh ... so how often do you see her?
Well, she lives about two hundred miles away, so
only once a month.
Huh ...just once a month ...
Yeah, but we talk on the phone all the time.And if I
see something interesting, I take a photo of it with
my phone and I send it to her! It's great.

Neighborhoods

lesson 8, Ex. 2 p. 56 (2.18)
DJ (music) Hi, everybody, you're listening to KYMZ on Ninety
eight-point-six. My name is Ross Williams. So, what's on
this weekend?
1. OK. Now, on Saturday night, there's a children's concert
at the park.There's music, dancing, and games. Huh.
Sounds like a lot of fun.The concert starts at 5:30 p.m.So,
that's 5:30 p.m. tomorrow ...at the park.
2. On Sunday, there's an art exhibit at the museum all
afternoon.The exhibit is called "Computer Crazy." There's
work from local artists.So, go down to the museum on
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Sunday. Um ...it starts at twelve noon.That's twelve
o'clock on Sunday.
3. OK, soccer fans, listen up.The three o'clock match on
Saturday at the stadium is now at three-thirty.That's
three-thirty-there at the stadium.
4. Finally, if you like theater, go and see the play Are you
OK? It's on Saturday night at the City Theater.They say
it's very funny. It starts at seven-forty-five.So, have a
great weekend, folks.There's a lot to do in town here this
weekend.
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Lesson C, Ex. 3A p. 59 (2.22)
1. Jason and Sophia
Jason
Sophia
Jason

You know, I need some new sunglasses.
Yeah, me too. My sunglasses are really old.
So, let's go to the mall.There's a big department
store there.They have sunglasses, I think.
You know, I don't really like big department stores.
They're always so busy.
Actually, there's a store over there-next to the
gym.
OK. Let's try there.

Sophia
Jason
Sophia

2. Tyler and Jen
Tyler
Jen
Tyler
Jen
Tyler
Jen
Tyler
Jen
Tyler
Jen

Unit 7

I really need a break from work.
Oh, I know. I'm tired.
Well ... I have an idea ... Let's do something fun
after work.
Yeah, let's go out somewhere. Do you know any good
places?
Well, there's a new club near here. There's a jazz band
tonight, I think.
You know, I'm not a big fan of fazz. I mean, it's OK,
but ...
Well, what about the Rock Club? It's a fun place to go.
I'm a big fan of rock. I love rock music.
Me too.That's a great idea.
The bands usually start around seven o'clock.
OK.That sounds perfect. Let's do it.

Michael
Anna
Michael
Anna
Michael
Anna
Michael
Anna
Michael
Anna

I'm kind of hungry. How about you?
Yeah, me too. Uh, do you know any good places to
eat?
Well, there are a lot of nice restaurants around
here.
Right. But I, uh, don't have a lot of money with me.
No, me neither ... Let's just go to a fast-food
place.
You know, I never eat fast food. I mean, I don't
really like it.
Right....Well, there's an outdoor cafe over there.
It's not very expensive.
Are you sure?
Yeah, I go there a lot.
OK. Well, let's eat there.

Lesson C, Ex. 38
1. Sophia
2.
3.

Tyler
Anna

p. 59 (2.23)

You know, I don't really like big department
stores. They're always so busy.
I'm a big fan of rock. I love rock music.
You know, I never eat fast food. I mean, I don't
really like it.

Out and about

Lesson 8, Ex. 1A
Woman

p. 68 (2.27)

They're playing basketball.
They're playing football.
They're playing volleyball.
They're doing aerobics.
They're doing weight training.
They're doing karate.
They're bowling.
They're running.
They're biking.

Lesson C, Ex. 3A and 38
1. Woman
2.

3. Michael and Anna

Man

p. 71 (2.34)

I'm having a pretty terrible day. My boyfriend is
having lunch with his old girlfriend right now.

4.

You know, my sister is an actress, and this
month they're doing a new play at the City
Theater. It's about a yoga teacher and her
student.

5. Woman

You know, I'm now in a book club. We meet
every month and talk about a different book.
The people are really nice. I'm making a lot of
new friends.

6.

1-jey, I have tickets for the basketball game
tonight.

Man

1.
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Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman

2.

I'm working in a cafe this summer. It's fun. I'm
learning a lot of new things.
I think my girlfriend's an Internet addict! She's
on her computer 24 hours a day. And she never
calls! It's driving me crazy.

3. Woman
Man

Lesson 0, Ex. 28 and 2C p. 73 (2.35)

Man
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man

Woman
Man
Woman

3.

Man
Woman
Man
Woman

So are you enjoying the class?
Yeah, I really am. I'm coming twice a week now.
Twice a week? That's great.
Yeah.You know, it's not like an exercise class.
This is much more fun.
That's for sure.
Uh ... but what I really like is, I'm learning
something new.And I'm getting in shape. It's
good exercise.
Yeah, it is.
Here you are.
Oh, thank you. I'm so thirsty ... So, how many
miles do you usually do?
Oh, about twenty to thirty miles. I mean, I ride
every weekend.
That's amazing.So you really enjoy it.
Yeah, I do. I just love the mountains.And it's so
beautiful here in the spring! I just really like ...
you know, you get to see some amazing views.
And it's good to be outside.
Yeah, the weather is beautiful this year ...
Well, are you ready? Let's go!
Yeah. I guess!
Hello?
Hi, it's me, Elena.
Oh, hi, Elena. What's up? I only have a minute
to talk. I'm just leaving....
Well, I have a quick question for you ... What
time is the party tonight?
Photocopiable © Cambridge University Press 2014

Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman

4.

Man
Woman

Unit 8

I'm sorry, the what? There's a lot of noise there.
Oh-I'm calling from the park.We're practicing
for a game next weekend.
Oh, that's cool.
Yeah. It's just a local team.I like it-I get to
meet new people ...
So how often do you play?
Every Saturday-you know, we either have
practice or we play against another team.
Anyway, what time is the party tonight?....
Uh, are you enjoying your new exercise routine?
Actually, I like it a lot.

Woman
Man
Woman

Man

So, uh ...why don't you join a gym? I mean,
it's ...uh ...kind of noisy in here when you're
exercising. It's six a.m.!
Well, gym fees are very expensive.I like, you
know ...these exergames are free, so ...
Well, that's good, I guess.
Also, they're really convenient. I like that. I'm
exercising every day now I mean, I play tennis,
do aerobics, and do some karate-befor1:, you
even get up.
Yeah, I do know. I mean, it wakes me up every
morning.

Shopping

Lesson C, Ex. 3A and 38 p. 81 (2.47)
1 Clerk
Can I help you?
Uh, yes.I'm looking for a gift for my wife. It's her
Man
birthday this week.
Clerk OK.Are you looking for jewelry? A purse? Um ...
or a scarf?
Man I don't know, really. Uh ... maybe a scarf.
Clerk OK. Now, what colors does she like to wear?
Um ... that's a good question ...She wears a lot
Man
of different colors.
Clerk Let me think ... what about this red scarf? It's a
hundred and ninety-nine ninety-five.
Oh! That's kind of expensive, I mean, uh ...I'm
Man
not sure about red, um ...
Clerk Does she wear black? We have this black and
white scarf.
It's a designer scarf, but it's on sale for forty-nine
fifty.What do you think?
Man
Forty-nine fifty? That's not expensive.And it's
nice, too.I guess I'll take it.
2.

Man

Clerk

Woman

Clerk

Womon

Clerk

Woman

Clerk
Woman

Clerk
Woman

Clerk

Woman

3. Clerk
Man

Clerk

Do you need some help?
Uh, yes.I want to look at those sunglasses.
Do you mean these? The blue sunglasses?
Right. How much are they?
They're seventy-nine ninety-five. Here-try them
on.
Oh, nice.What do you think? Do they look good
on me?
Let's see ...Yes, they look great on you.They're
very popular this season.
But I really like those, too.The black sunglasses
right there.
These are on sale for seventy-four ninety-five.
They're usually a hundred and fifty dollars.It's
a great price. Here, put them on.
Oh, they look really cool. But I'm not sure.
Um ...Just so you know, the sale ends today.
Really? OK, well I'll take the black sunglasses.
I wear black a lot.
Can I help you with something?
Oh, yes, thank you! I'm looking for a pair of socks
to go with this grey suit and red tie.
Um ...let me think ...
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Man

Clerk

Man

Clerk

Oh, I really like those socks.The red and gray
socks.They go with my suit and my tie. Uh, how
much are they?
Let's see.They're fifteen dollars and ninety-five
cents. But, uh ... here's a little fashion advice.
People usually wear black socks with grey suits. Or
maybe grey socks.And, uh, I have these really nice
black socks here for only nine ninety-five.
You know, I hate to wear black socks all the time. I
want something a little more interesting ... I'll just
take the red and gray socks.
OK. No problem.

Lesson 0, Ex. 28 p. 83 (2.48)
Man
Do you like to go shopping? I mean, do you go
shopping a lot?
Young-hi Uh-huh. I love to shop. And there are a lot of
really cool shoe stores and clothing stores in
my neighborhood, um, near my apartment.And
they're not expensive.
Man Yeah?
Young-hi Yeah. And like, my favorite store is near the
market-it's a little clothing store-I buy a lot of
things there so ...
Uh-huh.
Man
Young-hi They don't have brand names, but they always
have the latest fashions, and I just like to look at
the new things every week. And uh ... it's just a
fun place to go.You know, the clerks are friendly
andSo, do you go there every week? That's a lot of
Man
shopping!
Young-hi Actually, yeah. Like, often, on my way home at
night, after work, I like to go in and look around.
Man Is it open late, then? I mean, you often work late,
until seven.
Young-hi Oh, yeah.It's open until around nine I think.
Huh.
Man
Young-hi So, how about you? Where do you shop? I mean,
usually?
Man Well, let's see. Um, actually, I don't really
need to shop a lot. I mean, these jeans are my
brother's. They're over ten years old, but they
look great.
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Unit 9

A wide world

Lesson A, Ex. 38 p. 87 (2.52)

1. Woman
2. Woman
3. Woman
4. Woman
5. Woman
6. Woman
7. Woman
8. Woman

What fun things can you do in your city?
What can't you do?
You can sit at outdoor cafes at night.
You can't go to a show every night
You can spend a day at the beach.
You can't see live music at a club
You can take a ferry to an island.
You can go up a tower.

Lesson 8, Ex. 38 and 3C p. 89 (3.02)

Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard

Woman

Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard
Woman
Richard

Do you want to go out for dinner tonight?
Sure, let's go out. I love to eat out.
Me too. So where can we go?
Well, I can always eat Mexican food. It's my
favorite.
Hmm. I like it, but I'm not really in the mood for it
tonight.
OK.Well, there's a good Italian restaurant near my
gym.We can go there.
Oh, I know the place.Yeah, it's good. But I eat
there a lot. Can we try somewhere new?
Well, do you like Japanese?
Um, it's OK, but it's not my favorite. Any other
ideas?
Thai? Thai food is always good.
Um, I don't often eat Thai food. It's a little spicy for
me.
OK .... I know. We can go to that new Brazilian
restaurant. I love Brazilian food.
Me too. But I eat it all the time. Well, every Sunday.
My grandmother's from Brazil, so ...Well, can you
get on the Internet? Maybe we can check out some
restaurants online?
Oh, good idea. Let's see ... OK, well here's one.
It's a Chinese place. I can always eat Chinese.
Listen, it says you can eat all you want at their new
buffet.
Chinese? I mean, I like Chinese food, but ... I
don't know.What else?
There's an Indian restaurant. I love Indian food.
Oh, I can't eat Indian food.You see, I can't eat
spicy food.
No? That's too bad. OK. Well, what can you eat?
Turkish?
Um, I don't know anything about Turkish food.
OK. I know. Let's go to that new place near the
movie theater.You can eat hamburgers, right?
Um, yeah, I can. OK-that sounds great!
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Lesson C, Ex. 3A p. 91 (3.05)

Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki
Stan
Yuki

We use a lot of English words in Japanese. What
about English? Does it have a lot of foreign words?
Oh, yeah, especially for food. I mean, just look at this
menu. Look at the word hamburger.
I know the word hamburger-It's a kind of sandwich!
But it's an English word, right?
Well, actually the word hamburger is German.
German? Really?
Yeah, the word comes from the city of Hamburg, in
Germany.
But hamburgers are really popular in the United
States, right?
Yeah.You can find hamburgers in almost every
American restaurant.
What about this word, tortilla?
The word tortilla is Spanish.People eat tortillas all
over Mexico and Central America.
So what is a tortilla, exactly?
Well, it's a kind of bread ... Uh, it's kind of like a
pancake. Look, here's a picture of one.
Oh, OK.
You can make sandwiches with them.They have five
different tortilla sandwiches on the menu.
Hmm. I bet they're delicious.
OK. Here's another word you hear in English

baklava.

Is that a sandwich?
No, it's a kind of dessert. And it's really, really good.
Just look at this photo.
Oh. I want to try it sometime! So where does the word
come from?
The word is Turkish, but baklava is popular in both
Greece and Turkey. Oh, look-on Saturday nights,
they have music from different countries here.
Here? In this restaurant?
Yeah.And tonight they have balalaika music.So
that's another foreign word we use in English! The
word balalaika is Russian.
So what does balalaika mean?
Well, a balalaika is a kind of musical instrument. It's
very popular in Russia. It's kind of like a guitar.
You know, I love Russian music.
Really? Me too. So do you want to come back later
tonight? And have some baklava for dessert?
I'd love to!
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Unit 10

Busy lives

Lesson 8, Ex.
Co-worker
Mei Lei
Co-worker
Mei Lei

Co-worker

Mei Lei

2A p. 101 (3.11)
Hey, Mei Lei, what are you doing?
Oh, I'm just taking a survey online ...
Oh, OK.
I just love these surveys. OK. Did you have a
busy week? Oh, yes, I did.Hmmm. Let's see ...
One. Did you have to work late every night? Yes,
I did. I always work late.
Two. Did you write any reports? Reports? No,
I didn't. Not this week.
Three. Did you get a lot of emails? Let me think.
I got about a hundred emails on Monday, about
75 on Tuesday ... Uh-huh.Yes, I did.
Four. Did you have any appointments? Yep. My
boss, my assistant, and four or five other people
I work with.Yeah, a lot of appointments. Yes,
I did.
Five. Did you make a lot of phone calls? Uh, no,
I didn't.These days I just send a lot of emails.
Six. Did you go to any meetings? No, I didn't.Nope.
I didn't have to go to any meetings.
Well, we had a meeting this morning, but you
forgot it.
Oh, my gosh. I'm sorry. I think maybe I'm
working too hard!

Woman
Tyler

3. Woman

Louis
Woman
Louis
Woman
Louis
Woman
Louis
Woman
Louis

Man
Laura

Man
Laura

2. Woman

Tyler

Woman
Tyler
Woman
Tyler
Woman
Tyler
Woman
Tyler

Friday.I'm exhausted.
Really? Why's that?
Well, because on Monday my boss said I had to
write a big report. And, uh ... I had to finish it
Thursday. So I worked late Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday night.
You did? Did you finish it on time?
Yeah, thank goodness. But then my boss said I
had to change some things. So I had to work late
on it again Thursday and all day today. I mean,
I didn't have a minute to relax all week.
Oh, I'm sorry to hear that.
But, the good news is my boss loved the report!
So now I get to present it next week at an
important meeting.
Hey, Tyler-How are things?
Pretty good.Thanks.Actually, really good. I just
got some great news.
You did? What's that?
You know I'm taking an art class
... No, I didn't know.
Yeah. I started last year.Well, anyway, I just
finished a painting of my sister, and my teacher
loved it.
Oh, that's great.
Yeah.And guess what? She wanted to put it in
an art exhibit ...
That's amazing.
...And now she wants to buy it.
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Louis, how are you?
Well, OK, things aren't going too well, I guess.
Oh really? What happened?
Well, you know, I got a job at a department store
a couple of months ago ...?
Yeah, I remember that.
So last month I bought a lot of new clothes and
a computer and I got an expensive new phone.
You did? Great. Good for you.
Yeah. But listen. I paid for it all with a credit
card, but I didn't worry because I have this great
job, right? Well, wrong!
Oh no. What happened?
Last Friday, the store closed.Just like that!
I mean, we all lost our jobs overnight.And now
I can't pay my credit card bill ...

Lesson D, Ex. 2A and 28 p. 105 (3.16}
Ethan Hey, Tim and Laurie.This is Ethan.How are you

Lesson C, Ex. 3A, 8, and C p. 103 (3.15)
1. Man Hi, Laura.How are things going?
Laura Pretty good, but, boy ...Thank goodness it's
Man
Laura

How exciting!
Yeah for a thousand dollars. A thousand
dollars! I just sold a painting for one thousand
dollars.

Alexis

Sarah

guys doing? I'm just calling to say I'm back.I had
an amazing time in Paris! And you know me-how I
usually just eat hamburgers and pizza.Well, I tried
everything there. I mean, I had a new dish every
night and I have to say-I just love French food.So,
yeah. Now I'm home-and guess what? I'm taking a
cooking class. I can't eat in French restaurants every
night here, so yeah, I'm learning how to cook French
food! OK, well call me. Come over sometime.Try my
cooking!
Hey, Jade.Alexis here. Guess what? I'm so excited.
You know I went to an interview for a summer
job.Well, the good news? ... I got the job! Thank
goodness! The bad news? ...I had to buy some nice
clothes, like a skirt. I even bought some heels! Ugh.
You know me-I hate to shop. But the job is in a law
office so I can't wear jeans and sneakers.Oh, well.
Anyway, call me.I got tickets for a show tomorrow. My
sister's in it.Can you come·? OK. Bye. Call me.
Hey, Sam.Are you there? Listen.You know you and
Lee are always saying that I watch too much TV and
that I don't get enough exercise? Well, I just did
something totally crazy! I went to a sports store, and
I bought an exercise bicycle. I brought it home and
put it next to my bed. So I rode it for an hour last
night, and then I went on it again this morning. It's
great.And I really liked it.I can't believe it! I think I
have a new routine! OK, so the bicycle is in front of
my TV, and I watched television the whole time. But I
got some good exercise!
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Unit 11

Looking back

Lesson C, Ex. 3A, B, and C p. 113 (3.26)
Conversation 1
Amy

Rex

Amy

Rex

Amy

Rex

Amy

Rex

Amy

Hey, Rex. How are you doing?
Pretty good.Umm ...did you have a good weekend?
Yeah, I went hiking with some friends, uh ...you
know, up in the mountains.
Well, you had some pretty good weather for that.
Yeah, it was nice to be outdoors ...So, how was your
weekend?
Good. Uh ... I spent Saturday at the beach.
But you didn't get a sunburn.
No, I was under the umbrella most of the time.So,
anyway ... I guess I have to get back to work.
Yeah, me too.See you later.

lesson D, Ex. JA p. 115 (3.27)

Miranda

About a month ago, I was in a department store
with a friend of mine. It was after work.Anyway,
my friend loves shopping, and I don't. I hate
shopping. Anyway, I was rea/ly tired, and she
picked up this sweater and said, "What do you
think? Do you like this sweater?" And I didn't like
it, so I just said, "Ugh! It's horrible. The colors are
awful. Who bvys sweaters like that?Yuck."

John

I remember one time, I was in fifth grade, so I
guess I was ten or eleven years old.Anyway, my
mom and dad had people over for dinner.But
they weren't friends. It was ...um ...it was
my dad's boss and his wife. Yeah, that's right.
Anyway, my dad's boss said to me, "So, you have
a new teacher at school." And I said, "Yeah.She's
not very nice. I think she's mean, and I don't like
her." So, anyway, I went to school the next day,
and when I saw my teacher, ...

Conversation 2

John
Laura
John
Laura
John
Laura
John
Laura
John
Laura

So, Laura, how was your weekend?
Pretty good. I mean, I didn't do anything special, but
I went shopping with my sister.Uh ... I bought these
new shoes.
Oh, they're nice.
Thanks.So, anyway ...did you do anything special?
Not much. Um ... but I got together with some
friends on Saturday night. We went dancing at that
new Brazilian Club.We were there pretty late.
Wow! Sounds like fun.
Yeah, it was. Well, anyway ... I wanted to tell you
about my plans for the summer.
Yeah? What plans do you have?
I'm planning a trip to Mexico.
Wow.That's great.

Conversation 3
Joe How's it going, Emma? Did you have a good
weekend?
Emma Oh, yeah, it was great. It was the first weekend. I
didn't study!
Joe Oh ...so you don't have any exams this week?
Emma No, I had all my exams last week.So I just went to
the movies....How about you? What did you do?
Joe Well, I have my math exam today, so, you know, I
studied pretty much the whole weekend.
Emma Oh, that's too bad.
Joe Yeah, I know. But I feel good about the exam. I
mean, I think I'm ready for it ....Anyway, I have to
go to the library now. I want to study some more.
Emma Well, good luck!
Joe Thanks, Emma.
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Lesson D, Ex. 38 p. 115 (3.28)

Miranda

About a month ago, I was in a department store
with a friend of mine. It was after work. Anyway,
my friend loves shopping, and I don't. I hate
shopping. Anyway, I was rea/ly tired, and she
picked up this sweater and said, "What do you
think? Do you like this sweater?" And I didn't like
it, so I just said, "Ugh! It's horrible.The colors are
awful. Who buys sweaters like that? Yuck." ... My
friend was very quiet.Then my friend said,
"Actually, I bought one last week." I felt so bad! It
was awful!

John

I remember one time, I was in fifth grade, so I
guess I was ten or eleven years old.Anyway, my
mom and dad had people over for dinner. But
they weren't friends. It was ...um ... it was
my dad's boss and his wife.Yeah, that's right.
Anyway, my dad's boss said to me, "So, you have
a new teacher at school." And I said, "Yeah. She's
not very nice. I think she's mean, and I don't like
her." So, anyway, I went to school the next day,
and when I saw my teacher, she said to me, "Hi,
John. I hear you met my father last night."
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Unit 12

Fabulous food

Lesson 8, Ex. 48 p. 121 (3.35)
1. Woman
2. Woman
3. Woman
4. Woman
5. Woman

What would you like to do tonight?
Would you like to go out for dinner?
Would you like to try a new place?
Where would you like to meet?
What would you like to do after dinner?

4. Man
Abby
Man
Abby
Man
Abby

Lesson C, Ex. 3A and 38 p. 123 (3.37)
1. Woman
Jack

Woman
Jack
Woman

2.

Man
Rachel
Man
Rachel

Man
3. Woman

Peter
Woman
Peter
Woman
Peter
Woman

Jack, I'm going out for lunch. Do you want to
come? I know a good soup place near here.
Actually, I'd like to try that new Italian
restaurant. I'm hungry and I feel like some
pasta, and maybe some chicken or something.
And they have great desserts. Would you like to
go there?
You can eat pasta, meat, and dessert for lunch?
Really?
Well, it's almost noon. I had breakfast at five
o'clock this morning. That's seven hours ago.
You know, it's not good to eat a big meal
at noon. It makes you really sleepy in the
afternoon.You can't work if you eat a lunch like
that.
Hey, Rachel. I'm going out to get something to
eat. Can I get something for you or ...?
Well, where are you going exactly?
To that pizza place around the corner.
Oh ... Well, I don't really want pizza or
anything. But they have salads. I'd like a small
salad maybe. I'm going out for a big dinner
tonight, so ...
Just a small salad? That's not much for lunch.
It's important to eat a big lunch and then eat
something light for dinner.
Are you going out for lunch now? It's only eleven
o'clock!
Yeah. I'm hungry. I'm going to that Turkish food
stand here.
You mean the place near the park?
Uh-huh.They make great sandwiches. I always
get the lamb and cheese and lettuce. Their
sauce is amazing. Do you want to go or ...?
Hmm. That sounds good! Well, I guess I'm pretty
hungry.
I'm starving.You know, I never have time for
breakfast, so I'm always hungry by eleven
o'clock.
But that's not good. They say never skip
breakfast.You need to eat a good breakfast
every day.
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Man

Would you like to go out for lunch today or ...?
Sure. I'd love to.
So where would you like to go?
Well, I just want something, I don't know, like an
omelette or something.
You don't want a salad or something like that?
No, I'd like to go to that French cafe. Their
omelettes are sooo good.They use three eggs,
and a lot of cheese.And they cook them in pure
butter. Mmm-mmm.They're delicious.
I can't believe you eat omelettes! It's not good to
eat eggs, cheese, and butter. Those things are just
not good for you!

Lesson D, Ex. 2A p. 125 (3.38)
Olivia

Man
Olivia

Man
Olivia

Man

Olivia

Man
Olivia

Man
Olivia

Man

Olivia

I went to a really good restaurant last week. It's
called Cafe Bravo. Do you know it?
No.Tell me about it. I want to take my girlfriend
somewhere really nice. For her birthday. Is it Italian?
Actually, it's a Spanish restaurant.The owner's from
Spain-from Barcelona, I think.
So what kind of food do they serve? I don't know
much about Spanish food.
Well, their specialty is paella.They say it's really
authentic paella.Just like in Spain.
Paella? What's that?
It's a rice dish with seafood and chicken and lots of
different things. I had a seafood paella with shrimp
and all different kinds of shellfish-it was delicious.
They have a lot of fish and seafood. Actually, there
weren't many meat dishes on the menu.
Hmm, I'm not sure she'd like it. She doesn't like
shellfish.... I guess she's kind of a picky eater.
Well, one of my friends is a vegetarian, and he
ordered a vegetarian paella. They have a whole list
of vegetarian dishes.
Oh, well that's good.She likes vegetarian food.
What about the service? Was it good?
It was a little slow, but we weren't in a hurry or
anything, and the servers were really friendly. It
was pretty noisy. But it was a good atmosphere, you
know, fun.
Was it expensive?
Well, it wasn't cheap. But I highly recommend it. I
think your girlfriend would like it.
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Workbook answer key
Unit 1

All about you

Lesson A Hello and good-bye pp. 2-3

David
Leti

Exercise 1

A

1. a. Hi.
2. a. Hi, I'm Lucille. Nice to meet you.
3. b. I'm fine, thanks.
4. a.See you later.
5. b. Bye.See you tomorrow.
6. a. G_ood, thanks. How are you?

B

Jack
Anna
Jack
2. Julie
Sonia
3. Mike
4. Joan
Mary

1.

Hello.
Hi.
Nice to meet you.
How are you?
I'm fine
Have a good evening.

I am; Are we
we are

Exercise 4

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. Yes, I am. I No, I'm not..
2. Yes, I am. I No, I'm not.
3. I'm fine, thanks. I Fine, thanks./ Good, thanks.
4. Yes, we are. / No, we're not.
5. Yes, I am. I No, I'm not. I No, I'm single.

Lesson C Personal information pp. 6-7

Exercise 1

A

zero; one; two; three; four; five; six; seven; eight; nine; ten
B
2.

Good night.
See you

e-

c

h

Jenny Good morning
Sandra How
Jenny I'm fine I Fine I Good; How are you?
Sandra Have
Jenny You

Lesson B Names pp. 4-5
Exercise 1

r
e-

g

h

t

Exercise 2

Exercise 3

Exercise 2

Answers will vary.

Exercise 3
A
Receptionist
Mi-Young
Receptionist
Sergio
Receptionist
Sergio
Receptionist
Sergio
Receptionist
David
Leti
Leti

t

TOUCHSTONE

name
last
first
spell
Mrs.

B

n

Are
am
're
Am
are
're
Are
'm
're; 're

Are you
I'm not
Are you
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It's Brokaw. I Brokaw./ My last name's Brokaw.
My first name is Mark. I It's Mark. I Mark.
My middle initial is A. I It's A./ A.
My email address is mab@cup.org. I It's mab@cup.org. /
mab@cup.org.
My (tele)phone number is 740-555·2968. / It's 740-5552968. I 740-555-2968.
Yes, I'm an English student./ Yes, I am./ Yes.
My (English) teacher's name is Mrs. Roberts./ Her name is
Mrs. Roberts. I It's Mrs. Roberts./ Mrs. Roberts.

Exercise 4

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. A What's your name?
B My name is Elizabeth Ramos. / It's Elizabeth
Ramos. I Elizabeth Ramos.
2. A What's your cell phone number?
B My cell phone number is 555-8422./ It's 555- 8422. /
555-8422. I My phone number is 555-8422./
My number is 555-8422.
3. A What's your email address?
B My email address is dhanson@cup.org. I
It's dhanson@cup.org. I dhanson@cup.org.

4. A What's your English teacher's name?
B My (English) teacher's name is Mr. Gold. I
It's Mr. Gold./ Mr. Gold.

A Fine.

B Yeah

A Yeah

I Thanks. See you. I Thanks.
See you later.
A Bye. I See you later. I See you.
B Thanks. Bye.

Lesson D Are you here for the concert? pp. B-9

Exercise 1
1.

I Good. I OK. I Pretty good.

Ali Hi; How are you doing?
Ali Pretty good.
Ali Yeah

B

2, 7, 4, 5, 3, 1, 6
A Hello.
B Hi.
A How are you doing?
BOK.
A Are you here for the concert?
B Yeah, I am. How about you?
A Yeah, me too.

Ali thanks.

Good evening.
Joe Thank you.
3. Kate Hello.; Nice to meet you.
Sally Yes; How about you?
Sally Good-bye.
2. Clerk

Exercise 2

A

A Hi. How are you doing?
B Fine, thanks. I Good, thanks. I Pretty good, thanks.
OK, thanks.

Unit 2

In class

Lesson A Classmates pp. 10-11

Exercise 1

A
1. 's; He's
2. are; They're

3. is/ 's; She's
B

4. is I 's; He's
5. are; They're
6. is I 's; She's

Is
B No, he's not.
A Are
B Yes, they are.
A Is
B No, she's not.
A Is
B Yes, he is.
A Are
B No, they're not.
A Is
B Yes, she is.

1. A

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

I

Exercise 2
Silvia are
Silvia Is
Jason 's not; 's
Silvia Is
Silvia Are
Jason 're not; 're; 're
Silvia 's; 's; 's
Exercise 3
Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. A Paul
B Yes, he is.

2. A Joseph, Paula
B Yes, they are. I No, they're not.
3. A Sam
B Yes, he is. I No, he's not.
4. A Claudia, Ines
B Yes, they are. I No, they're not.
5. A Jason, Lisa
B Yes, they are. I No, they're not.
6. A Margaret
B Yes, she is. / No, she's not.
7. A Connie
B Yes, she is. I No, she's not.
8. A Luis, Ana
B Yes, they are. I No, they're not.

Lesson B What's in your bag? pp. 12-13
Exercise 1
1. a pen
2. a workbook
3. a snack
4. a wallet
5. a laptop
6. an umbrella
7. a bag
8. glasses

Exercise 2
1. This is a bag.
2. These are pens.
3. This is a cell phone.
4. These are glasses.

9. a notebook
10. cell phone
11. keys
12. an eraser
13. scissors
14. pencil
15. a bottle
16. watch
5. This is an umbrella.
6. This is a notebook.
7. This is a water bottl.e.
8. This is an eraser.
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Exercise 3
Ms. Simms
Clerk
Clerk
2.
Erica
Jim
Jim
Erica
Bob
3.
Jill
Bob
Jill
Bob
Jill

1.

B

What's
it's
this

1. Where's the teacher's desk?
2.Where's the map? / Where is the map?
3. Where are the workbooks?
4. Where are the scissors?
5. Where are the students' papers?
6. Where's the calendar? I Where is the calendar?

this; Is
it's
What
they're

Exercise 3

these
they're
they
Is
it
these

1. What's on the wall in your classroom?
2. What are your friends' names?
3. What's your English teacher's name?
4. Where's your teacher now?

Lesson C In the classroom pp.

Exercise 1

A
1.a board
2. some posters
3. a window
4. a clock
5. a computer

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. Some posters are on the wall (in my classroom)./ Some
posters.
2. My friends' names are Felix, Sylvia, and Sam./ They're
Felix, Sylvia, and Sam. / Felix, Sylvia, and Sam.
3. My English teacher's name is Mr. Sachs. / It's Mr.
Sachs. I Mr. Sachs.
4. She's I He's in class (now)./ He's/ She's at home
(now).

14-15

7.some scissors
8. a wastebasket
9.some chairs
10.a desk
11. a map
12. a calendar

6. a TV

Lesson D How do you spell it? pp.
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Window is not in the puzzle.
Exercise 2
A
1.on
2.in
3.on
4. next to

5.on
6. in front of
?.under
8. in front of
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Exercise 1
1. Callie
Callie
Bob
Bob
2. Ruby

Millie

Ruby

Millie
3. Yuri
Yuri

Exercise 2

1&-11

Excuse me
Can I borrow
Here you go.
You're welcome.
please
Sure.; Sorry.
Thanks anyway.
What's the word for this in English?
How do you spell
Thanks.

1. 2, 1, 3
A You're late.
B I'm sorry.
A That's OK.
2. 2, 3, 1, 4
A Can I borrow your pen, please?
B Sure.
A Thank you.
B You're welcome.
3. 4, 5, 3, 2, 1
A What's the word for this?
B I'm sorry. I don't know.
A That's OK. What about this?
B I don't know.
A That's OK. Thanks anyway.

Unit 3

Favorite people

Lesson A Celebrities pp. 18-19

Carrie
Josh
Carrie
Josh
Carrie

Exercise 1

A

1. singer
2. actor
3. writer
4. team
5. player

6.band
7. sport
8. fan
9. movie
10. artist

are; 're; 're
Are
're not; is I's
Is
's not; 's not, 's

Exercise 3

1. My neighbors aren't very nice.
2. My best friend isn't a student.
3. I'm not very shy.
4. The students in my class aren't very smart.
5. My English class isn't easy.
6. My teacher isn't very quiet.

B

Exercise 4

Exercise 2

1. She's; Her
2. We're; our
3. He's; His

4. My; your
5. They're; their
6. She's; Her

Exercise 3
Alicia 's
Norah 'm; is; are
Norah 're
Alicia 're; is; 's

Lesson B People we know pp.

Exercise 1

20-21

1. quiet, shy
2. strict
3. smart
4. busy
5. tired
6. lazy
7. friendly I outgoing; outgoing/ friendly
8. fun I interesting; interesting I fun

Exercise 2
Carrie Am
Josh 're not; 're
Carrie Are
Josh am; is, 's not
Josh are; Are

1. Are
Yes, I am. I'm very outgoing. I No, I'm not. I'm not
outgoing.
2. Is
Yes, he I she is. He's I She's very lazy. I No, he's I
she's not. He's I She's not lazy.
3. Is
Yes, it is. It's very hard.I No, it's not. It's not hard.
4. Are
Yes, they are. They're very smart. / No, they're not.
They're not smart.
5. Is
Yes, she I he is. She's I He's a lot of fun. I No, she's
he's not. She's/ He's not fun.
6. Are
Yes, they are. They're very nice. I No, they're not.
They're not nice.
7. Are
Yes, I am. I'm very tired today. I No, I'm not. I'm not
tired today.
8. Are
Yes, we are. We're very busy after class. / No, we're
not.
We're not busy after class.

I

Lesson C Family pp. 22-23

Exercise 1

1. son
2. father
3. wife
4. children
5. sister
6.brother

Exercise 2

1.sixty-five
2. eleven
3. twenty-four
4. fifteen

7. parents
8. mother
9. husband
10. daughter
11. grandmother
12. grandfather

13.aunt
14. cousin
15.uncle

5. sixteen
6. ninety-one
7. fifty-six
8. seventy-seven
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Exercise 3
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A. How are your parents?
B. How's your mom?
A. What are your sisters' names?
A. Oh, how old is he?
A. Who's this?
B. How old are they?
Where's your family today?
A. Where are you from?
A. Where are your parents from in Italy?

Exercise 4

1. How is Kate?
2.Who's I Who is her mother?
3.What are her parents like (at home)?
4. What's I What is her favorite band?

Unit 4

Lesson A In the morning pp. 26-27

A
1. gets up; gets up
2.exercises; plays
3. listens

4.eat
5.checks
6.reads

B

1. Kathy's son doesn't get up early.
2. Kathy doesn't check her email before breakfast.
3. Kathy and her son don't talk a lot in the morning.
4. Kathy's son doesn't do his homework.
5. Kathy and her boss don't eat breakfast together.
6. Kathy's boss doesn't play computer games.

Exercise 2

have; get up, work; studies; does; help; doesn't talk;
listens, sings, don't like; likes; have

Exercise 3
A

4. a

Exercise 1

1. What are they like?
Where are they from?
Are they good?
Are they friendly?
2. Where is she from?
From Chile?
How old is she?
An actor? Is she good?

Exercise 2

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. Really? What's she like?
2. Really? A singer? Is he good?
3. Really? How old is he?
4.Alaska? Wow! What's Alaska like?
5. Oh, interesting. Is she a good teacher?
6. Really? Is it interesting?
7. Really? Is she a painter?
8. Really? Where are you from?

Everyday life

Exercise 1

1. d
2. f
3. b

Lesson D A songwriter? Really? pp. 24-25

5. c
6. g
7.h
8.e

B

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I don't do my homework in the morning.
2. I study English at a great school.
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3. I check my email at home.
4. I listen to the radio at home.
5. I don't drive a car.
6. I don't play games on the computer at work.
7. I read a book after breakfast.
8. I don't go on the Internet at work.

Lesson B Routines pp. 28--29

Exercise 1
A

Answers will vary.

B

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday
Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
I go shopping on Sundays.
I work on Mondays.
I have English class on Tuesdays.
I clean the house on Wednesdays.
I play soccer on Thursdays.
I take guitar lessons on Fridays.
I see my friends on Saturdays.

Exercise 2

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I clean the house on the weekends. I don't go to work
on the weekends.
2. I do homework after class. I don't play sports after class.
3. I clean the house every day. I don't do laundry every day.

4. I go shopping on Saturdays. I don't take a class on
Saturdays.
5. I make phone calls in the afternoons. I don't watch TV
in the afternoons.
6. I read a book at night. I don't read a newspaper at night.

4. Do you have brothers or sisters?
5. Do you work on the weekends?
6. Do you text your friends every day?
7. Do you get up early every day?
8. Do you live with your grandparents?

Exercise 3
Cecilia Do,go
Eduardo don't
Cecilia Do,work
Eduardo do; Do,go
Cecilia do; clean; go
Eduardo Does, play
Cecilia does; Does, play
Eduardo doesn't

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. Yes, I do. I live about a mile away. I No, I don't. I live
three towns away from here.
2. Well, I'm from Brazil originally,but my family lives here
now. I Yes, I am. But I don't like it.
3. No, I'm not. I wo�k part-time and go to school part-time. I
Yes, I am. And I like it.
4. Yes, I do. I have two sisters and a brother. I No, I'm an
only child.
5. Well, I work on Saturdays but not on Sundays. I Well,
not every weekend. I Yes, I do. And I don't like it.
6. Yes, I do. I text my friends at night/ I No, I don't. I text
my friend on weekends.
7. Well, I get up very early Monday to Friday. On weekends,
I get up late. I Yes, I do. I get up at 6:30 every morning.
8. No, I don't. I live with my parents and two brothers.

Exercise 4

1. Do,take
2. Does,do
3.Do,go

4. Do,check
5.Does, read

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. Yes, I do. I take a Spanish class on Monday evenings.
2. Yes,he does. He does the laundry on weekends. I
No,he doesn't. He relaxes on weekends.
3. Yes, we do. We go shopping every Saturday. I No,we
don't. We go shopping on Fridays.
4. Yes,they do. They check their email very early. I No,
they don't. They check their email after breakfast.
5. Yes,she does. She reads the news on the Internet every
morning before breakfast. I No,she doesn't. She reads
the news on the Internet on the weekends.

Lesson C Do you work out every day? pp. 30-31

Exercise 1

A

Yumi I'm new here, and I'm late.
Mike I work part-time in the cafeteria.
Mike It's fun,and the people are nice.
Mike Just Mondays and Wednesdays.
Mike I'm an English student.
Mike I go there Mondays after work. It's great!

B

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. False

Exercise 2

5. True
6. True
7. True

1. Do you live around here?
2. Are you from here originally?
3. Are you a full-time student?

Lesson O On average pp. 32-33

Exercise 1

A

Answers will vary.

B

spend time with family,read, watch TV

c

1. Americans don't usually go out with friends in the
evening.
2. After work, Americans usually relax at home.
3. American high school students usually study for six
hours a week.
4. American high school students watch TV for about
15 hours a week.
5. The average American has a hobby.

Exercise 2
A

Hi Ian,
Yes, I have busy weekends. On Friday nights I visit my
family downtown. On Saturdays, I take a Spanish class at
Grove College. On Sundays, I play soccer. I don't study on
weekends - I don't have time.
Joe
B
Answers will vary.
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Unit 5

Free time

Lesson A Going out pp. 34---35

Exercise 2
A

Exercise 1

Exercise 2
A

1. F He goes out with friends three evenings a week.
2. F He goes to the library once a week I on Tuesday
afternoons/ every Tuesday afternoon I every Tuesday.
3_. T
4. F He takes guitar lessons on Wednesday afternoons.
5. F He plays tennis once a week.
6. F He does the laundry once a week.
7. T

B
T

E
L

8. T

Exercise 3

1. Where do you go after class?
2. When do you text your friends?
3. What do you do in your free time at home?
4. Where do you go on the weekends?
5. Who do you go out with?
Answers to the questions will vary.

Lesson B TV shows pp. 36-37

Exercise 1

A

always, usually, often, sometimes, hardly ever, never

B

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I hardly ever check my email before school.
2. I always exercise in the morning.
3. I sometimes go shopping after work.
4. I never read during dinner.
5. I often watch TV in the evenings.
6. I usually clean my house on Saturdays.
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I
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A

p

(D

B

1. He goes to the gym twice a week.
2. He has classes on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
He has classes on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
mornings.
3. He goes to a club once a week.
4. He has dinner/eats dinner I goes out to dinner with
Sandra on Thursday evenings.
5. He goes to the movies on Friday evenings.
6. He plays tennis (with Bob) on Saturday afternoons.
7. He plays tennis with Bob.
8. He goes to a club on Saturday evenings.

5. documentary
6. talk show
7. reality show
8. the news

1. soap opera
2. cartoon
3. sitcom
4. game show

Answers will vary.
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Exercise 3

Answers will vary.

Lesson C Do you go straight home? pp. 38-39

Exercise 1
Lisa Do you do anything special?
1.
Lisa I mean, do you go every day?

2. Howard I mean, do you know a nice place?
Mary Do you like French?
3.

Paul I mean, do you belong to any clubs?
Paul Do you play baseball?

Exercise 2

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I mean, is she nice?
Yes, she's very nice. She's friendly.
2. I mean, do you have class every day?
No, I have class three days a week.
3. I mean, do you drive?
No, I take the bus.
4. Do you go out with friends?
Yes, we go to the movies or to a club.
5. I mean, do you read every day?
Yes, I do.
6. Do you ever go to clubs on Saturday nights?
No, I don't like clubs.

Exercise 3

Answers will vary.

Lesson D Technology addicts pp. 40-41
Exercise 1

A
8 or 9 hours

Exercise 2
A

B
1. She lives with her parents and her two brothers.
2. Yes, she's a student.

Unit 6

3. She logs on to her social network in the evening.
4. She checks her messages, texts, listens to music, chats
with friends, and watches movies.
5. Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
Yes. She spends too much time in front of the computer. I
No, she doesn't have a problem.

but; and; but; and
B
Answers will vary.

www.irLanguage.com

Neighborhoods

Lesson A Nice places pp. 42-43

Exercise 1

1. a post office
2. some restaurants
3. a movie theater
4. a swimming pool
5. some apartment buildings
6. some fast-food places

Exercise 2

new- old
bad - good
big - small

7. an outdoor cafe
8. a park
9. a supermarket
10. a club
11. some stores
12. a museum

boring - interesting
cheap - expensive
noisy - quiet

Exercise 3

1. There are a couple of cheap fast-food places.
2. There's a / one post office.
3. There's no stadium.
4. There's a I one supermarket.
5. There are no malls.
6. There are a couple of I two apartment buildings.
7. There are some small stores.
8. There are some expensive restaurants.
9. There's a I one beautiful park.
10. There's a / one movie theater.

Exercise 4

Answers will vary.

Lesson B What time is it? pp. 44-45

Exercise 1

A

1. It's twelve p.m.; It's noon.
2. It's eight-oh-five.; It's five after eight.
3. It's three-thirty.
4. It's nine (o'clock).
5. It's ten-forty.; It's twenty to eleven.
6. It's nine-fifty.; It's ten to ten.

B

3

8

1
5
4
7
2
6
9

7:55
9:15
6:25
12:00
8:45
5:35
7:20
5:10
10:30

Exercise2

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. B What time does it close?
A What time is it (now)?
B Let's go.
2. B What time does it start?
B What time does it end?
B Let's watch it.
3. B What time does it open?
A What time do you get up on Saturdays?
A Let's meet at the gym at 9:00.

Exercise 3

1. What time do you get up on weekdays?
2. What time does your family have lunch on Sundays?
3. What time does your English class start?
4. What time do you leave home in the morning?
s. What time do stores open and close in your
neighborhood?/ What time do stores in your
neighborhood open and close?
Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. I usually get up at 7:00 on weekdays.
2. My family has lunch at 2:00 on Sundays.
3. My English class starts at 10:00 a.m.
4. I leave home at 8:00 in the morning.
5. Stores in my neighborhood open at 8:00 a.m. and
close at 8:00 p.m. I Stores open at 8:00 and close at
8:00 p.m. in my neighborhood.
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Lesson C Me too! pp. 46-47

Exercise 1
1. b, c
2. a, c

3. a, b

4.a,c
5. b,c
6.a,b

Exercise 2
1.F
3.T
2. F
4. T

A neighborhood guide pp. 48-49

3,1,4, 2

B

5.F

Exercise 3

Answers will vary.

Exercise 4

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. Me too. I think it's great./ Really? I don't like it very
much.
2. Me neither. The restaurants in this neighborhood are
terrible. I Really? There are some great restaurants in
this neighborhood.
3. I know. Let's eat somewhere else. I Really? But there
are a couple of cheap restaurants here.
4. Me neither. This neighborhood is new for me./ Yeah?
I know a lot of people around here.
5. Me too. It's a terrible place to live./ Really? I just love
our neighborhood.
6. Yeah, I know.The stores in our neighborhood are
boring. I Really? I think we have great stores in our
neighborhood.

Unit 7

Lesson D

Exercise 1
A

1. have food: The food festival,The street fair
2. are on Saturday: The food festival,The street fair
3. have a website: The free classes
4. are during the day: The food festival,The street fair,
The free classes
5. are at night: The concert
6. are outdoors: The food festival,The street fair

Exercise 2
A

1.from,to
2. at, at,on

3. for,at
4. between, through

B

Answers will vary.

c

Answers will vary.

Out and about

Lesson A Away for the weekend pp. 50-51

Exercise 1
A

1. It's hot. It's sunny.
2. It's cold. It's raining.
3. It's warm. It's windy.
4. It's cold. It's sunny.
5. It's cool. It's snowing.
6. It's hot. It's humid.

B

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1.We have four seasons in our city. They are winter,
spring,summer,and fall.
2. My favorite season is fall because it's usually cool and
sunny.
3. I like cold weather.
4. It's warm and sunny today.
5. It's usually warm at this time of year.
6. Yes,it snows in our city. It usually snows in January and
February I in the winter.
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Exercise 2
Ken 'm spending
Erin 're having
Ken 're relaxing; 're not doing,'m reading,is swimming
Erin 'm not working
Ken 'm eating
Erin 'm eating
Erin 'm waiting
Exercise 3

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. F I'm not eating dinner right now. I'm doing my
homework.
2. F I'm not using a computer. I'm writing in my workbook.

3. T

4. F My friends aren't working. They're doing their home
work.
5. F It's not snowing.I It isn't snowing. It's raining.
6. F My best friend isn't skiing. He's I She's watching TV.

Lesson B Sports and exercise pp. 52-53

Exercise 1

A
1. volleyball
2.bowling
3. weight training
4. running
5. biking

B
People play

volleyball
basketball
football

6. basketball
7. karate
8. aerobics
9. football

People do

weight training
karate
aerobics

People go

bowling
running
biking

Exercise 3

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. good; What are you doing?
2. nice; What are you reading?
3. terrible; Where are you working?
4. great; Are you having a good time?
5. wonderful; How often do you go to the gym?
6. too bad; Is it hard work?

Lesson D Staying in shape pp. 56--57

Exercise 1

A

Answers will vary.

B

c

Answers will vary.

Exercise 2
1.
Joe What are you doing
Joe Are you playing
Joe are you having fun
Joe Are you playing
Joe are you winning
2. Janet

Kelly
Kelly
Kelly
Janet
Janet
Janet

How are you doing
Are you working
What are you teaching
are you doing; are you swimming
are you doing
What's I What is she doing
Is she meeting

Lesson C How's it going? pp. 54-55
Exercise 1

What are you doing?
What classes are you taking?
Are you enjoying your classes?
So, why are you studying Spanish and Portuguese?
Where are you working?
Are you practicing your languages?

Exercise 2

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. do you go running; do you go
2. are they staying; having fun
3. are they from; do they visit
4. are you working; do you start work

1. a

2. c
3.b

c

1. No, he isn't.
2. No, he doesn't. (He hates sports.)
3. She's going to school, and she's working part-time.
4. She likes exercise, but she doesn't have a lot of time.
5. He goes (to the gym) every day.
6. He does weight training.

Exercise 2
A

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
a. Slowly add exercise; walk or ride a bike; don't drive;
use the stairs; clean the house; do the laundry; do
something; start today
b. Try exergaming; don't stop your weight training;
remember
c. Try and make time; do aerobics; go to school; go
running

B

Don't be shy.
Buy some good running shoes.
Do aerobics in the morning.
Don't drive to work.
Exercise at least five times a week.
Don't watch TV all the time.
(

Answers will vary.
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Unit 8

Shopping

Lesson A Clothes pp. 58-59

Exercise 1
A

Lesson B Things to buy pp. 60---61

Exercise 1

1. some jeans
2. a dress
3. some pants
4. some boots
5. a suit
6. a belt
7. some rings
8. a hat

9. a necklace
10. some gloves
11. some socks
12. a T-shirt
13. a purse
14. a baseball cap
15. a blouse
16. a tie

Exercise 2

red, yellow, black, purple, white, orange, blue, green,
brown, gray
Answers to the questions wilt vary.

B
pants

Exercise 2
Mia need to buy
Rick want to go
Mia need to get; have to get
Rick want to stay; don't need to buy, want to check
2. Will wants to go
Ana likes to wear
Will like to wear; don't want to go; want to go
Will don't have to change

1.

Exercise 3

T-183 •

Exercise 3
A
1. Lena that
Lena those
Lena these
2. Tito these
Seller That; These
Tito this
B

1. A How much are those boots?
8 They're $99.99.
2. A How much are those ties?
8 They're $38.
3. A How much is this backpack?
B It's $40.
4. A How much are these rings?
B They're $325.99.

Lesson C Can I help you? pp. 62--03

Exercise 1
You want to show you agree.

1. What do you like to wear to the movies?
2. When do you have to wear nice clothes?
3. Do you have to wear a uniform?
4. Do you like to buy things online?
5. What clothes do you want to buy?
6. Where do you like to go shopping?

I know.
Right.
Uh-huh.
Yeah.

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers
include:
1. I like to wear jeans and a T-shirt to the movies.
2. I have to wear nice clothes at work.
3. Yes, I do. I No, I don't.
4. Yes, I do./ No, I don't.
5. I want to buy a sweater and a shirt.
6. I like to go shopping at the mall.

You need time to think.
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You are surprised.

Really?
Oh.

Let's see.
Let me think.
Well,
Uh,
Um,

B

Exercise 2

1. Sarah
2. Kevin
3.Matt

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. Let me think ... I guess it's green.
2.Um, my new gray suit.
3. Uh, I shop online once or twice a month.
4.Let me think ... about $50.
5. Um, let me see ... five.
6. Well, no, we don't.

4.Susana
5.Matt
6. Sarah

Exercise 2

A
I like to shop online . . .

because it's easy to compare prices; because it's
convenient; because you don't always have to pay
sales tax

Exercise 3
Mother Uh-huh.
Roberto Um, let's see.
Mother Oh, really?
Roberto Uh, well ...
Mother Oh,
Roberto let's see.
Mother Uh-huh.
Roberto Uh, let's see.

I hate to shop online . . .

because I always buy things I don't need; because I often
get spam emails from shopping websites

B

Answers will vary.

c

Answers will vary.

Lesson D Shop till you drop! pp. 64-65

Exercise 1
A
Likes to shop online
Matt, Kevin

Doesn't like to shop online
Sarah, Susana

Unit 9

A wide world

Lesson A Sightseeing pp. 66-67

8. In my area, you can go up a tower and get a good
view.I In my area, you can't go up a tower and get a
good view.
9. In my area, you can take a (bus) tour of the city.I In my
area, you can't take a (bus) tour of the city.

Exercise 1

A

1.an island
2.ferry
3.castle
4. statue
5. beach

6. pyramids
7.bridge
8.tower
9. (bus) tour

Exercise 2

A

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:

B

On a rainy day

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. In my area, you can visit an island. I In my area, you
can't visit an island.
2. In my area, you can take pictures from a ferry./ In my
area, you can't take pictures from a ferry.
3. In my area, you can visit an old castle. / In my area, you
can't visit an old castle.
4. In my area, you can see a statue of a famous writer./ In
my area, you can't see a statue of a famous writer.
5. In my area, you can spend a day at the beach. / In my
area, you can't spend a day at the beach.
6.In my area, you can walk around the pyramids. / In my
area, you can't walk around the pyramids.
7.In my area, you can see a famous bridge. / In my area,
you can't see a famous bridge.

You can go to the Art Gallery of Ontario.
You can go to the CN Tower.
You can go to Casa Loma.

On a sunny day
You can go to the CN Tower.
You can go to Centre Island.
You can go to Casa Loma.
You can go to Yorkville.
You can go to the Art Gallery of Ontario.
You can go to Harbourfront Centre.

In the evening
You can go to the CN Tower.
You can go to Yorkville.
You can go to Harbourfront Centre.

With children
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You can go to the CN Tower.
You can go to Casa Loma.
You can go to Yorkville.
You can go to Centre Island.
You can go to Harbourfront Centre.
B
1.

Jill
Dan
Jill
Dan
Jill
Dan
2. Yoshi
Keiko
Yoshi

can
can; can
Can
can't
can
can

Lesson

B Countries pp. 68-69

Exercise 1
A

1.What sports can your best friend play?
2.Can your mother make Mexican food?
3.What languages can you speak?
4. Can your parents speak English?
Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers
include:
1. He I She can play soccer.
2.Yes, she can. I No, she can't.
3. I can speak Italian and English.
4. Yes, they can. I No, they can't.

Lesson C They're a kind of candy. pp. 10-11

can
can
can't

1. Spain
2. Australia
3. Morocco
4.Costa Rica
5. Russia
6. Mexico
7. Peru
8. France

Exercise 3

irLanguage

Exercise 1

9. South Korea
10.China
11. Thailand
12. India
13.Japan
14.Canada
15. Brazil

1. It's a kind of musical instrument. It's called an erhu.
2.They're a kind of shoe.They're called clogs.
3.It's a kind of dress. It's called a sari.
4.They're a kind of candy.They're called Lotta Nuts.
5. It's a kind of sandwich. It's called a sub.
6. It's a kind of drink. It's called a smoothie.

Exercise 2

1.shoe
2. pancake
3.guitar
4.soup
5.milk shake
6. sport

Answers for the chart will vary.
statue
B
1. Japanese
2. American
3. Mexican
4.Italian

Exercise 3

Answers for the chart will vary.

1.a kind of
like
a kind of
2.like
a kind of
kind of like

Exercise 2

Lesson D Exciting destinations pp. 72-73

c

Exercise 1

A

What are great places to visit in Paris?
How can I travel around Paris?
Where can you eat in Paris?
What do people wear in Paris?
B
1. FThe Louvre is a famous art museum in Paris.
2. FThe Latin Quarter is a very old neighborhood.
3. FThe Metro is the subway system in Paris.

4. T

5. F Cafes open early in the morning in Paris.
6. F Parisians like to dress up (and wear designer clothes)
when they go out.
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Exercise 2
A

B
Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

Unit 10

Busy lives

Lesson A A night at home pp.

Exercise 1

2. Yes, we did. We watched the news. I No, we didn't. We
ate in the dining room.
3. Yes, I did. I went to a museum and saw a great movie./
No, I didn't. I had a boring weekend.
4. Yes, I did. I ate at Luigi's. / No, I didn't. I ate at home.
5. Yes, we did. We took a vocabulary test last Tuesday./
No, we didn't. But we took a test yesterday.
6. Yes, I did. I made a big meal every night./ No, I didn't.
My mother made dinner every night last week.
7. Yes, he I she did. He I She wrote and invited me to
a movie. I No, he I she didn't. He I She never writes
emails.
8. Yes, they did. They saw the new Tom Cruise movie./
No, they didn't. They never go to the movies on
Saturday nights.
9. Yes, I did. I spoke to all my friends yesterday./ No,
I didn't. I didn't have time to speak to my friends
yesterday.

74-75

1. stayed home; didn't visit her parents
2. watched TV; didn't practice her guitar
3. studied English; didn't cook dinner
4. played chess; didn't watch a movie
5. listened to music; didn't email friends
6. invited friends over; didn't clean the house

Exercise 2

enjoyed; invited; played, stayed; practiced, walked;
watched, cooked; talked, didn't talk; didn't watch;
studied, cleaned; didn't call

Exercise 3

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I invited a friend over for dinner./ I didn't invite a
friend over for dinner.
2. I stayed home. I I didn't stay home.
3. I studied for an exam. I I didn't study for an exam.
4. I cleaned the house. / I didn't clean the house.
5. I called a friend. I I didn't call a friend.
6. I checked my email. I I didn't check my email.
7. I chatted online. / I didn't chat online.
8. I practiced my English. I I didn't practice my English.
9. I listened to music./ I didn't listen to music.
10. I rented a car. I I didn't rent a car.
11. I cooked a big meal./ I didn't cook a big meal.
12. I exercised. I I didn't exercise.

Lesson 8 A busy week pp.

Exercise 1

1. saw; didn't see
2. read; didn't read
3. wrote; didn't write
4. had; didn't have

Exercise 2
A

1. Did, go
2. Did, have
3. Did, do
4. Did, eat
5. Did, take

B

Answers will vary.

Lesson C Congratulations! pp. 78-79
Exercise 1

A

1. a. Good for you!
2. c. Happy birthday!
3. c. Congratulations!

4. b. Good luck!
5. a. Thank goodness!
6. a. I'm sorry to hear that.

B

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I bought a new car today. I got a bargain.
Good for you!
2. I got 100% on my English exam!
Good for you! I Congratulations!
3. I finally got a job!
Congratulations! I Good for you!/ Thank goodness!
4. I wanted to go on vacation, but I have no money.
I'm sorry to hear that. I That's too bad.

76-77

5. made; didn't make
6. went; didn't go
7. bought; didn't buy
8. did; didn't do

6. Did, make
7. Did, write
8. Did, see
9. Did, speak

Exercise 2

A

1.

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. Yes, I did. l went out every night last week./ No, I
didn't. I stayed home.

2.

Lilly You did?
Lilly Good for you.
Beth You did?
Jun
Jun
Jun

You did?
I'm sorry to hear that.
Good luck!
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B
Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1.You did? I'm sorry to hear that.
2.You did? Did you pass?
3. Good for you! What was it about?
4. I'm sorry to hear that. Are you tired?

Exercise2

A
1. c
2. e
3.b

4. d
5. a

B
Answers will vary.

Lesson DA blog pp. 80-81

Exercise 1

c

A
4, 1, 2, 3

Answers will vary.

B

1. No, he didn't.He needed to study.
2. No, he didn't. The teacher never came.
3. No, he didn't. He fell asleep.
4.Yes, he did. He went to the movies with his friend
Louisa.
5. Yes, she did. She called and sang "Happy Birthday."
6. Answers will vary.

Unit 11

Looking back

Lesson A My first . . .
Exercise 1
1. happy
2. quiet
3.scared

pp. 82-83

4. busy
5. nice
6. nervous

Exercise2

nervous, scared; nice, friendly; good, fun; exhausted,
tired; pleased, happy; nice, new

Exercise 3
1. Grandpa
Sally
Grandpa
2. Paula
Kenton
Paula
Kenton
Paula
3. Carla
Sun-Hee
Carla
Sun-Hee
Carla

4. What did you do there?
5. How long were you there?
Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. My last trip or vacation was two years ago.
2. I went to the Dominican Republic.
3. The weather was hot and sunny.
4. I went to the beach and ate delicious food.
5. I was there for a week.

B

was, was; were
Were
wasn't; was

1. How old was Emi?
2. Where did she go?
3. Who did she go with?
4. What did they do (there)?
5. What was the weather like?
6. How long were they there?

was
Were
weren't, were
Were
were

Exercise2

was; wasn't; was, wasn't
Was
was
was
wasn't; was

Lesson B Vacations pp. 84-85
Exercise 1

A
1. When was your last trip or vacation?
2. Where did you go exactly? Where exactly did you go?
3. What was the weather like?

I
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A

get

lost
sick
a gift
scared
married
an autograph
a bad sunburn
up early or late
a view of something

go

hiking
biking
skiing
camping
swimming
snorkeling
on vacation
on a road trip
to the beach

get and go

back
home
to bed
to the movies
along with someone
to see a concert I movie

B

1. go I get
2.go
3. get
4.get

5. get
6.go
7.get

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1. I usually go to bed at 10:00 on weeknights.
2. I go swimming twice a week.
3.Yes, I did. I went to the beach a lot, and I got a bad
sunburn a couple of times.
4. I got a dog!
5. No, I get along with everyone.
6. I really want to go to Italy.
7. Yes, I do. I get up early during the week.

Lesson C Anyway, what did you do? pp. 86--87

Exercise 1

Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. What did you do? Did you do anything special?
2. What about you? Did you do anything fun?
3. How about you? Did you enjoy it?
4.What did you do? Were you busy, too?

Exercise 2
A
Arlen (leave blank)
Mirka (leave blank)
Arlen Anyway
Mirka Anyway
Arlen anyway

B
Answers will vary. Possible answers may include:
1. I usually go out with friends. What about you?
2. Anyway, do you want to go out for dinner tomorrow?
3. My friends took me to a movie and dinner. Anyway,
I have to go. Bye.
4.It was boring.Anyway, I want to go shopping next week·
end. Do you want to come with me?

Lesson O A funny thing happened . . . pp. 88-89

Exercise 1
A
1.a

3. b

2. d

4. c

B

1.She worked at Sunny's.
2. Megan/ She got to work by subway.I Megan I She
took the subway (to work).
3. She served sandwiches and coffee.
4. The cafe was really busy (all the time).
5. She left early (one day) because she was really tired.
6.She went back to Sunny's because she met her friend
Rick (and he wanted to go there).
7. They stayed at Sunny's for an hour.

Exercise 2
A

Rick asked, "How did you like the cafe?"
I said, "It's nice."
He said, "The service wasn't very good."
I said, "Well, one of the servers left early."
Rick said, "People are so lazy these days."
I said, "Yes, I know."
B

Answers will vary..

c

Answers will vary.
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Unit 12

Fabulous food

Lesson B What's for dinner? pp. 92-93

Lesson A Eating habits pp. 90-91

Exercise 1
1. meat
2.seafood
3. potatoes
4.fruit
5. chicken
6.pasta
7. vegetables
8.bread
9. rice
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10.eggs
11.bananas
12. fish
13. milk
14.cheese
15.carrots
16.beef
17.shellfish
18.cucumbers
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Exercise 2
A
many; beef; chicken, fish; milk, a lot of
much, a lot of; much
B
Answers will vary.
Exercise 3
1.How many
2.How much
3. How many

4. How much
5. How many
6. How many

Answers to the questions will vary. Possible answers may
include:
1.Six students in my class are vegetarians.
2. My family buys three bottles of milk every week.
3. I eat chicken twice a week.
4. No, I don't eat a lot of shellfish.
5. All of my friends are picky eaters.
6. I don't drink soda.
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Exercise 1
1. apples
2. shrimp
3. peppers
4.salmon
5. garlic
6.sugar
7.coffee
8. melon
9. pineapple
10.tomato

11.onions
12.cereal
13. lettuce
14. green beans
15.butter
16. tea
17. oil
18.hamburger meat
19.strawberries
20.lamb

meat and seafood
shrimp
salmon
lamb
hamburger meat

fruit
apples
pineapple
melon
strawberries

other
sugar
coffee
cereal
butter
oil
tea

vegetables
peppers
garlic
lettuce
onions
green beans
tomato

Exercise 2
1. Jim
Megan
Jim
2. Server
Server
Dan
Server
Dan
3. Greg
Sheila
Greg
Sheila

would you like
'd like
Would you like
Would you like
would you like
'd like
Would you like
'd like
would you like
'd like
Would you like
'd like

Exercise 3
1. Ming some
Polly some
Ming some
2. John any
Ken some
John some
3. Sara some
Craig any
Sara any

Lesson CI just want a sandwich or something pp. 94-95 B

Exercise 1
Pete or anything
Trish or anything
Pete or something
Trish or something
Trish or something
Pete or something

1. healthy food
2.is
3.enjoyed
4.chicken
5.didn't eat
6.very

Exercise 2

A

Answers will vary.

Exercise 3
1. Paul (leave blank); or ...
Paul or ...
Paul or ...
Val or ...
Val or ...
2. Sally or ...
Sally (leave blank)
Sally or ...
Sally (leave blank)
Kate or ...

Exercise 2

wonderful; fun; delicious, hot; excellent, friendly, cheap

B

Answers will vary.

Lesson D Great places to eat pp. 96-97

Exercise 1
A

1. a burger restaurant
2.oatmeal
3.450 calories
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